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Preface
“Roads? Where we’re going, we don’t need roads.”1 With these notorious words, the 1985 movie `Back to 
the Future´ predicted roads to become obsolete and general connectivity to be revolutionised by 2015. 
However, as we now know in 2017, roads remain essential and cars are still not flying. As shown by the 
presented study, this however may be a good thing since route networks, such as roads, paths and tracks 
actually are spatial manifestations of cultural activity and as such can disclose unique information about 
our past. Over the last four years, I had the fortune of studying the spatial and historical complexity of 
these movement corridors, and reflecting on the Roman period and Early Middle Ages in general. An 
experience that not only has been unforgettable, but also left me in debt to great number of people. People 
without whom completing this thesis would have been a very lonely or even impossible road.

I would like to start with mentioning my supervisors, Esther Jansma, Theo Spek and Bert 
Groenewoudt, to whom I am extremely grateful. You gave me the unique opportunity to write this 
dissertation and further develop myself as a scientist. Unselfishly you introduced me to a very broad 
range of institutions, research groups, specialists and scientific networks; more than once praising my 
research approaches. Above all, I am grateful you showed me the essentiality of collaborative research, 
perpetually fuelled my curiosity and allowed me to follow my own path as much as possible.

Esther, your guidance has been invaluable throughout my academic life. In 2009, you took a chance 
by offering a recently graduated archaeologist a job at the Netherlands Centre for Dendrochronology: 
Stichting RING. For this, I am still eternally grateful. During the years at RING, you provided me with 
ample opportunities to explore my scientific interests and skills. I am convinced that without those years, 
this thesis would not have existed. As a supervisor, I cherish your personal, but also critical approach. 
More than once, you provided me with feedback that practically exceeded the length of the original 
manuscript. And although not always happily received, your feedback was almost without exception spot 
on and I am convinced it greatly improved the quality of my work. Most of all I am thankful that you 
were always willing to free up your schedule and discuss feedback, research plans or personal matters. I 
have learned much from you over the last few years, thank you!

Theo, you were my long-distance supervisor. More than once, we both experienced the (figurative) 
distance between Amersfoort, Groningen and Utrecht. However, I would argue that in hindsight, 
this actually proved to be a good thing since it gave you a (much needed) fresh look on things. I am 
immensely grateful for your high-quality feedback on, not only the produced manuscripts, but also the 
developed theories and research approaches. Your broad expertise, experience and interdisciplinarity 
on several occasions forced me to rethink my methods, theories and approaches, notably improving the 
quality of my work. I greatly appreciate our discussions on subject matters and the time you made for 
showing us the historical landscape in ‘real life’. I will never forget your advice that you cannot understand 
the historical landscape by merely looking at your computer screen.

Last, but certainly not least, Bert. For you the last four years must have been the hardest. As my 
daily supervisor, you had to endure most of the discussions, (my) stubbornness and misplaced humour. 
More than once, you have rightly tried to slow me down and I know I should have listened more often. 
I am eternally grateful for all your help. I can honestly say that our discussions form the basis of many 
of the here presented methods, theories and results, and this thesis would not have existed without you. 
Your help and feedback were invaluable in contextualising ideas, helping me to find my research niche, 

1 Dr. Emmett Brown (fictional character), Back to the Future (1985), Universal Pictures.
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not to get too distracted and to finding my feet in academics. I especially enjoyed your personal, direct 
(sometimes plain impatient) and critical way of communicating. By continuously asking me “why do we 
want to know this?” and by without exception questioning the produced results, you ensured the scientific 
value of this thesis. I can genuinely say I could not have wished for a better daily supervisor!

Although not a supervisor, I also want to mention here Menne Kosian. Menne, your help on spatial 
analyses and GIS has been invaluable to me. Already in 2009, during my first steps at the Cultural Heritage 
Agency of the Netherlands, you have provided me with helpful advice and guidance. Moreover, our 
discussions on archaeological modelling, digital techniques and archaeological science in general form 
the basis of amongst other the network-friction approach presented in chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis.

The research presented in this thesis was conducted within the project: ‘The Dark Age of the 
Lowlands in an interdisciplinary light: people, landscape and climate in the Netherlands between AD 300 
and 1000’ (www.darkagesproject.com), which was funded by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific 
Research (NWO). During my time working on this project, I had the chance of collaborating with some 
of the nicest colleagues. I particularly would like to thank Esther Stouthamer, Hans Middelkoop, Kim 
Cohen and Wim Hoek for their advice and feedback. I am convinced that the social surroundings you 
created notably stimulated the research output of the general project. Special thanks go out to my two 
PhD companions within the project and roommates: Harm Jan Pierik and Marjolein Gouw-Bouman. 
Thank you both for all the advice and feedback you have given me on my research plans, manuscripts 
and general crazy ideas. I will always remember the fun and laughter we had when all three of us were 
present in ‘room 130’. Moreover, I would like to thank you both for willingly explaining to me the world 
of physical geography; I have learned much from you both. Harm Jan, I especially would like to thank 
you for all our collaborative endeavours and for as my paranifm standing by me during these last hours 
(publically defending) my PhD research. Outside of the research project, I would like to thank Margot 
Stoete for all her help with the layout of this thesis. Although the majority of the colleagues at the Physical 
Geography department at Utrecht University might not have been actively involved in my project, you 
all helped me in one way or another. Most notably, I would like to thank you all for creating a nice and 
always very welcoming atmosphere. Although conducting my research at two separate locations led to me 
not always being physically around, you consistently made me feel very welcome.

Beside my Utrecht colleagues I was fortunate enough to collaborate with multiple people from several 
other institutes. Specifically, I am thankful to Lisette Kootker, Maurice de Kleijn, Jan van Doesburg and 
Willem Vletter who as ‘external’ co-authors made several chapters in this thesis possible. I very much 
enjoyed working with you and hope to continue doing so in the near future. Additionally, I would like 
to thank two 'external' organisations: the Netherlands centre for dendrochronology: Stichting RING and 
the Stichting Nederlands Museum voor Anthrolopologie en Praehistorie (SNMAP) for their financial 
contributions to parts of the underlying research presented in this thesis.

Next, I would like to thank the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands in general for supporting 
my research and giving me the opportunity to ‘taste the best of both worlds’. For me personally, working 
in both a university and a state service environment has been a great educational experience, and has 
provided me with unique insights. Particularly, I would like to thank my colleagues at the departments 
of Landscape and Archaeology. Besides making me feel welcome you were always more than willing 
to collaborate, point me towards relevant publications or discuss my research plans. And although 
all colleagues have been of direct or indirect influence on my research, Jaap-Evert Abrahamse, Otto 
Brinkkemper, Bart Broex, Henk Baas, Jan van Doesburg, Tessa de Groot, Marjolein Haars, Menne Kosian, 
Michel Lascaris, Roel Lauwerier, Isabel van Lent, Edwin Raap, Eelco Rensink, Bjørn Smit, Liesbeth 
Theunissen, Marja Walrecht and Henk Weerts deserve individual praise for their varying contribution to 
the work presented in this thesis. In addition, I would like to especially thank Jos Bazelmans, who more 
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than once helped me and provided me with the opportunity to develop myself as an individual researcher 
by sending me abroad. My ‘new’ direct colleagues, Maartje de Boer and Peter Blom are thanked for their 
understanding over the last few months and giving me the time to finalise this thesis. Last, but certainly 
not least I would like to thank Susan Lammers and Cees van 't Veen for giving me the opportunity to 
work in Amersfoort. Although I was never officially an employee of the Cultural Heritage Agency, you 
always made me feel as an integral part of the team.

Writing this PhD thesis took a lot of time and asked for a lot of understanding and patience of my 
family and friends. I treasure the moments I could put aside my PhD work (which increasingly became 
difficult towards the end), and could rely on you to distract me with social events. I cherish the many 
distracting visits by my grandfather Theo and walks around the historical city of 's-Hertogenbosch, the 
many (very costly) theme-park and zoo visits with my dear nieces Janthe, Elin and Ize and the dinners 
at my sister and brother-in-law, Tamara and Harwin. Xavier, although you practically live on the other 
side of the globe, I thank you for your (sometimes unknowingly) bestowed advice over the last few 
years, and for travelling all this way to attend my PhD defence. Nevertheless, most distractions had to 
come from my friends, without whom I can honestly say the last four years would have been unbearable. 
Many of you must have suffered from my continuous stories about my research. How often I must have 
been preoccupied by work, or needed to cancel plans at the last minute. Here I would like to specifically 
mention: Annemarijn, Bas, Benno, Bert, Davey, Debbie, Duco, Douwe, Ellen, Ellis, Harmen, Henrieke, 
Isabelle, Jim, Jiske, Juanita, Laura, Lisette, Loraine, Maarten, Maaike, Marije, Marijn, Mathijs, Mieke, 
Mirjam, Rik, Robbie, Ronald, Rosa, Stefan, Sophie, Tessa and Thijs. I can only apologise for the lack of 
social visits and thank you for the fun (and sometimes plain wrong) distractions over the last years, my 
life is so much better with you all in it. Hopefully we see each other soon!

Before concluding this preface, I want to single out two friends who deserve individual praise, Marije 
and Isabelle. Marije, I cannot begin to thank you enough for all the help you have given me over the last 
few years. The endless evenings you had to listen to my yammering about work, or life in general (only to 
be more than once surpassed by your own critical views), must not always have been easy. I very much 
enjoyed our distracting evenings of watching TV shows of dubious quality (mostly on MTV)! They made 
the ‘PhD life’ so much more fun. I hope to continue these times as much as possible. Your help especially 
in the final phase of writing this thesis was invaluable to me. I am in your debt.

Isabelle, being my best friend for so many years cannot be easy. It is impossible for me to thank you 
enough for everything you have done for me over the last 15 years. I can honestly say this thesis would 
not have existed without you. Years ago, when I needed it the most you gave me the confidence and 
strength to apply to this work (and science in general). I cherish the countless of hilarious adventures we 
have experienced together and I am extremely grateful for all the fun (and fantasy) you have brought into 
my life. It is therefore only fitting that you will be standing next to me as my paranimf during these last 
few hours of my PhD-student life. Thank you for being you.

To conclude this preface, I want to acknowledge the two most important people in my life, my parents 
Carla and Henny. Mom, dad, without you none of this would ever have been possible. Words cannot 
express how indebted I am for all the opportunities you have given me in life. I am eternally grateful for 
your continuing love, support and trust. Although this thesis mainly focuses on presenting new ways of 
finding vanished historical roads, it equally symbolizes the road in life I dared to take because of your 
support. I am thankful for the ‘road’ in life you have set out for me; now or in the future, roads of these 
kind are always needed.

’s-Hertogenbosch, August 2017.
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Chapter 1 

General introduction

1.1 Synopsis

This study focuses on reconstructing large-scale changes in connectivity and habitation during the 
Roman and early-medieval periods in the present-day Netherlands. The transition between these periods 
is characterized by severe pan-European political, socio-economic, and demographic changes (e.g. 
Cheyette, 2008; Jansma et al., 2014). Additionally, recent studies in physical-geography and biogeology 
increasingly point at marked climatic and landscape changes, such as river avulsions and floods, during 
this time interval (e.g. Stouthamer and Berendsen, 2000; Roymans & Gerritsen, 2002; Groenewoudt et 
al., 2007; Erkens, 2009; Ljungqvist 2010; Büntgen et al., 2011; Toonen, 2013). The extent to which these 
environmental and cultural dynamics were entwined and mutually influential is generally unknown, 
especially on a larger scale level. Lowlands such as the Netherlands are well suited to study these complex 
interactions since boundary conditions, i.e. the set of conditions required for maintaining the existing 
equilibrium in a region, in such areas are relatively sensitive to changes (e.g. Van Dinter et al., 2017).

This thesis primarily has a methodological ambition, which is to reconstruct boundary conditions 
and to develop spatiotemporal frameworks for cultural-landscape changes during the first millennium 
AD. To this end I have applied an evidence-based, multi-proxy, transdisciplinary modelling approach 
in order to reconstruct spatial changes in Roman and early-medieval route networks, long-distance 
transport, settlement patterns, palaeodemography, and land-use systems, and to determine their 
interaction with synchronously-changing environmental settings and forcings.

1.2 The Netherlands during the Roman period and Early Middle Ages

The Netherlands is located in northwestern Europe and is best defined as a geomorphologically dynamic 
region that has been influenced to a high degree by glacial, fluvial, and marine geomorphological 
processes throughout the Holocene (e.g. Stouthamer & Berendsen, 2000; 2007; Vos & De Vries, 2013; Vos, 
2015; Figure 1.1). This country roughly can be subdivided into two type of landscapes: (1) the relatively 
low-lying and dynamic Holocene parts, dominated by marine and river sediments as well as peat; and (2) 
the more stable and higher Pleistocene uplands, which represent the westernmost part of the northwest-
European sand belt and loess region (e.g. Zeeberg, 1998; Figure 1.1). Local habitation conditions in the 
Netherlands in the past were continuously influenced by processes of drowning occurring primarily in 
the lower parts and processes of soil degradation (‘desertification’) occurring mainly in the higher parts 
(Groenewoudt, 2012). Since most of the Netherlands is low lying, even small changes of groundwater 
levels could result in significantly wetter conditions (e.g. Petzelberger et al., 1999). Initial forcings behind 
processes of ‘drowning’ were natural, consisting of increased precipitation, poor drainage and, in the 
coastal zones, rising sea levels. In course of late prehistory, human interaction with the landscape such 
as deforestation and agricultural drainage had an increasing impact on landscape conditions (e.g. Vos 
& Van Heeringen, 1997; Bork et al., 1998, 2003; Erkens, 2009; Lascaris & De Kraker, 2013). During the 
Roman period and Early Middle Ages (12 BC-AD 1050), large parts of the Netherlands were covered 
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Figure 1.1 | Upper part: geomorphological reconstructions of the present-day Netherlands during the Roman period (left) and 

the Early Middle Ages (right). For both periods the most important towns and the main landscape features are plotted. Lower 

part: general overview of Holocene and Pleistocene soils (left). Geomorphological reconstructions were adapted from Vos & De 

Vries (2013; also see this reference for more information about the listed legend units and their descriptions).

Geomorphological-reconstruction map: AD 100
(top left)

Geomorphological-reconstruction map: AD 800
(top right)

Holocene versus Pleistocene map
(bottom left)
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by extensive mires. After several preludial reclamation phases in the Late Iron Age, Roman period and 
Carolingian periods, large-scale reclamation of these swamps and bogs lands started in the late 10th till 
late 12th centuries (Hendrikx, 1986; Borger, 1992; Gerding, 1995). In the central area of these Holocene 
and Pleistocene soils the rivers Rhine, Meuse, and Scheldt strongly influenced (pre)historical natural 
and cultural developments. Besides providing fertile substrates for agricultural land use, already since 
the Bronze Age (2000-800 BC; Arnoldussen, 2008) these rivers facilitated long-distance transport on the 
European mainland (Cunliffe, 2004). During the Roman and early-medieval periods these rivers served 
as crucial and intensely-used transport routes (e.g. Van Es & Verwers, 2010; Dijkstra, 2011; Hodges, 2012).

During the first century AD the central and southern parts of this dynamic landscape became an 
integral part of the Roman Empire (Figures 1.1 and 1.2; e.g. Van Es, 1981; Willems, 1986). Roman 
influence drastically changed the prehistoric landscape south of the Roman frontier (limes), and in 
addition altered other parts of the country in a more indirect manner. This influence led among others 
to: the foundation of cities such as Noviomagus and Forum Hadrianus, planned landscape organisation, 
centralized governance, extensive transport networks, the introduction of coinage and large-scale surplus 
production (Van Es, 1981; Willems, 1981). In addition, Roman activity included the first systematic 
(small-scale) reclamation activities through the construction of canals, culverts, dams and ditches (e.g. Ter 
Brugge, 2002; Van Londen, 2006; Vos, 2009). In general the Roman period in the present-day Netherlands 
was characterized by economic prosperity and a strong demographic growth, most notably during the 
first and second centuries AD (the early and middle-Roman periods (ERP and MRP) respectively; e.g. 
Bloemers, 1978; Willems, 1986; Dijkstra, 2011; Table 1.1). During these centuries the number and size 
of settlements increased drastically. This rapidly changed towards the late-Roman period (LRP; AD 270 
– 450), when the Roman frontier (limes) at the Oude Rijn collapsed, the number of settlements strongly 
decreased, and a general depopulation occurred (Louwe Kooijmans, 1995; Heeren, 2015). Although this 
demographic and economic decline occurred in the whole of the Netherlands, there appear to have been 
temporal and regional differences (Willems, 1986; Van Munster, 2012; Heeren, 2015). The decline of 
Roman control over this area after the collapse of the Roman Rhine-based frontier coincided with the 
migration of several tribes into the Netherlands, most notably the Franks whom greatly influenced the 
development of later early-medieval Europe (e.g. Hiddink, 1999; Hallsal, 2007; Wickham, 2005; 2010). 
During the remainder of the LRP, Roman rule in the present-day Netherlands never regained the level of 
influence it had attained during the ERP and MRP.

Recently obtained physical-geographical data point towards synchronous changes of the physical 
landscape. In many parts of western Europe dramatic land-use changes took place after the collapse of the 
Western Roman Empire in the 4th and 5th centuries AD (Cheyette, 2008). During this period vegetation 
and land use in the former Roman areas changed dramatically and wide-spread reforestation occurred 
(e.g. Teunissen, 1990; Louwe Kooijmans, 1995; Roymans & Gerritsen, 2002; Groenewoudt et al., 2007; 
Kaplan et al., 2009). Agricultural crop sizes and types also changed, most notable regarding rye which, as 
a species that is eminently competitive under unfavourable conditions, became increasingly widespread 
throughout northwestern Europe (Sadori et al., 2005). Additionally, during the LRP the Netherlands was 
subjected to a major flood around AD 260-282 and, after this event, to increased flooding frequencies 
(50 to 100-yr recurrence time; Toonen et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2016). Contemporaneously, the rivers 
Hollandse IJssel and Lek were reactivated somewhere between AD 100 and 300, exerting a strong 
influence on local habitation and Roman (military) infrastructure (Cohen et al., 2012).
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After the final collapse of the Roman frontier in the Netherlands during the first half of the 5th century, 
the demographic and economic low that had started in the 3rd century continued. Migrations led to 
Franks inhabiting the former Roman territories in the south, the Saxons residing in parts of the eastern 
Netherlands and the Frisians populating the north and west (Van Es & Hessing, 1994; Hiddink, 1999; 
Van Beek, 2009; Gerrets, 2010; Dijkstra, 2011, Van der Velde, 2011b). Little is known about the 5th 
century in this region, however during the 6th century the first signs of post-Roman revival throughout 
Europe occurred in this precisely this area, with settlement numbers and trade increasing again (e.g. 
Heidinga & Offenberg, 1992; Van Es & Verwers, 2010; Dijkstra, 2011). This revival continued over the 
next centuries and already during the 7th century the transport-geographical importance of the major 
rivers in the study region had been fully restored. This development is among others expressed by the 8th 
century rise of Dorestad as a key player in a flourishing North-Sea trade network encompassing, amongst 
others, Birka (SE), Haithabu (DE), Kaupang (NO), Quentovic (FR), and York (UK; e.g. Willemsen & Kik, 
2010). The early onset of post-Roman revival makes the Netherlands a key region for understanding the 
development and history of (medieval) Europe (e.g. McCormick, 2007; Van Bavel, 2010).

During the remainder of the Early Middle Ages, the 8th to 10th centuries, the northern Netherlands 
became part of the Frankish empire, introducing Christianity and slowly heralding the High Middle 
Ages in this part of the study area (Van der Velde, 2011a; 2011b; Groenewoudt et al., 2014; Ó Carragáin 
& Turner 2016). The physical landscape became increasingly dynamic during the Early Middle Ages, 
especially in the coastal lowlands and the river area on which this study focuses. In this area the river 
Oude Rijn abandoned its course, the river Waal formed as the new major Rhine branch and the river 
Gelderse IJssel from the 8th century onwards provide a new eastern connection to the Zuiderzee (Makaske 
et al., 2008; Cohen et al., 2009; Van Dinter, et al., 2017; Pierik et al., in press). The increased number of 
avulsions that occurred during the first millennium AD strongly influenced the discharge regime of 
the Rhine system with numerous cultural consequences (e.g. changing transport networks, settlement 

Period ABR Code Subperiod Subcode Start End

Roman period
ROM
(12 BC–AD 450)

Early-Roman period ROMV 12 BC AD 70

Early-Roman period A ROMVA 12 BC AD 25

Early-Roman period B ROMVB AD 25 AD 70

Middle-Roman period ROMM AD 70 AD 270

Middle-Roman period A ROMMA AD 70 AD 150

Middle-Roman period B ROMMB AD 150 AD 270

Late-Roman period ROML AD 270 AD 450

Late-Roman period A ROMLA AD 270 AD 350

Late-Roman period B ROMLB AD 350 AD 450

Middle Ages
XME
(AD 450–1500)

Early Middle Ages VME AD 450 AD 1050

Early Middle Ages A VMEA AD 450 AD 525

Early Middle Ages B VMEB AD 525 AD 725

Early Middle Ages C VMEC AD 725 AD 900

Early Middle Ages D VMED AD 900 AD 1050

Late Middle Ages LME AD 1050 AD 1500

Late Middle Ages A LMEA AD 1050 AD 1250

Late Middle Ages B LMEB AD 1250 AD 1500

Table 1.1 | Overview of Roman and early-medieval periodization based on the Dutch Archaeological Basic Register (ABR) as 

used in this thesis. For each of the archaeologically defined subperiods, ABR coding, start and end dates are given.
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abandonment, and relocation; Groothedde, 2013; Kosian et al., 2016; Van Dinter et al., 2017). Additionally 
this period witnessed a further increase in flooding frequency and two major floods (ca. AD 685 and 785, 
respectively; Toonen et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2016).

1.3 Problem setting: The Dark Age of the Lowlands in an interdisciplinary light

The first millennium AD therefore can be classified as a very dynamic period in the natural and cultural 
history of the Netherlands. Although in the research area numerous studies have been carried out 
focusing on the Roman and early-medieval periods (e.g. Willems, 1986; Heidinga & Offenberg, 1992; Van 
Es & Hessing, 1994; Van Es & Verwers, 2010; Willemsen & Kik, 2010; 2015), only few integrate cultural 
and geoscientific data on relatively large scales (e.g. Van Dinter, 2013; Kooistra et al., 2013; Van Dinter 
et al., 2014; Jansma & Van Lanen, 2015; Kosian, et al., 2016; Van Dinter et al., 2017). Fuelled by Malta-
driven archaeology following the Valetta treaty (Counsel of Europe, 1992; revised treaty no. 143), the 
amount of archaeological and geoscientific data regarding the Roman and early-medieval Netherlands 
has increased rapidly over the last decades (Groenewoudt, 2015; Eerden et al., 2017). Regional overview 
studies in addition provide us with increasingly detailed data on past environmental conditions (e.g. 
Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997; Vos & de Vries, 2013; Vos, 2015; Van den Biggelaar, 2017; Van Dinter et al., 
2017; Van Zijverden, 2017). Most of these studies mainly focus on the high-resolution reconstruction of 
landscape changes in a relatively small area. However, cultural processes such as settlement dynamics and 
the development of transport networks take place on multiple spatial scales, including larger ones. The 
same holds true for geomorphological processes such as floods.

In order to assess the relative importance, impact, and interrelationships between cultural and natural 
phenomena, large-scale integrated research approaches are required that are aimed at interregional 
comparison. Recent improvements of digital techniques and research infrastructures in the humanities 
and geosciences in the Netherlands now for the first time allow large-scale, transdisciplinary study of 
these processes from an interregional and transdisciplinary perspective. Davis and McCormick (2008) 
rightly have stated that increased collaboration within and across disciplines such as archaeology, biology, 
the geosciences, and the computer sciences is the way forward for research of the Early Middle Ages. The 
increased accumulation of data requires, but equally has opened up, new research potential. This was 
already put forward by Kristiansen (2014), who advocated the important role of Big Data for the future 
development of archaeological method and theory.

Wickham (2010) already emphasized the presence of strong regional differences within Europe 
during the transformation from the Roman to the early-medieval world, underlining the need for more 
detailed regional studies. However, research so far either mainly has been focused on reconstructing 
cultural developments on a supraregional-transcending scale, such as the whole of Europe, and on 
detailed local studies. The first type of research in general lacks the necessary level of detail required to 
understand human-landscape interactions, whereas the second type generally lacks the necessary scale 
level to envelope the full scope of natural-landscape dynamics. Against this background this thesis aims to 
reconstruct spatiotemporal frameworks suitable for assessing cultural-landscape changes during the first 
millennium in the present-day Netherlands, using combinations of data on supraregional and regional 
scales (Figure 1.3).

Since cultural-landscape changes manifest themselves on multiple scales, the challenge is to develop 
research approaches that allow large-scale transdisciplinary data integration in order to reconstruct 
boundary conditions and spatiotemporal frameworks integrating both natural and cultural patterns and 
elements.
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1.4 Research aims and questions

The primary ambition of this thesis is methodological and directed at the development of spatiotemporal 
frameworks of cultural-landscape changes during the first millennium as well as at the reconstruction of 
the traceable boundary conditions of these changes. Spatiotemporal frameworks provide an overview of 
important changes, specifying where and when they occurred, and define the boundaries of explanatory 
models. The first academic usage of the term ‘cultural landscape’, in 1908, is ascribed to the German 
geographer Otto Schlüter (e.g. James & Martin, 1981). Basically, Schlüter divided two types of landscape: 
the Urlandschaft, representing the original, natural landscape without human-induced changes, and 
the Kulturlandschaft, representing the cultural landscape created by (interactions with) human culture. 
It was Carl Sauer (1925) in the United States and Paul Vidal de la Blache in France (1926) who further 
developed the concept and who stressed the importance of culture as an agency acting within the natural 
setting and thus eventually forming the cultural landscape.

0 50
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Figure 1.3 | Overview of the study areas discussed in this thesis: (I) the present-day Netherlands excluding the southern loess 

zone (Chapters 2-5 and 11), (II) the fluvial-dominated part of the Rhine-Meuse delta (Chapters 7-9), (III) the Veluwe region 

(Chapter 6) and (IV) the Pleistocene-sandy soils of the eastern Netherlands (Chapter 10). These study areas are overlaid on an AD 

100 geomorphological-reconstruction map adapted from Vos & De Vries (2013).
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In this thesis the concept ‘cultural landscape’ is defined in line with the definition provided by the World 
Heritage Committee (WHC) in 2012, which regards these landscapes as cultural properties representing 
the combined work of nature and man. According to WHC (Unesco, 2012, p. 14), they are illustrative 
of the evolution society and settlement over time, under the influence of the physical constraints and/
or opportunities presented by their natural environment and of successive social, economic and cultural 
forces, both external and internal. This integrated view of ‘cultural landscape’ as the expression of both 
natural and cultural processes is especially valid for the Netherlands, since many of its parts have been 
subjected to intensive human influence from the Late Neolithic and Bronze Age onwards (Section 
1.2). The implication is that in dynamic lowland areas such as the Netherlands the study of cultural-
landscape changes requires an integrated research approach combining cultural and geoscientific data. 
This study represents such an approach (Figure 1.4). Three concepts are key: connectivity, persistence, 
and habitation. Connectivity is the level in which locations are interconnected within networks. The 
concept of persistence is defined in line with Schlangers’ (1992) work on persistence places, i.e. the long-
term (re-)use of specific areas. Habitation in this study is defined as the spatial manifestation of human 
settlement and land use. Using geoscientific, (palaeo)ecological, and cultural data combinations this 
thesis addresses developments in five large-scale, spatial-social cultural manifestations which spatially 
reflect human-landscape interactions: route networks, long-distance transport routes, settlement patterns, 
palaeodemography, and land-use systems. These were structured into four themes linked to the former 
usage of the cultural landscape during the first millennium AD, leading to the following research 
structure and questions:

1) Route networks
A. What was the spatial layout of Roman and early-medieval route networks in the present-day 

Netherlands?
B. To what extent did Roman routes in this area persist towards the Early Middle Ages and early-

modern times?
C. What were the mechanisms behind route-network development in this region, and more 

specifically, what was the relative impact of natural and cultural processes?
D. What is the potential of an integrated, evidence-based modelling approach for reconstructing 

largely hidden or vanished supraregional first-millennium route networks?

2) Long-distance transport routes
E. How did long-distance transport of common goods change during the first millennium AD?
F. How do these changes in long-distance transport relate to natural and cultural developments?

3) Settlement patterns
G. To what degree were settlement patterns in geomorphologically highly-dynamic regions, such as 

the Rhine-Meuse delta, influenced by natural settings and forcings?
H. To what extent did Roman settlement patterns persist towards the Early Middle Ages?

4) Palaeodemography and land use
I. What where the rural, military, and urban population numbers in the Rhine-Meuse delta during 

the first millennium AD?
J.  What impact had palaeodemographic fluctuations on land use in the Rhine-Meuse delta?
K. To what degree was general infrastructural connectivity of influence on palaeodemographics?
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1.4.1 Route networks
During the Roman period and the Early Middle Ages extensive networks of land and water routes 
developed on the European mainland, connecting many parts of Europe including the present-day 
Netherlands. These routes connected on a multitude of scales, varying from local to regional and 
supraregional levels (e.g. Horsten, 2005; Van der Heijden, 2016). Past route networks are relevant 
for reconstructing past cultural landscapes because: (1) they reflect spatial relations between past 
settlements; (2) are an expression of cultural and natural-landscape conditions; (3) especially in lowland 
areas their orientation was strongly influenced by landscape conditions; and (4) they in part were the 
result of developments in less-known and less-studied, off-site activity areas. Since most, if not all, first-
millennium routes were essentially unpaved (e.g. Horsten, 2005; Van der Heijden, 2016), the majority 
of these structures have vanished over time or have become difficult to locate (e.g. as the result of later 
reuse or because they have become covered by layers of sediment). Therefore a bottom-up archaeological 
approach, using local studies as a starting point, is less suited to study these phenomena, implying that 
a more large-scale, evidence-based approach integrating both cultural and geoscientific data is required. 
Here the term ‘evidence based’ is used to indicate scientific research based on factual evidence derived 
from large amounts of data.

1.4.2 Long-distance transport routes
Recently several reconstructions have been made of Roman and early-medieval long-distance transport 
routes and trade networks in the Netherlands, using existing, digitally available, archaeological and/
or dendrochronological data (e.g. Van Es & Verwers, 2010; Theuws, 2012; Domínguez-Delmás et al., 
2014; Jansma et al., 2014; Jansma & Van Lanen, 2015). However, these studies mostly focus on a small 
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Figure 1.4 | Workflow of the research project. Data from archaeological and historical sources and the geosciences are 

integrated in order to reconstruct developments within, and interrelationships between: past route networks, long-distance 

transport routes, settlement patterns, demography and land use. For each of these manifestations the studied scale level is 

presented: circle = regional level, diamond shape = regional and supraregional levels; square = supraregional level. 
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selection of archaeological sites only and their chronological scope is limited to a few centuries at best. 
Other research has been mainly focused on either developing explanatory theoretical models regarding 
exchange and trade networks (e.g. Theuws, 2004; 2012), and on the spatial analysis of the distribution of 
luxury goods and specific non-luxury commodities such as pottery and rotary querns (e.g. Kars, 1983; 
Verhoeven, 1990; 1992). In order to reconstruct larger-scale spatiotemporal changes of Roman and 
early-medieval long-distance transport routes and trade networks, a quantitative and integrated method 
using geoscientific data as well as archaeologically established distributions of daily-life commodities is 
required.

1.4.3 Settlement patterns
Existing reconstructions of Roman and early-medieval settlement patterns in the study area are the result 
of archaeological field studies and broader research syntheses performed with different objectives and 
from a variety of practical and theoretical perspectives. Settlement studies are among other characterised 
by differences in interpretative frameworks such as processual and post-processual paradigms (e.g. 
Bloemers & Van Dorp, 1991; Lange et al., 2014), and are focused on highly variable scale levels ranging 
from local (e.g. house-plan development) to more interregional comparisons (local: Waterbolk & 
Harsema, 1979; regional; Vos, 2009; Dijkstra, 2011; Lange et al., 2014). Although different aspects of 
settlement patterns, such as lay-out, location and size, have been studied on both local and regional 
scales, there has been limited focus on the link between changing settlement locations and synchronously 
occurring natural-landscape dynamics. Since changes of the physical landscape generally manifested 
themselves on a larger scale than that of individual settlements, an integrated comparison between 
settlement patterns and natural-landscape dynamics is required.

1.4.4 Palaeodemography
Demographic changes doubtlessly had an impact on society and the landscape during the whole of 
the studied time interval. However, palaeodemographic research of the first millennium AD in the 
Netherlands up to now mainly has focused on the ERP and MRP (12 BC-AD 270; Table 1.1; Bloemers, 
1978; Willems, 1986; Vossen, 2003; Vos, 2009; Verhagen et al., 2016). Collected overviews for each of 
the defined Roman and early-medieval ABR subperiods and/or showing multi-period population 
fluctuations during the Roman and early-medieval periods are rare (e.g. Louwe Kooijmans, 1995; Louwe 
Kooijmans et al., 2005). It is therefore important that larger-scale palaeodemographic models based on 
settlement numbers are developed and applied. The Rhine-Meuse delta is well suited for this type of study, 
because: (1) high-quality settlement data are available, allowing an evidence-based approach; (2) the vast 
majority of Roman and early-medieval inhabitants lived in rural settlements; (3) this region mostly was 
densely populated during the first millennium AD; and (4) these models allow calculating the relative 
contribution of low-level urbanisation on the general population size.

1.4.5 Land use
Available reconstructions of land-use systems in the study area mainly focus on the possibilities and 
limitations of farming during the Roman period and Early Middle Ages (e.g. Kooistra, 1996; Kooistra 
et al., 2013; Van Dinter, et al., 2014). However, changing land-use systems also may reflect cultural-
landscape change. Therefore it is important to use spatial-simulation modelling to analyse the impact 
of palaeodemographics on changing land use. Already since the 1970s the complex interplay between 
palaeodemographics and land-use changes has been the subject of computer-based modelling in 
archaeology. Recently, especially simulation modelling has been frequently used for this purpose (e.g. 
Lake, 2014; Joyce & Verhagen, 2016). However, it is commonly recognised that the main weakness of 
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these simulation models is the underrepresentation of natural-landscape dynamics and social complexity 
(e.g. Van der Leeuw & McGlade, 1997; Goodschild & Witcher, 2010; Whiltley et al., 2010; Lake, 2014). 
A possible alternative is the application of a newly-developed modelling framework (De Kleijn et al., 
submitted), using the Rhine-Meuse delta as a test case based on the fact that this area is archaeologically 
and geoscientifically relatively well studied and abundant data are available.

1.5 Research strategy and thesis outline

The research questions and strategy presented in section 1.4 are covered in ten chapters dealing with 
multiple integrated subjects and scale levels. Chapter 2, relevant for research themes 1 and 2 (questions 
A, B, C, D and F) has a methodological nature and focuses on calculating landscape prerequisites for 
movement corridors. By applying spatial modelling and integrating geoscientific data, geographical 
obstacles for possible translocation in ca. AD 100 and 800 over land and water were calculated. The 
resulting so-called ‘network-friction model’ calculates local accessibility and depicts movement corridors, 
i.e. areas where landscape conditions provided people with favourable connectivity options.

In chapter 3, relevant for research themes 1 and 2 (questions A, B, C, D, E and F), this new network-
friction model is used to reconstruct interconnecting Roman and early-medieval routes using a multi-
proxy and evidence-based approach. By integrating archaeological data with results regarding local 
accessibility and potential movement corridors, route networks are calculated on a supraregional scale. 
Data on settlements, burial sites, and shipping-related finds were used to calculate the most efficient 
paths between settlements, i.e. the shortest distance following the best possible movement corridors. 
Archaeological data derived from independent infrastructural finds (e.g. jetties, roads, revetments) and 
isolated finds (e.g. pottery sherds, fibulae, and coins) not used during the previous modelling work were 
applied to validate the modelled route networks.

Chapter 4, relevant for research theme 1 (research questions B, C and D), focuses on determining the 
changes between these networks and on possible route-network persistence towards later periods. Since 
route networks in the first millennium AD were influenced both by natural and cultural dynamics, the 
stability of these networks sheds light on the complex interaction between cultural and natural processes 
at that time. Persistence levels of route networks during the Roman period to Early Modern Period (AD 
100-1600) were calculated by combining network friction with multi-period archaeological data on 
settlements, route networks, and historical data (e.g. old maps).

Chapter 5, relevant for research themes 1 and 2 (research questions C, D, E and F), focuses on the 
reconstruction of first-millennium long-distance transport routes and frequent-travel zones. Frequent-
travel zones are selected route sections (land and water) which were intensively used for the distribution 
of specific commodities during a certain time frame and which functioned as key sections within the 
reconstructed networks. In this chapter a dendroarchaeological approach is applied to model the long-
distance transport of timber (oak, a common good) to the Netherlands during the first millennium AD. 
Combining wood provenances with the route networks established in Chapter 3), changes of prevalent 
exchange networks, transport routes, and the spatial locations of frequent-travel zones are reconstructed 
in this chapter. Reconstructed trends were compared to and verified against distribution patterns of other 
commodities for daily-life use (pottery and stone household goods).

In chapter 6, relevant for research theme 1 (question D), the network-friction method developed 
in chapters 2 and 3 is applied on a regional scale and to a different period (AD 1500). This more 
methodological chapter is focused on determining the applicability of network friction as a route-
network modelling technique on a more detailed regional scale, when dealing with more recent historical 
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periods, and on comparing it to least-cost path calculations, which is a more commonly-applied route-
network modelling technique (e.g. Connolly & Lake, 2007). By applying network friction and least-cost 
path calculations to the same study area (the Veluwe region), results of both methods could be compared 
with existing overviews of historical-geographical data on route networks and with hollow-way data in 
this region extracted from Airborne-Laser Scanner datasets.

In chapters 7, 8 and 9 this more detailed regional approach is further elaborated. These chapters are 
related, all focusing on the fluvial-dominated part of the Rhine-Meuse delta, which is one of the most 
highly dynamic areas in the Netherlands. In chapter 7, relevant for research themes 3 and 4 (research 
questions G, H and I), the relationship between settlement locations, natural settings, and natural 
forcings are examined on ABR-subperiod level (Table 1.1). Using newly-developed and high-resolution 
archaeological data, geomorphological reconstructions, and a newly-developed palaeo-elevation model 
(Pierik et al., in press), changes in the natural landscape are compared to settlement dynamics in the 
delta. Chapter 8, relevant for research theme 1 (research questions A, B, C, and D), focuses on connectivity 
patterns in the same area. Based on newly-developed high-resolution palaeogeographical data (Pierik et 
al., in press) a new, more detailed, network-friction model for the delta is developed, and interconnecting 
Roman and early-medieval route networks are modelled and validated on a regional scale. Following 
the methods developed in chapter 3, potential movement corridors are combined with archaeological 
data on settlements, burial sites, and shipping-related finds, in order to calculate land and water routes. 
Modelling outcomes were validated against independent archaeological data derived from infrastructural 
and isolated finds. Chapter 9, relevant for research theme 4 (research questions I and J), focuses on 
palaeodemography and land-use systems. In this chapter high-resolution data on settlements, past 
geomorphology, and potential vegetation assemblages are integrated into a recently developed past land-
use model (De Kleijn et al., submitted), allowing the calculation of demographic fluctuations and their 
corresponding impacts on, and interrelationships with, land use during the first millennium AD.

Chapter 10, relevant for research theme 4 (research question K), addresses the complex relationship 
between connectivity patterns and palaeodemographics. This is realised through a comparison of isotopic 
and DNA data from the Dutch city of Oldenzaal to the general level of infrastructural connectivity of 
this town between ca. AD 800 and 1600. Oldenzaal was a member of the extensive Hanseatic League (ca. 
15th-19th century), and therefore was infrastructurally well-connected during the High Middle Ages, the 
Early Modern Period, and the following centuries. The network-friction based level of infrastructural 
connectivity of this city is compared to isotopic and DNA data (relevant for reconstructing interregional 
demographic variability) originating from ca. 200 inhumations graves. This resulted in a local-scale 
assessment of the relationship between connectivity and human-population variability, for which four 
explanatory models are suggested.

Chapter 11, relevant for research themes 1, 3 and 4 (research questions C, D, G and J), deals with the 
relationship between human activity, among others reflected by the creation of route networks, and the 
occurrence of drift-sand in four characteristic Pleistocene-sand regions in the Netherlands. Drift-sand 
activity constituted one of the most notable geomorphological changes in the Pleistocene uplands during 
the first millennium AD and subsequent time intervals. New supraregional overviews of chronological 
dates of drift-sand activity, derived from 14C, OSL, archaeology, and written sources, are compared to 
climate and vegetation reconstructions, soil properties, and route networks reconstructed in earlier 
chapters. Through this integrated approach the relative contribution of individual forcing factors behind 
drift-sand activity was determined.

In Chapter 12, the synthesis of this thesis, the results of the preceding chapters are combined and 
discussed, following the research themes outlined in section 1.4. This is followed by more general 
reflections about the patterns of connectivity, habitation, and persistence reconstructed in this thesis. After 
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a discussion of the methodological and theoretical implications of the presented research, this chapter 
concludes with suggestions for future research specifically in the domain of landscape-archaeological 
studies.1

1 This study is part of the research project “The Dark Age of the Lowlands in an interdisciplinary light: people, landscape and 

climate in the Netherlands between AD 300 and 1000”. For more information: Jansma et al., 2014.
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Chapter 2

Finding a way: modelling landscape prerequisites for 

Roman and early-medieval routes in the Netherlands

This study focuses on reconstructing landscape prerequisites for Roman and early-medieval routes in 
the Netherlands. We applied spatial modelling to modern and palaeogeographical landscape data in 
order to determine geographical obstacles for possible translocation in ca. AD 100 and 800 (land and 
water). Network-friction values were calculated to produce a spatial model of possible movement 
corridors and to enable the integration of archaeological data. Results show that in geographically 
dynamic lowland regions such as the current Netherlands, landscape units such as water, peat and 
alluvial ridges must have had a high impact on route orientation. The lower parts of the western 
Netherlands were almost inaccessible by land, implying that its inhabitants largely must have 
depended on rivers and streams for transportation. In Dutch coastal and river areas the landscape 
changed drastically between AD 100 and 800, the largest changes occurring along the coast.

This chapter is based on: Van Lanen, R.J., Kosian, M.C., Groenewoudt, B.J., Jansma, E., (2015) Finding a way: modelling 
landscape prerequisites for Roman and early-medieval routes in the Netherlands, Geoarchaeology: An international 
Journal (30), p. 200-222.

2.1 Introduction

Situated in a lowland area, partially influenced by fluvial (Rhine, Meuse and Scheldt) and marine activity, 
the Netherlands is a geomorphologically dynamic region. Recent research increasingly shows that major 
landscape changes (e.g. changing river courses, increase of flooded areas) occurred during the transition 
from the late-Roman (AD 270-450) to early-medieval periods (AD 450-1050) (Stouthamer & Berendsen, 
2000; Roymans & Gerritsen, 2002; Groenewoudt et al., 2007; Erkens, 2009; Toonen, 2013). Coinciding 
with these landscape changes, archaeological evidence throughout north-western Europe including the 
Netherlands points at severe demographic decline as well as changes in settlement patterns and land 
use during this period (e.g. Cheyette, 2008). Historical route networks provide a key to understanding 
large-scale settlement patterns as well as demography and land use. Hence reconstructing past routes will 
improve our understanding of late-Roman and early-medieval settlement patterns and will enable us to 
differentiate between these periods.

In recent years various attempts were made to reconstruct historical roads, or more generally 
historical routes, using spatial modelling and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) software (e.g. 
Gietl et al., 2006; Zakšek et al., 2008; Verhagen & Jeneson, 2012; White & Barber, 2012; Verhagen, 2013; 
Breier, 2013). These studies mostly focussed on regions where relief to a large extent determines the routes 
orientation, or were directed at improving our theoretical understanding of how to model past routes. 
In these endeavours the debate mainly centred on the correct definition of tools such as friction layers, 
viewshed analyses and least-cost paths (e.g. Verhagen, 2013).
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Regretfully, the usefulness of the approaches presented in these papers is limited when studying lowland 
areas such as the Netherlands. Since relief differences in this country are small, other landscape factors 
besides elevation (e.g. the presence of mires, peat lands, rivers) equally must have influenced possible 
route orientation. We used network friction to model these other landscape factors influencing route 
networks. Network friction is the variable that determines potential regional accessibility based on the 
comparison of local and surrounding landscape factors. The current study presents a network-friction 
model which is directed at identifying geographical ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors for possible movement. The 
social-geographical concepts of 'push' and 'pull' factors frequently have been applied to archaeological 
research of human spatial behaviour in the past (Anthony, 1990; Jochim et al., 1999; Rockman & Steele, 
2003). The study presents a new method of combining environmental and archaeological data with 
the aim to reconstruct probable routes (movement zones/corridors) during the late-Roman and early-
medieval periods.2

2.2 Environmental setting

Landscape is inevitably and constantly changing under the influence of human and natural factors and 
the complex and dynamic interaction between them (Fairclough, 2007). In general prehistoric and early-
historic societies depended to a large extent on their immediate surroundings for e.g. food, water and 
building materials. Accessibility to these resources is mainly determined by landscape factors which 
change through time (Koomen & Exaltus, 2003; Groenewoudt, 2012). Slight landscape changes can 
significantly influence local accessibility conditions and consequently settlement locations. Therefore the 
palaeogeography, access to resources and to other settlements and important locations plays a decisive 
role in past settlement patterns (e.g. Carson, 2014). Accurate landscape reconstructions and spatial 
models can be created only if the processes behind landscape and cultural changes are understood.

The Netherlands is a highly dynamic coastal and fluvial region consisting of lower flat-lying areas 
that have dynamically developed during the Holocene (Stouthamer & Berendsen, 2000; Stouthamer & 
Berendsen, 2007), and relatively stable, higher Pleistocene areas partly covered with peat (Koomen 
& Exaltus, 2003; Vos et al., 2011). In both regions drowning and desertification are key processes 
(Groenewoudt, 2012). As most of the country is low-lying and almost flat, even a small rise of 
groundwater levels resulted in significantly wetter soil conditions. As a result large-scale mires and bogs 
developed and expanded, and especially after ca. 7000 – 6000 cal BC substantial areas became overgrown 
by peat, first along the coast and more inland at a later stage (Petzelberger et al., 1999). Initial causes of this 
‘drowning’ process were natural ones: precipitation surplus, poor drainage and, especially near the coast, 
rising sea levels. But from the Iron Age (800 – 12 BC) onwards, human interaction with the landscape 
had an increasingly important effect. Rapid deforestation contributed to a rise of groundwater levels 
(Buishand & Velds, 1980; Dolman, 1988; Bork et al., 1998, 2003; Spek, 2004; Groenewoudt et al., 2007; 
Erkens, 2009). Peat areas subsided as a result of continuous oxidation of the soil caused by agricultural 
activities, mainly drainage (Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997; Van Tielhof & Van Dam, 2006; De Bont, 2008). In 
recent years it has become increasingly clear that late Iron-Age and Roman settlers in various parts of the 
coastal landscape have had a far stronger impact on their environment than previously assumed (Lascaris 
& De Kraker, 2013). In the Roman and medieval periods, large parts of the Netherlands were covered 
by extensive mires. This situation largely would remain unchanged until the large-scale land reclamation 

2 This study is part of the research project “The Dark Age of the Lowlands in an interdisciplinary light: people, landscape and 

climate in the Netherlands between AD 300 and 1000”. For more information: Jansma et al., 2014.
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from the 10th-12th centuries onwards in the western Netherlands (De Bont, 2008) and in the 16th century 
in the east of the country (Borger, 1992; Gerding, 1995). In general these mires were largely inaccessible 
and unsuitable for habitation.

2.3 Theoretical background

The reconstruction of routes within a landscape that underwent radical change, geographically as well as 
culturally, requires a landscape-archaeological research approach. Landscape archaeology can be defined 
as the interdisciplinary investigation of the long-term relationship between people and their environment 
(Barker, 1986; Kluiving et al., 2012; Kluiving & Guttmann-Bond, 2012). Probably the greatest benefit of a 
landscape-archaeological approach is the way it shifts the focus from a ‘single-site’ perspective to much 
larger areas that are more closely matched to the physical scale at which human societies operate. Such 
an approach is inevitably multi-disciplinary. Landscape-archaeological approaches have in common 
that the (dynamics of) the historical landscape as a whole is being investigated as a single, complex ‘site’. 
‘Landscape’ within this context is defined at a basic level, being “an area, as perceived by people, whose 
character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors” (Council of Europe, 
2000).

Natural (e.g. landscape dynamics, climate) and cultural (e.g. economy, politics) processes need to 
be sufficiently understood in order to reconstruct past accessibility and eventually settlement patterns. 
One approach that has proven useful in describing the physical landscape, as well as what is termed its 
‘social’ and ‘mental’ reality in the long term, is the ‘landscape-biographical approach’ (e.g. Kolen, 1993; 
Spek, 2004; Jacobs, 2006; Neefjes et al., 2011; Abrahamse et al., 2012; Groenewoudt, 2012; Van Beek & 
Groenewoudt, 2011). As interacting physical and cultural processes shaped the Dutch landscape (and 
many other landscapes around the globe), models estimating past accessibility and infrastructure will 
have to integrate both environmental (natural) and cultural data. Landscape archaeology offers a perfect 
research perspective for studying such combinations.

Combining natural and cultural factors in spatial modelling has been the subject of recent debate 
in archaeological computing literature (Whitley & Burns, 2008; Kamermans et al., 2010; Verhagen, 2013; 
Verhagen et al., 2013a). Integrating cultural factors in predictive models traditionally was regarded as 
challenging (Van Leusen, 2002; Kamermans et al., 2010; Verhagen, 2013). With the increasing impact 
of GIS in archaeology (in cultural resource management, spatial databases and landscape archaeology), 
utilization demands have clearly shifted (Whitley & Burns, 2008; Chapman, 2009). Although ‘traditional’ 
predictive models deliver exactly what they are designed to do (predictive models primarily based on 
environmental variables), there is an increasing demand from the archaeological community for more 
explanatory models. In order for predictive modelling to meet these new demands and remain relevant 
for archaeology, new methods, concepts, and theories need to be developed (Whitley & Burns, 2008; 
Verhagen & Jeneson, 2012; Verhagen et al., 2013a; Verhagen et al., 2013b). Whereas the recent debate on 
modelling accessibility has largely focused on correctly defining different cost-surface modules such as 
friction layers, least-cost paths and viewshed analyses, the actual application of cultural integrated models 
has been limited (Zakšek et al., 2008; Herzog, 2008, Murrieta-Flores, 2012; Herzog, 2013a; 2013b; 2013c; 
Verhagen, 2013). In addition, often because of lacking data, many of the models reconstruct accessibility 
primarily using environmental data and tend to neglect factors such as site importance, inheritance, 
network evolution, purpose and building costs (Herzog, 2013b). These factors could significantly 
determine accessibility and routes networks. A recurring problem with such reconstructions is that 
current GIS software is not adequately adapted to modelling dynamic elements, such as translocation 
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in changing landscapes (Whitley & Burns, 2008; White & Barber, 2012; Verhagen & Jeneson, 2012). 
Furthermore, most commercial GIS packages do not specify the precise (adaptations of) algorithms used 
for e.g. least-cost path analyses. That this problem should not be underestimated is shown by Gietl et al. 
(2006). Their research shows that even with similar datasets the outcome of various GIS software can 
differ strongly. Current GIS fail to present a single best method for reconstructing past routes, but it does 
offer numerous tools to aid the reconstruction of historical routes.

Recent research of GIS applications in archaeology has focused on theoretical and technical aspects 
of combining environmental and cultural data in GIS (McCoy & Ladefoged, 2009; Kosian, 2012; Verhagen 
& Whitley, 2011; Verhagen, 2013; Verhagen et al., 2013a). The current study is intended as a contribution 
to this line of research.

2.4 Material

The proposed model combines selected environmental and cultural datasets outlined below. In order to fit 
the model structure, the data were adapted to the model design without editing original content, with the 
exception of data postdating the Early Middle Ages.

2.4.1 Palaeogeography AD 100 and 800
Palaeogeographical reconstructions for AD 100 and 800 were first issued in 2011 as part of the Atlas 
of the Holocene Netherlands (Vos et al., 2011). A second generation of these maps became available 
in 2013 (Vos & De Vries, 2013). Vos et al., (2011; 2013) describe the genesis of the Dutch landscape 
during the last circa 11,000 years. Their palaeogeographical reconstructions are based on combined 
data derived from the humanities and geosciences: geology, soil sciences, archaeology, palaeoecology, 
palaeoclimatology, onomastics and historical sciences (Vos et al., 2011; Vos & De Vries, 2013). As such, 
these maps can be used for the reconstruction for both the low-lying dynamic south-western and western 
part of the Netherlands and the remaining higher more stable regions. Recent detailed high-resolution 
palaeographical data for the river areas (Cohen et al., 2012) and lower Rhine delta between Utrecht and 
Katwijk also were added to the model (Van Dinter, 2013).

2.4.2 Geomorphology
Since 1966 numerous regional geomorphological maps have been developed (Ten Cate & Maarleveld, 
1977). In 2003 the first nationwide geomorphological map became available digitally (Koomen & Exaltus, 
2003; Koomen & Maas, 2004). The geomorphological map of the Netherlands was created by combining 
detailed elevation models with field observations, knowledge from existing bore-hole databases, 
geological and soil surveys, and publications (Koomen & Maas, 2004). It contains information about 
relief, genesis and age of landscape elements on a 1:50000 scale. Although the geomorphological map 
describes the current Netherlands, it greatly adds to our understanding of past landscapes for the higher 
more stable regions. What distinguishes it from ‘traditional’ soil maps is the focus on, and illustration of, 
the genesis and shape of the landscape. As a result, the geomorphological map of the Netherlands has 
proven invaluable for predicting the presence of archaeological remains and for creating indicative maps 
of archaeological values (Van Leusen et al., 2005; Deeben, 2008).

2.4.3 Soil and Groundwater level data
The soil map of the Netherlands provides an overview of all current soil types (Steur & Heijink, 1991; De 
Vries et al., 2003). It is based on the soil-classification system developed by Bakker & Schelling (1989). 
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Since 1999 a detailed digital version is available on a scale of 1:50000. The dataset gives an insight into soil 
details to a depth of 1.20m and records the average highest and lowest groundwater level between 1958 
en 1999 (De Vries et al., 2003; Van de Gaast et al., 2010). Contrary to the geomorphological map, the soil 
map does not provide any information on the age of individual soil types. As soils change through time, 
using the soil map for historical reconstructions requires expert knowledge of landscape genesis and the 
development of soils. As such it is especially useful in the higher, more stable regions of the Netherlands.

2.4.4 Elevation data
In 2003 the first generation of the Dutch elevation model, now denoted AHN-1, became available 
(Rijkswaterstaat-AGI, 2005). Starting in 1996 using laser altimetry, elevation data were gathered 
covering the whole of the Netherlands with a density of one measurement per 1 to 16 m2 (Brand et al., 
2003; Swart, 2010). The highest available resolution for the AHN-1 uses a grid-cell resolution of 5x5m. 
Therefore AHN-1 is useful for supra-regional analyses, but cannot be used for more detailed local 
reconstructions. To counter these limits, the second generation AHN-2 was developed in 2013 (Van der 
Zon, 2013). The new dataset contains up-to-date measurements and has a considerably higher resolution 
(6 to 10 measurements per m2). Because of limited computational resources, the network-friction model 
presented here primarily uses the AHN-1 data.

2.4.5 Settlement data
Settlement data were extracted from the Archaeological Information System of the Netherlands 
(ARCHIS) (Roorda & Wiemer, 1992; Wiemer, 2002). We expanded this dataset with results from 
recent archaeological research. ARCHIS, which is maintained by the Cultural Heritage Agency of the 
Netherlands (RCE) (Previously named the Dutch State Service for Archaeological Heritage (ROB)), 
was created in 1992. The system was based on GRASS GIS and an Informix database. ARCHIS contains 
information on archaeological observations, sites and monument records. Following the Valetta treaty of 
19923, Dutch legislation obliges archaeologists in the Netherlands to record all archaeological information 
in ARCHIS. The system stores all basic archaeological data obtained after 1992. Already at the start, the 
system structure was highly normalised to ensure dataset quality. Despite these efforts the data quality in 
ARCHIS is divers. Wiemer (2002, 6) states “What we have to accept is the diversity of base archaeological 
data. In this sense the data reflect archaeological reality, many sites being hardly surveyed and few being 
completely excavated.” Although data quality is variable, raw data from ARCHIS are very useful for spatial 
analyses as long as one is aware of the shortcomings of the dataset. We have only included ‘confirmed’ 
archaeological observations in the network-friction model to ensure a basic level of data quality.

Archaeological data preceding 1992 are not always (fully) recorded in ARCHIS. In addition, new 
research often corrects and expands data originally extracted from the system (e.g. Van Beek, 2009; 
Dijkstra, 2011). Currently it is impossible for users to import this enhanced data back into ARCHIS. 
In order to obtain a complete and accurate archaeological dataset, the raw data from ARCHIS need to 
be combined and compared to recent research. Therefore we digitized new sites included in recent 
archaeological overview publications (e.g. PhD dissertations, reports, books) and added these to the 
dataset (Figure 2.1; Section 2.5.2). For every external dataset we determined whether it conforms to 
ARCHIS or consists of improved data. The result is an archaeological dataset which is as complete and 
accurate as the base archaeological data allow it to be.

3 More information on the Valletta treaty can be found at http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/143.htm.
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2.5 Method: the network-friction model (NFM)

In this chapter we present a network-friction model (NFM) which for the first time is designed to 
combine and overlay different environmental and archaeological datasets in one overview with the aim 
to model landscape prerequisites for historical routes in the Netherlands. It contains both environmental 
and archaeological data and locates obstacles which could limit regional accessibility. The model covers 
the whole of the Netherlands with the exception of the extreme south which is geologically and culturally 
incomparable to other parts of the country and should be investigated separately (e.g. Verhagen & 
Jeneson, 2012; Jeneson, 2012). Network friction uses the principle of locating landscape obstacles (push 
factors) in order to reconstruct zones potentially containing routes.

2.5.1 Model design
The NFM is a grid containing 235.308 individual grid cells covering almost the whole of the Netherlands 
(Figure 2.2). The model has a grid-cell resolution of 500x500m, coinciding with the scale of most 
environmental datasets (e.g. palaeogeography, soil, geomorphology). Every grid cell has a unique 
identifier and location coordinates and contains information from environmental or cultural datasets, 
recorded in 36 fields (Table 2.1).

Figure 2.1 | Overview of archaeological data for the late-Roman and early-medieval periods added to the network-friction 

model. Map A: Archaeological data collected from the Archaeological Information System of the Netherlands (ARCHIS). Map 

B: Archaeological data collected/digitized from recent overview studies (Miedema, 1983; Knol, 1993; Bechert & Willems, 1995; 

Verwers, 1998; Van Beek, 2009; Gerrets, 2010; LGL World Heritage Database, 2010; Verlinde & Hulst, 2010; Dijkstra, 2011 and Van 

der Velde, 2011b).
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The first three fields of the grid cells are unique for each cell and contain information on location 
coordinates and database identifiers (Table 2.1). The remaining 33 fields contain information on either 
environmental or cultural datasets. Point-location data (e.g. isolated archaeological finds, elevation data) 
are part of the NFM but were not converted to the grid.

2.5.2 Model content
With the exception of point data from the AHN-1 (Section 4.4), all datasets from section 2.4 were 
converted to the grid (Figure 2.3). Each dataset was individually analysed to determine the best way to 
import data without altering original content. Data postdating the Early Middle Ages (e.g. reclamation 
areas, dikes, channels, drained-lake polders) were removed. Converting the datasets to fit the model 
structure allowed us to import data using a single method.

Network friction identifies landscape obstacles by combining multiple environmental datasets in 
a grid. A single grid cell (500x500m) in the NFM may contain only one landscape unit per imported 
dataset. Consequently, a grid cell can be part of e.g. a river or a alluvial ridge, but never of both. Since we 
only selected empty grid cells during import, the import sequence strongly influences the determination 
of landscape corridors. In order to achieve the maximum representation of movement corridors we first 
imported landscape factors known to be important for possible routes (e.g. alluvial ridges, stream valleys). 
These landscape factors outweigh the more inaccessible landscape units (e.g. peat, mires).

The first step to import data into the NFM was overlaying the original datasets with the grid. In order 
to do so all datasets were converted to matching projection systems (the Netherlands National System, 
Amersfoort/RD new – EPSG:28992). By computing their geometric intersections (.obj) data could be 
imported from the original datasets to the NFM:

    Network_Friction_GRID.obj intersects External_Dataset_X.obj  (1)

Figure 2.2 | Coverage of the network-friction grid overlaid on a relief map of the current Netherlands.
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This query compared the location geometry (.obj) of the grid cells (Network_Friction_GRID) with 
the location of specific (landscape) units (e.g. alluvial ridges, peat) in one of the external datasets (e.g. 
palaeogeography, geomorphology). Grid cells intersecting with specific landscape units were selected and 
the designated column updated (unit_100AD). To ensure grid cell content was not overwritten we only 
selected empty grid cells before querying:

  (Network_Friction_GRID.Unit_100AD like “”) AND (Network_Friction_GRID_NL.obj (2)
     intersects External_Dataset_X.obj)   

Field name Description Type

grid_ID Unique identifier grid cell xs: string

Xcoord X-coordinate grid cell xs: float

Ycoord Y-coordinate grid cell xs: float

Unit_100AD Unit of gid cell according to palaeo-geographic reconstruction AD 100 xs: string

Acc_100AD_LA Accessibility AD 100 based on land-factors xs: small integer

Acc_100AD_WA Accessibility AD 100 based on water-factors xs: small integer

Unit_800AD Unit of gid cell according to palaeo-geographic reconstruction AD 800 xs: string

Acc_800AD_LA Accessibility AD 800 based on land-factors xs: small integer

Acc_800AD_WA Accessibility AD 800 based on water-factors xs: small integer

Unit_Geomorf Unit of grid cell according to geomorphological map of the Netherlands xs: string

Code_Geomorf Original geomorphological code xs: string

Acc_Geomorf_LA Accessibility based on land-factors geomorphological map xs: small integer

Acc_Geomorf_WA Accessibility based on water-factors geomorphological map xs: small integer

Unit_Bodemkrt Unit of grid cell according to soil map of the Netherlands xs: string

Code_Bodemkrt Original code from soil map xs: string

Type_Bodemkrt Type of soil: dry, wet xs: string

Acc_Bdmkrt_LA Accessibility based on land-factors soil map xs: small integer

Acc_Bdmkrt_WA Accessibility based on water-factors soil map xs: small integer

Unit_GW_100AD Original code groundwater level map xs: string

Unit_GW_800AD Original code groundwater level map xs: string

Acc_GW_100AD Accessibility based on groundwater reconstructions xs: small integer

Acc_GW_100AD Accessibility based on groundwater reconstructions xs: small integer

Settlement_NX_ROM Presence of Roman settlement in grid cell xs: string

Date_Begin_ROM Archaeologically determined start of the Roman settlements xs: string

Date_End_ROM Archaeologically determined end of the Roman settlements xs: string

Settlement_NX_VME Presence of early-medieval settlement in grid cell xs: string

Date_Begin_VME Archaeologically determined start of the early-medieval settlements xs: string

Date_End_VME Archaeologically determined end of the early-medieval settlements xs: string

Nf_100AD_LA_Avg Combined network friction average AD 100 for land xs: small integer

Nf_100AD_LA_Sum Combined network friction sum AD 100 for land xs: small integer

Nf_800AD_LA_Avg Combined network friction average AD 800 for land xs: small integer

Nf_800AD_LA_Sum Combined network friction sum AD 800 for land xs: small integer

Nf_100AD_WA_Avg Combined network friction average AD 100 for water xs: small integer

Nf_100AD_WA_Sum Combined network friction sum AD 100 for water xs: small integer

Nf_800AD_WA_Avg Combined network friction average AD 800 for water xs: small integer

Nf_800AD_WA_Sum Combined network friction sum AD 800 for water xs: small integer

Table 2.1 | Grid-cell data fields
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By overlaying the grid on the external datasets, landscape units outside our research area were 
automatically discarded from the NFM. Data was imported using GRID_ID, unique for each grid cell, as 
a link.

Palaeogeographical data import
Palaeogeographical data for AD 100 and 800 (Section 2.4.1) were added to the NFM by creating six new 
fields in the grid table (Table 2.1):

Information on palaeogeographical units (e.g. peat, cover sands) was added to either the Unit_100AD 
or Unit_800AD fields. Local accessibility values were recorded in the remaining fields. Legend units 
important for potential routes were imported first to ensure these would outweigh other intersecting 
units. The import sequence is specified in the Appendix 2.A.

Field name Description

Unit_100AD Palaeogeographical landscape unit AD 100

Acc_100AD_LA Accessibility values water units

Acc_100AD_WA Accessibility values land units

Unit_800AD Palaeogeographical landscape unit AD 800

Acc_800AD_LA Accessibility values water units

Acc_800AD_WA Accessibility values land units

Network-Friction Model
Input

Model

Output

Environmental
data

Soil
data

Grid Grid Grid Grid Grid GridPoint data

Groundwater
data

Geo-
morphology

Palaeo-
geography

Cultural
data

Elevation
data

Settlement
data

Burial site
data

Accessibility

Network-Friction Value (Nf(v))

Network-Friction Average (Nf(avg))

Figure 2.3 | Flowchart of the network-friction model. The model consist of both environmental and cultural data. Datasets are 

either included in the model by incorporation into the grid or as point data.
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Geomorphological data import
Geomorphological data (Section 2.4.2) was added to the grid in the same manner. Geomorphological 
units post-dating the Early Middle Ages were removed (value “NULL” in Appendix 2.A). Grid cells 
intersecting these “removed” geomorphological units contain no geomorphological data in the NFM. 
Four new fields were added to the grid table (Table 2.1):

The “Unit_Geomorf” field contains data on the intersecting geomorphological unit. The 
geomorphological code contains information on the morphology and chronology of landscape units and 
was added to the “Code_Geomorf” field. Additionally this code provides data on the relief and slope of 
the geomorphological units, which are crucial for determining local accessibility. Local accessibility values 
were recorded in the remaining two fields. We clustered the geomorphological map in main legend units 
before import. The import sequence is specified in the Appendix 2.A.

Soil data import
Soil data (Section 2.4.3) was analysed and, using expert judgment, soils post-dating the Early Middle Ages 
were removed from the dataset. We clustered the soil map into 75 (of the original 313) main groups (see 
Appendix 2.A). Five fields were added to the grid table (Table 2.1):

Descriptive soil data intersecting grid cells were recorded in the “Unit_Bodemkrt” field. The original 
soil-data codes, which contain information on precise hierarchical position of the soil, were added to the 
“Code_Bodemkrt” field. The import sequence is specified in the Appendix 2.A.

Groundwater level data import
Groundwater levels (Section 2.4.4) are originally divided into seven categories: I to VII (De Vries et al., 
2003; Van de Gaast et al., 2010). The first three (I – III) can be considered to represent generally wet soils 
with high groundwater levels. Category IV and V represent soils which are periodically relatively wet, but 
in general are moderately dry. Categories VI and VII relate to soils with low groundwater levels and are 
considered to be dry.

The groundwater-level map of the Netherlands reconstructs current artificially-lowered groundwater 
levels and has to be adjusted to represent a historical period. It is generally accepted that the Early Middle 
Ages were characterized by wetter conditions than those that prevail at present (Büntgen et al., 2011). 

Field name Description

Unit_Geomorf Geomorphological landscape unit

Code_Geomorf Original geomorphological code

Acc_Geomorf_LA Accessibility values land units

Acc_Geomorf_WA Accessibility values water units

Field name Description

Unit_Bodemkrt Soil landscape unit

Code_Bodemkrt Original soil data code

Type_Bodemkrt Type of soil (wet, dry, intermediate)

Acc_Bodemkrt_LA Accessibility values land units

Acc_Bodemkrt_WA Accessibility values water units
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To correct for these wetter conditions we ascribed category IV to the wetter (less accessible) soils. This 
compensates for a groundwater-level rise of circa 50cm.

Although available for the whole of the Netherlands, groundwater-level data may only be used for 
historical reconstructions in the higher (Pleistocene) areas. In the lower (Holocene) part of the 
Netherlands the extensive peat reclamation that took place from the 10th century onwards has caused 
large-scale soil subsidence and groundwater-level drops (Borger, 1992; De Bont, 2008). In these lower 
regions current groundwater levels are not representative for any period preceding the 10th century. We 
used groundwater-level data to model optimal seasonal travelling circumstances (end of spring, summer). 
Four fields were added to the grid table (Table 2.1):

Archaeological data import
Archaeological data were added to the NFM by integrating data from ARCHIS with new research data 
(Section 2.4.5). These data were stored in a newly-developed database which will be used to model and 
test the route networks in the near future. We added archaeological settlement data to the grid, selecting 
only those settlements representing archaeological complexes with at least 5 datable finds. To compensate 
for the grid resolution, we assumed that multiple settlement sites occurring within a single grid cell 
represent a single cluster of habitation. The settlement data were divided into two periods: the late-Roman 
or early-medieval period. Six fields were added to the grid table:

2.5.3 Determining network friction
By using environmental data as input for the model it is possible to derive network-friction values from 
these datasets. These values can be used to create a network-friction map showing transport obstacles and 
corridors. Accessibility, defined as “the measure of the capacity of a location to be reached by, or to reach 
different locations” (Rodrigue et al., 2009, p. 68-69), was determined for each of the imported datasets. 
In some situations specific landscape factors (e.g. rivers) can prove to be both a transport obstacle (land 
transport) as well as corridor (river transport). Accessibility values for land (_LA fields) and water (_WA 
fields) therefore were determined separately. This separation is essential for determining network friction 
because otherwise landscape factors such as rivers are balanced out by positive and negative accessibility 
values. The model does allow for both land and water network friction to be combined, but only after 

Field name Description

Unit_GW_100AD Groundwater category data AD 100

Unit_GW_800AD Groundwater category data AD 800

Acc_GW_100AD Accessibility values AD 100

Acc_GW_800AD Accessibility values AD 800

Field name Description

Settlement_NX_ROM Information on type of late-Roman settlement

Date_Begin_ROM Begin date settlement

Date_End_ROM End date settlement

Settlement_NX_VME Information on type of early-medieval settlement 

Date_Begin_VME Begin date settlement

Date_End_VME End date settlement
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determining accessibility. This evident-based modelling approach already has proven its usefulness 
with the development of reliable predictive models, such as the Dutch nation-wide Indicative Map for 
Archaeological values (IKAW) and new maps for the Dutch embanked floodplains (Deeben et al., 2008; 
Cohen et al., 2014).

Network friction can be used to reconstruct possible routes from landscape factors, based on the 
assumption that routes in a large part are defined by the wish to evade major landscape obstacles (push 
factors). The NFM uses network friction to produce a base layer presenting regions (grid cells) with less or 
more friction for possible routes. As such the NFM can be used to identify probable movement corridors 
and can be built on for more explicit network analyses. We will use archaeological data to model routes 
within these probable movement corridors. To prevent subjectivity in determining network friction as 
much as possible, we limited the amount of expert judgement and only included proven environmental 
and archaeological data. For this reason accessibility of grid cells was determined based on landscape 
variables only and no other cultural data or models (e.g. archaeology, network inheritance, network 
hierarchy) were used.

Accessibility was determined for each of the environmental datasets that were proven to be 
“accessible” (e.g. Pleistocene sandy soils, alluvial ridges) or “inaccessible” (e.g. peat bogs). The term 
“inaccessible” refers to landscape units that are extremely unattractive for possible routes or settlements. 
Although accessibility of unattractive landscape units is not constant in all regions and these units 
sometimes are accessible up to a point, these soils were classified as “inaccessible” for modelling purposes. 
All other regions were defined as “moderately accessible”. In order to refine the classification, we next 
added the levels “poorly accessible” and “reasonably accessible” to categorize the grid cells defined as 
“moderately accessible” and located near either “inaccessible” or “accessible” grid cells (Figures 2.4 and 
2.5). We used a 750m (> 1 grid cell) concentric ring buffer zone around both the “inaccessible” and 
“accessible” grid cells to select the “moderately accessible” regions that are influenced by the “inaccessible” 
or “accessible” grid cells. Regions influenced by a combination of “inaccessible” and “accessible” grid cells 
retained their definition as “moderately accessible”. Using the palaeogeographical map of AD 100 as an 
example, in a query this process is defined as follows:

    (Acc_100AD_LA = 3) AND (Network_Friction_GRID_NL.obj intersects (3)
Ring_Buffer_100AD_Value_1.obj)

Grid cells with an accessibility value of 3 (moderately accessible) were selected prior to determining 
whether this part of the grid intersects with the concentric ring buffer surrounding the inaccessible 
regions (accessibility value 1). The next step was to overlay the results with the second concentric ring 
buffer:

 (Acc_100AD_LA = 3 or Acc_100AD_LA = 2) AND (Network_Friction_GRID_NL.obj intersects (4) 
Ring_Buffer_100AD_Value_5.obj)

Here, either “moderately accessible” (accessibility value 3) or the “poorly accessible” (accessibility value 2) 
grid cells were selected to determine whether they intersect with the concentric ring buffer of “accessible” 
regions (accessibility value 5). If so, the assigned accessibility of these grid cells was upgraded with +1 to 
either accessibility value 3 (“moderately accessible”) or 4 (“reasonably accessible”). The results of these 
queries were stored in Acc_Dataset_LA or Acc_Dataset_WA fields.

Having completed these steps, it was now possible to determine accessibility for each individual 
landscape unit (e.g. peat, cover sand ridges, ice pushed ridges) in the environmental datasets. In order to 
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determine network friction, all accessibility values need to be combined. Therefore, eight fields were 
added to the grid table (Table 2.1):

The network-friction values for the “sum” fields in the grid were created in GIS by adding all accessibility 
values from the environmental datasets. Using the network-friction model for land as an example:

 Nf_100AD_LA_Sum = (Acc_100AD_LA + Acc_Geomorf_LA + Acc_Bdmkrt_LA + Acc_GW) (5)

and

 Nf_800AD_LA_Sum = (Acc_800AD_LA + Acc_Geomorf_LA + Acc_Bdmkrt_LA + Acc_GW) (6)

In order to determine the average network-friction value, the sum of the environmental datasets was 
divided by the total number of datasets. However, as became clear from the soil and geomorphological 
maps, not all grid cells contain equal amounts of data. The only environmental data shared by all grid 
cells were those from the palaeogeographical maps of AD 100 and 800. The defined accessibility values 

Field name Description

Nf_100AD_LA_Sum Sum of accessibility values AD 100 datasets land units

Nf_100AD_LA_Avg Average of accessibility values AD 100 datasets land units

Nf_100AD_WA_Sum Sum of accessibility values AD 100 datasets water units

Nf_100AD_WA_Avg Average of accessibility values AD 100 datasets water units

Nf_800AD_LA_Sum Sum of accessibility values AD 800 datasets land units

Nf_800AD_LA_Avg Average of accessibility values AD 800 datasets land units

Nf_800AD_WA_Sum Sum of accessibility values AD 800 datasets water units

Nf_800AD_WA_Avg Average of accessibility values AD 800 datasets water units

Inaccessible Moderately 
accessible

Accessible

Peat area Peat area
Sandy ridge

1Inaccessible

Neighbouring
grid cell

influence

Level of 
accessibility

Grid cell
accessibility

Network-
friction

value

Poorly accessible

Moderately accessible

Reasonably accessible

Accessible

2

3

4

5

Figure 2.4 | Accessibility zones in the network-friction model. 

Peat areas are inaccessible with the exception of the section 

close to sandy ridges that are accessible. The proximity of these 

parts to accessible areas increases the relative accessibility of 

these regions.

Figure 2.5 | Determination of accessibility values based 

on the grid. Proximity to accessible grid cells will positively 

influence lesser accessible grid cells and inaccessible grid 

cells will have a negative influence.
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of these palaeogeographical maps therefore constitute the foundation of the network-friction maps and 
these values always were included as network-friction values. In the other environmental datasets ‘recent’ 
landscape units were not included in the grid (accessibility value 0). To compensate for this exclusion, the 
average was determined using only the content of the grid:

  Nf_LA_Avg = (Acc_Geomorf_LA = 0 AND Acc_Soil_LA = 0 AND Acc_GW = 0)  (7)

This query selects those grid cells that contain modern landscape units (accessibility value 0) in all three 
environmental datasets (geomorphology, soil and groundwater level). The Nf_LA_Avg (the network-
friction average for land (LA) for either AD 100 or 800) was therefore solely determined based on the 
palaeographical data and was divided by 1. In this situation the Nf_LA_Avg was equal to the Nf_LA_Sum. 
If one of the other environmental datasets contains data, the following is applicable:

  Nf_LA_Avg = (Acc_Geomorf_LA > 0 AND Acc_Soil_LA = 0 AND Acc_GW = 0)  (8)

or

  Nf_LA_Avg = (Acc_Geomorf_LA = 0 AND Acc_Soil_LA > 0 AND Acc_GW = 0)  (9)

or

  Nf_LA_Avg = (Acc_Geomorf_LA = 0 AND Acc_Soil_LA = 0 AND Acc_GW > 0)  (10)

In these examples the query selects those grid cells that contain data for one of the three environmental 
datasets. The network-friction average was then determined based on both palaeogeographical 
accessibility and one additional environmental dataset. In this situation the Nf_LA_Avg was equal to the 
Nf_LA_Sum divided by two:

      Nf_LA_Avg = Nf_LA_Sum/2    (11)

Calculating the network-friction average using only two datasets might result in a float with .5 decimal 
outcome (uneven sum divided by two). Since in our approach network-friction values always should 
be integers (matching the five predefined accessibility scales), Some GIS software (e.g. MapInfo 11) will 
round the outcome to the nearest integer, resulting in a network-friction average that is disproportionately 
influenced by positive accessibility values. As network friction focuses on identifying landscape obstacles, 
this was unacceptable. To counter this problem, we subtracted 0.5 from the results:

      Nf_LA_Avg = (Nf_LA_Sum/2)-.5   (12)

When two out of three environmental datasets contain accessibility values, the approach was similar and 
three options remained:

   Nf_LA_Avg = (Acc_Geomorf_LA > 0 AND Acc_Soil_LA > AND Acc_GW = 0)  (13)

or
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   Nf_LA_Avg = (Acc_Geomorf_LA = 0 AND Acc_Soil_LA > 0 AND Acc_GW > 0) (14)

or

   Nf_LA_Avg = (Acc_Geomorf_LA > 0 AND Acc_Soil_LA = 0 AND Acc_GW > 0) (15)

The network-friction average next can be obtained by dividing the Nf_LA_Sum by three:

      Nf_LA_Avg = Nf_LA_Sum/3    (16)

This process can be repeated for an infinitive number of datasets. Our NFM is based on four different 
environmental datasets in the grid. In the situation where all environmental datasets contain accessibility 
values:

   Nf_LA_Avg = (Acc_Geomorf_LA > 0 AND Acc_Soil_LA > 0 AND Acc_GW > 0) (17)

The network-friction average can be obtained by dividing the results by 4:

      Nf_LA_Avg = Nf_LA_Sum/4    (18)

Network friction can be calculated based on an infinite number of datasets. In order to obtain the 
network-friction value (Nf(v)), the sum of accessibility for all datasets in the model should be calculated:

  
  (19)

2.5.4 Selected applications
By determining network friction for specific regions it is possible to model a variety of historical 
situations based on landscape data. The NFM we have developed facilitates the reconstruction of 
landscape prerequisites for possible Roman and early-medieval routes and in addition identifies changes 
in these conditions between AD 100 and 800. Furthermore the NFM can be used to locate changes in 
palaeogeography between AD 100 and 800 and for developing digital accessibility models.

2.5.4.1 Network-friction maps
For the first time land and water-based network-friction maps were created for the Roman and early-
medieval Netherlands (Figures 2.6a/b and 2.7a/b). Based on high-resolution environmental datasets the 
new maps reconstruct landscape obstacles and transport corridors. In order to spatially illustrate these 
corridors and obstacles, we calculated a network-friction average (Nf(avg)). The Nf(avg) is the average 
combined accessibility for each individual grid cell and is derived by dividing Nf(v) by the number of 
environmental datasets:

  (20)
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The (Nf(avg)) illustrates potentially highly-accessible grid cells (green), moderately-accessible grid cells 
(yellow) and inaccessible grid cells (red). This approach allows for a variety of network-friction maps 
to be created using different combinations of environmental datasets. By altering either (parts of) 
environmental datasets or the value of Nf(avg), different accessibility scenarios can be tested for specific 
regions.

2.5.4.2 Palaeogeographical changes AD 100 and 800
The NFM can also be used to illustrate landscape dynamics during the Roman and early-medieval period. 
Individual grid cells contain palaeogeographical information on landscape units for both AD 100 and 
800. By standardizing the datasets it was possible to overlay the content of the grid cells and to select 
those cells that change between AD 100 and 800:

     Landscape(changes) = Unit_100AD <> Unit 800 AD   (21)

The resulting map shows landscape changes between AD 100 and 800 (Figure 2.8). Although it does 
not show what kinds of changes took place, or what their influence might have been on the potential 
accessibility of a region, this map however does provide an insight into the geographical location and 

Figure 2.8 | Areas in the Netherlands where landscape changes occur between AD 100 and 800.
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distribution of highly-dynamic regions in the Netherlands between AD 100 and 800. Since people in 
these regions had to deal with marked changes of the environmental conditions, significant effects on 
land-use patterns can be expected here.

2.5.4.3 Changing network friction
The accessibility value in grid cells is not always constant for AD 100 and 800. This is mainly due to 
landscape change. The influence of past landscape dynamics on potential accessibility can be determined 
by calculating network-friction changes (Nf(changes)) for each grid cell:

     Nf(changes) = Abs((Acc_100AD_LA-Acc_800AD_LA)*-1)  (22)

Nf(changes) needs to be determined using the palaeogeographical accessibility values for AD 100 and 800 
and not by using the combined network-friction average. The reason is that Nf(avg) is a combined value of 
all datasets and therefore contains modern data (e.g. soil map, geomorphology), which means that using 
Nf(avg) would strongly weaken the outcome and would smooth reconstructed changes.

Nf(changes) was used to highlight grid cells that contain different network-friction values between 
AD 100 and 800 (Figure 2.9). This map does not show the direction of accessibility change (i.e. towards 

Figure 2.9 | Areas in the Netherlands where network friction changes between AD 100 and 800.
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improved or decreased accessibility), but only shows the degree of change. The severity of changes was 
divided into three levels: minor changes (accessibility values between AD 100 and 800 differ by a value 
of 1 or 2), moderate changes (accessibility changes with a value of 3) and major changes (accessibility 
changes with a value of 4 or 5).

2.5.4.4 Digital accessibility model (DAM)
Another application of the NFM was the creation of an adapted Digital Elevation Model (DEM). By 
substituting the elevation value (“Z”) with the Nf(v) within a grid file, a Digital Accessibility Model (DAM) 
was created. Converting the NFM into a DAM allows for a 3d-representation of network friction, in 
which higher areas express inaccessible barriers in the landscape and lower areas express accessibility 
(Figures 2.10 and 2.11). Since the NFM aims at accessibility and the DAM represents inaccessible barriers, 
the actual NFM outcome value “Z” has to be inverted by multiplying it with -1.

    (23)

The DAM was compiled from multiple environmental datasets as opposed to using relief data only.

2.6 Results and interpretation

Results show that in relatively flat, low-lying and geographically dynamic regions such as the current 
Netherlands landscape units such as water, peat and alluvial ridges must have had a high impact on route 
orientation. The network-friction maps for AD 100 and 800 clearly show more accessible and inaccessible 
areas (Figures 2.6a/b and 2.7a/b). Water-related routes must have been limited to past rivers, inland seas 
and shorelines. Land routes show more divers patterns for these two periods, with large parts of the 
southern and eastern Netherlands appearing to have been either highly or reasonably accessible. Here 
sandy ridges constituted corridors through marshy parts of the landscape. Potential barriers are clearly 
visible. Strongly influenced by river and sea dynamics most of the western part of the Netherlands appears 
to have been largely inaccessible. Extensive peat bogs and clay-flood basins dominated the landscape and 
must have seriously limited infrastructural options. As the network-friction maps show, people living here 
were strongly dependent on local rivers and streams for transport (water-related routes). An interesting 
exception are the coastal dunes along the North Sea. Both in AD 100 and 800 these dunes provided 
an accessible north-south land connection. The importance of this connection in the Roman period is 
underpinned by the occurrence of Roman coastal defences in these areas (e.g. Dhaeze, 2011).

Results also show differences in network friction between AD 100 and 800 (Figure 2.9). Mainly 
triggered by landscape dynamics, changes in network friction can be detected throughout the 
Netherlands. These differences appear to have been related directly to palaeogeographical and 
hydrological circumstances. Major changes occurred along the coastline, probably caused by the gradually 
retreating coastline. Moderate changes occurred directly behind the coastline and more prominently in 
the river areas. Increased river dynamics must have influenced accessibility in these regions negatively. 
Most network-friction changes appear to have been minor. These minor changes between AD 100 and 
AD 800 largely appear to have been related to increased sediment supply and flooding frequency. In 
general, the higher (Pleistocene) parts of the country seem less affected by network-friction change.

The NFM allows us to locate geographically dynamic regions. In line with network-friction changes, 
landscape dynamics largely appear to have been triggered by hydrological changes. Between AD 100 and 
800 dynamic regions were located near the sea (coastline) and rivers (Figure 2.8). Again, the Holocene 
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parts of the Netherlands seem to have been influenced more strongly by landscape changes than the 
Pleistocene parts. The south-western Netherlands appears to have been extremely dynamic. This is 
understandable since large-scale drainage during the Roman period caused extensive subsidence in 
this region, which led to regular flooding (Vos & Van Heeringen, 1997; Vos et al., 2011; Vos & De Vries, 
2013). The northern coastal area appears to have been equally susceptible to water-related changes. These 
changes must have exerted a strong influence on occupation patterns and land routes in these highly 
dynamic regions. In more “stable” regions, landscape change is less likely to have been a major driving 
force of cultural change.

The full potential of the DAMs for AD 100 and 800 is yet to be determined. Currently these maps 
merely function as a 3d representation of network friction, illustrating the more inaccessible areas as high 
obstacles in the landscape (Figures 2.10 and 2.11). Coinciding with the network-friction maps, the DAMs 
show clear patterns regarding accessibility. The western and northern parts of the Netherlands seem to 
have been almost inaccessible for land routes. The dune ridges in the west and the higher eastern part of 
the country seem to have been much more accessible. Land routes will have played a more dominant role 
here. The application potential of these DAMs will be analysed further in the near future.

2.7 Discussion

The NFM was designed to combine various types of environmental and cultural datasets. As such the 
model facilitates multi-disciplinary approaches and is a very useful tool for landscape-archaeological 
research. By including multiple datasets the NFM creates the possibility of analysing huge amounts of 
data and of combining results into a single overview. The transparency of the model allows the queries 
to be adapted to other datasets or regions in the world. The accuracy of resulting overviews is largely 
dependent on the resolution of the input data. Currently the NFM contains high-resolution data on past 

Figure 2.10 | Digital Accessibility Model for AD 100. This 3d 

surface map shows largely inaccessible areas (landscape 

obstacles) higher and more accessible areas lower.

Figure 2.11 | Digital Accessibility Model for AD 800. This 3d 

surface map shows largely inaccessible areas (landscape 

obstacles) higher and more accessible areas lower.
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and current landscapes. In order to adjust modern data to past situations, the model allows for a limited 
input of expert judgement (e.g. geomorphology, soil data). By incorporating new high-resolution datasets 
the reliability and the level of detail may be improved, increasing the research potential.

Spatial illustrations of network friction were possible because the NFM was created in a GIS 
environment. The NFM can be used to create comprehensive thematic maps that reconstruct barriers 
in the landscape and as such can provide a framework for potential landscape accessibility and the 
course of probable routes (the network-friction maps of AD 100 and 800, Figures 2.6a/b and 2.7a/b). 
Since the definition of accessibility differs for land and water routes, the NFM at present reconstructs 
both routes separately. In a delta region such as the Netherlands, transport over water must have been 
more efficient (and attractive) than land transport. However, the importance of land routes should not be 
underestimated. In order to reconstruct time/energy-efficient routes, potential land and water routes need 
to be combined.

The NFM is a grid with a grid-cell resolution of 500 by 500m. Grid models like this are perfect for 
combining multiple datasets, but not ideal for illustration purposes. Smooth and detailed shapes are 
impossible in the NFM and a standard deviation may occur of up to 500 metres. The grid-cell resolution 
was chosen to fit the scale of most environmental datasets and in order not to exceed current computer-
calculation limits. The grid structure equally limits the models accuracy, because landscape units smaller 
than 500x500m either are removed from the dataset or enlarged to fit the NFM’s resolution. In this 
context grid-cell resolution is of direct influence on reconstruction accuracy.

Large-scale spatial models are always limited by their size, resolution and available (high-quality) 
data. The current NFM resolution does not allow the reconstruction of smaller, local routes (< 500m), 
hence only the larger interregional routes are visible in the model. In order to reconstruct smaller routes 
the NFM’s resolution should be improved by integrating more detailed regional studies. In addition to 
reconstructing interregional routes, the NFM also identifies those regions where detailed (archaeological) 
data are lacking, and as such is not useful for more specific regional studies.

Network friction is determined by the accessibility of landscape units. At present many of these 
landscape units have been clustered and generalized, which directly affects the network-friction 
resolution. The accessibility values for certain types of peat for example may differ due to local drainage 
characteristics. A more detailed segregation of different soils and according accessibility values would 
increase the reconstruction accuracy of the NFM.

Network friction reconstructs potential routes based on landscape factors and is based on the 
assumption that routes in geographically dynamic regions to a large extent are defined by the wish to 
evade major landscape obstacles. Route orientation in this context is determined by the combination of 
push and pull factors (i.e. landscape obstacles and corridors). Not all routes, however, are defined in this 
manner. The presence and course of some routes, such as religious paths and military roads, may have 
been based on different parameters and therefore may not fit this assumption. The current NFM does 
not take these exceptions into account. However, the introduction of archaeological data into the model 
most likely will help to trace these routes. In order to structurally model deviating routes as accurately 
as possible, the NFM will have to be extended with cultural models (e.g. models determining landscape 
prerequisites for Roman temples).

The accuracy of the NFM in reconstructing potential routes has not been tested yet. The introduction 
of archaeological data will test the model and will identify bottlenecks of the current approach.

In order to improve reconstruction accuracy and regional resolution, the model will have to be 
extended with new elevation data (AHN-2), improved palaeogeographical data and interpretations, an 
increased grid-cell resolution and high-resolution settlement data (chronology, location).
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By combining multiple datasets, the NFM allows for large-scale landscape-biographical analyses 
in GIS. As such the model meets the increasing demand to combine environmental and cultural data. 
However the current model does not facilitate the actual integration of cultural data into environmental 
datasets. It merely provides a platform to combine both analyses and thematic overviews. The NFM does 
not answer the question on how to include cultural data in GIS, but it does offer a method to overlay both 
in one overview and to identify possible relations.

When reconstructing landscape prerequisites for potential routes we focussed on two periods: AD 
100 (Roman period) and AD 800 (the Early Middle Ages). Due to a lack of detailed palaeogeographical 
data at present it is not possible to model intermediate time slices. This is however not a shortcoming of 
the method. As more well-dated information for the interval between AD 100 and 800 becomes available, 
the chronological accuracy of the NFM can be increased.

The current NFM does not incorporate changing weather conditions and meteorological seasons. 
Seasons known for wetter conditions, in our case fall and winter, will have influenced hydrological 
conditions (e.g. groundwater levels) and are not included into the model. In lowland regions the local 
hydrology greatly influences settlement patterns (e.g. Zwertvaegher et al., 2013). The NFM would benefit 
from a more detailed reconstruction of palaeogroundwater levels, although it can be assumed that land 
and water transport predominantly took place in favourable seasons.

We are convinced that large-scale approaches, such as network friction, are useful for reconstructing 
past infrastructure, since in geographically dynamic regions such as the Netherlands relief often is not 
a limiting factor, whereas other landscape characteristics do exercise a limiting influence. Surface water 
and ground-water levels in this region for a long time and to a large extent have determined land use 
including infrastructure. The course of potential routes must have been influenced by wetter or dryer soil 
conditions and landscape units such as rivers must have acted as transport obstacles (land routes) and 
corridors (water routes). Large-scale models like the NFM are well-suited for identifying these push and 
pull factors, which then can by tested using archaeological data.

2.8 Conclusion

In order to locate probable historical routes we have developed a new method for combining 
environmental and archaeological data. By using network friction it turned out to be possible to 
reconstruct past landscape barriers and corridors for translocation.

The first results of building a NFM in order to reconstruct potential historical routes are promising. 
The model reconstructs a physical framework for possible routes and focuses on transport potential. 
By using network friction we were able to reconstruct areas that can be interpreted as obstacles (push) 
or corridors (pull) for potential routes. Application possibilities of the NFM for further research are 
numerous. The model can be enlarged by adding new high-resolution datasets and by adding, or linkage 
to, cultural models (e.g. network analysis, agent-based modelling). The flexibility of the NFM facilitates 
an easy integration of new datasets, which allows for a wide variety of possible analyses. The network-
friction approach is still under development and will be tested and enhanced by comparing probable 
routes with archaeological and historical data relating to roads and waterways in the near future.

The NFM is designed to contribute to our understanding of historical routes. It is intended as an 
addition to current spatial-modelling techniques used for reconstructing roads/routes. In no way it 
excludes other spatial models, since accurate reconstructions may benefit from combining a wide variety 
of modelling techniques. Network friction does however seem to be well-suited to reconstruct landscape 
prerequisites for potential routes.
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It is designed to limit expert judgment as much as possible, with expert judgement only being used to 
’translate’ modern environmental data to the early-medieval circumstances. This enhances its potential 
for independent replication and verification of results. Accessibility is estimated using a mathematic 
approach, with cultural influences (e.g. economy, politics and settlement location) for now having been 
excluded from the model. As such the NFM can be adapted to model routes in any low-elevated dynamic 
lowland region.

Modelling landscape prerequisites of potential routes shows that certain parts of the Netherlands 
clearly were unsuited for land routes and that conditions between the Roman and early-medieval period 
in these regions changed drastically. In the west of the country, sea ingressions and river dynamics appear 
to have limited route options significantly. In the northern part of the country, sea-level rise appears to 
have been the dominant limitation. First results suggest that route orientation was mainly determined by 
hydrological conditions. The lower, wetter parts of the Netherlands (west, north) were subjected to the 
most extreme changes and peoples living in these regions most likely largely were dependent on traffic by 
water. In the higher southern and eastern parts of the country many more options for land routes existed. 
In these latter regions route orientation most likely was determined by the alternation of dryer and wetter 
soil conditions in combination with local relief.
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Chapter 3

Best travel options: modelling Roman and early-

medieval routes in the Netherlands using a multi proxy 

approach

During the Roman and early-medieval period in the Netherlands, an extensive network of routes 
connected settlements on the local, regional and supraregional scale. The orientation of these route 
networks in part was determined by settlement locations, and in part by environmental factors (e.g. 
soil type, relief ). Therefore these route networks provide a key in understanding the dynamic interplay 
between cultural and environmental factors. This study focuses on modelling Roman and early-
medieval routes using a multi-proxy approach. By combining network friction with archaeological 
data representing settlements, burial sites and shipping-related finds we wish to investigate the 
possibilities of using these large-scale datasets for modelling Roman and early-medieval route 
networks in the Netherlands. Data representing past infrastructure and isolated archaeological finds 
were used to validate the model output. Results show that in geomorphologically diverse lowland 
regions, such as the Netherlands, network friction is extremely useful for modelling historical route 
networks. We found a clear relationship between environmental conditions, settlement locations and 
the spatial distribution of infrastructure. Using evidence-based modelling, we were able to correctly 
predict the location of 89% of the currently identified Roman infrastructure, and 85% of the known 
early-medieval infrastructure in the Netherlands within a 1000m buffer. Additionally, despite only 
roughly covering a surface area of 13% in the Roman and 11% in the early-medieval period of the 
Netherlands, 82% and 72% of all known isolated finds were located within the same buffer.

This chapter is based on: Van Lanen, R.J., Kosian, M.C., Groenewoudt, B.J., Spek, T., Jansma, E., (2015) Best travel 
options: modelling Roman and early-medieval routes in the Netherlands using a multi-proxy approach, Journal of 
Archaeological Science: Reports 3 (JASR), p. 144-159.

3.1 Introduction

The Netherlands is a dynamic lowland region partially influenced by fluvial (e.g. Rhine, Meuse and 
Scheldt) and marine activity. The west and north of the country are low-lying regions which have been 
subjected to flooding throughout the Holocene (Stouthamer & Berendsen, 2000; Erkens, 2009; Vos, 2011; 
Cohen et al., 2012; Toonen, 2013; Vos & De Vries, 2013). The central, eastern and southern parts can be 
regarded as relatively stable landscapes largely consisting of somewhat higher Pleistocene soils (Steur & 
Heijink, 1991; De Vries et al., 2003; Koomen & Maas, 2004).

Recent research shows that major landscape changes (e.g. vegetation, flooding) occurred during 
the transition from the Roman period (12 BC–AD 450) to early-medieval period (AD 450–1050) 
(Stouthamer & Berendsen, 2000; Roymans & Gerritsen, 2002; Groenewoudt et al., 2007; Erkens, 2009; 
Toonen, 2013). Archaeological evidence from these periods suggests simultaneous alterations in land use 
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and settlement patterns as well as severe demographic decline (Cheyette, 2008). Historical route networks, 
which are the product of and influenced by both cultural and landscape dynamics, provide a key to 
understanding the nature of and interaction between these dynamics. Our own research on landscape 
prerequisites of potential Roman and early-medieval routes in the Netherlands shows clear differences in 
regional accessibility during these periods (Van Lanen et al., 2015a; Chapter 2). The western and northern 
parts would have been largely inaccessible by land and settlements in these regions must have been highly 
dependent on water transport. Additionally, in these regions landscape changes were most extreme from 
the Roman to early-medieval period as compared to other parts of the Netherlands (Van Lanen et al., 
2015a; Chapter 2).

In recent years the reconstruction of historical roads, or more generally historical route networks, has 
been attempted frequently using spatial modelling and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) software 
(e.g. Gietl et al., 2008; Zakšek et al., 2008; Verhagen & Jeneson, 2012; White & Barber, 2012; Verhagen, 
2013; Breier, 2013). Mostly focussing either on elevated regions where relief to a large extent determines 
route orientation or on improving our theoretical understanding of how to model past routes, these 
papers mainly addressed the correct definition of tools such as friction layers, viewshed analyses, and 
least-cost paths (Verhagen, 2013).

However, the usefulness of these approaches is limited when applied to lowland regions. In these 
areas, which are marked by small relief differences, other landscape characteristics equally determine 
route orientation (e.g. the presence of mires, natural peat bogs or rivers). Therefore, a different approach 
is needed. This is why the present study uses a network-friction model (NFM) to combine data on 
past environments with archaeological data, in order to reconstruct Roman and early-medieval route 
networks. Network friction is the variable that determines potential regional accessibility based on the 
comparison of local and surrounding landscape factors (Van Lanen et al., 2015a; Chapter 2). The NFM 
for the Netherlands was developed by Van Lanen et al., in 2015 and combines numeral environmental 
datasets in order to calculate landscape prerequisites for Roman and early-medieval routes. Based on 
landscape factors this model identifies and locates transport obstacles and movement corridors for the 
Roman period and Early Middle Ages. The central aim of this second study is to determine the extent 
to which movement corridors calculated by the NFM and data on settlement patterns can be integrated 
to model historical route networks in the Netherlands. The focus of the research is not on cultural 
interpretation but much more on methodology; specifically the potential of large-scale datasets and the 
benefits of an evidence-based, integrated approach.

3.2 Theoretical background

Routes are not roads, and route networks fundamentally differ from road networks. The evidence for 
the presence of actual roads in the Roman and early-medieval Netherlands is limited. Where roads can 
be regarded as fixed features connecting two places, routes are frequent-travel zones. Almost all Roman 
period and early-medieval roads were unpaved and not fixed to one location (e.g. Horsten 2005). Seasonal 
(e.g. weather) or yearly (e.g. general wear) conditions could force travellers to shift to other adjacent lanes, 
creating a route zone. Therefore route networks are more spatially dynamic but in general orientation 
equal to road networks.

Landscape is constantly and inevitably changing through the influence of human and natural factors 
and the complex and dynamic interaction between them (Fairclough 2007). Route networks are subjected 
to both these cultural and environmental factors and as such provide a key to better understand and study 
their dynamic interplay. The study of large-scale route networks requires a landscape-archaeological 
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approach since these networks transcend the traditionally studied site level and require a focus on both 
cultural and environmental variables.

Landscape archaeology is best defined as the interdisciplinary investigation of the long-term 
relationship between people and their environment (Barker, 1986; Kluiving et al., 2012; Kluiving & 
Guttmann-Bond, 2012). The disciplines used in landscape archaeology have in common that the 
dynamics of past landscapes are investigated as that of one single, complex research entity. “Landscape” 
within this context is best defined at a basic level as: “an area, as perceived by people, whose character is 
the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors” (Council of Europe, 2000). In 
order to model past route networks and settlement patterns, both the natural (e.g. landscape dynamics, 
climate) and cultural (e.g. economy, politics) processes within these landscapes need to be sufficiently 
understood. Landscape archaeology is multi-disciplinary “by nature” and as such it is a perfect tool to 
study the interaction between physical and cultural processes.

Traditional GIS modelling of past routes has largely focussed on correctly defining cost-surface 
modules (Zakšek et al., 2008; Herzog & Posluschny, 2008, Murrieta-Flores, 2012; Herzog, 2013a; 2013b; 
2013c; Verhagen, 2013; Herzog, 2014). In low-lying regions such as the Netherlands these approaches 
are less useful when modelling route networks. In these regions other landscape factors greatly will have 
determined route networks and local translocation conditions (e.g. the presence of mires, peat bogs, 
rivers). Network friction calculates regional accessibility conditions based on environmental data and 
locates transport obstacles and corridors, and therefore can be used to model historical route networks 
(Van Lanen et al., 2015a; Chapter 2). Past route networks can be modelled and tested by combining 
network friction with archaeological data on e.g. settlements and infrastructure.

Due to cultural and environmental variables, settlements never are distributed equally throughout a 
region, which results in spatially variable settlement densities. Densely-settled areas can be expected to 
trade and communicate with nearby settlements and with other densely-settled areas a little further away 
and as such are expected to function as central hubs within dynamic systems.4 Therefore these High-
Density Settlement Clusters (HDSCs) are crucial for modelling route networks. HDSCs were determined 
based on the ratio of sites per square kilometres (s/km2) in order to keep the NFM evidence based and to 
minimize archaeological-theoretical modelling. Settlements outside HDSCs (in this chapter referred to 
as isolated settlements) are individual elements within the route network. Since either these settlements 
were founded near existing routes, or routes developed near existing settlements, they can be regarded as 
indicative of supra-regional route orientation.

In addition to following geographical transport corridors people moving through the landscape 
preferably will have avoided uncultivated areas. The reason is that these regions most likely were less 
accessible because of soil and vegetation conditions (respectively e.g. mires and dense forests) and might 
also have been regarded as ‘no-go areas’ (Roymans, 1995; Spek, 2004; Kolen, 2005. If possible, travellers 
will have used settled areas (i.e. the settlement area including surrounding cultivated lands) as much 
as possible. This is why the settled areas of isolated settlements can be utilized for modelling route 
orientation.

4 The assumption of movement from these HDSCs is in line with the complex, dynamic interaction between people and 

landscape (e.g. Kolen, 1995; McGlade, 1999). 
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3.3 Material

3.3.1 Network friction model (NFM)
Van Lanen (2015a) already determined geographical obstacles and corridors for possible translocation in 
ca. AD 100 and 800 (Figure 3.1). The resulting NFM integrates palaeogeographical data from the Roman 
and early-medieval period (Bos, 2010; Vos et al., 2011; Cohen et al., 2012; Van Dinter, 2013; Vos & De 
Vries, 2013). Contemporary landscape data was added using the geomorphological and soil maps of the 
Netherlands. The geomorphological map (1:50,000) contains information on the relief, genesis and age of 
landscape elements (Koomen & Exaltus, 2003; Koomen & Maas, 2004). The soil map (1:50,000) provides 
an overview of current soil types and average groundwater levels (Steur & Heijink, 1991; De Vries et 
al., 2003; Van der Gaast et al., 2010). Landscape units postdating the Early Middle Ages were removed 
from both datasets. Elevation data for the Pleistocene soils was added through the Height Model of the 
Netherlands (AHN) (Brand et al., 2003; Swart, 2010; Van der Zon, 2013).

3.3.2 Archaeological data
Archaeological data representing settlements, burial sites, shipping (e.g. ships, canoes) and isolated finds 
were collected through the Archaeological Information System of the Netherlands (ARCHIS). This 
system contains a national overview of archaeological finds (Roorda & Wiemer, 1992; Wiemer, 2002).5 
In order to obtain maximum accuracy, the ARCHIS data were compared to the results of new research 
published in PhD theses, books and research reports (Miedema, 1983; Knol, 1993; Bechert & Willems, 
1995; Verwers, 1998; Van Beek, 2009; Gerrets, 2010; LGL World Heritage Database, 2010; Verlinde & 
Hulst, 2010; Dijkstra, 2011; Van der Velde, 2011b). In order to enhance the quality of the ARCHIS dataset 

5 ARCHIS is maintained by the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands (RCE) and was created in 1992. Website: 

https://archis.cultureelerfgoed.nl/#/login

Inaccessible
Poorly Accessible
Moderately Accessible
Reasonably Accessible
Accessible

AD 100 AD 800

Figure 3.1 | Network-friction land maps: AD 100 and 800 (adapted from Van Lanen et al. 2015a; Chapter 2).
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we digitized and imported these data into the NFM and applied selection filters (Van Lanen et al., 2015a; 
Chapter 2).

3.4 Method

3.4.1 Determining High Density Settlement Clusters (HDSCs)
We defined HDSCs as regions in which the ratio of settlements per square kilometre (s/km2) is 
higher than the average settlement density in the research area (Section 3.2). Only proven settlements 
(archaeologically well-dated sites with a find complex >5) were included in the analysis (Van Lanen et al., 
2015a; Chapter 2). Since we assume that all settlements are equal parts of route networks and the size of 
settlements is usually unclear, no division was made between larger and smaller settlements.

Roman high density settlement clusters
Roman-period settlement patterns in north-western Europe have been studied extensively during 
the last two decades (e.g. Taayke, 1996; Hiddink, 2005; Williams, 2007; Van Beek, 2009; Vos, 2009; 
Gerrets, 2010; Van Beek & Groenewoudt, 2011). Van Beek & Groenewoudt (2011) have used many of 

A B

Figure 3.2 | Overview of High Density Settlement Clusters (HDSCs) overlaid on a relief map of the current in the Netherlands; A: 

Roman period; B: Early Middle Ages.
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the resulting overviews to compare Roman settlement patterns in the stream valley of the river Vecht 
to other nearby regions. They state (p. 180) “..data in this table are probably biased by the fact that the 
regions listed here attracted particular archaeological attention because they are rich in archaeological 
sites.” In other words these regions can be regarded as densely settled areas (i.e. areas with relatively high 
number of settlements, not necessarily population). Therefore we used the average s/km2 of these regions 
to determine HDSCs (Table 3.1).

Since the NFM uses a grid-cell resolution of 500x500m, we assumed that multiple sites located within 
a single grid cell together represent one individual settlement (Van Lanen et al., 2015a; Chapter 2). In 
order to compensate for any discrepancy in recorded location coordinates, we placed settlements at the 
centre of the grid cells. This approach results in a maximum deviation of 250 metres for each settlement 
location. Using settlement-density data from Table 3.1 we calculated an average settlement density 0.65 
settlements per 1km2, in other words 1 settlement per 1.538km2 (Figure 3.2).

For the Roman period this implies that the average total distance between two settlements in a HDSC 
may never exceed 1.538km. Settlements in regions where the average total distance exceeds this 1.538km 
are regarded as isolated settlements.

Early-medieval high sensity settlement clusters
For northwestern Europe no large-scale overviews of early-medieval settlement patterns are available. To 
enable comparison between settlement ratios of the Roman and early-medieval periods, we made use of 
the concept of the archeoregio (archaeological region; Groenewoudt, 1994; Lauwerier & Lotte, 2002; Van 
Dockum & Lauwerier, 2004; Van Dockum et al., 2006). These regions are defined as areas with specific 

Region Surface 
(km2)

N 
rural settlements

Sites/
km2

Kromme Rijn (NL) 110 120 1.09

Tiel (NL) 105 94 0.89

Eastern part of the Dutch central river area (NL) 1650 510 0.30

Köln, Bonner Niederterrasse (DE) 77 28 0.36

Bladel (NL) 175 40 0.22

Someren (NL) 72 25 0.34

Lieshout (NL) 75 22 0.29

Maashorst (NL) 100 19 0.20

Kempener Lehmplatte (DE) 243 38 0.16

Aldenhovener Platte (DE) 35 69 1.90

Xanten (DE) 1252 181 0.14

Westergo (NL) 374 712 1.85

Oostergo (NL) 190 171 0.90

Overijsselse Vecht (NL) 294 45 0.18

Kent (UK) xxx xxx 1.00

Total 9.82

Total average 0.65

Table 3.1 | Ratio sites per square kilometres (s/km2) for regions in northwest Europe (adapted from Van Beek & Groenewoudt 

2011, p. 180). Data for Kent (UK) was adapted from Williams (2007).
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1. Sandy area Drenthe
2. Sandy area Utrecht and Gelderland
3. Sandy area Overijssel and Gelderland
4. Sandy area Brabant
5. Sandy area Limburg
6. Loess area Limburg
7. Peat area Friesland
8. Holland dune area
9. Holland peat and clay area

10. Utrecht and Gelderland rivers area
11. Voordelta/Streams Zeeland
12. Waddenzee/IJsselmeer-Markermeer
13. Clay area Friesland and Groningen
14. Clay area Noord-Holland
15. Clay area Flevoland
16. Clay area Zeeland

Figure 3.3 | Overview of archaeological regions ('archeoregio’s') in the Netherlands.
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archaeological and environmental characteristics (e.g. southern-cover sands, river area; Figure 3.3). Per 
archeoregio the total surface and total number of sites was determined (Table 3.2).
The ratio between the averages for the Roman and early-medieval periods (0.084 and 0.056 respectively) 
is 1.5 and was used to extrapolate the settlement density for HDSCs in the Early Middle Ages:

Based on this ratio we calculated an average settlement density of 0.43 per km2 for the Early Middle 
Ages, in other words 1 settlement per 2.325km2 (Figure 3.2). Therefore for the Early Middle Ages the total 
distance between 2 settlements in a HDSC may never exceed 2.325km. Settlements in regions where the 
average total distance exceeds 2.325km are regarded as isolated settlements.

This quantitative approach does not select individual (larger) settlements that function as political, 
economic or religious centres outside the HDSCs and have a similar influence on route orientation. The 
majority of these centres are known through historical sources and/or archaeological research. Therefore 
in order to compensate for the large influence of the Roman army on local economy, infrastructure, trade 

Roman Period Early Middle Ages

Ratio archeoregio’s: 0.084 Ratio archeoregio’s: 0.056

Regional studies: 0.65 Extrapolated: 0.43

Settlement density Roman Period: 1.5x compared to the Early Middle Ages

Archaeological region
(archeoregio)

Surface
km2

N Settlements
(Roman Period)

Ratio: 
settlements/

surface Roman 
Period

N Settlements
Early Middle 

Ages

Ratio:
settlements/
surface Early 
Middle Ages

Sandy area Drenthe 5034 53 0.011 19 0.004

Sandy area Utrecht & Gelderland 2984 101 0.034 59 0.020

Sandy area Overijssel & Gelderland 3912 148 0.038 115 0.029

Sandy area Brabant 5000 342 0.068 168 0.034

Sandy area Limburg 784 138 0.176 25 0.032

Loess area Limburg 597 5 0.008 2 0.003

Peat area Friesland 1514 7 0.005 13 0.009

Holland dune area 654 58 0.089 76 0.116

Holland peat and clay area 2883 80 0.028 66 0.023

Utrecht & Gelderland rivers area 2366 631 0.267 204 0.086

Voordelta/streams Zeeland 2458 1 0.000 1 0.000

Waddenzee/IJsselmeer-Markermeer 4728 1 0.000 1 0.000

Clay area Friesland & Groningen 2883 530 0.184 767 0.266

Clay area Noord-Holland 1186 94 0.079 42 0.035

Clay area Flevoland 1470 0 0.000 0 0.000

Clay area Zeeland 3576 61 0.017 59 0.016

Average Roman 
Period 0.084

Average Early 
Middle Ages 0.056

Table 3.2 | Overview of the surface area, number of Roman and early-medieval settlements and the ratio between them per 

archeoregio. Archaeological regions highlighted in dark grey either post-date the Early Middle Ages, contain no data, or are 

located outside our research area and where not included in the average.
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and building activities south of the river Rhine (which functioned as the Roman frontier), the NFM 
was expanded by defining Roman towns, (legionary) fortresses (castra and castellae) and larger military 
sites published by Bechert & Willems (1995); LGL World Heritage Database (2010) as hubs (i.e. of equal 
importance as HDSCs). Additionally, Hiddink (1991) showed the importance of rural centres to local 
economies south of the Roman frontier. If located outside the HDSCs, these settlements also were added 
to the NFM (Appendix 3.A).

Early-medieval settlement patterns have been studied less extensively then Roman settlement 
patterns. For this period overviews are lacking. Historical sources refer to two emporia within the 
Netherlands: Dorestad and Witla (e.g. Alcuin, carmina IV; Annales Fuldenses; Dijkstra 2011). Dorestad, 
located near the current city of Wijk bij Duurstede, was added to the network. Although the precise 
geographical location of Witla is still unknown historical sources situate the small emporium near 
the coast in the Meuse estuary and as such Witla would be part of an already identified HDSC. Other 
archaeologically classified central settlements, not part of a HDSC, also were added to the NFM 
(Appendix 3.A).

3.4.2 Settled areas
Without “interference” from landscape characteristics and nearby isolated settlements, route networks 
ideally consist of straight lines between HDSCs (Figure 3.4, point 1).6 Routes however were never 
straight lines since route networks also connect HDSCs with settlements situated in-between HDSCs. 
These settlements were more spatially isolated compared to the settlements within the HDSCs, but we 
may assume that they were very much part of the route network. Since new settlements can be expected 
to be generally founded in the vicinity of existing routes, or routes developed near existing settlements, 
their spatial distribution (in addition to the landscape settings) is a strong indication of route orientation 
outside the HDSCs (Figure 3.4, point 2).

Settled areas consist of off-site cultivated lands (i.e. arable land directly surrounding the settlement, 
plus pastures and wood-gathering areas) and the actual settlement (site) (Von Thünen, 1842; Foley, 1978; 
1981). Translocation preferably will have taken place within settled areas. It is assumed that uncultivated 
regions outside settled areas (e.g. forests, mires) would have been avoided as they were difficult to travel 
through and often were regarded as no-go areas (Section 3.2). We expect people to have preferred the 
shortest route between settled areas.

To determine the size of the cultivated lands we created a buffer around each known Roman and 
early-medieval settlement. The average distance between settlements in the Roman period is 1.538km 
(Section 3.4.1). With a maximum deviation of 250 metres in settlement location, the buffer around each 
settlement equals:

Maximum distance/2 + maximum deviation grid-cell resolution
1.538/2 + 250 metres = 1.019km

For the early-medieval period the average distance between settlements is 2.325km (Section 3.4.1). With 
the same maximum deviation of 250 metres in settlement location the buffer for each early-medieval 
settlement equals:

2.325/2 + 250 metres = 1.413km

6 The fundamental assumption of these straight lines form the basis of many geographical network models. For more 

information: Chorley & Haggett 1968.
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It is argued that in the Netherlands (at least) 50% of the settlements are not (yet) discovered (Bult, 1983; 
Deeben et al., 2006). To compensate for this discrepancy of (at least) 50% the buffers (settled areas) of 
the known settlements were extended and multiplied by 2: a settled area of 2.038km for Roman and 
2.826km for early-medieval settlements. Although the precise location of the undiscovered settlements 
is unknown, the settled areas from these settlements would probably intersect these larger buffers. Routes 
can then be calculated based on these larger settled areas.

3.4.3 Modelling land routes
Route networks consist of land and/or water routes. Corridors for water transport (e.g. rivers) often 
function as obstacles for land routes. Therefore it is necessary to model land and water routes separately.

3.4.3.1 Implementing network friction
Network friction identifies landscape obstacles and corridors for possible translocation (Van Lanen et al., 
2015a; Chapter 2). We modelled the most efficient path between HDSCs and isolated settlements (Section 
3.4.1) using settled areas (Section 3.4.2) and networks friction (Figure 3.4, point 3), ‘most efficient’ being 
defined here as the shortest possible route between settlements following the highest (i.e. less friction) 
possible network-friction values.

3.4.3.2 Burial sites
During the Roman and early-medieval periods burial sites were located in the direct vicinity of 
settlements (Van Es, 1981; Verlinde, 1987; Verwers, 1998; Heeren, 2009; Van Beek, 2009).7 In order to 
compensate partially for the 50% gap in known settlement locations (Section 3.4.2) we used isolated 
burial sites (i.e. burial sites located outside any known settled area) as indicative of as yet undiscovered 
settlement locations nearby.

3.4.3.3 Determining land routes
Land routes are determined by the interaction between settlement patterns including burial sites and 
network-friction values. Following the most efficient paths we modelled route networks based on solid 
archaeological data (Figure 3.5). Positive network-friction values (‘reasonably accessible’ to ‘accessible’) 
allow for other possible routes following movement corridors in the network but were not included 
(Figure 3.5).

7 Little large-scale research has been done on the spatial relationship between settlements and burial sites. Extensive 

research by Verlinde (1987) and Van Beek (2009) for the eastern Netherlands shows burial sites moving from an average 

distance of >500 metres from settlements in the Iron Age to an average distance of <200 metres in the Roman period. 

Research done by Hiddink (2003) for the southern Netherlands show a similar distance of 200-300 metres. 

Figure 3.4 (left page) | Flowchart of modelling historical-route networks. (1) Direct lines exist between High Density Settlement 

Clusters (HDSCs). In this situation isolated settlements and the environment have no influence on route orientation. (2) 

Isolated settlements are introduced into the model and influence route orientation. (3) Route orientation is further influenced 

by environmental settings (land) as modelled by network friction. (4) Burial sites are introduced and further influence route 

orientation. (5) Buffers of 500, 1000 and 2000 metres are created. (6) Route orientation is further influenced by environmental 

settings (water) as modelled by network friction. (7) Shipping-related finds are introduced and further influence route 

orientation. (8) Buffers of 500, 1000 and 2000 metres are created. (9) Land and water-route zones are combined. (10) Modelled 

results are tested against infrastructural finds. (11) Modelled results are tested against isolated finds.
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Figure 3.5 | Route modelling in the eastern Netherlands (AD 800). Routes are reconstructed based on the most efficient paths 

between network-friction values, settlement patterns and burial sites. The higher elevated Pleistocene soils are relatively 

accessible and have high network-friction values.
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Figure 3.6 | Route modelling in the western Netherlands (AD 800). Routes are reconstructed based on the most efficient paths 

between network-friction values, settlement patterns and burial sites. The low-elevated Holocene soils are relatively less 

accessible and have low network-friction values.
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In Holocene parts of the Netherlands network-friction values are generally lower. In these regions small 
alluvial ridges often produced accessible corridors, which compared to other parts of the country might 
have been less attractive for movement, but locally still must have offered the best travel options. Here the 
highest network-friction values were selected (Figure 3.6). Figure 3.7 shows national overviews of land-
routes and networks for AD 100 and 800.

3.4.4 Modelling water routes
In order to model water routes Van Lanen et al. (2015a) created network-friction water maps for AD 100 
and 800 (Figure 3.8). Network-friction values from these maps were combined with the archaeological 
data representing settlements and shipping-related finds.

3.4.4.1 Implementing network friction
The geographical situation of the Netherlands as a coastal lowland already hints at the importance of 
water transport. Rivers in the Netherlands frequently have been described as highways of the past (e.g. 
Van Es & Verwers, 2010; Dijkstra, 2011). Using palaeogeographical data we located corridors for water 
transport (i.e. rivers with sufficient carrying capacity; ). We modelled water routes by combining network 
friction with the HDSCs, isolated settlements and ship-related finds into one NFM (, points 6-7).

3.4.4.2 Shipping-related finds
Shipping-related finds (e.g. ship wrecks, re-used ships timbers) are an indication for transport routes. We 
extracted these finds from the ARCHIS database and the dendrochronological e-depot DCCD (Jansma et 
al., 2012; Jansma, 2013).8 The combined overview of water-bordering settlements and ship-related finds 
was used to model Roman and early-medieval water-route networks.

8 The DCCD repository amongst other contains hundreds of datasets derived from dendrochronological research in the 

Netherlands. It is available through: http://dendro.dans.knaw.nl. 
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Figure 3.7 | Land-route networks in the Netherlands: AD 100 and 800.
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3.4.4.3 Determining water routes
Using the most efficient path between settled areas we modelled the most efficient routes (rivers and sea) 
between water-bordering HDSCs and isolated settlements (Figure 3.9). Only water-bordering settlements 
(settled areas intersecting with water units) were included in the analyses. Although the number of 
possible movement corridors for water routes are higher, we limited the modelled routes to those that 
were underpinned by solid settlement data (Figure 3.9). Figure 3.10 shows a national overview of water-
routes networks for AD 100 and 800.

3.4.5 Combining land and water routes
Route networks consist of land and water routes. Movement within a route network was neither limited 
to land or water (e.g. travelling on foot, horse, cart or canoe and ship). In order to model and test the 
Roman and early-medieval route networks we integrated the routes modelled in the previous sections 
(3.4.3.3 and 3.4.4.3) (Figure 3.4, point 9).

3.4.6 Route validation
The route networks were tested on three scales. Buffers were laid around the projected route lines of 500, 
1000 and 2000 metres (Figure 3.4, points 5 and 8). These buffers created effective route zones of 1000, 
2000 and 4000 metres wide. The 500 metres buffer is the most accurate test because it is equal to the NFM 
grid-cell resolution (500x500m) with a maximum deviation of half a grid cell (250 metres) on both sides. 
The 1000 metres buffer is the sum of both deviation zones plus the route buffer of 500 metres. The 2000 
metres buffer is much less accurate but was used to test route orientation. Infrastructural finds outside 
these zones clearly differ in orientation from the modelled route networks

3.4.6.1 Infrastructure validation
So far we excluded archaeological data on infrastructure in order to validate the NFMs output. Data on 
infrastructure was extracted from ARCHIS (Appendix 3.B). Description quality within ARCHIS varies. 

Accessible

AD 100 AD 800

Figure 3.8 | Network-friction water maps: AD 100 and 800 (adapted from Van Lanen et al., 2015a; Chapter 2).
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Figure 3.9 | Water-route modelling in the western Netherlands. Routes are reconstructed based on the most efficient paths 

between network-friction values, settlement patterns and ship-related finds. Network friction calculates the accessibility of past 

rivers.
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Figure 3.10 | Water-route networks in the Netherlands: AD 100 and 800.
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Since individual checks of each registered infrastructural find was beyond the scope of this study, all 
Roman and early-medieval infrastructural finds were included. This means that both land, water-related 
and undefined but dated infrastructural finds were used to test the NFM results.

For the Roman period 742 infrastructural finds were available. The vast majority of finds are located 
south of the Roman frontier (n = 665), against a mere 77 finds to the north. For the Early Middle Ages 
103 infrastructural finds were selected.

Infrastructure validation Roman period
Using GIS we applied a buffer of 500, 1000 and 2000 metres onto the modelled-route network. The 
location of the infrastructural finds were then compared with these buffers using the following query:

Infra_finds_ROM.obj WITHIN Buffer_ROM_X.obj

This query analyses all Roman infrastructural finds and selects those which are located within the buffer 
X (“X” being the buffer size of 500, 1000 or 2000 metres). Infrastructural finds outside the route zones 
were selected using the following query:

Infra_finds_ROM.obj WHERE not Obj WITHIN any (SELECT Obj from Buffer_ROM_2000)

Infrastructure validation early-medieval period
Using the same buffers sizes and queries, the 103 early-medieval infrastructural finds were tested against 
the modelled-route network.

Infra_finds_VME.obj WITHIN Buffer_VME_X.obj

Again, this query selects those infrastructural finds located within buffer X (“X” being the buffer size of 
500, 1000 or 2000 metres), but in this case it selects finds from the early-medieval period. Infrastructural 
finds outside the route zones were selected using the following query:

Infra_finds_VME.obj WHERE not Obj WITHIN any (SELECT Obj from Buffer_VME_2000)

3.4.6.2 Isolated finds
Isolated finds cannot be linked to a specific type of archaeological complex (e.g. settlement). However 
they do indicate local human activity. If our modelled route networks does indeed represent frequent-
travel zones, these networks are expected to contain a relatively high percentage of isolated finds despite 
the fact that they only cover a fraction of the total surface area of the Netherlands (Section 3.5). Therefore 
the percentage of isolated finds present in the calculated buffer can be indicative for the NFMs accuracy. 
The same buffers sizes and queries were used to test the route network against the presence of isolated 
finds. For each of the validation scales the total surface area of the route networks was compared to the 
surface area of the Netherlands.

Isolated_finds_ROM.obj WITHIN Buffer_ROM_X.obj

and

Isolated_finds_VME.obj WITHIN Buffer_VME_X.obj
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In both queries the number of isolated finds within a specific buffer are selected (“X” representing the 500, 
1000 or 2000 metres buffer).

3.5 Results

The Roman and early-medieval route networks in the Netherlands included both land and water routes 
(Section 3.4.5). Figure 3.11 shows an overview of Roman and early-medieval routes in the Netherlands. 
These networks were used to fully test the model with archaeological data related to infrastructure and 
isolated finds. The route networks were validated on four different scales: the percentage of infrastructural 
or isolated finds within a 500m, 1000m and 2000m buffer and the percentage of finds located outside the 
2000m buffer.

Results: infrastructural finds
The total number of finds representing Roman infrastructure is 742. A total of 544 infrastructural finds 
(73.6%) is located within the most accurate buffer of 500m (Table 3.3; Figure 3.12). Increasing the buffer 
to 1000m improves the outcome significantly to 89.2% (658 infrastructural finds) (Table 3.3; Figure 
3.12). The least accurate validation of a 2000m buffer provides a 4.9% increase of correctly modelled 
infrastructural finds to 94.1% (698 finds) (Table 3.3; Figure 3.12). The modelled Roman route network 
fails to correctly model 44 finds located outside the least accurate 2000m buffer (5.9%) (Table 3.3; Figure 
3.12).

The total number of finds representing early-medieval infrastructure is 103. A total of 81 
infrastructural finds (77.7%) is located within the most accurate buffer of 500m (Table 3.3; Figure 3.12). 
When the scale is increased to the 1000m buffer results improve to 85.4% (89 finds) (Table 3.3; Figure 
3.12). A further increase of the buffer to 2000m only slightly improves the results to 88.3% (92 finds) 
located within the route-network buffer (Table 3.3; Figure 3.12). The route network fails to correctly 
model 11.7% (11 finds) of the infrastructural data (Table 3.3; Figure 3.12).

For the Early Middle Ages the 500m buffer yields slightly more accurate results than it does for the 
Roman period (4.1% increased accuracy; Figure 3.12). The buffers of 1000m and 2000m are slightly 
more accurate for the Roman period. The precision of the defined buffers is lowest for the early-medieval 
period, modelling 11.7% of infrastructure incorrectly (Table 3.3; Figure 3.12).

Route buffer Roman Period Early Middle Ages

Number of 
infrastructural finds

% finds
within buffer

Number of 
infrastructural finds

% finds
within buffer

500m 544 73.6% 81 77.7%

1000m 658 89.2% 89 85.4%

2000m 698 94.1% 92 88.3%

Outside 2000m 44 5.9% 11 11.7%

Total 742 100.0% 103 100.0%

Table 3.3 | Overview of test results for Roman and early-medieval infrastructure. For each route zone the percentage of correctly 

modelled infrastructural finds within the route network is given.
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Figure 3.11 | Route networks (land and water) in the Netherlands: AD 100 (above) and 800 (right page).
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Results: isolated finds
For the Roman period we used 13731 isolated finds (100%) dispersed throughout the Netherlands for 
validation. The most accurate buffer of 500m correctly models 8609 isolated finds as located within 7.2% 
of the surface area of the Netherlands (64.1% of the finds; Table 3.4; Figure 3.13). Results improve by 
17.6% to 81.7% (11153 isolated finds) within 13.7% of the total surface area when the buffer is increased 
to 1000m (Table 3.4; Figure 3.13). The least accurate buffer of 2000m contains 90.6% (12402) of the 
isolated Roman-period finds, and covers 24.4% of the total surface area (Table 3.4; Figure 3.13). The route 
networks fails to correctly model 9.4% (1329 isolated finds) located outside the 2000m buffer, which 
covers 75.6% of the total surface area; Table 3.4; Figure 3.13).

For the early-medieval period 4607 isolated finds dispersed throughout the Netherlands were used to 
validate. The 500m buffer, which covers 6.11% of the total surface area of the Netherlands, contains 2469 
isolated finds (52.4% of the finds; Table 3.4). Increasing the scale to the 1000m buffer, covering 11.9% 
of the Dutch surface area, improves the results with 19.8% to 72.2% (3361) of the isolated finds located 
within the buffer (Table 3.4; Figure 3.13). The 2000m buffer, covering 22.1% of the Dutch surface area, 
contains 87.8% (4085) of all early-medieval isolated finds in the Netherlands (Table 3.4; Figure 3.13). The 
route network fails to correctly model 12.2% (522) of the isolated finds located outside the 2000m buffer, 
which covers 77.9% of the Dutch surface area.

For the Roman period the 500m, 1000m and 2000m buffers test slightly better than for the Early 
Middle Ages (Table 3.4; Figure 3.13). The precision of the defined buffers are lowest for the early-medieval 
period, modelling 12.2% of the isolated finds incorrectly (Table 3.4; Figure 3.13). This might be explained 
by the fact that the Roman period is characterized by a higher number of settlements, isolated finds and a 
larger route-network surface area.

3.6 Discussion

The NFM combines environmental and archaeological data and as such allows modelling of historical 
route networks. By combining network friction with archaeological data on settlements, burial sites and 
shipping-related finds, over 86% of the route orientation within a 1km zone was accurately determined 
for both the Roman and early-medieval periods. These excellent results might improve further by 
enhancing the current grid-cell resolution with detailed micro-regional research data.
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Figure 3.12 | Percentage of infrastructural finds within 

and outside the 500m, 1000m and 2000m buffers. Blue: 

Roman period; red: Early Middle Ages.

Figure 3.13 | Percentage of isolated finds within and 

outside the 500m, 1000m, 2000m buffers. Blue: Roman 

period; red: Early Middle Ages.
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Micro-regional research data would also allow the modelling of large-scale route networks within the 
HDSCs. Currently, due to the grid-cell resolution and settlement density, the land and water routes in 
these regions were not modelled. By introducing detailed regional data to the NFM and enhancing the 
grid-cell resolution these regional routes can be calculated and might increase the models output.

The current NFM clusters and generalizes many landscape units, which is of direct influence on the 
models resolution (Van Lanen et al., 2015a; Chapter 2). Although the current study correctly models 
many routes the accuracy of the NFM might benefit from a more detailed segregation of different soils 
based on high-resolution regional data. For example, network-friction values for peat may differ spatially 
(Van Lanen et al., 2015a; Chapter 2), which is mainly due to variations of local vegetation and drainage 
conditions (e.g. De Bont, 2008). When modelling large-scale route networks this segregation is not 
essential. For example, we tested both modelled route networks with a minimum and maximum peat 
coverage for AD 100 and 800 using palaeogeographical data and results never deviated more than 1%.

HDSCs prove very useful as start- and endpoints of the modelled route networks (Sections 3.4.1 
and 3.5). However the NFM would benefit from a more substantiated approach in determining HDSCs 
through the development of e.g. cultural models. The current quantitative approach using archaeological 
regions compares large areas and as such lacks regional detail. This however is not a problem when 
modelling long-distance routes. Additionally, since both the Roman and early-medieval periods were 
analysed using the same approach, the ratio between settlement patterns will remain the same.

Settlements are never equally distributed and differ chronologically and in location. Currently 
the NFM functions on two times slices (AD 100 and 800). The NFM would benefit from more detailed 
(regional) palaeogeographical data to model settlement and route dynamics. However the high success 
rate of our model (Tables 3.4 and 3.5) indicates that new or shifting settlements probably usually were 
located near already existing routes, and as such will have exerted little influence on large-scale route 
orientation.

Using isolated finds for testing route networks poses a methodological risk, since such finds relate to 
human activity of which the nature is undetermined. The results however show that these finds spatially 
are clustered predominantly within the route networks we established (Tables 3.4 and 3.5, Figures 3.12 
and 3.13). The implication is that isolated finds are suitable for testing the models accuracy.

Rivers in the Netherlands were used extensively for both regional and long-distance trade. However, 
land transport should not be underestimated since travelling on foot (e.g. with livestock) or by cart must 
have been common during both the Roman and early-medieval periods. Roman representations of this 
mode of transport can be found on monuments (e.g. Trajan’s column, Igel monument), milliaria (i.e. 

Route buffer Roman Period Early Middle Ages

Number of 
isolated finds

% finds
within buffer

% Surface 
area NL

Number of 
isolated finds

% finds
within buffer

% Surface 
area NL

500m 8609 64.1% 7.2% 2469 52.4% 6.11%

1000m 11153 81.7% 13.7% 3361 72.2% 11.9%

2000m 12402 90.6% 24.4% 4085 87.8% 22.1%

Outside 2000m 1329 9.4% 75.6% 522 12.2% 77.9%

Total 13731 100.0% 100.0% 4607 100.0% 100.0%

Table 3.4 | Overview of the test results regarding Roman and early-medieval isolated finds. For each route zone the percentage 

of correctly modelled isolated finds and total surface area of the route network compared to the whole of the Netherlands (NL) 

is given.
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milestone) and in historical sources (Seneca de epistulae morales ad lucilium, letter 57; Gijsbers, 1999; 
Doorewaard, 2010). Despite the lack of evidence for early-medieval land transport, which is related to 
the difficulty of finding and dating paths and the re-use of broken-down carts as e.g. fire wood, we can 
assume frequent land transport for this period. Therefore the NFM has been designed to model both land 
and water routes.

Archaeological data in ARCHIS collected prior to its development in 1992 are not always (fully) 
recorded. Additionally, new research often extracts, enhances and corrects original data. Currently the 
feedback of these new data into ARCHIS is limited, which implies that the ARCHIS datasets not always 
are up-to-date or complete. To counter this problem we first digitized all newly available archaeological 
(overview) studies (Section 3.2) and compared these data with the ARCHIS dataset. Next, we only 
included settlements with a proven find complex of 5 or more dateable finds, to ensure the exclusion of 
the majority of spatially and chronologically doubtful settlements.

Cult sites were not included in the NFM. Therefore the model does not reconstruct religious 
routes and focuses on large-scale route networks only. To what degree these religious routes differed 
from the reconstructed route networks cannot be assessed at this point. However, in combination with 
archaeological theoretical models, data regarding cult sites might be added to the NFM in order to model 
these religious routes and add detail on a micro-regional level.

Route network density differs regionally (Figure 3.11). Both in the Roman and early-medieval period 
the majority of routes appears to have been located in the eastern, northern and southern Pleistocene 
parts of the country. This is understandable since given their network friction these regions are more 
accessible than many of the Holocene areas. Clear exceptions are the western coastal dunes and the 
alluvial ridges in the central-river area, both of which will have been travelled intensively in both periods.

Large-scale modelling of route networks is impossible without making certain assumptions regarding 
e.g. settlement locations, settled areas and most efficient paths. The NFM presented in this chapter tries to 
limit the number of assumptions, and when needed only used archaeologically substantiated ones. The 
complex interaction between landscape and culture which form route networks requires high-resolution 
and large datasets. The assumptions made in route (or road) modelling should always be transparent and 
founded on solid data. We stress the importance of high-quality field data in archaeological modelling, 
route networks or otherwise, both for testing as well as defining variables. The available high-resolution, 
large-scale datasets in the Netherlands allowed us for the first time to model and validate route networks 
on a national scale.

3.7 Conclusion

In lowland regions such as the Netherlands in the past a clear relationship between landscape factors and 
route orientation existed. Network friction focuses on the nature of this relationship by calculating local 
accessibility. The NFM presented in this study correctly models 88.7% of the known Roman and 86.4% 
of the known early-medieval infrastructure within a 1km buffer and shows that transport obstacles and 
corridors exerted a strong influence on the spatial distribution of settlements, burial sites and shipping-
related finds. Additionally, using the same buffers the NFM contains 81.7% of the known Roman and 
72.2% of the known early-medieval isolated finds found in the Netherlands, suggesting these corridors 
to be frequent-travel zones. The implication is that network friction is a very useful tool to model the 
environmental framework for historical-route networks in low-elevated, geographically dynamic regions.

In AD 100 and 800 the number of routes in the western part of the Netherlands was clearly lower 
than in other parts of the country. This is understandable because in these parts network-friction values 
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are generally lower and only a few movement corridors can be modelled. The presence of long-distance 
land routes in these regions will have been limited to the larger alluvial ridges of the central river area and 
the western coastal dunes.

The NFM uses proven environmental and archaeological data to model past route networks and to 
validate its output. As such the model is evidence based. It is designed specifically for dynamic lowland 
regions. The NFMs output may improve with the incorporation of more theoretical modelling on e.g. 
network analyses, road/route systems, economic and religious activities. However, the excellent results of 
the NFM suggest these approaches in itself to be insufficient to model route networks in low-elevated 
regions and a more integrated approach with landscape variables is required.

3.8 Outlook

This study can be regarded as the first archaeological effort towards large-scale lowland route modelling. 
The current NFM would benefit from a higher resolution. With the current datasets this is only possible 
by studying high-resolution micro-regions and incorporating these high-resolution data into the NFM. 
The data from these well-documented micro-regions would also show the full potential of the network-
friction method.

Despite the fact that in our research area around at least 50% of the settlements are not (yet) known 
in the archaeological datasets, modelling results are promising. The minimum number/percentage 
of settlements required for the NFM to correctly model historical-route networks has not yet been 
determined. By arbitrarily removing settlements from the dataset, the minimum (data) requirements for 
the network-friction method can be determined.

The current NFM was specifically designed for the Netherlands. Network friction is applicable to 
dynamic lowland regions all around the world, especially in coastal areas. Application of the method in 
other areas will help to assess its full potential.

The current NFM allows for various future applications. First, the modelled route networks can be 
used to identify and locate spatial differences between the Roman and early-medieval periods: i.e. the 
long-term use of route networks. Since the NFM allows modelling landscape changes between periods, it 
would also be worthwhile to investigate the relationship between changes of the landscape and of route 
networks.

Second, although the current NFM has been developed as an explanatory model by increasing data 
resolution it can be adapted to function as a predictive archaeological model similar to the Indicative Map 
of Archaeological Values of the Netherlands (IKAW) (e.g. Deeben et al., 2002). Even with the current data 
resolution the high number of isolated finds located within the relatively small surface area of the route 
zones already strongly suggests that within these modelled zones the chance of finding undiscovered 
archaeology including infrastructural remains is relatively high.

Third, the current NFM could easily be adapted to model other time periods than the Roman period 
and Early Middle Ages. The method could be used to model prehistoric route networks and with small 
adaptations route networks post AD 800. The latter would however require the availability and selection 
of different datasets such as, among others, high-resolution reclamation data.
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Chapter 4

Route persistence. Modelling and quantifying historical 

route-network stability from the Roman period to 

Early-Modern Times (AD 100–1600): a case study from 

the Netherlands

Research on route-network stability is rare. In time, due to cultural and/or natural causes settlement 
locations and route orientation shift. The nature of these spatial changes sheds light on the 
complex interaction between settlements and surrounding natural landscape conditions. This 
study investigates the stability of route networks in the Netherlands during the past two millennia 
by determining their persistence through time. Environmental, archaeological, and historical data 
are used to reconstruct and compare route networks. By using network friction, archaeological data 
on settlement patterns and route networks in combination with historical data (e.g. old maps), we 
were able to model route-network persistence (not necessarily continuity) from the Roman to early-
medieval periods (AD 100 – 800) and from the Early Middle Ages to the Early Modern Times (AD 800-
1600). Results show that around 67.6% of the modelled early-medieval routes in the Netherlands are 
persistent with routes in the Roman period. Covering a much larger surface area of the Netherlands, 
24.5% of the early-modern routes show a clear persistence with their early-medieval counterparts. 
Besides the differences in surface area, this downfall can largely be explained by cultural dynamics, 
with 71.4% of the early-modern route network following modelled movement corridors already in 
existence during the Early Middle Ages.

This chapter is based on: Van Lanen, R.J., Groenewoudt, B.J., Spek, T., Jansma, E. (2016) Route persistence. Modelling 
and quantifying historical route-network stability from the Roman period to Early-Modern Times (AD 100 – 1600): a 
case study from the Netherlands, Archaeological and Anthropological Sciences (in press).

4.1 Introduction

The landscape in the Netherlands is best characterized as a dynamic lowland region partially influenced 
by marine and fluvial (e.g. Rhine and Meuse) processes and extensive peatlands. Throughout the 
Holocene the low-lying western and northern, Holocene parts of the country have been subjected to 
frequent flooding (Stouthamer & Berendsen, 2000; Erkens, 2009; Vos, 2011; Cohen et al., 2012; Toonen, 
2013; Vos & De Vries, 2013; Vos, 2015). Somewhat higher Pleistocene soils can be found in the relatively 
more stable landscapes of the eastern and southern Netherlands (Steur & Heijink, 1991; De Vries et al., 
2003; Koomen & Maas, 2004).

During the last 2000 years the Dutch landscape changed rigorously (e.g. Jansma et al., 2014; Vos, 
2015). In the Roman and medieval periods, large parts of the western and northern Netherlands were 
covered by extensive peat bogs. From the 10th to 12th centuries onwards, large-scale dike-building, 
drainage and reclamation starting in the western Netherlands made many of these peat landscapes much 
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more accessible (Borger, 1992; Gerding, 1995; De Bont, 2008). In addition, continuous oxidation of these 
peat soils, mainly through agricultural activities (drainage), caused subsidence (Vos & Van Heeringen, 
1997; Van Tielhof & Van Dam, 2006; De Bont, 2008) which in turn led to the construction of additional 
dikes. Although in recent years it has become increasingly clear that late-Iron Age and Roman settlers 
in various parts of the coastal Netherlands have had a far stronger impact on their environment than 
previously assumed (Lascaris & De Kraker, 2013), the influence of these small-scale reclamation areas on 
large-scale route networks will have been limited (Van Lanen et al., 2015a; 2015b; Chapters 2 and 3).

Landscape changes during the last two millennia must have had a major impact on the formation 
of route networks in the study area. In the lower Holocene parts, avulsion and marine processes 
continuously must have forced cultural adaptations until large-scale reclamation and dike building 
allowed inhabitants of the study area to increasingly control these landscape dynamics. In these earlier 
time intervals landscape settings must have influenced the layout of past route networks to a considerable 
degree. In the relatively higher Pleistocene parts, more local and gradual geomorphological processes (e.g. 
peat growth, drainage) must have influenced these route networks in a similar manner but on a more 
local scale.

In order to deduce the relative impact of these influences, we will focus on land-route networks from 
the middle to late-Roman period (ROM) (AD 70-450), the Early Middle Ages (EMA) (AD 450-1050) and 
Early Modern Times (EMT) (ca. AD 1600). Roman and early-medieval route-network data in the study 
area were recently modelled by Van Lanen et al. (2015b). The earliest and therefore most EMA compatible 
supraregional overview of historical roads in the study area dates to the period around AD 1600, and 
from intermediate periods no data on route networks area available. The AD 1600 road data contain no 
information on water routes and therefore we exclusively compared land-route networks. The central 
aim of this study is to determine the extent of route persistence and to quantify the role of landscape 
and cultural dynamics between these three time slices. Persistence in this context is defined as multiple-
period route-section correlation. Another ambition of this research is to show the potential of integrating 
large datasets and the usefulness of an evidence-based approach when studying large-scale archaeological 
patterns such as historical-route networks.

4.2 Theoretical background

Routes should not be regarded as straightforward, simple connections between individual settlements. 
Routes link settlements on a variety of scales (e.g. local, regional, supraregional), and connect the actual 
settlement with surrounding natural landscapes. Therefore, route networks are the product of, and are 
influenced by, both cultural and natural dynamics. Researching route networks is therefore essential in 
order to fully understand the complex interaction between settlements and landscape dynamics.

Land-based unpaved route networks fundamentally differ from paved road networks. There is 
limited physical evidence for the existence of Roman roads in the Netherlands, and even less for their 
existence during the EMA period. Whereas roads are fixed features connecting two places, routes are 
much more like movement corridors, i.e. zones in which people frequently travelled (Van Lanen 2015b). 
ROM and EMA routes almost without exception were unpaved and not fixed to one location (e.g. 
Horsten, 2005). Season-dependent conditions and general wear could force travellers to shift to adjacent 
lanes, thus creating route zones (Van Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 3). In this respect routes are spatially 
more dynamic than roads, but in orientation very similar. Whereas roads are rare in the ROM and EMA 
archaeological record, for the EMT period an extensive road network has been recorded (Horsten, 2005). 
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In order to be able to compare EMT roads with the earlier route networks they need to be standardized 
and converted to route zones (Section 4.4.1).

Persistence between route networks is defined as the spatial correlation between individual route 
sections. The term “persistence” refers to the long-term use of specific locations, which not necessarily is 
equal to continuous use. We use this term in the sense of Schlangers' (1992) ‘persistent places’, i.e. places 
that were ‘never’ completely abandoned. Even if such locations (routes) temporarily are abandoned, they 
can be expected to survive in collective memory.

Landscapes are dynamic, constantly and inevitably changing through natural and cultural factors 
and the complex interaction between them (Fairclough, 2007). As integral parts of the landscape, route 
networks are subjected to the same cultural and natural factors and as such provide a key to better 
understand the dynamic interplay between these factors. The study of large-scale route networks 
transcends the traditionally studied archaeological site level and focuses on both cultural and natural 
variables, thus requiring a landscape-archaeological approach.

In line with Barker (1986), Kluiving et al. (2012), and Kluiving & Guttmann-Bond (2012), landscape 
archaeology in the current study is defined as the interdisciplinary investigation of the long-term 
relationship between people and their environment. The multitude of disciplines coming together 
in landscape archaeology have in common that past landscapes and their dynamics are studied as a 
single, complex site. “Landscape” in this context is best defined as: “an area, as perceived by people, whose 
character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors” (Council of Europe, 
2000). Studying the persistence of route networks requires an understanding of the natural and cultural 
processes within past landscapes. Landscape archaeology is multi-disciplinary by nature and therefore is a 
perfect field for studying the interaction of natural and cultural processes.

Traditionally, GIS modelling of past routes largely has focussed on reconstructing routes and defining 
cost-surface modules (Zakšek et al., 2008; Herzog & Posluschny, 2008, Murrieta-Flores, 2012; Herzog, 
2013a; 2013b; 2013c; Verhagen, 2013; Herzog, 2014). Research on modelling large-scale route evolution 
and route persistence is rare. In dynamic lowland regions such as the Netherlands landscape changes 
will have had a strong impact on route orientation through time. By combining network friction, i.e. 
calculated local accessibility based on a number of integrated-environmental datasets (Section 4.3.1.), 
with data on ROM and EMA-route networks and with more recent maps, long-term changes in route 
networks can be modelled.

4.3 Material

4.3.1 Network friction
Network friction is the variable that determines regional accessibility based on local and surrounding 
landscape factors and that locates transport obstacles and possible movement corridors (Van Lanen 
et al., 2015a, p. 200-201). Through a network-friction analysis, Van Lanen et al. (2015a; Chapter 2) 
determined potential movement corridors for ca. AD 100 and 800 (Figure 4.1). This network-friction 
model (NFM) integrated palaeogeographical data from the ROM and EMA periods (Bos 2010; Vos et al. 
2011; Cohen et al. 2012; Van Dinter 2013; Vos & De Vries 2013) with contemporary landscape data from 
the geomorphological and soil map of the Netherlands. The geomorphological map (1:50,000) contains 
information on the relief, age and genesis of landscape elements (Koomen & Exaltus, 2003; Koomen & 
Maas, 2004). The soil map (1:50,000) provides an overview of current soil types and groundwater averages 
in the Netherlands (Steur & Heijink, 1991; De Vries et al., 2003; Van der Gaast et al., 2010). Landscape 
data postdating the EMA period were removed from datasets. Elevation data was added to the model for 
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the Pleistocene soils through the Height Model of the Netherlands (Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland – 
AHN) (Brand et al. 2003; Swart 2010; Van der Zon 2013).

4.3.2 Archaeology and settlement data
Archaeological data representing settlements were collected through the Archaeological Information 
System of the Netherlands (ARCHIS)9. This platform contains a national overview of recorded 
archaeological finds (Roorda & Wiemer, 1992; Wiemer, 2002). This dataset was enhanced through 
digitizing new research results published in available PhD theses, books and reports (Miedema, 1983; 
Knol, 1993; Bechert & Willems, 1995; Verwers, 1998; Van Beek, 2009; Gerrets, 2010; LGL World Heritage 
Database, 2010; Verlinde & Hulst, 2010; Dijkstra, 2011 and Van der Velde, 2011b).

Settlement data for the EMT period were not available in ARCHIS and were collected using 
OpenStreetMap data on current places in the Netherlands.10 Since most towns in the current Netherlands 
date back to before AD 1300, this dataset could be filtered to create a general overview of habitation 
around AD 1600 (Rutte & IJsselstijn, 2014). Based on maps made by Prof. dr. Renes in part 2 and 4 of the 
Atlas van Nederland (1984), Histland11 data and the Archaeological Landscapes Map of the Netherlands12, 
we excluded settlements located in parts of the country that were uncultivated during the EMT period 
(e.g. heathlands, younger reclamation areas).

9 ARCHIS is maintained by the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands (RCE) and was created in 1992.

10 For more information on OpenStreet data and mapping, see www.openstreetmap.org

11 Histland contains data on the reclamation and dynamics of the Dutch landscape. For more information, see http://

landschapinnederland.nl/bronnen-en-kaarten/histland.

12 This dataset was developed in 2015 by the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherland. Website: http://

archeologieinnederland.nl/bronnen-en-kaarten/archeologische-landschappenkaart.

Inaccessible
Poorly Accessible
Moderately Accessible
Reasonably Accessible
Accessible

Route Zone

AD 100 AD 800

Figure 4.1 | Route networks (land and water) overlaid on network-friction maps of the Netherlands: AD 100 and 800 (adapted 

from Van Lanen et al., 2015a; 2015b; Chapters 2 and 3).
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4.3.3 Past route networks
Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) modelled probable route networks for the ROM and EMA periods 
in the Netherlands (Figure 4.1). Through combining network friction with archaeological data on 
settlements, burial sites and shipwrecks, interregional land and water routes were reconstructed. The route 
networks were validated against actual finds of infrastructure (e.g. roads, harbours, dikes, revetments) and 
isolated finds in the Netherlands for both periods. Results of Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) prove 
promising, showing that 89.2% of the ROM and 85.4% of the EMA infrastructural finds were located 
within a 1000m modelled route zone.

4.3.4 Topographic Military Maps 1850 (TMK 1850)
The topographic military maps of 1850 (TMK 1850) first appeared between AD 1850 and AD 1864 (Van 
der Linden, 1973; Grote Historische Atlas van Nederland, 1990). The TMK 1850 (1:50,000) is the oldest 
nation-covering map of The Netherlands and was created by military reconnaissance officers between AD 
1844 and 1852. Through thematic colouring, the TMK 1850 provides an extremely useful overview of the 
mid-19th century landscape and urban development. Since industrialisation at the beginning of the 20th 
century radically changed many parts of the Dutch landscape, these maps contain invaluable information 
on historical landscape elements that meanwhile have disappeared.

4.3.5 Historical road data
Historical roads were reconstructed by Horsten (2005) for the period between the 16th and 19th century. 
Mainly based on old maps, this historical road atlas of Doorgaande wegen in Nederland, 16e tot 19e 
eeuw reconstructs the major interregional routes in the Netherland for the periods around AD 1600, 
AD 1800 and AD 1848. Horstens’ main assumption while creating this atlas was that old maps covering 
these periods provide contemporaneous data on road networks. Horsten selected the interval AD 1600–
1848 since in the Netherlands, no detailed old maps are available dating before AD 1600, and since 
after AD 1848 railways were responsible for the majority of interregional land transport. Furthermore, 
the infrastructure of later periods is incomparable because of the rise of modern international market 
economies (e.g. Wallerstein, 2004)

4.4 Method

4.4.1 Digitizing early-modern road networks
The historical-road network of AD 1600 was digitized based on the historical road atlas of Horsten (2005) 
(Section 4.3.5). Data was geo-referenced using the Netherlands National coordinate System, Amersfoort/
RD new – EPSG:28992. Results were overlain on the TMK 1850 maps in GIS (Figures 4.2 and 4.3, point 
I and II). Historical landscape elements still visible on the TMK 1850 maps were compared to the road 
network in order to determine correlating roads (Figure 4.2). By using this method, it was possible to 
digitize the complete road network.

We already established the fundamental difference between road and route networks (Section 4.2). In 
order to analyse persistence between route networks reconstructed by Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) 
and the road network reconstructed by Horsten (2005), the latter was converted to a route network with 
equal 500m-wide route zones (i.e. the highest possible accuracy) (Figure 4.3, point II).
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4.4.2 Calculating route persistence

Route networks on a supraregional scale
Whereas the EMT-route network covers the Netherlands as a whole, the ROM and EMA networks 
exclude the southern part of Limburg due to methodological reasons, i.e. in this area relief and soil 
conditions are incomparable with other parts of the study area (Van Lanen et al. 2015a; 2015b; Chapters 
2 and 3). In order to determine route persistence between the three periods, Limburg was also removed 
from the EMT dataset. Since route persistence is based on spatial correlation between route sections, the 
three networks were converted to individual lines. A varying route-section length is not a problem with 
route zones of 500m wide, as long as the average does not exceed the maximum deviation of a 1000m 
(which equals two parallel grid cells). In GIS the spatial correlations between the route sections was 
calculated using the following query:

ROM_Land_Routes _250.Obj intersects EMA_Land_Routes _250.Obj

This query selects those ROM-route sections that intersect with the EMA dataset. For this example, 
a 250m buffer (i.e. 500m route zone) was used. EMA-ROM and EMT-EMA persistence was calculated 
using the most accurate 250m buffer (Figure 4.3, point III).

Route networks in dynamic and less dynamic landscapes
The Holocene parts of the Netherlands are commonly regarded as geomorphologically more dynamic 
then the Pleistocene soils because of the strong influence of both marine and fluvial processes. To 

Figure 4.2 | Digitization of the Horsten (2005) historical road data. Elements on the Topographic Military Maps of 1850 were 

identified as roads (pre)dating AD 1600 (yellow).
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calculate the impact of these dynamics on route persistence in the Netherlands a separation between 
Holocene and Pleistocene regions was applied to the analyses (Figure 4.3, point III). Boundaries of these 
soils were determined using the newly developed Archaeological Landscapes Map of the Netherlands. In 
GIS, the route sections located on the Holocene or Pleistocene soils were selected and analysed separately. 
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Figure 4.3 | Flowchart of route-persistence calculations. (I) ROM and EMA route network data from Van Lanen et al. (2015b) 

were imported into GIS. (II) Data from Horsten (2005) were digitized using corresponding geographical structures from the 

TMK1850 maps (a). All three datasets were integrated in GIS (b). (III) EMA-ROM and EMT-EMA persistence was calculated for 

the whole of the research area and separately for the constituting Holocene and Pleistocene parts. (IV) Anomalous routes: 

reclamations dikes (c) and hessenwegen (d) post-dating the EMA period were removed from EMT route network and long-

term persistence between the three route networks was calculated (e). Persistence values were recalculated (point III). (V) 

Route networks were reanalysed using persistent places (f ) and persistent movement corridors (g). Persistence values were 

recalculated (point III).
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Route persistence was calculated for both regions using the same method applied to the supraregional 
overview.

Excluding anomalous routes
There are major cultural differences between the ROM, EMA and EMT periods. Some of these are directly 
related to, and thus influence, route networks. For example, the Netherlands in the EMT period already 
had experienced large-scale reclamation activities (Borger, 1992; De Bont, 2008) and was governed by 
types of central administrations which were able to facilitate and maintain large infrastructural works. 
During the ROM and EMA periods, the majority of the Netherlands was still covered by extensive peat 
areas (Petzelberger et al., 1999) and, especially in the EMA period, a central administration was (virtually) 
non-existent. Therefore, the background of certain EMT routes are incomparable to those of the previous 
periods and these routes need to be excluded from the persistence calculations (Figure 4.3, point IV).

Two types of anomalous routes could be differentiated for the EMT period: (a) routes situated 
on reclamation dikes; and (b) the so-called hessenwegen. Many reclamation dikes are the product of 
large-scale reclamation activities which did not occur in the ROM and EMA periods. Since routes on 
reclamation dikes are positioned in previously inaccessible lands, they are incomparable to routes in 
previous periods. Therefore, in GIS reclamation dikes were selected and removed based on anthropogenic 
elements as specified in the Archaeological Landscapes Map of the Netherlands. An exception was made 
for reclamation dikes located on already existing alluvial ridges, since such alluvial ridges would have 
constituted naturally accessible movement corridors prior to the EMT period.

The hessenwegen are best described as long-distance trade routes running in almost straight lines (as 
the crow flies) through the landscape. These EMT routes were created to facilitate larger and wider carts 
travelling from and to Germany, and were designed to connect cities and preferably avoid settlements 
(Leijden 1940; Fockema Andreae 1957). As such, the hessenwegen fundamentally differ from the modelled 
ROM (with the exception of the limes road) and EMA routes.

Calculating long-term route persistence
Long-term persistence (i.e. route sections persistent in three consecutive periods) was calculated for 
all route sections within the persistent route networks. By comparing the ROM, EMA, and EMT route 
networks, we were able to localize long-term persistent route sections used in all three periods. Resulting 
persistent values were used to determine the ratio between long-term and short-term persistence (Figure 
4.3, point IV).

4.4.3 Quantifying cultural and landscape dynamics
Route orientation is influenced by cultural and/or natural dynamics. In order to model and understand 
the extent of, and ratio between, these types of influences we analysed route persistence for two scenarios: 
one in which settlements between periods were non-dynamic and one where movement corridors were 
persistent through time.

Persistent settlements
Settlement patterns are dynamic through time. Settlement locations change as a response to, among 
others, changing environmental, economic, demographic and political conditions. Since ROM and 
EMA routes were calculated based on a combination of settlement patterns and network-friction values 
(Section 4.3.3), settlements shifts will automatically influence persistence results. In order to quantify 
the influence of dynamic settlement locations on persistence values, we reanalysed the existing route 
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networks only using those route sections that connect persistent places (i.e. settlements that were in use 
during both periods) (Figure 4.3, point V).

Persistent settlements were calculated based on the spatial correlation between settlements in, first, 
the ROM and EMA period and, second, the EMA and EMT period. Since settlement data from all three 
periods are point data, we used settled areas as defined by Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) to select 
persistent places. We applied a concentric ring buffer of 1.019km (according to Van Lanen et al., 2015b 
(Chapter 3) the smallest and most accurate settled area) around each settlement, and only included 
correlating settlements into the dataset. Route sections no longer connecting settlements were removed 
from the route network and persistence between the remaining, smaller networks was calculated.

Persistent movement corridors
Network-friction corridors for AD 800 movement already have been modelled by Van Lanen et al. (2015a; 
Chapter 2). This dataset was used to quantify the influence of cultural dynamics on route orientation 
between the EMA and EMT periods. By comparing the EMT-route network with the network-friction 
map of AD 800, we were able to calculate the percentage of routes following EMA network-friction 
corridors (Figure 4.3, point V). The average network-friction value (Nfv) for each route section was 
calculated in order to determine which section made use of AD 800 corridors (i.e. moderately accessible 
to accessible grid cells; Nfv’s: 3-5; Van Lanen et al., 2015a; Chapter 2). Since in these corridors landscape 
prerequisites are suitable for routes in both the EMA and EMT periods, the difference between route 
persistence and the percentage of route sections running through these movement corridors is best 
explained by cultural differences between the two periods.

4.5 Results

Supraregional route-network persistence
Results show that 67.6% of the EMA-route network is persistent with route sections from the ROM 
period (Table 4.1). In the EMT period 21.7% of the routes show persistence with EMA routes. In both 
periods, the majority of the persistent routes are located in the eastern part of the country (Figure 4.4).

Route networks in dynamic and less dynamic landscapes
In the Holocene area, EMA-ROM and EMT-EMA route persistence is 64.6% and 15.4% respectively 
(Table 4.1). For the Pleistocene areas, the EMA-ROM network persistence is slightly higher than it is on 

Period
Surface 
Supraregional 
(km2)

Persistence % 
supraregional

Surface 
Holocene 
(km2)

Persistence % 
Holocene

Surface 
Pleistocene 
(km2)

Persistence % 
Pleistocene

ROM 1816.33 100.00% 664.54 100.00% 1164.45 100.00%

 EMA 1481.32 100.00% 559.13 100.00% 946.64 100.00%

EMA-ROM 1001.29 67.59% 360.95 64.56% 656.22 69.32%

EMT 2538.10 100.00% 993.87 100.00% 1558.93 100.00%

EMT-EMA 550.66 21.70% 153.47 15.44% 471.00 30.21%

Table 4.1 | Overview of EMA-ROM and EMT-EMA persistence values (in bold). Percentages were calculated for the whole of the 

research area and the Holocene and Pleistocene areas separately.
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a supraregional scale: 69.3%. EMT-EMA route persistence in the Pleistocene areas is remarkably higher, 
30.2%. Especially the difference in persistence between the Holocene and Pleistocene areas (14.8%) is 
remarkable.

Persistence without anomalous routes
Two types of anomalous, artificially constructed, routes were determined for the EMT period: reclamation 
dikes and hessenwegen. After filtering these anomalous routes from the EMT network, the 250m buffer 
was reapplied. Since the EMA-ROM network was not altered, only EMT-EMA route persistence was 
recalculated (Table 4.2). On a supraregional scale persistence increased with 2.8%. EMT-EMA route 

EMT-EMA persistent route sections

EMT route network

Holocene area

Pleistocene area

Figure 4.4 | EMA-ROM and EMT-EMA persistent route networks. Left: EMA-ROM persistent route sections (red) are overlaid 

on the entire EMA route network (black). Right: EMT-EMA persistent route sections (red) are overlaid on the entire EMT route 

network (black).

Period
Surface 

Supraregional 
(km2)

Persistence % 
supraregional

Surface 
Holocene 

(km2)

Persistence
% 

Holocene

Surface
Pleistocene 

(km2)

Persistence % 
Pleistocene

ROM 1816.33 100.00% 664.54 100.00% 1164.45 100.00%

EMA 1481.32 100.00% 559.13 100.00% 946.64 100.00%

EMA-ROM 1001.29 67.59% 360.95 64.56% 656.22 69.32%

EMT 2095.26 100.00% 670.74 100.00% 1449.10 100.00%

EMT-EMA 513.60 24.51% 132.27 19.72% 383.41 26.46%

Table 4.2 | Overview of filtered (i.e. without anomalous routes) EMA-ROM and EMT-EMA persistence values (in bold). 

Percentages were calculated for the whole of the research area and the Holocene and Pleistocene areas separately.
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persistence for the Holocene area increased to 19.7% and for the Pleistocene area decreased to 26.5% 
(Figure 4.5).

Long-term persistence
Long-term persistence was calculated for the EMA and EMT period route networks. Results show that 
26.2% of the EMA network consists of long-term persistent route sections (Table 4.3). These sections 
were not only in use during the EMA period, but also during the ROM and EMT periods. This means that 
38.8% of the EMA-ROM persistent-route sections are long-term persistent (Figure 4.5). The correlations 
for the EMT period are a bit weaker, with 21.8% of the route network being in use during all three periods 
(Table 4.3). Interestingly, this means that 88.9% of the EMT-EMA persistent route sections show long-
term persistence (Figure 4.5).

Persistent places and movement corridors
Using persistent places, the EMA and EMT-route networks were adapted to only include route sections 
that connect settlements inhabited during both the ROM and EMA periods. Using this approach EMA-
ROM route persistence on a supraregional scale increases to 75.2%. In the Holocene and Pleistocene areas 
persistence increases to 80.5% and 72.3% respectively (Table 4.4 and Figure 4.6). Especially the high rise 
of persistence in the Holocene area (15.9%) stands out.

Long-term persistent route sections

EMT-EMA persistent route sections

EMT route network

Holocene area

Pleistocene area

Figure 4.5 | EMT-ROM persistent route network. Long-term persistent (blue) and EMT-EMA persistent route sections (red) are 

overlaid on the entire EMT route network in which anomalous routes were removed (black).
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Table 4.3 | Long-term route persistence in the Netherlands. ROM, EMA, and EMT route networks were compared to calculate 

long-term persistent sections within the EMA-ROM and EMT-EMA networks.

Persistent places
ROM <-> EMA 
period

Surface 
supraregional 
(km2)

% Supra-
regional

Surface 
Holocene (km2)

% Holocene Surface 
Pleistocene 
(km2)

% Pleistocene

ROM network 1250.74 100.00% 455.56 100.00% 807.09 100.00%

EMA network 1038.69 100.00% 356.73 100.00% 701.72 100.00%

EMA-ROM 781.08 75.20% 287.17 80.50% 507.07 72.26%

Persistent places
EMA <-> EMT 
period

Surface 
supraregional 
(km2)

% Supra-
regional

Surface 
Holocene (km2)

% Holocene Surface 
Pleistocene 
(km2)

% Pleistocene

EMA network 1206.12 100.00% 419.36 100.00% 810.79 100.00%

EMT network 1386.32 100.00% 448.02 100.00% 951.27 100.00%

EMT-EMA 407.75 29.41% 124.59 27.81% 305.48 32.11%

Table 4.4 | Overview of persistence values between the three periods based on persistent places. Persistence was calculated for 

the EMA-ROM and EMT-EMA route networks (in bold). The EMA-ROM network was filtered based on persistent places between 

the ROM and EMA periods, the EMT-EMA route network based on persistent places between the EMA and EMT periods.

EMT route sections and
network-friction values (Nfv)

Surface
(km2) % 

EMT route network total 2095.26 100.0

EMT route network Nfv 1-2 677.39 28.6

EMT route network Nfv 3 471.96 20.5

EMT route network Nfv 4-5 1202.83 50.9

Table 4.5 | Overview of the EMT-route sections running through specific AD 800 network-friction values (Nfv). Total route-

network surface is set to be 100. Network friction is subdivided into 5 levels: 1 = inaccessible, 2 = poorly accessible, 3 = 

moderately accessible, 4 = reasonably accessible and 5 = accessible. Van Lanen et al. (2015a) regards Nfv 3-5 as indicative of 

movement corridors.

Complete Route Network
Surface

supraregional (km2)
% 

supraregional

EMA period 1481.32 100.00%

Long-term persis_EMA 388.02 26.19%

EMT period 2095.26 100.00%

Long-term persis_EMT 456.50 21.79%

Persistent Route Network 
Surface

supraregional (km2) 
% 

supraregional 

EMA period 1001.29 100.00%

Long-term persis_EMA 388.02 38.75%

EMT period 513.60 100.00%

Long-term persis_EMT 456.50 88.88%
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EMT-EMA route persistence was calculated based on persistent places between the EMT and EMA 
periods. Results show a clear rise in persistence values: on a supraregional scale EMT-EMA persistence 
increases to 29.4% and for the Holocene and Pleistocene areas to 27.8% and 32.1% respectively (Table 4.4 
and Figure 4.6). Especially the high rise of persistence in the Holocene areas (12.4%) stands out.
We compared the EMT-route network (excluding anomalous routes) with movement corridors 
modelled by Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) in order to determine EMT-EMA persistence with 
EMA movement corridors. Results show that the 71.4% of the EMT route network runs through EMA 
movement corridors (AD 800) (Table 4.5 and Figure 4.7). Since the EMT-EMA route persistence is 24.5%, 
the difference between these two percentages (which is 46.9%) is best explained by cultural differences 
between these periods.

4.6 Discussion

Datasets developed by Horsten (2005) and Van Lanen et al. (2015a; 2015b; Chapters 2 and 3) allow us 
to study the stability of route networks. In this chapter, we quantified route persistence as an expression 
of cultural and natural dynamics. On a supraregional scale, we were able to calculate that 67.6% of the 
EMA routes sections are persistent with Roman counterparts. Percentages drop considerably towards 
the EMT period, with only 21.7% of the supraregional route network showing persistence (Table 4.1 and 
Figure 4.4). This drop is not unexpected since the EMT-route network connects a much larger number 
of settlements. Also the EMA and EMT are not culturally consecutive. Therefore, there is an increased 
likelihood of fundamental landscape and cultural changes to have occurred.

EMT-EMA persistent route sections

EMT route network

Holocene area

Pleistocene area

Figure 4.6 | EMA-ROM and EMT-EMA persistent route networks. Left: EMA-ROM persistent route sections (red) are overlaid on an 

EMA route network, which is minimized to only include and connect persistent places (black). Right: EMT-EMA persistent route 

sections (red) are overlaid on an EMT route network, which is minimized to only include and connect persistent places (black).
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When looking at EMA-ROM persistence in the Holocene and Pleistocene areas it becomes clear that 
persistence in the Holocene areas is slightly lower than it is at the supraregional level and that in the 
Pleistocene areas it is slightly higher (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.4). However, the difference of 4.7% between 
both areas is relatively small. It would seem that although the Holocene area is more dynamic, routes 
crossing this area generally were bound to relatively stable movement corridors (e.g. past alluvial ridges). 
EMT-EMA persistence between the Holocene and Pleistocene areas differs much more strongly (14.8%) 
(Table 4.1 and Figure 4.4). This gap is best explained by large-scale reclamation activities starting in 
the 10th century in Holocene areas, reducing the influence of natural landscape conditions on route 
orientation (Section 4.2).

Routes (and their origin) can differ considerably. Religious, economic, political and military purposes 
may have influenced route orientation. Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) did not differentiate between 
different types of ROM and EMA routes. They modelled routes based on network friction and used 
deviating routes (e.g. sections of the limes road) for validation purposes only. Therefore anomalous 
routes from the EMT period were removed from the dataset. These anomalous routes (i.e. hessenwegen 
and reclamation dikes) were artificial constructs that were more or less independent of landscape 
conditions (Section 4.4.2). Since only the EMT-route network contains these anomalous routes, EMA-
ROM persistence did not change. On a supraregional level due to this adaptation, EMT-EMA persistence 
increased by 2.8% and for the Holocene area it increased to 19.7% (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.5). Remarkably, 

Figure 4.7 | Based on the network-friction map of AD 800 by Van Lanen et al. (2015a; Chapter 2), persistent movement corridors 

were calculated for EMT route sections. Green and yellow lines depict movement corridors, red shows route sections of the EMT 

route network running through regions unsuitable for routes in AD 800.
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persistence in the Pleistocene areas decreased by 3.7%, which leads to the hypothesis that hessenwegen at 
least in part must have followed the orientation of pre-existing routes.

Persistence in this chapter was calculated between three route networks. In these networks, no 
differentiation was made between primary, secondary, and tertiary routes or settlements. In addition, the 
individual networks represent routes that were in use during the entire, or at least part, of the analysed 
periods. Therefore, some routes are shown as being in use during the entire period, but actually might 
have never co-existed with other routes in the network. Calculations therefore show the maximum 
amount of persistence between the different networks.

Long-term persistence was calculated for route sections that were in use during all three periods. 
Although much lower than the previously calculated EMA-ROM and EMT-EMA persistence (26.2% and 
21.8% respectively), these percentages do represent the part of the route network that is more persistent 
than other sections (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.5). Translating these percentages to the complete EMA and 
EMT route networks leads to some interesting results. EMA-ROM persistence was calculated at 67.5%, 
of which only 38.7% is long-term persistent. EMT-EMA persistence is much lower, 24.5%, of which a 
remarkable 88.9% represents long-term persistent route sections. It seems that this specific part of the 
route network was active in all three periods, and could – theoretically – have been used continuously.

In order to determine the influence of settlement dynamics on route-network persistence, the 
networks were adapted to only include and connect persistent places (Section 4.4.4). As a result on 
a supraregional scale EMA-ROM persistence increased by 7.6% (Table 4.4 and Figure 4.6). Persistence 
increased in the Holocene as well as the Pleistocene areas. The remarkable rise of EMA-ROM persistence 
in the Holocene areas (by 15.9%) is best explained by the apparent influence of marine and fluvial 
dynamics on settlement patterns in these parts. EMT-EMA persistence values also rose: supraregionally, 
the values increased by 7.7%. EMT-EMA persistence for the Holocene and Pleistocene areas also 
increased (Table 4.4 and Figure 4.6). Again, the persistence values for the Holocene area stand out 
(12.4%), which in this case is best explained by reclamation activities in many of these areas (large-scale 
embankments).

By comparing the EMT-route network with movement corridors calculated through network friction, 
the average Nfv for each individual route section was determined. Results show that 71.4% of the EMT-
route network was located on movement corridors that already existed in AD 800 (Table 4.5 and Figure 
4.7). Since persistence between the EMA and EMT-route network was 24.5%, the difference of 46.9% 
can only be explained by cultural differences between the two periods. Cultural differences between the 
EMA and EMT periods are numerous and in part must have influenced route-network development. 
These changes include, but are not limited to: (1) changes in the realm of geo-politics, i.e. changing 
political borders, 2) socio-economics, e.g. changing transport, market functions, and trade networks, 
(3) technological innovations (e.g. improved ploughing, reclamation, and route formation techniques), 
(4) improved drainage and soil cultivation and (5) demographic rise. Within the current model, it is 
impossible to determine the nature or contribution of any specific cultural factor. The current model 
therefore should be regarded as a first step in determining the spatial extent of processes of route-network 
persistence. By expanding the model with high-resolution data on changing demography, settlement and 
socio-economic patterns in the future, our understanding of the contributions of these factors in route-
network development could be further improved.

The datasets of Van Lanen et al. (2015a; 2015b; Chapters 2 and 3) are based on a grid-cell resolution 
of 500x500m. Therefore the highest possible accuracy level is a 500m wide route zone. Modelling 
results would benefit from a more detailed grid-cell resolution. This would not only allow a more 
accurate modelling of network friction, possible route networks and persistence values, but also a better 
comparison to the digitized road system reconstructed by Horsten (2005).
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As stated before, route networks in the Netherlands are determined through the complex interplay 
between cultural and environmental factors. Routes connect individual settlements, which are spatially 
dynamic through time. Settlements shifted continuously between the ROM, EMA and EMT periods. 
This poses no problem when applying the methodology presented in this study, since these settlement 
dynamics never exceeded the spatial resolution of the model developed by Van Lanen et al. (2015a; 2015b; 
Chapters 2 and 3).

Since no data on EMT-water routes were available at the time of this study, persistence calculations 
were limited to land-route networks only. Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) defined route networks 
as a combination of water and land routes, in which both play an important and integral role. To fully 
determine route-network stability during the studied time interval, water routes might be modelled for 
the EMT period and integrated into the persistence analyses.

At present, no data on supraregional vegetation development are available in the study area for 
the periods around AD 100, 800 or 1600. However large parts of the research area must have been 
characterized by relatively low vegetation, due to 1) anthropogenic influences (e.g. increased woodcutting 
from the Iron Age onwards, farming) or 2) environmental conditions (e.g. marine marshes, oligotrophic 
and mesotrophic peat bogs). At the same time, visibility (i.e. the vicinity to distinguishable landmarks 
such as churches, specific land formations, large trees or swamps) generally appear to have been an 
integral part of past route-network formation and detailed vegetation reconstructions in line with 
Van Beek et al. (2015) should be developed covering the complete study area. These data can then be 
incorporated into the route-network modelling, which would greatly improve modelling results and 
persistence calculations.

The term persistence in this study has been defined as the spatial correlation between route sections 
during two different periods. However, the question remains how culturally meaningful the concept of 
persistence is when covering non-consecutive periods. Additionally, the link between continuity and 
persistence should be explored further. This is, however, only beneficial when persistence is calculated 
with a higher resolution and for more (sub)periods (Section 4.7).

Persistence calculations in this chapter were limited to determining spatial correlations between route 
networks. However, future research may reveal to what extent persistence also could hint at continuity. 
Does the occurrence of persistent route sections in a region also suggest an increased chance of 
continuous habitation and use of the network in this region? To what extent can persistence calculations 
be used to predict, and improve our understanding of, the characteristics and scientific potential of 
certain archaeological and historical sites? Could our persistence approach even allow for the localisation 
of areas with habitation (dis)continuity? Detailed regional studies into persistent-route networks could 
answer these questions.

The current results are limited to the ROM, EMA and EMT periods. In order to determine the full 
potential of (long-term) persistence calculations, the number of compared periods should be increased. 
This would provide a chronological overview of changes in persistence throughout our research 
area and in addition would lead to the identification of sections of the current, modern road network 
in the Netherlands that correlate with older counterparts, adding further chronological depth to our 
understanding of the present-day road network.

The current models calculate route-network persistence solely based on spatial correlations between 
route sections. In addition to increasing the chronological resolution of the applied models, it could 
be worthwhile to apply a multitude of path or road-network modelling techniques on the model's 
outcome. Since persistence-route sections reflect route zones of 500m wide, these corridors can be used 
for more specific modelling of spatially more restricted features such as road, track or path structures. 
Especially for the Pleistocene parts of the study area, the analysis of high-resolution LIDAR data could 
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prove promising to extract and relatively date remnants of past networks (cf. Vletter, 2014, Vletter & Van 
Lanen, in review). Additionally, persistence reconstructions could benefit from multiple geostatistical 
analyses, e.g. sensitivity and uncertainty analysis (cf. Brouwer Burg et al., 2016), in order to determine 
the possible statistical significance of persistency in the study area. But also other techniques such as 
dynamic modelling, viewshed analysis, network analysis and agent-based modelling might help to 
increase our understanding of route-network evolution and long-term persistence. However, overcoming 
the challenges of applying these methods on a supraregional scale would require an enormous increase in 
data resolution.

Some long-term persistent route sections appear to have a more or less isolated spatial position 
within the network (Figure 4.5). Areas in between these long-term persistent sections should be studied 
more extensively. Detailed archaeological analyses might prove routes in these areas to be more persistent 
then currently modelled and could provide us with more insight in settlement dynamics.

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter describes a new research approach that was developed to shed light on changing route 
networks and settlement patterns between the ROM and EMA periods, and to what extent the outcome 
of these changes is apparent in later periods. In this study, we did not use data to substantiate a hypothesis. 
Instead we introduced new quantifying methods to objectify and spatially illustrate the dynamic processes 
that (may have) underlaid route-network differences between the ROM, EMA and EMT periods. By 
integrating data from “classic” archaeological research with new systematic, quantitative, objectified and 
evidence-based methods, these changes were localised and quantified. This study represents a first step 
in this type of data integration, and the promising results hint at the necessity of a follow-up in which the 
base-data quality and model resolution are increased.

Persistence as defined in this study increases our understanding of changing settlement distribution 
patterns. Persistent route networks only occur in regions where cultural (e.g. economic, political) and 
landscape conditions are relatively stable. Therefore persistence may be used to determine and calculate 
settlement (in)stability. By quantifying the stability of route networks, it is thus possible to increase our 
understanding of past processes of cultural and landscape change.

The evidence-based approach using large-scale datasets propagated in this study, neatly fits with 
the way forward in archaeological method and theory as was recently advocated by Kristiansen (2014). 
The proposed method facilitates a detailed comparison and analysis of individual datasets. Through this 
approach, probable data hiatuses could be identified and missing data could be extrapolated. For example, 
by comparing EMT-occupations patterns with the network-friction map of AD 800 it became clear that 
certain movement corridors, currently not part of the EMT-route network, most probably did have routes. 
Additionally, comparing the different route networks also results in the identification of regions most 
likely to contain undiscovered settlements and thus deserving more focussed archaeological research. The 
combination of datasets greatly improves our understanding of settlement patterns for each individual 
period.

The evidence-based approach to route-network stability increases our understanding of historical 
reality. Long-term persistence calculations show route sections that may indicate the presence of (as yet) 
undiscovered persistent places. These long-term persistent routes are not randomly distributed across the 
country but are located in specific regions, enveloping many of the oldest historical cities (e.g. Alkmaar, 
Arnhem, Deventer, Haarlem, Leiden, Nijmegen, Zwolle). In this respect, long-term persistence might well 
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be a suitable tool for localizing multiple-period archaeological sites. Investigating such sites is crucial to 
increase our understanding of past processes of environmental and cultural change.
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Chapter 5

Roman and early-medieval long-distance transport 

routes in northwestern Europe: modelling frequent-

travel zones using a dendroarchaeological approach

To what extent long-distance transport in northwestern Europe changed after the Roman period 
is generally unknown. Few historical sources are available and existing archaeological records are 
unclear and sometimes conflicting. Traditionally, research on the long-distance exchange of goods 
mostly has focussed on the spatial analyses of luxury goods such as jewellery, weapons, and religious 
artefacts. Relatively little attention has been paid to the spatial modelling of common exchange 
networks and transport routes. In this study, we used a dendroarchaeological approach to model 
long-distance transport of oak (a common good) to the Roman and early-medieval Netherlands. By 
combining established and newly-derived provenances of imported timbers with data on Roman 
and early-medieval route networks, we were able to reconstruct: (a) Roman and early-medieval 
exchange networks of imported timbers, (b) changing transport routes and (c) spatially shifting 
frequent-travel zones. The findings were compared with distribution patterns of other commodities 
for daily use: pottery and stone household goods. Results show that in the early and middle-Roman 
periods (12 BC-AD 270) timbers were imported from the German Rhineland, the Ardennes and the 
Scheldt region. We have no evidence for wood import to the current Netherlands during the late-
Roman period and first phase of the Early Middle Ages (AD 270-525). In the following centuries, 
between AD 525-900, oak again was brought to the present-day Netherlands, this time exclusively 
originating from the German Rhineland. This pattern significantly changed during the last phase of 
the Early Middle Ages (AD 900-1050) when timbers were derived from the Ardennes only. We used 
these patterns to calculate changes in long-distance transport routes and frequent-travel zones in 
the research area. Through our analyses, existing data on Roman and early-medieval route networks 
could be expanded and improved. The calculated wood-transport patterns agree well with the 
distribution of imported pottery and (other) household goods in these periods.

This chapter is based on: Van Lanen, R.J., Jansma, E., Van Doesburg, J., Groenewoudt, B.J., (2016) Roman and early-
medieval long-distance transport routes in north-western Europe: Modelling frequent-travel zones using a 
dendroarchaeological approach, Journal of Archaeological Science 73, p. 120-137.

5.1 Introduction

Our study area, the present-day Netherlands, is located in northwestern Europe. A large part of the area 
consists of the low-lying estuary of three major European rivers: the Rhine, Meuse, and Scheldt. Here 
landscape conditions for a long time were very dynamic. The central, western and northern Holocene 
parts have been exposed to strong fluvial and/or marine influences and frequent flooding throughout the 
Holocene (Stouthamer & Berendsen, 2000; Erkens, 2009; Vos, 2011; Cohen et al., 2012; Toonen, 2013; Vos 
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& De Vries, 2013; Vos, 2015). The eastern and southern Pleistocene parts of the area are somewhat more 
elevated and relatively stable (Steur & Heijink, 1991; De Vries et al., 2003; Koomen & Maas, 2004).

The history of the Dutch landscape is characterized by a complex interplay between fluvial and 
marine influences on the landscape. The rivers and sea had an obvious impact on the geomorphological 
development of the area and flooding occurrences. In addition, they facilitated long-distance transport 
of people, goods and ideas and “opened-up” distant lands. During the Roman and early-medieval periods 
(respectively 12 BC-AD 450 and AD 450-1050) rivers in the study area were arteries in long-distance 
exchange networks and frontier control and in this sense they can be regarded as “highways of the past” 
(e.g. Pirenne, 1939; Hodges & Whitehouse, 1983; Lebeqc, 1983; Lebecq, 1999; Van Es & Verwers, 2010; 
Hodges, 2012).13 These rivers equally will have benefitted (in case of water transport) and hampered (in 
case of land transport) long-distance transport (Van Lanen et al., 2015a; 2015b; Chapters 2 and 3).

In the study area Roman and early-medieval transport networks differ considerably (Van Lanen et 
al., 2016b; Chapter 4). The Roman trade system in the western empire collapsed during the 5th century 
(Davis & McCormick, 2008) and in our research area this happened even one or two centuries earlier (e.g. 
Van Es & Verwers, 2010). However, in these latter parts revival already set in during the 6th century, when 
the Rhine regained much of its transport-geographical importance (Van Es & Verwers, 2010). The extent 
and nature of changing trade networks and their influence on long-distance transport during this period 
remains largely unclear. So far research on long-distance exchange of Roman and early-medieval goods 
has generally focussed on either (1) the spatial analysis of luxury goods or very specific commodities 
such as pottery and rotary querns (e.g. Kars, 1983; Verhoeven, 1990; 1992) or (2) essentially theoretical 
models explaining trade and exchange networks (e.g. Theuws, 2004; 2012). In our opinion, there is much 
to be gained by implementing quantitative approaches to the reconstruction of long-distance transport 
of common commodities. Additionally, the provenance and spatial distribution of such goods should be 
compared to (modelled) past route networks.

Using dendroarchaeological data the shifting provenance of imported Roman and early-medieval 
structural timbers excavated in the Netherlands will be determined. We use the term ‘dendroarchaeology’ 
as a container term for all tree-ring research aimed at reconstructing past human activity. The results 
are compared to recently developed models of Roman and early-medieval route networks in the 
Netherlands (Van Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 3). The central aim is to (1) reconstruct long-distance 
transport routes connected to this region based on the provenance of imported timbers and (2) model 
frequent-travel zones within Roman and early-medieval route networks using evidence-based modelling 
and Geographical Information Systems (GIS). Frequent-travel zones in this context are best defined as 
selected route sections (land or water) within a network that were intensively used for the distribution 
of a specific commodity during a certain period. An additional ambition of this study is to show the 
importance of analysing large (material) archaeological and environmental datasets (Big Data) in 
combination with evidence-based modelling when researching (long-distance) route networks.

5.2 Theoretical background

Although reconstructing Roman and early-medieval trade networks is not a new field of research in our 
study area (e.g. Verhoeven, 1990; 1992; Van Es & Verwers, 2010; Theuws, 2012; Domínguez-Delmás et al., 
2014; Jansma et al., 2014; Van Dinter et al., 2014; Jansma & Van Lanen, 2015; Orengo & Livarda, 2015), 

13 The publication of Pirenne’s Mohammed and Charlemagne (1939) triggered a discussion among historians and 

archaeologists on trade and trade networks during the Early Middle Ages. See: e.g. Hodges & Whitehouse, 1983.
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very little focus has been placed on reconstructing and explaining large-scale spatial changes between 
networks in different periods. Few historical sources deal with Roman and early-medieval exchange 
networks. Therefore, most available reconstructions are based on archaeological data, more specifically 
on ‘luxury’ finds such as jewellery, weapons and to some extent coins. Much less, attention has been paid 
to more common commodities and bulk goods such as building materials. In our opinion, especially 
construction wood is well suited for modelling long-distance transport routes, since provenance and 
spatial distribution usually can be reconstructed in some detail.

A variety of different exchange networks must have been active in both the Roman and early-
medieval periods in the Netherlands. The exchange of people, goods, and ideas must have been influenced 
by military activity, political and religious rules, and economic conditions. Most smaller-scale exchange 
networks can be expected to have been linked to long-distance transport routes. We define transport 
routes as routes that connect production and distribution areas but in themselves do not reflect any 
specific kind or intensity of trade. They should simply be regarded as spatial zones facilitating the long-
distance translocation of goods and ideas.

In this study, we use transport routes of imported timbers to model frequent-travel (transport) zones 
within past-route networks. Although in the Netherlands during the Roman and early-medieval periods 
indigenous oak was used for many construction purposes (e.g. Jansma 1995; Doeve 2015), we modelled 
long-distance transport routes and frequent-travel zones using imported material only. Frequent-travel 
zones are calculated for routes located within the Netherlands, since no Roman and early-medieval route 
network data similar to those developed by Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) are available outside the 
research area. We assume that the bulk of the timbers brought in over large distances was transported 
over water, often in combination with other goods. Based on this assumption the distribution of imported 
timbers can be used to model main transport routes. For short-distance transport in the Netherlands land 
and water routes are assumed to be equally likely.

Recent studies already have shown that dendroarchaeology is well suited for identifying the 
geographical provenance and most likely transport routes of imported oak excavated in the present-day 
Netherlands. Jansma et al. (2014) for example established that Roman military river barges and a punt 
constructed in ca. AD 100, AD 148 and after AD 158 respectively and wrecked along the Dutch limes 
near the town of Utrecht originally were built in current Flanders, Belgium. And Domínguez-Delmás et 
al. (2014) showed that timbers used to construct the harbour of the Roman town Forum Hadriani in ca. 
AD 160 and AD 205 were brought here along the Rhine from respectively southern Germany and the 
Ardennes. Between ca. AD 600 and 850 oak from the German Rhineland reached the Netherlands in the 
form of a dug-out and a river barge as well as through cargo (wine barrels, re-used along the Rhine and 
North-Sea coast as the lining of water wells; Doeve, 2015; Jansma & Van Lanen, 2015).

The dendroarchaeological approach is very useful when modelling long-distance route networks 
since it offers high-resolution dates and general provenance areas. ‘Luxury’ goods such as jewellery, 
weapons, and gold coins frequently changed ownership and location through inheritance, gift exchange, 
or trade. The opposite is true for timbers, which reflect a much more direct spatial link between 
provenance area and find spot. This link obviously is less straightforward for shipwrecks, re-used barrels, 
and re-used timbers found in (repaired) revetments. However, with such finds we can at least assume that 
the areas of construction/provenance and location of re-use (or sinking) were connected by water routes.

Van Lanen et al. (2015a; 2015b; Chapters 2 and 3) used an evidence-based modelling approach 
to reconstruct Roman and early-medieval routes in the Netherlands based on network friction and 
settlement patterns. The resulting networks were validated against archaeologically-known infrastructural 
finds. The current study aims to chronologically and spatially expand these networks by researching 
long-distance transport routes. Data on imported timbers, pottery, and stone household goods are used 
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to determine long-distance transport routes and to calculate frequent-travel zones within these Roman 
and early-medieval route networks. This evidence-based approach excludes historical presumptions 
(e.g. regarding transport methods and known trade centres) as much as possible and aims to create a 
spatial framework for further research on Roman and early-medieval long-distance trade networks in 
northwestern Europe.

In the last decades, the amount of data on early-medieval Europe has grown substantially 
(McCormick, 2008). New methods and techniques from the sciences (e.g. geosciences) and humanities 
(e.g. archaeology) allow us for the first time to analyse and compare vast amounts of data. Davis & 
McCormick (2008) rightly stated that the way forward for 21st century research of the Early Middle Ages 
is to learn to collaborate better within and across disciplines such as archaeology, history, economics, 
biology, and the computer sciences. Kristiansen (2014) recently advocated the important role of Big Data 
in the future of archaeological method and theory. This study is set against these theoretical backgrounds 
and aims to provide a first step in analysing large-scale dendrochronological and archaeological data in 
order to increase our understanding of Roman and early-medieval long-distance transport (changes) in 
northwestern Europe.

5.3 Material

5.3.1 Past route networks
Roman and early-medieval route networks for the Netherlands have been modelled by Van Lanen et al. in 
2015(b) (Figure 5.1). Land and water routes for AD 100 and 800 were calculated by combining network 
friction with archaeological data. Network friction calculates landscape perquisites for probable route 
networks based a number of large-scale environmental datasets: palaeogeography of AD 100 and 800, the 
geomorphological map of the Netherlands, the soil map of the Netherlands and the height model of the 
Netherlands (Van Lanen et al., 2015a; Chapter 2). Route networks were calculated using archaeological 
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Figure 5.1 | Modelled Roman (AD 100) and early-medieval (AD 800) route networks (land and water routes) in the present-day 

Netherlands. Adapted from Van Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 3: Figure 3.11.
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data on settlements, burial sites, shipwrecks, infrastructure and isolated finds, which were extracted from 
the Archaeological Information System of the Netherlands (ARCHIS; Roorda & Wiemer, 1992; Wiemer, 
2002). The modelled route networks have been validated against actual finds of infrastructure (e.g. roads, 
revetments, jetties, dikes) and isolated finds (i.e. individual finds without clear archaeological context; 
). Given the fact that 89.2% of the Roman and 85.4% of the early-medieval infrastructural and 81.7% 
and 72.2% stray finds are located in the modelled route networks, this approach is very promising when 
applied to lowland areas such as our study region (Van Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 3).

5.3.2 Dendrochronological reference data
For the current research, we used the dendrochronological datasets of oak resulting from two previous 
studies regarding the provenance of timbers excavated in the Netherlands (Jansma et al., 2014; Jansma & 
Van Lanen, 2015). These were combined with all other dendrochronological time series of oak with end 
dates between 100 BC and AD 1100 available through the heritage-based dendrochronological repository 
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Figure 5.2 | Underlying large-scale datasets used to calculate frequent-travel zones in the current study: (I) environmental data 

were used to calculate network-friction values for the Roman and early-medieval periods, AD 100 and 800 respectively (central 

maps), (II) route networks were calculated by using archaeological data on settlements, burial sites, shipwrecks, infrastructure 

and isolated finds (central maps), and (III) frequent-travel zones were calculated using data derived from DCCD and EASY.
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DCCD (Jansma et al., 2012; Jansma, 2013; Supplementary material 5.A).14 The selected time series already 
had been dated absolutely by matching them to absolutely-dated reference chronologies. The statistical 
foundations of these dates, their further chronological interpretations and details about the reference 
chronologies that were used can be found in Supplementary material 5.B and the metadata sections of the 
project file stored in the DCCD repository (P:2016503).

5.3.3 Archaeology
Archaeological data were derived from the Archaeological Information System of the Netherlands 
(ARCHIS) and the Electronic Archiving System (EASY) (Figure 5.2). ARCHIS contains a national 
overview of excavated archaeological finds (Roorda & Wiemer, 1992; Wiemer, 2002).15 Van Lanen et al. 
(2015a; Chapter 2) expanded and improved this datasets by digitizing and including results of newly 
published research.16 EASY is an online archiving system for depositing and downloading research data 
from a variety of scientific disciplines (e.g. archaeology).17 Since 2007 archaeologists are obliged to upload 
their research data to EASY using the e-depot of Dutch Archaeology (EDNA). EASY can be used to 
search and download research reports as well as database and GIS files.

5.4 Method

5.4.1 Dendrochronology
Some Roman and early-medieval imported timber groups (TGs) already were identified prior to this 
study (Domínguez-Delmás et al., 2014; Jansma et al., 2014; Jansma & Van Lanen, 2015). The aim was to 
extend these groups and to identify possible new TGs. To this end dendrochronological comparisons 
were made between the measurement series and already identified TGs, and between the ungrouped 
series themselves, using standard dendrochronological cross-dating statistics.18 The variables we used are 
Student’s t-values (tH) based on Pearson’s cross-correlation coefficients (r) between measurement series 
detrended using a logarithmic transformation (Hollstein, 1980), and the percentage of Parallel Variation 
(%PV) with its significance level p (Eckstein & Bauch, 1969). Tree-ring series representing elements 
derived from the same tree were averaged into single-tree series (TS). Following the approach outlined in 
Jansma et al. (2014) the TS, if possible, were assigned to TGs.

It should be noted that the results of this approach are minimum estimations based on stringent 
criteria. Due to the high threshold values defined for tH and %PV in some cases timbers belonging to 
a particular TG will not be selected for inclusion into this TG (Jansma et al., 2014). This means that 
the number of TSs assigned to a TG may be an underrepresentation of the actual number of timbers 

14 The international DCCD repository amongst other contains thousands of datasets derived from dendrochronological 

research in the Netherlands. It can be accessed through: http://dendro.dans.knaw.nl.

15 ARCHIS is maintained by the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands (RCE) and was created in 1992. Website: 

https://archis.cultureelerfgoed.nl/#/login 

16 Van Lanen et al (2015a) digitized data from the following publications: Miedema, 1983; Knol, 1993; Bechert & Willems, 

1995; Verwers, 1998; Van Beek, 2009; Gerrets, 2010; LGL World Heritage Database, 2010; Verlinde & Hulst, 2010; Dijkstra, 

2011 and Van der Velde, 2011b.

17 EASY is maintained by Digital Archiving and Networked Services (DANS) which is part of the Royal Netherlands 

Academy of Arts and Sciences. Website: https://easy.dans.knaw.nl/ui/home 

18 For more information on the dendrochronological background applied in this study, see: Appendix 5.E.
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belonging to this group. Our reconstruction of imported timbers therefore represents the core of long-
distance transport networks of imported timbers.

5.4.2 Calculating frequent-travel zones
Frequent-travel zones were calculated based on the spatial and chronological distribution of the imported 
timbers. These zones were derived from route-network data depicting two time slices that are centuries 
apart: AD 100 and 800 respectively (Figure 5.2). Since our aim was not to identify annual to decadal 
changes of wood provenance, but to reconstruct general long-distance wood transport during the Roman 
Period and Early Middle Ages, in the analyses next to absolutely dated dendrochronological series we also 
included series for which only a terminus-post quem (TPQ) date had been established. For each individual 
wooden element (e.g. plank, stave) we recorded the year in which the oldest and youngest measured 
tree ring was formed, the (estimated) felling date, the provenance, and the find-location coordinates 
(Supplementary material 5.B). Find locations were compared to settlement data developed by Van Lanen 
et al. (2015a;; Chapter 2). Provenance areas of the timber groups were derived from existing publications 
and/or deduced from the geographical distribution of the TGs within the Netherlands. In the few cases 
where dendrochronology had resulted in ambiguous results (e.g. series BAT00041: felling date in 803 ± 8 
or after 815 ± 8; Supplementary material 5.B) the youngest date was selected for further analyses.

Using the dendroarchaeological results we increased the chronological resolution of the route-
network data by calculating frequent-travel zones for all Roman and early-medieval subperiods as defined 
by the Archaeological Basic Register (ABR).19 Although ABR periodization suggests very specific time 
intervals, these are not defined by one specific (cultural) event and therefore do not have the same dating 
resolution as dendroarchaeology. To compensate for this we focussed our research on an extended time 
interval of 100 BC -AD 1100 (Section 5.3.2). Based on the chronological and spatial data frequent-travel 
zones were calculated using the shortest distance between provenance area and find location within the 
Roman and early-medieval route networks. Frequent-travel zones for the Roman periods were calculated 
based on the Roman route network (ca. AD 100), for the early-medieval periods the route network 
around AD 800 was used. It should be noted that these calculations only were done for the Netherlands, 
since no similar detailed route-network data are available for adjacent regions in Belgium, France or 
Germany. For the latter we assume that the rivers constituted the main lines of transport (Section 5.2).

5.4.3 Non-wood imported goods
Besides imported timbers, pottery and stone household goods were used as proxies to determine the 
spatial development of route networks through time. These proxies qualitatively were compared to the 
established import patterns of timbers to deduce the variability of the patterns. In this case, quantitative 
analyses were impossible since no repositories with detailed data on objects of daily use are available 
and therefore no additional frequent-travel zones or spatial overviews could be calculated. We selected 
commodities typically found in almost every Roman and early-medieval settlement, such as pottery, and 
stone tools and households items (e.g. quern stones, mortars, grindstones, wetstones). More luxury goods 
such as jewellery, weapons, and dress accessories were excluded from the analyses since their exchange 
mechanisms were probably much more complex. Household objects such as glassware and metal objects 
were also omitted from the analyses, since their quantities are usually limited and determining their 
provenance in most cases requires archaeometrical analyses (e.g. Dijkstra, 2012; Roxburgh, 2013).

19 The Archaeological Basic Register is maintained by the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands and aims at the 

standardization of archaeological terms used in the Netherlands. Website: http://cultureelerfgoed.nl/sites/default/files/

downloads/dossiers/abr_website2.pdf 
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We selected sites located in the western, central and eastern river areas since these correspond to 
the modelled frequent-travel zones. Moreover, these areas have been intensively investigated and the 
archaeologically-known settlements in these areas date from all Roman and early-medieval subperiods 
defined in this study. In addition these areas contain a variety of settlement types, ranging from agrarian 
to military and from farmsteads to elite sites, and also were inhabited during the 4th-5th century, which 
is rare in the Netherlands.20 We also included sites from the IJssel area in the comparison since the river 
IJssel, as a new branch of the Rhine, became a vital part of the long-distance transport system during the 
Early Middle Ages (e.g. Groothedde, 2013). Based on finds of pottery and stone household goods in all 
areas import patterns were reconstructed and compared to the dendroarchaeological results.

20 Although 4th-5th century occupation is very limited outside the river area, examples of such sites can be found in other 

parts of the Netherlands as well (Deeben et al., 2006; Zoetbrood et al., 2006; for more specific references see: Appendix 

5.D). 
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Provenance area
ERP

(12BC–
AD70)

MRP
(AD70–

270)

LRP
(AD270–

450)

EMPA
(AD450–

525)

EMPB
(AD525–

725)

EMPC
(AD725–

900)

EMPD
(AD900–

1050)

Ardennes 13 90 0 0 0 0 34

German Rhineland 1 54 0 0 98 132 0

Scheldt region 2 46 0 0 0 0 0

Total 16 190 0 0 98 132 34

Absolutely dated series 1 156 0 0 9 24 19

Table 5.1 | Overview of number of elements per ABR period divided by provenance area. Abbreviations are used for the 

following ABR periods: Early, middle, and late-Roman period (ERP, MRP and LRP, respectively), and early-medieval periods A, B, C 

and D (EMPA, EMPB, EMPC and EMPD, respectively).
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5.5 Results

5.5.1 Dendroarchaeology

Imported timbers
A total of 465 individual wooden elements were classified as imported during the Roman and early-
medieval periods (202 and 263 elements respectively; Table 5.1; Figure 5.3; Supplementary material 5.B). 
A mere 16 elements have a terminus post quem (TPQ) date for the youngest measured ring in the early-
Roman period (ERP; 12 BC-AD 70). The vast majority of the Roman imported timbers have absolute or 
TPQ dates in the middle-Roman period (MRP; AD 70-270; n = 190). No material could be ascribed to 
the late-Roman period (LRP; AD 270-450) and to the early-medieval A period (EMPA; AD 450-525). For 
the following early-medieval periods B (EMPB; AD 525-725) and C (EMPC; AD 725-900) respectively 
98 and 132 elements can be classified as imports. The early-medieval period D (EMPD; AD 900-1050) is 
represented by 34 imported oak elements. During the Roman period we inferred that oak was imported 
from the German Rhineland, the Ardennes and Scheldt region, whereas the early-medieval oak timbers 
were likely derived from the German Rhineland and the Ardennes (Figure 5.4).

Transport routes
Based on these imported timbers we could infer that three long-distance transport routes were used 
during the Roman and early-medieval periods: the Rhine (oak from the German-Rhineland, the Meuse 

German Rhineland

Provenance areas

Ardennes

Scheldt

0 100

kilometres

Figure 5.4 | Inferred provenance areas of imported Roman and early-medieval timbers excavated in the present-day 

Netherlands. Areas projected on a map showing reconstructed Roman period landscape conditions, including river courses.
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(oak from the Ardennes), and the Scheldt (oak from Flanders) (Table 5.2). In the ERP and MRP, the 
majority of the imported timbers was transported along the Meuse (Figure 5.5). In the ERP all timbers 
were dated TPQ, with exception of the Meuse material found in the southeastern part of the research area 
(Figure 5.5). Therefore, the estimation of oak imports during this period most likely is an overestimation, 
since these timbers also could have belonged to trees cut down during the later MRP. The MRP is 
characterized by a strong increase of both Rhine and Scheldt transport (Table 5.2; Figure 5.5). During 
the EMPB and EMPC, imports were brought here using the Rhine exclusively. This pattern drastically 
changed during the EMPD, when all imports followed the Meuse (Table 5.2; Figure 5.5).

Spatial distribution
A single ERP-dated piece of imported timber from the German Rhineland was found in the western part 
of the Netherlands (Figure 5.6). The majority of the timbers from the ERP originate from the Ardennes 
and have been found in the vicinity of the Meuse. Material from the Scheldt was used only locally along 
the coast in Belgium during this period (Figure 5.6). It should be noted that with the exception of the 
timbers excavated in the south of the research area, all wood from this period is TPQ dated. MRP timbers 
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Figure 5.5 | Relative contribution of each long-distance transport route (Rhine, Meuse or Scheldt) in the distributed timbers per 

archaeological period. Only periods with imports are projected. Subperiods without absolutely dated material are marked by a 

dashed line.

Transport
route

ERP
(12BC–AD70)

MRP
(AD70–270)

LRP
(AD270–450)

EMPA
(AD450–525)

EMPB
(AD525–725)

EMPC
(AD725–900)

EMPD
(AD900–1050)

Rhine 6.3% 28.4% 0% 0% 100.0% 100.0% 0.0%

Meuse 81.3% 47.4% 0% 0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Scheldt 12.5% 24.2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Table 5.2 | Percentage of individual timbers per long-distance transport route in each ABR period. Abbreviations are used for 

the following ABR periods: Early, middle, and late-Roman period (ERP, MRP and LRP, respectively), and early-medieval periods A, 

B, C and D (EMPA, EMPB, EMPC and EMPD, respectively).
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from the German Rhineland and Ardennes regions have been found all along the Rhine and Meuse 
respectively. Material from the Scheldt was used near the Flemish and adjacent Dutch coasts and more 
inland in the central Netherlands near the city of Utrecht (Figure 5.6).

In the EMPB, only timbers from the German Rhineland were imported and distributed along 
the Rhine and the Dutch coast, and even found their way into Denmark (Figure 5.7). The EMPC is 
characterized by similar patterns, with the addition of a connection to southeast England. Imported 
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timbers from the following EMPD exclusively originate from the Ardennes region and were used along 
the Meuse, the coastline, the central parts of the Netherlands and the river IJssel, which by then probably 
had developed sufficiently to be navigable (e.g. Cohen et al., 2009; Groothedde, 2013; Figure 5.7).

5.5.2 Frequent-travel zones
Based on the spatial distribution of timber finds two possible frequent-travel zones could be calculated 
for the ERP: one running from south to northwest and following the rivers Meuse and Rhine, and one 
running from east to west following the river Rhine. Since no route-network data is available for Belgium 
and wood from the Scheldt region probably only was applied locally, no frequent-travel zones could be 
calculated for Scheldt material (Figure 5.8). For the MRP three frequent-travel zones could be calculated. 
The first runs from the south in a northwestern direction along the river Meuse and the estuary of the 
Rhine. This frequent-travel zone also suggests the use of the small river Dommel in the south (Figure 
5.8), however a land-route connection south of the Peel was calculated to be equally probable. The second 
frequent-travel zone runs from east to west following the Rhine. The third zone follows the coastline in 
the Netherlands. Based on the route-network data this frequent-travel zone is placed offshore, however 
the river vessels excavated near Utrecht from which this route was deduced (two river barges and a punt) 
were not seaworthy, which suggests an (not yet reconstructed) inland connection (Jansma et al., 2014; 
Figure 5.8).

The EMPB was characterized by a frequent-travel zone that runs from the southeast to the west 
following the Meuse estuary and the western part of the Rhine. In the western part of the study area, 
this zone branches to the north and south (Figure 5.9). Based on the dendroarchaeological results and 
available palaeogeographical reconstructions (Vos, 2011; Vos & de Vries, 2013; Vos, 2015) two probable 
sections were added to the route network developed by Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3): one in the 
southwest and one in the west just north of the current city of Amsterdam (Figure 5.9, dashed lines). 

Early-Roman period (12 BC-AD 70)

German Rhineland
Meuse
Scheldt

0 100

kilometres

Middle-Roman period (AD 70-270)

Figure 5.8 | Reconstructed Roman-period frequent-travel zones in the present-day Netherlands. For the ERP period the elements 

found are based TPQ dates only (dashed lines). Timbers from this region might therefore actual reflect later MRP frequent-travel 

zones (see: Supplementary material 5.B).

Figure 5.7 (left page) | Find spots of imported timbers dating to the early-medieval B, C and D periods (Table 5.1). For each site 

the number of individual wooden elements is given, as well as their provenance (red = German Rhineland, blue = Ardennes, 

black = Scheldt region).
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Both routes would provide a navigable inland connection. This frequent-travel zone may have had an 
international connection with Ribe (Denmark). For the EMPC a similar pattern is visible: a single 
frequent-travel zone runs from east to west. Again, this frequent-travel zone branched out to the north 
and south (Figure 5.9). Similar to the preceding period two inland connections (a southern and western 
trajectory) were added to the route-network data from Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3; Figure 5.9, 
dashed lines). For the EMPD a single frequent-travel zone was identified that runs from the southeast 
to the north of the Netherlands, following the rivers Meuse, Rhine, Vecht, and IJssel. Based on timbers 
excavated in the United Kingdom a likely additional frequent-travel zone was reconstructed, running 
to the west and southwest, following the Hollandse IJssel and the Meuse estuary, and continuing to the 
North Sea (Figure 5.9, dashed lines).

5.5.3 Imported pottery and stone household goods21

During the ERP imported pottery was almost absent in rural settlements (< 1%; Willems, 1986; Bosman, 
1997) (Table 5.3). Both in the river area (the region in the Netherlands between Rhine and Meuse) 
and near the river IJssel nearly all pottery was locally produced and handmade (e.g. Sier & Koot, 2001; 

21 For a detailed description of import patterns and provenance areas regarding Roman and early-medieval pottery and 

stone household goods per ABR period, including more references see: Appendices 5.C, 5.D and the reference list.
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Figure 5.9 | Reconstructed early-medieval frequent-travel 

zones in the present-day Netherlands.
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Hermsen, 2007; Van Renswoude & Van Kerckhove, 2009) (Table 5.3; Figures 5.10 and 5.11). Roman 
military sites are an exception and here an abundance of imported pottery originating from different 
parts of the Roman Empire is present (90-95%; e.g. Zandstra & Polak, 2012). During the MRP the 
percentage of imported pottery rose dramatically, in rural sites reaching values of ca. 85% and in the 
Roman city Forum Hadriani even reaching 97% (Driessen & Besselsen, 2014, p. 324, fig.II-1.1) (Table 
5.3). In the IJssel area, imports were still rare (< 1%) (Table 5.3). During the LRP, the import percentage 
in the River area dropped to 50%. These imports mainly originated from kilns in the Eifel region in 
current Germany. In the IJssel area during this period, the percentage of imported material rose to ca. 5% 
(Hermsen, 2007; Table 5.3).

Data on imported pottery dating to the EMPA are scarce. Based on the few known sites (e.g. Katwijk-
Zanderij and Wijk bij Duurstede-De Geer) a fair amount of imported pottery is expected in the river area 
(ca. 50%; Van der Velde, 2008; Aarts et al., in prep.) and almost none in the IJssel area (< 1%; Vermeulen 
et al., 2009; Table 5.3). During the EMPB import percentages in the river area rose again to 85-95% (Van 
Grinsven & Dijkstra, 2005; Hemminga & Hamburg, 2005; Hemminga, 2009; Nokkert et al., 2009; Van 
der Velde, 2011a).22 In the IJssel area imports also increased slightly, to 15% in Zutphen (Groothedde, 
1996) and a little further up north to 7.6% in Deventer-Colmschate (Groenewoudt, 1987). During the 
EMPC, import percentages dropped to 50% in most river-area sites (Jezeer & Jongma, 2002; Nokkert et 

22 Just north of the Frankish frontier (+/- 40 km) this ratio drops to ca. 50%. The sites of Kootwijk (70-80%) and Hoog-

Buurlo (ca. 90%) are exceptions on this rule (Groenewoudt, 1987), which could point to the presence of an important 

land route (Heidinga, 1987).
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al., 2009; Table 5.3). The main exception is Dorestad where the amount of imported wares only decreased 
slightly to 85% (Van Es & Verwers, 1980, table 3; Van Doesburg & Verwers, 2004; Dijkstra, 2012, fig. 
4.102). During the EMPD, the overall import percentages remained unaltered (Table 5.3). However this 
phase in the Rhine-Meuse and IJssel areas is characterized by the influx of pottery from the Ardennes, 
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Period
River area IJssel area

Dominant provenanceLocal Imported Local Imported

ERP
(12 BC-AD 70) 99.0% 1.0% 99.5% 0.5% Insufficient data

MRP
(AD 70-270) 15.0% 85.0% 99.0% 1.0%

Gaul, Meuse, Mosel and Scheldt valleys 
and German Rhineland

LRP
(AD 270-450) 50.0% 50.0% 95.0% 5.0%

German Rhineland
(especially Eifel region)

EMPA
(AD 450-525) 50.0% 50.0% 99.5% 0.5%

German Rhineland
(especially Eifel region)

EMPB
(AD 525-725) 10.0% 90.0% 90.0% 10.0%

German Rhineland and area around 
present-day Bonn

EMPC
(AD 725-900) 50.0% 50.0% 55.0% 45.0%

German Rhineland and area around 
present-day Bonn

EMPD
(AD 900-1050) 50.0% 50.0% 55.0% 45.0%

Meuse valley (Ardennes) and 
German Rhineland

Table 5.3 | Percentage of imported versus local pottery for each ABR period (averages based on Appendix 5.C). Abbreviations 

are used for the following ABR periods: Early, middle, and late-Roman period (ERP, MRP and LRP respectively), and early-

medieval periods A, B, C and D (EMPA, EMPB, EMPC and EMPD respectively).
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initially in relatively small numbers but from the 11th century onwards in larger quantities (up to 20%; 
e.g. Verhoeven, 1990; Van der Velde, 2001; Dijkstra & Van Benthem, 2004; Van der Kamp, 2011; Van 
Renswoude, 2011; Dijkstra, 2012; Van Renswoude & Schurmans, 2015).

Imported stone household goods have been found in both rural and military sites dating to the 
Roman period, EMPA and EMPB. Quernstones were imported from the German Rhineland (Eifel region) 
and wetstones were either of local or imported (Eifel and Ardennes) origin (Vos, 2000; Sier & Koot, 
2001; Van Renswoude & Van Kerckhove, 2009; Driessen & Besselsen, 2014). During the Roman period, 
tufa (volcanic rock) was imported from the Eifel region as a building material, to be applied mainly on 
military sites and in some cases in villae. During the Early Middle Ages, stone was mostly extracted from 
Roman ruins and used for different purposes such as net weights. From the 8th century onwards the types 
of imported stone objects increased and included quernstones from the Eifel region, limestone mortars 
from the Meuse valley, grindstones from northern Germany (Solling area) and wetstones from southern 
Norway (e.g. Kars, 1981; 1983a).

5.6 Discussion

The results of the qualitative analyses of imported pottery and stone household goods shows some 
correspondence to the patterns we established for imported timber (Figures 5.3 and 5.11). The MRP 
was most diverse in terms of timber and pottery imports. After the Roman period the provenance of 
oak timber and pottery shifted towards the German Rhineland and afterwards, during the EMPD, in 
part towards the Ardennes. The corresponding patterns between imported timbers and pottery suggest 
that our reconstruction of long-distance transport routes and frequent-travel zones is reliable. However 
these patterns are difficult to compare since in the qualitative analyses we only have focussed on the ‘local’ 
(handmade) versus import (wheel thrown) pottery ratio, and not on quantities. Therefore, if local pottery 
production increased and the quantity of imported material remained unaltered, the calculated import 
percentage would decrease despite transport routes remaining unchanged. However, this does not affect 
qualitative results such as shifting provenance areas and import diversity.

It has been established already that during the Roman period part of the imported timbers excavated 
in the present-day Netherlands originate from the German Rhineland and the Scheldt basin in Flanders 
(Belgium; Domínguez-Delmás et al., 2014; Jansma et al., 2014). Visser (2015) recently deduced that 
timbers used in ca. AD 125 in a military road constructed along the Dutch limes were derived from the 
area between Venlo (the Netherlands) near the river Meuse and Xanten (Germany) near the river Rhine. 
The results of the current study, based on a larger and updated dataset (material 5.A and 5.B), indicate 
that these timbers originated further south in the Ardennes and were transported northwards along the 
Meuse (Table 5.1; Figure 5.8). Imported oaks used in Roman river barge Woerden 7, previously thought to 
have been brought here along the Rhine from Central Germany (Vorst, 2005), also must have originated 
from the Ardennes.

With the exception of the southeastern Netherlands, the datasets contain no absolutely dated 
imported timbers from the ERP. Since we included TPQ-dated timbers in our analyses to calculate 
frequent-travel zones, the spatial distribution of imported timbers for this period probably is an 
overrepresentation (Figures 5.6 and 5.8). We cannot rule out the possibility that these timbers could also 
date to the MRP and that the patterns shown in figures 6 and 8 actually depict the MRP situation. If we 
exclude the non-absolutely dated timber from our results, long-distance transport during the ERP seems 
to have been restricted to the river Meuse in the very south of our research area (Figure 5.8). This would 
imply that elsewhere during the ERP only locally-derived oak was used for construction purposes.
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Our results indicate that during the Roman period the main long-distance timber transport route in the 
Netherlands was the Meuse. It started to function during the ERP and remained dominant during the 
MRP, although during this period the Rhine and Scheldt connections also served as transport corridors. 
During the Early Middle Ages this pattern drastically changed, the sole long-distance transport route 
for imported oak being the Rhine. This pattern continued until the EMPD when the Meuse connection 
again became dominant (Table 5.2; Figure 5.5). The exact reasons of this transition are not yet clear 
and beyond the scope of this study. However, they may well reflect changing organizational structures 
occurring through alterations of (a) the political situation (e.g. disintegration of the Frankish empire), (b) 
production methods (e.g. scarcity of raw material in the German Rhineland) (c) landscape setting (e.g. 
main discharge channel of the Rhine shifting to the south to the current Waal; Cohen et al., 2016) and/
or (d) distribution networks (Cologne developing as a new open market place around 957; Aten, 2001). 
Additionally, the spatial distribution of timber shows that the imports are clearly linked to water-related 
transport. This pattern is underlined by the results of our import pottery analysis, which shows clear 
differences between the River and IJssel areas until the latter becomes navigable.

The spatial distribution of imported timber indicates a strong influence of long-distance transport 
routes on Roman and early-medieval route networks. For most studied periods we have not been able 
to identify sites containing oak from multiple long-distance sources (Figures 5.6 and 5.7). The exception 
is the MRP, with sites located on the western part of the limes and Forum Hadriani near the North Sea 
coast yielding timbers from multiple long-distance provenances. However, it should be noted that this 
pattern might not be fully representative, because dendrochronological sampling usually is restricted to a 
few samples per archaeological structure and is not always done systematically. Additionally the current 
modelling approach included oak timbers only. Results would benefit from a more extended analysis 
including all available imported timbers, especially silver fir.

The majority of the modelled Roman frequent-travel zones ran along the rivers Rhine and Meuse, 
providing southeast to west and east to west long-distance connections. For the MRP our dataset contains 
no imported timbers that allow reconstructing a frequent-travel zone connection following the Meuse 
estuary, which was calculated for all other investigated periods (Figures 5.8 and 5.9). Results also point 
to the probable existence of routes not included in the route-network data developed by Van Lanen et al. 
(2015b;; Chapter 3; Figure 5.9). Frequent-travel zones could not be modelled for the LRP and EMPA due 
to a lack of imported timbers. This may well reflect the abandonment of Roman limes in ca. AD 270 and a 
simultaneous population decline (e.g. Cheyette 2008; Jansma et al., 2014). It also implies that at this time 
only indigenous timber was used.23

Given the similarities between the calculated provenances of timber and pottery, in our research area 
tree-ring analysis turns out to be very useful for determining long-distance transport routes. However, 
this approach does have its limitations. First of all, the statistical method applied during the grouping 
of timbers only is successful because it uses high statistical threshold values, which automatically results 
in underrepresentation. Secondly, in the Netherlands only a fraction of the excavated timbers has 
been analysed dendrochronologically, which doubtlessly introduces bias in the dendrochronological 
datasets. Thirdly, preservation circumstances differ strongly between Holocene and Pleistocene areas. 
In Pleistocene sandy soils, wood preservation is poor and consequently frequent-travel zones cannot 
be modelled using imported timbers. However, the qualitative analysis of imported pottery and stone 
household goods is not affected by these preservation differences. The analysis of these finds results in 
similar long-distance transport patterns, which shows that the limitations of tree-ring analysis due to 

23 No indigenous wood was analysed in context of this research, (local) material is however available for the LRP and EMPA 

through the DCCD.
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preservation circumstances do not prevent it from being a successful method for reconstructing long-
distance transport routes.

Long-distance transport routes were reconstructed following the Rhine, Meuse, and Scheldt rivers. 
However, the spatial distribution of timber from the Scheldt region in both the ERP and MRP is limited to 
coastal zones in present-day Belgium and the southwest Netherlands and, further up north, to shipwreck 
finds only. Although these latter finds do not directly reflect timber trade, they represent the direct spatial 
link between the find location and provenance area and are therefore included in the analyses of long-
distance transport routes.

Results show that using timber and pottery datasets, long-distance Roman and early-medieval 
transport routes can be modelled successfully. Through our evidence-based approach, we were able to 
reconstruct the main routes within exchange networks, and to significantly increase our understanding 
of the spatial dimensions and dynamics of long-distance trade networks. However, we have not modelled 
these trade networks in great detail. To do so would require a much more detailed approach, among 
others taking into account political and economic settings and settlement hierarchies. In addition, 
through lack of data, the current model is only able to calculate frequent-travel zones within the present-
day Netherlands. Because of contemporary cost effectiveness, we have assumed that long-distance 
transport routes generally correspond with the course of major rivers. Our results support this hypothesis 
since the imported material and provenance areas we identified in this study are all located in close 
proximity of these rivers. Results would benefit from a more detailed analysis including route-network 
data from Belgium and Germany and dendrochronological data on a larger geographical scale.

Our transdisciplinary, integrated approach has shown that route-network data can be enhanced 
by combining them with the spatial distribution of imported commodities and palaeogeographical 
data. This study therefore illustrates the knowledge gain resulting from integration of archaeological 
and geoscientific data. The comparison of different archaeological material groups greatly increases 
our understanding of the dynamics of common trade networks and frequent-travel zones within 
route networks. This research therefore illustrates the knowledge gain that can result from integrated, 
transdisciplinary Big Data approaches of archaeologically excavated materials.

5.7 Conclusion

Oak timber was brought to the present-day Netherlands from adjacent areas during both the Roman 
and early-medieval periods. Dendroarchaeological analyses have demonstrated that it derived from 
the German Rhineland, the Ardennes and Scheldt region. The provenance regions all were located 
near major rivers. Based on the distribution of exogeous oak, three long-distance transport routes can 
be discerned: the Rhine, Meuse, and Scheldt rivers. The calculation of frequent-travel zones shows that 
during the Roman period the Meuse was the most dominant transport line the Netherlands, although 
during the MRP the role of both the Rhine and Scheldt increased. During the Early Middle Ages, these 
patterns altered and the Rhine clearly was the most import transport route. At the end of the Early Middle 
Ages (EPMD), a major change occurred and oak was imported solely from the Ardennes region, with the 
Meuse regaining its transport-geographical importance.

The import patterns of timber show a clear similarity to those of pottery and stone household goods. 
During the MRP, imports and their origin were very divers, and the Rhine, Meuse, and Scheldt were 
important transport arteries. During the Early Middle Ages, this pattern changed and timbers and pottery 
were imported from the German Rhineland only. The same is true for the majority of stone household 
goods; only a small number originated from the Ardennes. During the EPMD, timbers were no longer 
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imported from the German Rhineland, but were derived from the Ardennes region. This change is also 
partly visible in the imported pottery from this period, which increasingly originated from the Ardennes, 
although the import from the Rhineland remained dominant. During this period, stone household goods 
were imported from both areas.

This study shows that systematic studies of archaeologically excavated material combined with 
evidence-based modelling can be very helpful in reconstructing past long-distance transport routes. 
Identifying these routes is particularly crucial for our understanding of the spatial dimension of, and 
within, exchange networks and as a starting point for studying these phenomena. In addition, past 
transport networks are usually transnational and their reconstruction would significantly benefit from 
close international collaboration.
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Chapter 6

Finding vanished routes. Applying a multi-modelling 

approach on lost route and path networks in the 

Veluwe region, the Netherlands

Route networks are influenced by cultural and environmental dynamics. Consequently, route 
networks themselves often are dynamic as well. This is especially true in lowland areas, such as the 
Netherlands, where environmental processes (e.g. geomorphological changes, floods) probably 
reshaped these networks numerous times. Many of the existing route networks in the Netherlands 
were established relatively recently, and little is known of their historical predecessors. Recent 
developments in spatial modelling may improve locating and analysing these old, vanished routes. 
In this study, we have applied two recently-developed methodologies for historical-route network 
modelling to the Veluwe (the Netherlands) in order to reconstruct the route network in the region 
around AD 1500. This region is not densely cultivated and is known to have a long history of 
routes and paths running through the landscape. The first method, network friction, uses high-
resolution geoscientific and cultural data to calculate potential movement corridors and probable 
route zones. The second method uses a more traditional least-cost path (LCP) model based on 
surface, groundwater level, and slope. The usefulness of these approaches for reconstructing past 
route networks and the general added value of these approaches was assessed by comparing the 
reconstructions to the few existing spatial overviews of historical-route networks in this region 
and hollow ways extracted from Airborne Laser Scan (ALS) data. Our findings show that the 
results of the first method, network-friction modelling, correspond best with the comparison data 
regarding known routes in the study area. However, the general results point towards the necessity 
of integrating the two applied methods, since a combination of these models best reflects the 
multiscale variability within regional route networks.

This chapter is based on: Vletter, W.F., Van Lanen, R.J.*, (in review) Finding vanished routes. Applying a multi-modelling 
approach on lost route and path networks in the Veluwe region, the Netherlands, Rural Landscapes.

*The two authors contributed equally to this work.

6.1 Introduction

Route networks both reflect and influence (large-scale) cultural and landscape processes and therefore 
are key to understand human-landscape interactions. Van Lanen et al. (2015a; 2015b; Chapters 2 and 3) 
developed a new method for reconstructing large-scale (supraregional) route networks in the past. In this 
chapter, we investigate the applicability of this method and a more traditional least-cost path approach 
in order to improve our understanding of the layout of historical route networks on a regional scale. 
Our study area is the Veluwe region in the Netherlands. The Veluwe is an area located in the central part 
of the Netherlands (ca. 1100 km2; Figure 6.1). The region features many different landscapes including 
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large sand drifts, woodlands, and heaths. The most striking characteristic of the Veluwe is the presence 
of relatively high ice-pushed moraines formed during the Saalian (ca. 150.000 years ago). Additionally 
the Veluwe contains some very long cover-sand ridges and snowmelt water valleys. Relief in the region 
nowhere exceeds 110 metres (the highest point of the push moraines) and slopes are generally gradual. 
We selected this region as research area since high-resolution environmental (e.g. geomorphology, 
palaeogeography), cultural (e.g. settlement patterns) and airborne-laser scanner (ALS) data are available, 
making this region well suited for a more detailed, integrated modelling approach (Figure 6.2).

It has been suggested that some of the routes on the Veluwe date back as far as the Bronze Age (2000-
800 BC) and possibly are marked by prehistoric barrows (Bakker, 1976). Using visibility analyses and 
geographical information systems (GIS), Bourgeois (2013) underlines that these mounds might have been 
used as landmarks for routes, but also notes that convincing physical evidence for these routes is lacking. 
The earliest confirmed remnants of routes within the research area date to the late Middle Ages.

Locating vanished and abandoned routes is important because: (1) information about past routes 
derived from ALS data and historical sources probably only covers a small percentage of the once-existing 
networks and (2) route-network development can help to study human-landscape interactions in the past. 
Over time many routes will have disappeared mainly through dynamic geomorphological (e.g. erosion) 
and human-induced processes (e.g. agricultural and building activities). However, these same dynamics 
enable us to calculate the probable location of many of these vanished routes, since not every region is 
equally suitable for travel and transport and therefore for hosting (persistent) route networks (Van Lanen 

Figure 6.1 | Section of the archaeological landscape map of the Netherlands (1:50,000) depicting the Veluwe region. Clearly 

visible are the characterizing high push moraines in this area (light and dark orange sections). For a detailed description of the 

individual landscape units and background information please see: Rensink et al. (2017b).
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et al., 2015a; 2016; Chapters 2 and 4; Van Lanen, 2016). Through route-network modelling it is possible to 
model part of these (partly) vanished route networks.

Route-network modelling is essentially a type of spatial modelling. Recently Van Lanen et al. (2015a; 
Chapter 2) developed a so-called network-friction model (NFM) in order to reconstruct Roman and 
early-medieval route networks. Following the definition by Van Lanen et al. (2015a, p. 200-201) “network 
friction is the variable that determines potential regional accessibility based on the comparison of local and 
surrounding landscape factors”. This model was specifically designed to model landscape prerequisites 
for Roman and early-medieval routes in dynamic lowlands where relief is often not a decisive factor for 
route or path orientation. By integrating cultural (e.g. settlements, burial sites) and environmental (e.g. 
palaeogeography, geomorphology) factors in the NFM, Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) modelled 
possible route zones on a supraregional level for the present-day Netherlands. The model's outcome 
was validated against archaeological data on infrastructure and isolated finds and obtained good results. 
However, the calculated NFM-route zones were modelled using a relatively straightforward efficient path 
computation, i.e. the shortest distance between two settlements following the most accessible areas (Van 
Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 3). As was already stated by Van Lanen et al. (2015a, p. 214; 2015b, p. 156; 
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Figure 6.2 | The research area (in red) including settlements overlaid on the Topographic Military Map 1850 (TMK 1850). 

Contemporary rivers are visible in blue.
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Chapters 2 and 3), the next necessary steps for the network-friction method are to: (1) test its applicability 
on a more detailed regional level and for a different historical period, and (2) to compare the model's 
outcome with results from other route network reconstruction methods, such as ALS extracted data and 
historically known routes, roads, and paths.

In this study, we apply two different types of route-network modelling: the network-friction method 
and the more traditional LCP calculations. The aims of this chapter are: (1) to reconstruct route networks 
around AD 1500 by applying both modelling techniques on the research area; (2) to determine the 
general applicability and usefulness of both approaches for route-network reconstructions on a regional 
scale level by comparing each outcome with data on known historical routes in the study area.

6.2 Route networks and GIS modelling

Over the last few decades, a substantial number of papers and books have been written about spatial 
and predictive modelling in archaeology. Many of these primarily are theoretical exercises of exploring 
(technological) possibilities (e.g. Van Leusen et al., 2005; Jiang & Eastman, 2000; Murietta-Flores, 2010). 
Moreover, many of these studies generally have produced few results or have had relatively limited impact 
(e.g. Gietl et al., 2008; Verhagen, 2011; Polla & Verhagen, 2014). One of the approaches we are going to 
apply, LCP, can be defined as a predictive model. We define the latter as a method predicting routes or 
paths between two specific locations. The NFM is much more a spatial model. Although the NFM 
calculates potential movement corridors for probable routes based on multiple geoscientific variables, in 
itself it does not predict routes or paths. The NFM however does allow for the integration of large-scale 
archaeological data and the calculation of supraregional route zones (Van Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 
3). Assuming that all spatial and predictive models are “expressions of a probabilistic relationship between 
human behaviour and prior existing spatial conditions” (Whitley, 2005, p. 124), the outcomes of the NFM 
and LCP models can be compared.

Traditionally, LCP calculations are most common in route-network modelling. By calculating 
so-called friction surfaces this method calculates the most probable routes by determining which path 
requires the least effort to move between two points. In most cases, these friction surfaces are mainly 
based on the slope of the terrain. However, slope generally has not been a decisive factor in past 
movement through the landscape (Howley, 2011). Alternatively, optimal-path calculations are used 
to better understand the formative principles of routes and paths and to compare these to historically 
documented routes (e.g. Doneus, 2013). Other less-frequently applied route-network modelling 
techniques include circuit modelling (Howley, 2011) and From Everywhere To Everywhere (FETE) 
(White & Barber, 2012). Often these route-network modelling techniques neglect the influence of non-
environmental factors (e.g. political, socio-economical, religious) which probably greatly influenced past 
route-network development (Bell & Lock, 2000; LLobera, 2000; Van Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 3). Other 
studies point at the relative importance of other cost factors such as river crossings and different types 
of transport (e.g. by foot or carriage) in the formation of these past routes (Herzog, 2013). Van Lanen 
et al. (2015a; 2015b) suggest that in dynamic lowlands relief probably was not a decisive factor for route 
orientation, and that combined local and surrounding landscape conditions (e.g. soil types, groundwater 
levels) were much more decisive. Current models often are not adapted to include all these different 
decision-making factors (Citter, 2012). Therefore, a variety of different and complementary models 
is needed to reconstruct historical reality (Verhagen, 2011; Citter, 2012; Herzog, 2013; Fovet & Zakšek, 
2014).
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Despite the difficulty of incorporating cultural and environmental variables, predictive and spatial 
modelling in GIS are very promising techniques for the discovery and analysis of prehistoric and 
historic route and path networks. This especially true for map-based reconstructions, because the 
chronology and status of known routes may be uncertain and many major connections have not yet been 
identified. Routes have history and their course results from a long and complex evolution combining 
abandonments, changes in status and reactivations. Optimal path modelling simulating the connections 
between contemporary archaeological sites helps to comprehend the chronology and hierarchy of former 
communication networks (Fovet & Zakšek, 2014).

Past routes in our research area usually were unpaved, implying that tracks may have wandered 
within route zones following broad movement corridors often several hundred metres wide. We define 
movement corridors as those areas where landscape setting provides people with favourable connectivity 
options, e.g. route zones, to other places of interests, such as settlements, fortresses, mining areas (Chapter 
8). These route zones filled with (seasonally) shifting tracks reflect generalized routes and should not be 
regarded as exact constants (Bell & Lock, 2000; Van Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 3). As such these route 
zones are spatially more dynamic than roads (which are much more fixed features connecting two places), 
but in orientation they are very similar (Van Lanen et al., 2016b; Chapter 4). Because of this flexibility, 
cultural and environmental factors play a decisive role in the formation of route zones. Therefore, in order 
to accurately model these complex networks, spatial models integrating both cultural and environmental 
dynamics should be produced for specific cultural periods (Wilcox, 2009; Van Leusen et al., 2005).

6.3 Material

NFM modelling in the current study was based on the datasets used by Van Lanen et al. (2015a; 2015b; 
Sections 6.3.1-6.3.4; Chapters 2 and 3). LCP modelling was based on Airborne Laser Scan (ALS) data and 
groundwater-level reconstructions extracted from the soil maps (Sections 6.3.5-6.3.6).

6.3.1 Palaeogeography AD 1500
Palaeogeographical reconstructions for multiple periods were first issued in 2011 with the presentation of 
the Atlas of the Holocene Netherlands (Vos et al., 2011). These maps were updated in 2013 when a second 
generation became available (Vos & De Vries, 2013; Vos, 2015). The palaeographical reconstructions by 
Vos et al. (2011; 2013) and Vos (2015) describe the genesis of the Dutch landscape over the last 11,000 
years. The reconstructions are multi-disciplinary in origin, combining numerous datasets from the 
humanities and geosciences, e.g. archaeology, geology, palaeoecology, onomastics, and soil sciences. 
Therefore, these maps can be used as a nationwide reconstruction of the palaeolandscape for both 
Holocene and Pleistocene areas.

6.3.2 Geomorphology
A nationwide, digital geomorphological map became available in 2003 (Koomen & Exaltus, 2003; 
Koomen & Maas, 2004). The map was created by combining field observations, borehole data, and surveys 
with detailed elevation models (Koomen & Maas, 2004). The dataset not only contains information on 
the individual geomorphological units, but also on relief, genesis, and ages of the landscape elements on 
a 1:50,000 scale. Therefore, the map greatly adds to our understanding of the past landscape, especially 
regarding the higher, more stable Pleistocene regions. As a result the geomorphological map of the 
Netherlands has proven itself invaluable for archaeological predictive modelling as was used amongst 
others for the indicative map of archaeological values (IKAW) (Van Leusen et al., 2005; Deeben, 2008).
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6.3.3 Soil and groundwater level data
The soil map of the Netherlands has been developed based on the soil-classification system of De Bakker 
& Schelling (1989). It provides an overview of all current soil types (up to a depth of 1.20 metres) in the 
Netherlands (Steur & Heijink, 1991; De Vries et al., 2003). Additionally, the datasets also contain data on 
the average groundwater levels between 1958 and 1999 (De Vries et al., 2003; Van de Gaast et al., 2010). In 
contrast to the geomorphological dataset, the soil map does not provide any chronological information 
about the ages of individual soils. Since soils change through time, the use of the soil map for historical 
periods requires expert judgement. This map is especially useful for the analyses of higher, more stable 
regions in the Netherlands, such as the Veluwe.

6.3.4 Settlement data
Settlement data for the Veluwe region were collected by using OpenStreetMap data on current places in 
the Netherlands.24 Rutte & IJsselstijn (2014) claim that most towns in the current Netherlands date back 
to before AD 1300. Therefore, present-day data can be used to recreate 16th century habitation and to 
determine route-network persistence (Van Lanen et al., 2016b; Chapter 4). Maps from part 1 and 2 of the 
Atlas van Nederland (1984) made by Prof. dr. Renes, Histland25 data and the Archaeological Landscapes 
Map of the Netherlands26, were used to filter out settlements located in uncultivated lands (e.g. heathlands, 
younger reclamation areas) during the 16th century.

6.3.5 Historical road data Veluwe
Historical road data for the Veluwe region were extracted from the AD 1600 route reconstructions by 
Horsten (2005) and the Topographic Military Maps 1850 (TMK 1850). Horsten (2005) reconstructed 
historical road networks for the period between the 16th and 19th century. This historical road atlas is 
primarily based on old maps, and reconstructs major interregional roads for the periods AD 1600, 1800, 
and 1848. Horsten (2005) choose these intervals since no detailed old maps are available dating before AD 
1600, and after AD 1848 railway networks substituted many of these thoroughfares (Horsten, 2005). For 
the current study, we used the earliest AD 1600 reconstruction for validation purposes (Figure 6.3).

The TMK 1850 first appeared between 1850 and 1864 (Van der Linden, 1973). The map constitutes 
the oldest nation-wide map of the Netherlands on a 1:50,000 scale and was compiled for military 
purposes. Through thematic colouring, the TMK 1850 provides a high-resolution overview of the mid-
19th century landscape. Since the map predates the massive industrialisation that began at the start of 
the 20th century, which radically changed many parts of the Dutch landscape, it provides invaluable 
information on past routes and other historical landscape elements that have since disappeared. Although 
also older, local maps are available, for example for the current province of Gelderland, these maps lack 
sufficient geographical precision to be used for this study.

6.3.6 Airborne Laser Scanner (ALS) data
In the Netherlands ALS data are the basis of the Dutch elevation model, which is referred to as AHN. 
In 2003 the first generation of this model, the AHN-1, became available. This model uses a density of 
one height measurement per 1 to 16m2, resulting in a highest available grid-cell resolution of 5m2 (Brand 

24 For more information on OpenStreet data and mapping, see: www.openstreetmap.org.

25 Histland contains data on the reclamation and dynamics of the Dutch landscape. For more information, see: 

 http://landschapinnederland.nl/bronnen-en-kaarten/histland.

26 This dataset was developed in 2015 by the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherland. Website: 

 http://archeologieinnederland.nl/bronnen-en-kaarten/archeologische-landschappenkaart. 
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et al., 2003; Swart, 2010). This raster is too crude for detailed analyses, which limits the usefulness of 
the AHN-1 on a local scale. To counter these limits a second generation of the AHN, the AHN-2, was 
presented in 2013 (Van der Zon, 2013). The new dataset contains up-to-date measurements and a much 
higher resolution, with 6-10 measurements per m2. For the sake of clarity, we use the (raw) ALS dataset 
and not the AHN models based on it. We defined the most important parameters of the ALS data for our 
route-network modelling in Table 6.1.

6.4 Method

The presented datasets were used to create a NFM showing local accessibility and to reconstruct route 
zones in the study area based on the network-friction method and LCP modelling.

6.4.1 The network-friction model (NFM)
The Veluwe NFM is based on the method presented by Van Lanen et al. (2015a; see Chapter 2 for more 
background information). It excludes data postdating AD 1600 and exclusively uses a 100x100m grid-cell 
resolution. The new model integrates environmental data in order to locate landscape obstacles which 

Figure 6.3 | Road network in the Netherlands around AD 1600 reconstructed by Horsten (2005). In the present study, only 

connection routes on the Veluwe (smaller framework) were included.
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could limit accessibility (Sections 6.3.1-6.3.3). It covers the Veluwe region and immediate surroundings 
(Figure 6.2). It is important to include the latter since habitation in this area is largely clustered on the 
edges of the Veluwe. The model consists of 250,447 individual grid cells, roughly covering a region from 
the current city of Amersfoort in the west to the river IJssel in the east. Contrary to the NFM developed 
by Van Lanen et al. (2015a; Chapter 2) which used a 500x500m grid-cell resolution, the Veluwe NFM 
consists out of 100x100m grid cells. Each cell was given a unique identifier and location coordinates. The 
Veluwe NFM consists of 14 data fields, covering all imported datasets (Section 6.3.1-6.3.4; Table 6.2). 
Point-location data such as settlements were not converted to the grid.

The Veluwe NFM is designed to reconstruct local accessibility, which is crucial for route orientation. 
Since within the NFM each grid cell can contain only one specific data unit per imported dataset (e.g. 

Meta-information ALS

ALS-Project Actueel Hoogtebestand 

Purpose of Scan Watermanagement 

Time of Data Acquisition April 2010

Point-distribution (pt. per sq. m) 6-10

Scanner Type Riegl LMS-Q680i Full-Waveform

Scan Angle (whole FOV) 45°

Flying Height above Ground 600m

Speed of Aircraft (TAS) 36m/s

Laser Pulse Rate 100000 Hz

Scan Rate 66000 Hz

Strip Adjustment Yes

Filtering Yes

DTM-resolution 0.5m

Interpolation method Moving planes

Table 6.1 | ALS parameters used for route-network modelling.

Table 6.2 | Model design of the Veluwe network-friction model.

Field name Description

Grid_ID Unique identifier for each individual grid cell

Grid_ID500m Unique identifier grid cell in larger nation-wide grid

Unit_AD1500 Unit of grid cell according to palaeogeographic map of AD 1500

Acc_AD1500_LA Accessibility AD 1500 based on land-factors

Unit_Arch_La Unit of grid cell according to geomorphological map of the Netherlands

Arch_LA_GeomorfCode Original geomorphological code map of the Netherlands

Acc_Arch_La_LA Accessibility geomorphology based on land-factors

Unit_Soil Unit of grid cell according to soil map of the Netherlands

Code_soil Original code from soil map

Acc_Soil_LA Accessibility based on land-factors soil map

Unit_GW Original code groundwater level map

Acc_GW Accessibility based on groundwater reconstructions

Nf_AD1500_Sum Combined network friction sum AD 1500 

Nf_AD1500_AvG Combined network friction average AD 1500
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palaeogeography, geomorphology), based on archaeological and historical datasets we first imported 
traditionally accessible landscape units (e.g. high, dry areas; Chapter 2; Appendix 2.A). As a result, the 
NFM represents the maximum amount of possible movement corridors. In line with Van Lanen et al. 
(2015a; Chapter 2), data was imported by overlaying the geoscientific datasets on the grid. The geometric 
intersections (.obj) were imported using the following query in MapInfo 12.0.2:

Grid_ID.obj intersects Unit_External_Dataset_X.obj

In this SQL-query the location geometry (.obj) of each grid cell (Grid_ID) is compared to a specific 
landscape unit (e.g. peat, ice-pushed ridge) from each of the external datasets (Section 6.3). Grid cells 
intersecting these selected geoscientific polygons were then updated with the content of the external 
dataset. This import process was repeated for each of the geoscientific datasets. Next, within the 
geoscientific datasets accessibility values were given to each landscape unit following the classifications 
presented and substantiated in Van Lanen et al. (2015a; Chapter 2). These values were then used to 
calculate network-friction averages depicting local accessibility based on natural landscape settings 
showing obstacles and corridors for movement in the region (Table 6.2). Local accessibility was defined 
using 5 network-friction levels: 1-5, ranging from inaccessible to accessible respectively (Table 6.3).

6.4.2 Modelling routes based on network friction
NFM-route zones were modelled based on the Veluwe NFM and available settlement data (Section 6.3.4). 
Deviating from the original method by Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) we only modelled land routes 
for the research area since no detailed overviews of water routes for the period around AD 1500 exist. 
Additionally, we excluded burial sites from our model, since the location rules surrounding these areas 
completely differ from the Roman and early-medieval periods. NFM-route zones reflect probable zones 
where people in the past frequently moved through the landscape, i.e. areas likely to contain roads, routes, 
paths, and tracks. These route zones were modelled based on the assumption that they are largely defined 
by the wish to follow movement corridors (pull factors) and consequently to avoid movement obstacles 
(push factors). Following this hypothesis, the shortest distance between two settlements following the 
best possible networks-friction values was calculated. These calculated lines were then converted to route 
zones of 100m wide (i.e. the highest possible accuracy level in a 100x100m grid-cell resolution), which 
were used to compare with data on extracted hollow ways and known AD 1600 routes.

6.4.3 LCP model
In order to determine the applicability of the LCP method we selected four well-known historical 
roads running through the study area: (1) the hessenweg between Voorthuizen and Hattem, connecting 

Description Network-friction value

Inaccessible 1

Poorly accessible 2

Moderately accessible 3

Reasonably accessible 4

Accessible 5

Table 6.3 | Network-friction levels as defined by Van Lanen et al. (2015a) and Chapter 2.
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Amsterdam over land to Germany, (2) the road between Harderwijk and Arnhem (Harderwijkerweg), (3) 
the route from Barneveld to Dieren, and (4) the route between Voorthuizen and Apeldoorn.

Since in relative lowlands such as the Netherlands slope often is not a decisive factor (Verhagen, 2013; 
Section 6.2), we have applied a LCP model incorporating three factors: terrain, slope, and groundwater 
levels. Terrain values were based on two factors: the vicinity to water bodies and depressions in the 
landscape. We calculated the vicinity to water bodies by applying a threshold in the digital-terrain model 
(DTM) of the Veluwe based on the largest waterbody in the region, the Zuiderzee (now IJsselmeer). 
Depressions in the landscape were also identified based on the DTM in combination with the suited 
tools in ArcGIS (fill and cut fill). These values were then combined into one GIS layer reflecting the lower, 
wetter areas. All remaining areas were classified as higher grounds. In order to make them suitable for 
LCP modelling in ArcGIS, the values (costs) of two classes were based on the terrain coefficients of Soule 
& Goldman (1972). Slope values were determined based on the DTM of the Veluwe. We converted slope 
percentages into classes with values, i.e. a higher slope class equals a higher cost value. Slope percentages 
above 10% were excluded from the model, as they are considered not viable for transport using carts and 
wagons (Posluschny & Herzog, 2012). Groundwater levels were based on groundwater-level data from the 
soil map of the Netherlands (De Bakker & Schelling, 1989). Areas where groundwater levels are located 

relatively deep were given a lower cost value, 
higher groundwater levels were given a higher 
cost value.

In our LCP calculations, terrain, slope, and 
groundwater levels have (changeable) weight 
values which serve as input for the cost-path 
calculation tool in ArcGIS. This allows us to 
calculate LCP routes between two places and to 
compare these trajectories with data on historical 
routes. In order to optimize the comparison with 
the NFM-route zones we selected routes that 
cross the study area in different directions.

6.4.4 ALS extraction
Remnants of cart tracks and hollow ways were 
extracted using ALS data from the Veluwe. Based 
on the extraction model developed by Vletter 
(2014) a semi-automatic extraction was executed 
on the data from the Veluwe (Section 6.3.6). The 
micro topography was visualized in grey scales 
using the openness module in OPALS developed 
by the Technical University of Vienna (Yokoyama 
et al., 2002; Pfeifer et al., 2014). Although other 
visualization techniques traditionally provide 
better results for the reconstruction of micro 
relief in flat areas (Hesse, 2016), we chose for 
openness because other techniques are less suited 
for extraction purposes. We used openness in an 
extraction model created in the software plug-
in Feature Analyst (FA). The original extraction 

Figure 6.4 | Network-friction map of the research area around 

AD 1500. Probable movement corridors are shown in dark 

green, and obstacles in red. Additional percentages of poorly 

and well-accessible areas are given. Major rivers (in blue) 

bordering the research area, the river IJssel in the east and the 

river Rhine to south.
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model for the Leitha area was adjusted to fit the conditions of the research area. Since it is difficult to 
differentiate between man-made linear features, such as (historical) roads and paths made by cart and 
wagons, and natural linear features, some additional manual handling and geo-processing steps based 
on expert judgement were carried out using the merge and dissolve tool in ArcGIS. In order to allow a 
comparison between these ALS-extracted hollow ways (which can spread over hundreds of metres) and 
our NFM and LCP routes, we drew a ‘centre line’ through the extracted zones.

6.4.5 Modelling validation through comparison data
In order to determine the applicability and usefulness of the Veluwe NFM and LCP models we compared 
the modelling outcomes with several other datasets on route networks in our study area. First, the NFM 
and LCP outcomes were compared with data on known routes in the study area through a comparison 
with the TMK 1850, the AD 1600 route network compiled by Horsten (2005), and the extracted ALS route 
data. Second, we used the NFM to calculate the correspondence between local accessibility values based 
on landscape setting and the LCP model, routes visible on the TMK 1850, the AD 1600 route network, 
and extracted ALS route data.

6.5 Results

6.5.1 Network-friction map Veluwe ca. AD 1500
Based on the network-friction values the research area is divided into several corridors and obstacles for 
movement (Figure 6.4). The central part of the Veluwe appears to have been relatively well accessible. This 
is in contrast to the eastern and southern parts, where the rivers Rhine and IJssel (and their floodplains) 
constituted clear obstacles. In these parts, the location of bridges and ferries must have determined the 
orientation of routes. Several stream valleys ran from the central part of the Veluwe to the edges of the 
research area. In the lower parts of these valleys, the occurrence of peat and clay severely must have 
hampered movement, especially in the western part of the research area (Figure 6.4). Accessibility in the 
north of the research area was negatively influenced by a large peat area and the water from the Zuiderzee.

6.5.2 NFM route zones
Route zones were modelled using settlement distribution around AD 1600 and the method presented by 
Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3; Appendix 3.A; Figure 6.5). Results show that the majority of the route 
zones were located in the western part of the research area. Only a few routes connected settlements east 
and west from the higher push moraine, which seems to have formed an obstacle. Route zones in the 
western and eastern parts of the study area clearly were influenced by local soil conditions such as the 
presence of peat and by the vicinity of waterways (Figure 6.5).

6.5.3 LCP routes
Based the LCP model we were able to calculate 4 LCP routes (Figure 6.6). The modelled routes point 
towards an especially strong influence of the terrain factor on route-network orientation. In general, 
groundwater levels and slope appear to have been of less influence. The LCP route between Harderwijk 
and Arnhem (Harderwijkerweg) is an exception, since here multiple groundwater-level differences 
influenced route orientation. The factor slope appears to have been least influential on the routes in the 
area. Therefore, the LPC model allows us to calculate routes and to determine the relative influence of 
specific landscape factors on route-network development. The flexibility of the model, i.e. the possibility 
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of assigning different or new weight values to individual factors, allows us to easily expand or change the 
focus of the model.

6.5.4 ALS-extracted routes
Based on ALS extraction we were able to locate a high number of hollow ways (Figure 6.7). Primarily 
these could be extracted for the sandy regions, with the exception of the sand-blown areas where past 
roads and paths probably are covered. The western and eastern parts of the study area show limited signs 
of hollow ways, which is probably due to different soil conditions (mainly peat and clay) in these parts. 
Looking at the directionality of the extracted hollow ways, they can be divided into two main groups: (1) 
a high number of west-east connections crossing the push moraine; (2) a lower number of north-south 
connections descending from the push moraine to the coastal plane, especially in the northern part of the 
study area.

6.6 Validation through comparison data

In order to determine the applicability of the NFM and LCP models we compared the outcomes with 
existing route-network datasets pertaining the study area. As comparison data, we used the ALS-extracted 
hollow ways, routes visible on the TMK 1850, and the AD 1600 route reconstruction by Horsten (2005).

Settlement

Modelled Route

Inaccessible

Poorly Accessible

Reasonably Accessible

Moderately Accessible

Accessible

0 10

kilometres

Figure 6.5 | Route network based on the network-friction approach in the Veluwe area around AD 1500.
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6.6.1 Validating the NFM

NFM accessibility
In order to determine the usefulness of NFM accessibility calculations, we computed the agreement 
between the ALS-extracted hollow ways, the AD 1600 route network, and the TMK 1850 routes (Table 
6.4). For the comparison datasets, we determined the absolute number (in metres/grid cells) and the 
surface percentages of routes located within either well-accessible or poorly-accessible areas (NFM values 
4-5 and 1-3 respectively). For each of the comparison datasets a convincing agreement between local 
accessibility and the occurrence of routes can be identified, showing that a combined landscape setting 
clearly influences route network development (Table 6.4). The relative high number of ALS-extracted 
hollow ways located in well-accessible areas (99.0%) is best explained by preservation circumstances, i.e. 
hollow ways are best preserved in higher and dryer, and therefore often also well-accessible, areas. For 
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Figure 6.6 | Least-cost path (LCP) calculated routes on the Veluwe. Four routes were preselected and modelled: (1) the LCP 

running from Voorthuizen to Hattem, (2) LCP running from Harderwijk to Arnhem, (3) LCP running from Voorthuizen to 

Apeldoorn, and (4) the LCP running between Barneveld and Dieren.
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the AD 1600 network, some routes ran through less-accessible areas, mainly near the rivers in the south 
and northeast of the study area (Figure 6.7). Although the lowest agreement of the TMK-1850 routes, still 
quite high at 76.8%, ran through well-accessible areas, it should be noted that in the entire NFM 66.9% of 
the grid cells reflect well-accessible areas (n=167,494).

NFM route zones
The calculated NFM-route zones (100m wide) were compared with the ALS-extracted hollow ways, the 
AD 1600 route network, and routes shown on the TMK 1850 (Table 6.5). For each of the comparison 
datasets we determined the surface area of routes corresponding with the NFM-route zones. Results show 
that only 2.3% of the ALS-extracted hollow ways are located in NFM-route zones (Figure 6.8). This might 

NFM routes

ALS-extracted routes

NFM route sections overlapping
with ALS-extracted routes

0 10

kilometres

Figure 6.7 | Hollow ways (in black) extracted from airborne laser scanner data. Sections where these hollow ways correspond 

with the calculated NFM-route zones (red) are highlighted in blue.

Description NFM value
<= 3

NFM value
>= 3

% NFM value
<= 3

% NFM value
>= 3

ALS-extracted hollow ways
(in metres) 234 269247 1.0% 99.0%

AD 1600 route network
(in square metres) 1397 6283 18.2% 81.8%

TMK-1850 routes
(n grid cells) 35359 117061 23.2% 76.8%

Table 6.4 | Agreement between local accessibility based on network friction, the ALS-extracted hollow ways and the AD 1600 

route network.
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be explained by the fact that hollow ways reflect a different chronological time frame, or a different type 
of connection (i.e. more local paths within the network). A strong argument for this interpretation is 
the perpendicular orientation of the NFM-route zones and the ALS-extracted hollow ways. Agreement 
with the AD 1600 network is notably higher: 29.2% (Table 6.5; Figure 6.8). Looking at the distribution 
of the overlap between the two networks, agreement in the lower parts of the study area is relatively 
high, predominantly the western part. Additionally, the dissemination of the overlapping route sections 
visually points towards a higher agreement when increasing route-zone width, i.e. correlating route 
sections covering the majority of the network. The largest deviation between the two networks appears 
to be located on top of the largest push moraine in the area. Here the NFM fails to reconstruct the 
thoroughfare reconstructed by Horsten (2005) running on top of this moraine, which is best explained by 
more complex cultural variables (e.g. socio-economic) behind the development of this route. Comparison 
results are best with the TMK 1850, showing that 40.0% of the routes on this map correspond with the 
calculated NFM-route zones. It should however be noted that the TMK 1850 depicts a much higher 
number routes then the other two comparison datasets.

AD 1600 road map

AD 1600 route sections 
overlapping with NFM routes

0 10

kilometres

Figure 6.8 | AD 1600 road-map sections overlapping with NFM routes (in blue).
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6.6.2 Validating the LCP model
The results of our LCP model were compared to the same datasets as those that were used in the 
validation of the NFM (Table 6.6). Given the agreement between the LCP routes and the ALS-extracted 
hollow ways, only 7.3% of the hollow ways correspond to the LCP routes. This relatively minor overlap 
might be explained by the partial disappearance of these routes over time. This is supported by the fact 
that 53.0% of the extracted hollow ways correspond with routes shown on the TMK 1850, which suggests 
that local hollow ways are better preserved than long-distance ones. The agreement between the LCP 
routes and the AD 1600 network is slightly higher: 8.9% (Table 6.6). This still relatively minor overlap 
is best explained by the fact that Horsten (2005) in his overview did not reconstruct the complete route 
network and only focused on the most important connections. Additionally, the very small-applied 
route zone of 100m and the incompleteness of the model further hamper results. Since we selected the 
LCP routes based on their confirmed existence in historical sources, agreement with the TMK 1850 is 
(not surprisingly) the highest: 32.8% (Table 6.6). It should however be noted that the TMK 1850 shows 
more roads and paths than the other comparison datasets. Therefore more alternative routes are likely 
to fall into the 100m route zone and variations between the individuals LCP routes are visible (for more 
background data see, Appendix 6.B).

6.7 Discussion

6.7.1 Network-friction method
The high percentage of overlap between NFM accessibility and the location of ALS-extracted hollow 
ways and AD 1600 routes, 99.0% and 81.8% respectively (Table 6.4; Figure 6.9), point towards a strong 

Description
No agreement 

with route zone
(in km2)

Agreement 
with route zone

(in km2)

% Not correlating 
with

route zone

% Correlating 
with

route zones

ALS-extracted hollow ways (in km2) 1570 37 97.6% 2.4%

AD 1600 route network (in km2) 44.8 18.5 70.8% 29.2%

TMK 1850 routes (in km) 782.2 313.2 60.0% 40.0%

Table 6.5 | Agreement between route zones (100m wide) based on settlement data and network friction, and the ALS-

extracted hollow ways, the AD 1600 route network, and the TMK 1850.

Description Outside 
route zone 

Inside 
route zone

% Outside
route zones

% Inside
route zone

ALS-extracted hollow ways
(in metres) 150314 11292 92.7% 7.3%

AD 1600 route network
(in metres) 147223 14383 91.1% 8.9%

TMK 1850 routes
(in metres) 108600 53006 67.2% 32.8%

Table 6.6 | Agreement between LCP-calculated routes (100m wide route zone), the ALS-extracted hollow ways, the AD 1600 

route network and the TMK 1850.
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link between route networks and (combined) landscape setting. Although the NFM does not predict the 
location of individual hollow ways, it does calculate regions where remnants of these landscape features 
can be expected. This predictive potential of the NFM could be further increased by incorporating 
detailed information on past-drift sands into the model. It should however be noted that these strong 
agreements potentially are positively influenced by the general high level of accessibility of the Veluwe 
region (66.9% well-accessible areas). Therefore, to further test the applicability of the network-friction 
approach a similar NFM should be applied on more dynamic lowland areas, such as river areas.

In contrast, route zones calculated through the NFM show relatively little agreement with the 
ALS-extracted hollow ways and AD 1600 routes. There are various explanations for the minor overlap 
between NFM-route zones and the ALS-extracted hollow ways (2.3%; Table 6.5). First, scale differences 
between the two methods most likely play a role. Where the NFM-route zones were designed to model 
supraregional connections, the ALS-extracted hollow ways (based on orientation) appear to reflect a 
more local network of paths and tracks (Section 6.6.1). In order to determine whether the NFM can be 
used to also model these local paths and tracks, grid-cell resolution and especially input-data resolution 
should be greatly increased in the future. Second, the NFM specifically was designed to reconstruct route 
zones around AD 1500. The ALS-extracted hollow ways lack chronological differentiation and can only 
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Figure 6.9 | Local-accessibility values integrated in the AD 1600-route network. For each section within the AD 1600 route 

network local accessibility values based on network friction is given. Green areas depict well-accessible areas, yellow, orange, 

and red poorly accessible regions.
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be dated relatively. Therefore, part of the ALS-extracted hollow ways could actually reflect preceding or 
postdating time frames. Third, both the NFM and the ALS-extracted hollow ways only reflect remnants of 
the old route networks. ALS data is only useful for locations where features of these routes and paths are 
still preserved in the landscape, and preservation strongly depends on geomorphological stability (non-
dynamic sandy areas) and cultural conditions (e.g. non-densely populated or cultivated areas).

Agreement between the NFM-route zones and the AD 1600 route network is much higher, but 
still only 29.2% (Table 6.5). This is best explained by the spatial resolution of the NFM and the method 
behind route-zone calculations. First, in our agreement calculations we used 100m wide route zones, 
despite the fact that many of these zones could actually be several hundreds of metres wide (Section 6.2). 
In this respect, the overlap percentage reflects a minimum amount of corresponding routes and actual 
overlap percentages might be higher. Second, NFM-route zones were designed to reconstruct large-scale 
connection transport zones (Section 6.2). The method was not designed to model routes on a detailed 
regional scale, which would require a denser network with multiple connections between nodes. In order 
to determine the full potential of the network-friction method, NFM-route zones could incorporate 
more detailed network analyses and LCP calculations in combination with more detailed geoscientific 
data. Figure 6.8 however shows that despite the low overlap percentage between the NFM-route zones 
and the AD 1600 network many parts do line up, and increasing route-zone widths would probably lead 
to much higher agreements. The most notable exception is the route running over the high push moraine 
in the centre of the study area. Here, the NFM fails to calculate a route zone since no nearby settlement 
data are available. The probably socio-economic origin of this route reconstructed by Horsten (2005) 
fundamentally differs from the (Roman and early-medieval) variables defined by Van Lanen et al. (2015b; 
Chapter 3). In order to also model these kinds of routes, other input variables, specifically designed for 
this historical period should be developed for the NFM.

One of the aims of the current study was to determine the applicability of the network-friction 
method on a more detailed, regional scale and a different historical period. The method originally 
was designed specifically for the Roman period and Early Middle Ages, but this study shows that the 
approach does have potential in reconstructing more recent route networks. Since the NFM is an 
accumulative model the number of input datasets can be potentially endless, making the model flexible 
and especially accurate in reconstructing past accessibility based on landscape prerequisites. Although the 
model's resolution was increased by decreasing grid-cell size from 500x500m to 100x100m, agreement 
percentages (Table 6.5) show that NFM route-zone calculations probably benefit from (1) more detailed 
geoscientific input data (<1:50,000), including high-resolution vegetation reconstructions, and (2) 
modelling techniques from network and least-cost path analyses.

6.7.2 Least-cost path method
The LCP-calculated routes agree best with the TMK 1850 dataset. This is not surprising, because (1) this 
map shows a much higher number of (alternative) roads and paths and (2) the LCP-calculated routes 
reflect preselected trajectories of routes known to be in use during the 19th century (Section 6.4.3; 
Appendix 6.B). Based on the LCP model it has become clear that terrain appears to have been the forcing 
factor in route-network orientation, followed by groundwater levels and slope. However, the model 
also shows that forcing factors can differ per individual route section (Appendix 6.B). Consequently, 
there is not one factor dominating route orientation in the Veluwe and each LCP route actually should 
be investigated individually. For example, avoiding lower, wet areas was especially important for 
route sections between Harderwijk-Arnhem which ran on the west brink of the push moraine and 
Voorthuizen-Hattem near the coast. If merely slope had been the forcing factor for these routes, these 
lower areas would have been best suited for the network and agreement with the TMK 1850 even lower. 
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In some cases, like the route Dieren-Barneveld the forcing factor is difficult to assess and especially 
cultural factors appear to have been in play (Appendix 6.B). The diversity in forcing factors do point 
towards the need of applying flexible modelling which incorporates changing local accessibility settings 
based on a multitude of datasets.

The LCP model applied in this study calculates routes based on weight values derived from terrain, 
slope and groundwater-level factors. Terrain coefficients were quantified based on scientific data (Soule 
& Goldman, 1972). However, many of other weight values were determined based on expert judgement. 
For example, in determining the terrain factor, threshold values were determined based on a combination 
of the soil map, DTM and the TMK 1850 (Appendix 6.B). Therefore, these threshold values depict the 
present-day situation and may differ (slightly) from the historical situation around AD 1500. The same 
bias applies to the factor slope, which was calculated based on current elevation data in the study area. It is 
currently impossible to determine the exact differences between the historical and present-day situation. 
Therefore the LCP model would benefit from more detailed geoscientific input data reflecting the period 
around AD 1500.

6.7.3 Methodological integration
This study shows that route-network modelling using GIS improves our understanding of past route 
networks in the Veluwe region. Agreement results are best for the network-friction approach. Through 
the accumulative nature, the NFM integrates multiple geoscientific datasets and provides dynamic local 
accessibility values for entire route trajectories. Which allows to compensate for changing forcing factors. 
Route zones calculated by the NFM appear to mainly reflect thoroughfares in the study area. These NFM-
route zones show the best agreement in the lower areas where movement corridors are most pronounced. 
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Figure 6.10 | Network-friction map overlaid on the TMK 1850 and the AD 1600 road map by Horsten (2005). Not all AD 1600 

routes connect settlements, showing the fragmentary state of AD 1600 route network. Based on the NFM probable missing 

route zones can be identified. For example, connecting thoroughfares can be expected in the north of the study area.
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Through the integration of multiple datasets, the NFM also allows to locate omissions in other datasets. 
For example by comparing the NFM with the AD 1600 network we were able to locate areas with a high-
accessibility level and an abundance of settlements and therefore increased likelihood of route occurrence 
not reconstructed by Horsten (2005) (Figure 6.10). Agreement results for the LCP model were lower 
compared to the NFM but did show the necessity of incorporating multiple landscape variables when 
calculating individual LCP routes, i.e. different sections within one route can have different forcing 
factors. Both modelling approaches show potential for route-network modelling on the Veluwe and could 
be further integrated in the future. Where network friction provides dynamic local accessibility values, the 
LCP modelling allows for the calculation of specific movement conditions which could benefit the NFM-
route zone modelling on this more detailed regional scale in order to also include more local paths and 
tracks in less pronounced movement corridors.

6.8 Conclusion

In this study, we have applied and compared two different route-network modelling techniques in order 
to optimally reconstruct route networks around AD 1500 in the Veluwe region. We were able to determine 
that the central part of the study area appears to have been relatively well accessible. In the western, 
lower parts, the presence of peat and clay must have limited route options, resulting in few and narrow 
movement corridors. To the south and east, accessibility was bound by the rivers Rhine and IJssel and 
to the north by the sea (Zuiderzee). Although the study area in general is well accessible, routes appear 
to have mainly ran along the borders and not through its central part. This is underlined by the lack of 
settlements in this area. Consequently, east-west routes predominantly appear to have ran alongside, and 
not across, the largest push moraine.

Both the NFM and LCP model we have applied in this chapter successfully modelled parts of the 
route networks around AD 1500. Agreement results with comparison datasets are highest for the 
NFM, which shows great potential in reconstructing past local accessibility and thoroughfares based 
on integrating multiple datasets. The NFM however has difficulties reconstructing more local, micro-
regional connections. This study shows that it is possible to increase the grid-cell resolution of a NFM to 
100x100m, but that much is to be gained by increasing the resolution of geoscientific and cultural input 
data. The more traditional LCP model was especially successful in determining different forcing factors 
behind route development, but agreement results with comparison data on route network are generally 
low. However, the model does show the need for incorporating multiple factors during LCP calculations. 
Both models prove quite useful for route-network modelling on a regional scale, reconstructing parts 
of past networks. Because regional and micro-regional route networks are characterized by multi-scale 
variability, i.e. supraregional, regional, and micro-regional connections are all entwined, studying these 
spatial structures requires a more integrated multi-proxy approach.
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Chapter 7

Roman and early-medieval habitation patterns in a 

delta landscape: the link between settlement elevation 

and landscape dynamics

Settlement locations in delta landscapes change through time because of cultural and natural 
dynamics. We assessed the impact of natural-landscape dynamics on settlement-location shifts 
for the Rhine-Meuse delta in the Netherlands during the Roman and early-medieval periods (12 
BC-AD 450 and AD 450-1050 respectively). During this time interval, major landscape and cultural 
changes occurred in this area, with river avulsions and changes in flooding frequency coinciding 
with changing settlement patterns. In the delta plain, the relatively high and dry alluvial ridges of 
abandoned or active rivers were most favourable for habitation. Settlement location and elevation 
patterns were reconstructed in these landscape units using a high-resolution elevation map of the 
alluvial ridges. By integrating high-resolution palaeo-environmental and archaeological datasets for 
this period, we were able to spatially analyse the trends and to assess the effect of environmental 
changes on habitation. Results show that settlements progressively shifted towards higher areas 
between AD 250 and 750, on average by 20cm over this period delta wide, which was coeval with an 
increased frequency of severe Rhine floods. The observed spatial differences demonstrate that this 
trend is most notable in the least-elevated segments of the study area. In areas where new large river 
branches developed, settlements show a strong shift towards higher-elevated parts of the landscape 
or even became completely abandoned. The river probably caused floods to be more frequent and 
more severe in these areas. Despite the clear link between changing settlement positions and floods 
during the studied time interval, floods do not seem to have caused long-term abandonment of 
major parts of the study area.

This chapter is based on: H.J. Pierik & R.J. Van Lanen (2017) Roman and early-medieval habitation patterns in a delta 
landscape: the link between settlement elevation and landscape dynamics, Quaternary International (in press), https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.quaint.2017.03.010.

7.1 Introduction

River and delta landscapes were among the most densely-populated areas in the world throughout all 
archaeological periods. In these areas, settlement patterns were susceptible not only to cultural processes 
(e.g. socio-economic, political) but also to environmental factors (e.g. flooding, elevation, avulsions – e.g. 
Butzer, 1982; Brown, 1997; Von Nagy, 1997; Guccione, 2008; Funabiki et al., 2012; Hill, 2014; Howard et al., 
2015; Pennington et al., 2016). These fluvial landscapes provided fertile substrates and natural resources, 
and hosted abundant land and water routes for long-distance transport (e.g. Cunliffe, 2004; McCormick, 
2007; Van Es & Verwers, 2010; Van Lanen et al., 2016a; Chapter 5). However the people living in these 
wet and dynamic landscapes often were confronted with flooding events. When the frequency or 
magnitude (flooding regime) of these floods changed, people can be expected to have adapted to this by 
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relocating settlements to areas that were more suitable. For wetland regions all over the world changes 
in human-activity have indeed been linked to changes in flooding regimes (e.g. UK: Macklin, 1999; Gila 
River, Arizona: Waters, 2008; Elbe, Germany: Schneeweiss & Schatz, 2014; Nile delta: Marriner et al., 
2013; Macklin et al., 2015). On a larger scale even the rise and fall of civilizations have been attributed 
to changes in flooding regime (Yangtze delta: Zhang et al., 2005; Shanghai area: Wu et al., 2014). In some 
areas, however increased episodes of flooding do not seem to have affected settlement dynamics (e.g. 
in the Roman Rhône delta: Arnaud-Fassetta et al., 2010). All these studies correlate trends observed in 
archaeological and sedimentological records, however deltawide geomorphological approaches have not 
been carried out as this would require the presence and integration of large amounts of data. For most of 
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these areas, data is currently not always available on the desired resolution or spatial coverage and often 
remains rather fragmented.

In the fluvial-dominated part of the Dutch Rhine-Meuse delta (Figure 7.1), large-scale cultural and 
landscape changes have occurred during the late-Roman period (LRP: AD 270-450 – Table 7.1) and the 
early-medieval period (EMP: AD 450 – 1050) (e.g. Henderikx, 1983; Willems, 1986; Teunissen, 1988; 
Jansma et al., 2014). After the abandonment of the Roman limes in the delta, which was located along 
the river Rhine, large-scale depopulation occurred and settlements were relocated (e.g. Willems, 1986; 
Heeren, 2009; Vos, 2009; Van Dinter, 2013; Verhagen et al., 2016). This coincided with some remarkable 
environmental changes: (1) the avulsion of the major Rhine branch from its northern course to its 
currently active southern Waal branch (e.g., Table 7.2 – Berendsen and Stouthamer, 2000; Van Dinter et 
al., 2017); and (2) an increase in flooding frequency of the river Rhine between AD 250 and 850 (Toonen 
et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2016). This raises the question to what extent these environmental changes, next 
to cultural factors, influenced habitation in the area. Recent studies focusing on local settlement dynamics 
in specific parts of the delta (Bronze Age: Arnoldussen, 2008; Roman and Early medieval situation for the 
city of Utrecht: Van Dinter et al., 2017) conclude that the flooding regime temporally could have altered 
settlement distribution, forcing people to move to higher places or leading to abandonment of the area.

For the Rhine-Meuse delta, recent developments in integrating large-scale archaeological datasets 
(Van Lanen et al., 2015a; Chapter 2) and the sedimentary-geomorphological perspective (e.g. Cohen 
et al., 2012; Toonen et al., 2013; Pierik et al., in press) for the first time allow the combination of high-
resolution cultural and geoscientific data on a delta-wide scale. Here we combine new geomorphological 
reconstructions, recently assessed environmental changes in the delta, and changing settlement patterns 
through time. The aims are: 1) to analyse the shifts of settlement location over areas with different 
elevation through time; and 2) to assess the role of natural dynamics in these settlement shifts.

Already from the Bronze Age (2000-800 BC) onwards the relatively dry and elevated alluvial ridges 
with their natural alluvial ridges and crevasse splays in the Rhine-Meuse delta were the most favourable 
areas for habitation (Modderman, 1948; Edelman et al., 1950; Hendrikx, 1983; Verbraeck, 1984; Willems, 
1986; Arnoldussen, 2008; Van Dinter & Van Zijverden, 2010; Van Dinter et al., 2017). Therefore, the 
alluvial ridges are considered key landscape elements to study the human-landscape interactions in 
the delta. However the spatial extent and elevation of the alluvial ridges in this delta are rather variable. 
Settlements positioned on the ridges therefore experienced different flooding frequencies and amplitude 
regimes during high-water events. Assuming that settlement elevation determined the sensitivity of 

Table 7.1 | Roman and early-medieval periods and subperiods as defined by the Archaeological Basic Register (ABR) and their 

chronological projection on the geomorphological reconstructions.

Archaeological 
Period

Subperiod Abbreviation Age Geomorphological 
reconstruction

Roman period (RP)
early-Roman period ERP 12 BC to AD 70 AD 100

middle-Roman period MRP AD 70 to 270

late-Roman period LRP AD 270 to 450
AD 500

Early Middle Ages 
(EMP)

early-medieval period A EMPA AD 450-525

early-medieval period B EMPB AD 525 – 725

early-medieval period C EMPC AD 725-950 AD 900

early-medieval period D EMPD AD 950-1050
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the settlement to changes in flooding regime, a more detailed distinction between high and low parts 
of alluvial ridges is required to better understand the interaction between landscape and settlement 
dynamics. Because the height of settlements was not always recorded in the archaeological datasets 
consulted in this study, we inferred settlement elevation from the new high-resolution palaeo-surface 
maps recently developed by Pierik et al. (in press). Integrating geoscientific and archaeological datasets 
is an important step towards further understanding of the relative contribution of environmental factors 
(e.g. floodings) to explain settlement distribution in the Rhine-Meuse delta.

7.2 Materials and methods

Settlement data for the Roman and early-medieval periods were collected, updated, and enhanced for 
the study area (Van Lanen et al., 2015a, 2015b; Chapters 2 and 3). Next we determined the landscape 
units where the settlements were located and assigned a palaeoelevation to each settlement using 
geomorphological-reconstruction and palaeo-topography maps. Finally settlement persistency and 
settlement elevation shifts throughout the first millennium were analysed.

7.2.1 Archaeological source materials
Archaeological data on settlements in the research area were extracted from the Archaeological 
Information System of the Netherlands (ARCHIS). This system contains a national overview of reported 
archaeological finds (Roorda & Wiemer, 1992; Wiemer, 2002). For the study area this dataset was 
expanded and enhanced with archaeological data published in regional overview studies, which in general 
contain more detailed (meta)data on the settlements: Bechert & Willems (1995), Verwers (1998), and 
LGL World Heritage Database (2010). Both the ARCHIS and external data were integrated into a single 
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dataset to obtain maximal chronological resolution and spatial accuracy of all available settlement data in 
the study area. Duplicate records were selected, compared, and removed based on the appliance of a 100 
metres buffer around each settlement (for a more detailed description of this method see: Van Lanen et 
al., 2015a; Chapters 3 and 8). Next overviews of active settlements were created per archaeological period 
(Roman Period, Early Middle Ages) and subperiod (e.g. early-Roman period, middle-Roman period) as 
specified by the Archaeological Basic Register (ABR, Table 7.1).

Settlement data were compiled for seven ABR-defined subperiods which each roughly cover 100 
to 200 years (see Section 7.2.2 and Table 7.1). We chose these short time intervals to match changing 
settlement patterns to developments in the landscape with a high-chronological resolution. Settlements 
dating to an unidentifiable part of the period, i.e. broadly classified as RP or EMP only, were excluded 
from the analysis since their chronological resolution is too low to yield significant results when 
comparing settlement patterns to landscape changes on the considered time scale.

7.2.2 Geomorphological and palaeo-surface reconstructions
To assign elevation values to settlements and to assess their geomorphological setting across the delta 
landscape, two types of recently developed geomorphological reconstructions were used, which 
both cover the whole of the Rhine-Meuse delta: (1) palaeogeogeographical maps (geomorphological 
reconstruction maps) for the time slices AD 100, 500 and 900; and (2) two DEMs (Digital Elevation 
Models) representing the surface topography for AD 100 and 900. These time steps equally divide the 
first millennium and the phasing of these developments. The first time step comprises the initial stage of 
a series of avulsions in the delta (Table 7.2); the second time step fits with the stage of ongoing avulsions 
and increased flooding frequencies; the last interval represents the last natural state before embankment 
with matured new channel belts of a more-or-less completed avulsion. Their compilation method is 
explained in Pierik et al. (in press) and summarised below.

The maps show the extent and distribution of the alluvial ridges present in the past landscape, which 
consist of natural alluvial ridges and crevasse splays either on top of or flanking channel belts (Figure 
7.2). The maps also include residual channels, zones of younger reworking by river activity, and dike-
breach splays that cover the old landscape (Figure 7.2). The landscape elements were mapped based 
on the lithological and geomorphological criteria following methods of Berendsen & Stouthamer 
(2000), Berendsen et al. (2007), Van Dinter (2013), and Pierik et al. (2016). The lithological information 
was obtained from an extensive borehole database maintained by Utrecht University, whereas LiDAR 

Table 7.2 | New river branches in the Rhine-Meuse delta in the first millennium AD, compiled after overviews in Berendsen & 

Stouthamer (2001), Cohen et al. (2012; 2016), more specific references are given in the table. The initiation and mature phase 

are inferred from radiocarbon dates and relative dating. The location of the rivers is indicated in Figure 7.1.

New river branch Initiation Mature phase

Hollandse IJssel ca. AD 0 – 1001,2) before AD 8001,2)

Lek ca. AD 40 – 3001,2) around AD 7001,2)

Waal ca. AD 220 – 4503) after AD 4503)

Maas (Meuse) after AD 2703) after AD 2703)

Gelderse IJssel ca. AD 550- 650 AD2,4) after AD 7352,4)

1)Based on Berendsen (1982); 2)based on new dates Pierik et al. (n press); 3)based on Törnqvist 
(1993); Weerts & Berendsen (1995); 4)based on Makaske et al. (2008); Cohen et al. (2009).
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images provided modern elevation of the landscape (Berendsen & Volleberg, 2007). The age of the 
mapped landscape elements was assessed from 14C dates, archaeology, and relative dating (Berendsen & 
Stouthamer, 2000; Gouw & Erkens, 2007; Cohen et al., 2012; Van Dinter et al., 2017; Pierik et al., in press).

To determine alluvial ridge and settlement elevation we used reconstructions of the palaeo surface 
on a 100x100m resolution for AD 100 and AD 900, which both represent the situation just before large-
scale embankment of the rivers around AD 1100 (Hesselink et al., 2003). The AD 100 surface level, 
derived from borehole data, was buried by flood sedimentation afterwards. The AD 900 surface level 
was mapped from current surface expression in LiDAR datasets (for details see Pierik et al., in press). 
Absolute elevation (metres above O.D.) was converted to relative elevation (metres above a reference 
plain with a floodplain gradient) in order to facilitate comparison of changing settlement elevation on 
alluvial ridges throughout the delta. As a reference plain we used an interpolated palaeo-groundwater 
level reconstruction (Cohen, 2005; Koster et al., 2016), selecting the reconstructions for 2000 BP and 1000 
BP (i.e. early-Roman period and Early Middle Ages; Figures 7.3-7.5).

The total vertical error of the surface reconstruction is estimated to be ca. 15 cm per individual grid 
cell (Pierik et al., in press). Its main components are the core sampling error and the maximum error of 
the groundwater reconstruction. The palaeo-surface reconstruction is most accurate on the higher parts 
of the alluvial ridges where most settlements were situated. Data density in general is somewhat lower for 
built-up areas. Given the amount of data points used for the interpolation (n = 80,000), these errors are 
cancelled out when considering larger areas.

After AD 100 only limited sedimentation of clay took place in the research area (some cm on the 
inherited natural alluvial ridges to max 30 cm in the lower flood basins), which in general did not 
significantly affect the distribution of high and low areas throughout the landscape (Gouw & Erkens, 
2007). Close to the active rivers, however, post-Roman sedimentation rate was significantly higher, with 
active alluvial ridges and dike breach deposits reaching a height of some tens of cm to max. 2m (Hesselink 
et al., 2003; Gouw & Erkens, 2007). Because of the uncertainty in sedimentation rate in these areas, they 
were excluded from the analyses, which implies that a small number of settlements located in these areas 
were not taken into account. We used the delineations of these younger geomorphological elements from 
Pierik et al. (in press) as boundaries for our analyses (Figure 7.2).

7.2.3 Assigning elevation to settlements
For each time slice we assigned the reconstructed landscape elevation to the settlements and subsequently 
determined the changes in settlement elevation observed between the time slices. Per DEM grid cell in the 
palaeo-surface reconstructions the maximal error is 15 cm (Section 7.2.2). The mean elevation error of a 
selection of cells (i.e. those with settlements), depends on the number of cells (i.e. settlements) considered 
N, and was estimated as:

For the case with the smallest number of samples (N = 11 samples in EMPA in sections C4 and C5), the 
uncertainty of the mean equals 4.5 cm, which we assume the most conservative case.

To account for possible errors in the source datasets we developed three scenarios (Table 7.3). By 
comparing these scenarios, we tested the accuracy of the two DEMs and the settlement-shift trends. 
Scenario 1 and 2 use two input datasets (GW2000 and DEM100 (OD)), whereas scenario 3 additionally 
uses groundwater and surface-level reconstructions of AD 900. For scenario 1 we used the reconstructed 
AD 100 DEM for the settlement elevation of all time slices. This assumed that the elevation differences 
between higher and lower areas remained constant after AD 100. Scenario 2 was performed to test the 
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influence of local errors which either originate from location administration errors in the archaeological 
database or from administrative outliers in individual boreholes. These types of error were compensated 
for by taking the average value of the 9 grid cells within 100m surrounding the cells on which the 
settlement was positioned. In scenario 3, we assume a linear floodplain-sedimentation rate on the alluvial 
ridges between AD 100 and embankment around AD 1100, by assigning the interpolated value between 
the AD 100 and the AD 900 DEM to the settlements per time slice. From the results we subtracted the 
interpolated value of groundwater-level reconstructions between 1000 and 2000 BP. In this scenario a 
thicker layer of overbank clay is deposited on the lower ridges than on the higher ridges (Pierik et al., in 
press).

Some settlements were positioned on dwelling mounds (e.g. Edelman et al., 1950) that were not 
mapped on the DEMs. Therefore, settlements located on known dwelling mounds were selected manually 
and their elevation was corrected using the mounds’ present surface elevation as the RP and EMP 
elevation. A two-sample t-test (with unequal variances) was performed to assess the significance of the 
differences between average settlement elevation in the subsequent periods.

7.2.4 Calculating settlement persistence
Other important aspects of settlement dynamics are persistence, abandonment, and settling in new areas. 
In this context persistence is defined as the degree of spatial correlation in settlement locations between 
two successive subperiods. We regard settlement locations in use during two successive subperiods 
(e.g. the early-Roman period and middle-Roman period) within the same 100m area as persistent (cf. 
Schlanger, 1992). The term refers to the long-term use of a specific area, i.e. not necessarily continuous use 
by the same inhabitants.

To analyse these aspects we spatially buffered the settlement locations for all periods using a 100m 
buffer. For each subperiod, we evaluated whether the point settlement overlaps with the 100m buffer area 
around the point settlement from the preceding subperiod. This buffer reflects the minimum surface 
area of a settlement, i.e. settled area (cf. Van Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 3) of the ARCHIS settlement 
point data. In addition this buffer compensates for possible administration inconsistencies in location 
coordinates that are present in the original datasets.

The next step was to evaluate the elevation difference between abandoned and persistent settlements. 
We performed the comparison for all subperiods on the AD 100 DEM under the assumption that the 
relative elevation in the landscape did not change after AD 100 (Section 7.2.1). A t-test (with unequal 
variances) was used to test the significance of the results.

Table 7.3 | Scenarios used to assigning elevation to the settlements.

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

Input datasets 
DEM100 (OD) 
GW20001)

DEM100 (OD)
GW20001)

DEM100 (OD)
GW2000
DEM900 (OD)
GW10002)

Spatial varying overbank sedimentation 
and groundwater level rise?

- - v

100m smoothing - v -

1)GW2000 was subtracted from DEM with elevation relative to OD, 2)The interpolated value of groundwater-
level reconstructions between 1000 and 2000 BP was subtracted from the interpolated value between DEM100 
(OD) and DEM900 (OD) per time slice. 
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7.2.5 Selecting delta segments
To test the influence of landscape settings (e.g. delta plain width, alluvial ridge configuration, or position 
of river branches) on settlement dynamics, we divided the delta plain into 10 segments. We followed the 
existing segments of Pierik et al. (in press), which are based on distinct landscape settings. Regarding 
delta-plain width we distinguished three major segments: the upper delta (U: confined delta plain), the 
central delta (C: widening delta plain), and the lower downstream part of the delta (D: wide delta plain, 
large flood basins) (Figure 7.2). The central delta was divided further into five spatial segments, based on 
areal percentages of the alluvial ridges and the avulsion history of the major rivers (Table 7.4). Settlements 
within these segments that were situated on post-Roman embanked floodplains, alluvial ridges and 
dike-breach deposits were excluded from the analysis (also see 7.2.1). The lower delta plain, which is 
characterized by extensive peat areas and narrow alluvial ridges, does not contain sufficient archaeological 
data for the studied periods. Therefore, this segment was excluded from the analysis.

7.3 Results

Settlements in both the RP and EMP generally were located on the higher parts in the landscape, 99% 
being located on top of natural levees or crevasse splays, of which 60% was situated on top of channel 
belt sand bodies (Figures 7.6A and 7.7D). Within these landscape units some shifts in settlement location 
and therefore also settlement elevation from the RP to the EMP can be observed (Figures 7.5 and 7.7). 
The changes in settlement elevation through time are described below and linked to the most important 

Table 7.4 | Delta segments and their geomorphological criteria (also see Figure 7.2).

Main 
segment

Delta 
width

Segment 
code

Geographical 
name

Alluvial ridge 
elevation 
relative to delta 
plain gradient

Alluvial 
ridge area1) 

(areal % 
of the 

segment)

Flood-basin
area2)

(areal % of the 
segment)

Remarks

Upper ~10 km

U1 Overbetuwe High 60 35

U2
Nederbetuwe
 (east)

Low 68 29

U3
Southern bank
 Waal

Average 86 9

U4 Upper Meuse Average 77 19

Central 10 – 40 km

C1 Utrecht Average 40 59
Large river silts 
up

C2 Kromme Rijn Average 61 33

C3
Nederbetuwe west/
Tielerwaard east

Average 74 22 Large river forms

C4 Bommelerwaard Low 52 46

C5
Land van Heusden 
Altena

Low 52 46

Lower >40 km D
Alblasserwaard, 
Krimpenerwaard

Low - - Not considered

1) Alluvial ridges include natural levees, crevasse splays and levees on channel belts in Figure 2; 2) Flood-basin area includes lower 
clayey and peaty flood basins in Figure 2.
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landscape developments. The deviations in scenarios are indicated in Figure 7.5, indicating the robustness 
of the analysis.

ERP – MRP: Compared to the ERP, during the MRP settlement numbers increased by 40% 
throughout the study area (Figures 7.6A, B and 7.7A). No significant difference in settlement elevation 
can be observed between the ERP and MRP (Figure 7.7E). In terms of large floods and river avulsion 
both periods were relatively quiet (Figure 7.7B, C – Toonen et al., 2013).

MRP – LRP: From the MRP to LRP the number of settlements dramatically decreased by 66%, 
coinciding with the abandonment of the limes around AD 270 (e.g. Alföldi, 1967; Heeren, 2015; Verhagen 
et al., 2016) (Figure 7.6A, 7.6B). Only 33% of the MRP settlement persisted to the LRP (Figure 7.6C). 
Throughout the entire delta settlements shifted on average to 5 – 9 cm higher positions during the 
LRP (Figure 7.7E). The MRP settlements that persisted to the LRP were situated ca. 8 cm higher than 
settlements that became abandoned, a trend that is statistically significant (Figure 7.7F). This shift seems 
to have been strongest in the lowest segments (U2, C4, and C5 – Figure 7.5). During the LRP, it coincided 
with an increase in flooding frequency (50 – 100 yr recurrence time) and a large flood around AD 282 
(Toonen et al., 2013). Locally this shift is also observed in the southern part of segment C1 (Figure 7.5) 
where the river Hollandse IJssel and Lek were reactivated between AD 100 and 300 (Table 7.2; Figure 
7.7C – Cohen et al., 2012).

LRP – EMPA: Towards and during the EMPA the number of settlements decreased even further 
by 35% (Figure 7.6A, 7.6B). Similar to the preceding period the persistence of settlements was still very 
low (Figure 7.6C). No delta-wide rising trend in settlement elevation can be observed between the 
LRP-EMPA (Figure 7.7E). However given the contrast between individual persistent and abandoned 
settlements, persistent settlements were located on average 13 cm higher than settlements that were 
abandoned (Figure 7.7F). Combined with the absence of an average rise in settlements this implies that 
new settlements most likely were situated on similarly low elevations as settlements abandoned during 
the LRP.

EMPA – EMPB: After the EMPA the number of settlements increased by 39% (Figure 7.6A, 7.6B). 
Throughout the research area the average EMPA-EMPB settlement elevation increased by 4-7 cm (Figure 
7.7E). About 50% of the EMPA settlements persisted into the EMPB. These persisting settlements were 
located on average about 27 cm higher than the abandoned settlements (Figure 7.7F). One of the largest 
millennial floods in the research area occurred during the EMPA-EMPB (ca. AD 685; Toonen et al., 2013). 
The most notable shifts towards higher grounds occurred in segments C3-C5 and U3 (Figure 7.5). These 
trends correspond with the formation of the river Waal as the major Rhine branch. As segments C3 and 
U3 were located directly next to or just downstream of the Waal, they most likely were affected by higher 
and more frequent yearly floods conveyed through this new river branch. The effect of the formation of 
the Waal is further underlined by the abandonment of many existing settlements along this new river 
branch between the EMPA-EMPB. A similar trend is observed in the northern part of segment C3 
corresponding with the increasing discharge of the river Lek (Figures 7.3 and 7.4).

EMPB – EMPC: The number of settlements further increased during this period by 78%. The EMPB-
EMPC settlement persistence is 60% (Figure 7.6). Throughout the research area, settlement elevation 
increased further (Figure 7.7), with no clear spatial differences throughout the study area. Looking 
at persistent versus non-persistent settlements, we observe a statistically significant 20 cm difference 
in settlement elevation. Presumably the large millennial flood of ca. AD 785 (Toonen et al., 2013) 
contributed to this rising settlement elevation.

EMPC – EMPD: In the EMPD the number of settlements decreased by 16% (Figure 7.6B). This 
decline is best explained by (1) increased clustering of settlements and houses within these settlements 
(Numan, 2005) and (2) the lack of excavation data for this period. The trend of settlement movement to 
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higher elevated areas stagnated and in some segments the average position of settlements even slightly 
decreased (C2, U2, U3, and U4). Persistent settlements were located 3 cm higher on average than non-
persistent settlements (Figure 7.7F). Newly-founded settlements appear to have been located on lower 
grounds. These observations are best explained by the combination of increased reclamation activities 
and water management during this period, enabling the colonisation of previously unsuitable areas 
(Lascaris & De Kraker, 2013), and the relatively small number of severe floods during this period (Figure 
7.7).

7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 Factors causing settlements shifts
The results show that from the RP to EMP settlements steadily shifted towards higher areas in the 
landscape. When comparing all subperiods except the ERP to MRP transition, persistent settlements on 
average were located higher than settlements that became abandoned. These shifts are most clear in the 
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lowest segments in the MRP to LRP interval (U2, C4 and C5), and in the segments dating to the EMPA to 
EMPB transition close to a new river branch (C3 and U3). This suggests that during these periods water 
levels expressed by groundwater-level table, regular floods and extreme floods were important factors 
determining settlement location. The relative importance of these three factors is discussed below.

Influence of increased frequency of large floods 
From the LRP onwards the study area experienced an increase in flooding frequency after centuries 
characterized by relatively few (large) floods (Figure 7.7B). Trends in settlement elevation from the MRP 
to LRP are mainly observed in the lowest areas of the delta (U2, C4, and C5 in Figure 7.5). From this we 
conclude that floods during the LRP must have affected the habitation conditions in the lowest areas in 
the study area, although they certainly will not have been the only cause of the depopulation. After the 
LRP, the lowest areas are much less populated and possible influences of major flooding events only are 
observed in the somewhat higher elevated segment C3, where a shift towards higher areas occurred until 
the EMPC (Figure 7.5).

Segment U1 is the most confined delta segment, causing floodwater to be higher than in other 
segments. This suggests that settlements in this area must have flooded more frequently and that even 
during regular, less extreme floods the water levels were higher (Pierik et al., in press). This area does not 
show significant trends in shifting patterns (Figure 7.5), presumably because during the Roman period 
settlements in this region already were located on the highest possible positions (as can be observed in 
Figures 7.3 and 7.4). Since segment U1 was never completely abandoned, its inhabitants probably were 
able to adapt relatively well to floods. Also in segment U4, no shift towards higher areas was observed for 
the MRP-LRP. This is best explained by the fact that this area was influenced by the regime of the river 
Meuse. Its flooding regime is yet unknown but as the river is smaller, floods can be expected to be less 
high compared to those of the river Rhine.

In summary, major floods caused settlements in the study area to shift upwards. These floods appear 
to have influenced settlement elevation shifts, but did not cause large areas to become permanently 
abandoned. The recorded floods are rare high-magnitude events and did not occur more frequently than 
once in several decades. Despite their possibly large impact, the relatively low frequency of these events 
probably made it possible for the delta inhabitants to return towards less elevated and therefore flooding-
prone areas. This may explain why the settlements in the lowest areas in all cases were least persistent and 
why newly founded settlements often were located exactly here.

Position along a major river branch 
The formation of the southern Waal course of the Rhine (Figures 7.1, 7.3, and 7.4) and the subsequent 
silting up of the former main branch of the Rhine in the north around AD 450 (Weerts & Berendsen, 
1995; Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000; Van Dinter et al., 2017) caused the main discharge of the Rhine 
to flow through segments C4 and C5 instead of segments C1 and C2 (Figures 7.3 and 7.4). This shift 
of the main channel from the northern part of the central delta towards the southern segment caused 
more frequent and higher floods in the southern areas and less severe flooding regimes in the northern 
part of the central delta. This is reflected in the trends of settlement shifting to higher sites, as observed 
in segments C4, C5 and U3 and also in the southern part of C3 and C1 (Figure 7.5, Section 7.3). This is 
further underlined by the position of the settlements located in areas C4 and C5, which after the LRP 
mainly were confined to dwelling mounds. Although their absolute elevation through time (i.e., phases of 
dwelling mound elevation) is not known in detail, the trend of moving to higher areas is evident.

The configuration of large river branches affected settlement distribution by modulating both 
the distribution of floodwater from large floods as well as from regular flooding events. Although the 
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amplified effect of these events around rivers cannot be independently validated, as these lower-
magnitude floods are not well recorded in the sedimentological record, they form the most likely 
explanation for the observed settlement shifts susceptibility close to major rivers compared to areas 
further away from rivers. The higher-frequency occurrence of these floods probably made them easier 
to be remembered by inhabitants of the delta. It is also possible that locally more permanent higher 
groundwater levels occurred as observed by Van Asselen et al. (2017) for flood basins where a new river 
branch formed in segments C3 and D between 6000 – 4000 cal BP. Despite the upward settlement shifts 
observed throughout the entire delta, no major areas seem to have become depopulated as a result of the 
environmental changes.

Gradually rising groundwater levels 
Rising groundwater levels could have triggered the establishment of settlements on higher elevated 
locations. In the central and upper part of the delta groundwater-level rise was mainly forced by 
continuous sedimentation rather than by absolute sea-level rise during the first millennium BP (Cohen, 
2005; Gouw & Erkens, 2007), i.e. while the surface area was being elevated by clay sedimentation, the 
groundwater-level also rose at a similar rate causing the groundwater level relative to the surface to 
remain more or less constant. Pierik et al. (in press) confirmed this by demonstrating that sedimentation 
on the alluvial ridges between AD 100 and river embankment around AD 1100 on average was 38 cm, 
which corresponds to the results of groundwater-level rise modelled by Cohen (2005). In this study, 
scenario 1 assumes equal pacing of groundwater and surface elevation, whereas scenario 3 actually tests 
this assumption using independent datasets on surface elevation and groundwater level reconstructions 
for AD 100 and AD 900 (see Section 7.2.3; Table 7.3). When both scenarios are compared, it seems that 
sedimentation and groundwater level indeed kept the same pace, since both scenarios show comparable 
and consistent upward-shifting trends (Figure 7.5). From this we conclude that at least on the location 
of the settlements, the groundwater level relative to the surface did not significantly rise. Locally, in the 
lowest parts of the alluvial ridges, gradual groundwater-level rise may have been a minor forcing. This 
mechanism, however, cannot fully explain the observed major settlement shifts in the study area and the 
differences between the segments.

Despite the dynamic nature and changing environmental conditions of the delta landscape, cultural 
patterns (e.g. route networks) seem to show signs of long-term persistence as can been seen in the 
connectivity patterns in the study area (also see Chapter 8).

7.4.2 Reflections on the scale and data resolution
The upward shift of settlements during the studied time interval are visible both on delta scale and in the 
individual segments of the delta. In addition, for all three scenarios the differences in elevation between 
the subperiods are rather consistent (Figures 7.5, 7.7E). The introduction of AD 900 surface level and 
groundwater levels in scenario 3 in addition to the AD 100 surface level and groundwater level used in 
scenarios 1 and 2 (Table 7.3) indicates that the latter input datasets are reliable. Administrative errors in 
settlement location appear to have a minor influence on the results (compare scenarios 1 and 2 in Figures 
7.5 and 7.7E). In segments C4, C5, and U4 some more deviation between scenarios 1 and 2 is observed, 
however the magnitude and timing of these changes remain similar.

The individual flood events generally have been dated with an accuracy of 30 to 150 years using 
14C dating and correlation techniques (Cohen et al., 2016), which corresponds to the chronological 
precision of the archaeologically dated settlements, i.e. a 20 to 200 years resolution. Cohen et al. (2016, 
p.43) state that the occurrence of major flood events in the ERP and MRP are highly unlikely considering 
the sedimentological and archaeological evidence. The chronological recording of settlement data is 
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most accurate for the Roman period. This is due to: (1) a shorter time interval per subperiod; and (2) 
the fact that typologies based on Roman material culture in our study area are well developed and allow 
precise dating. In addition large-scale analyses in our study area are bound to specific ABR chronological 
boundaries (i.e. on average 100 – 200 yr. intervals, Table 7.1). Although locally more detailed dating is 
available, when performing large-scale analyses the least accurately dated sites are the bottleneck of the 
analysis. Methods by Verhagen et al. (2016) who explored a detailed and statistical approach for the 
Roman period appear to be promising to increase chronological resolution of settlements and to better 
understand settlement abandonment, continuity and persistence for the first millennium AD.

7.4.3 Outlook
Since the LRP, settlements steadily shifted towards higher areas while the lower elevated settlements 
became abandoned. The observed elevation differences are small but appear to be robust. To further 
test the impact of floods on habitation conditions, hydraulic flood-modelling studies can be performed. 
These studies address floodwater dispersal through the delta assessing flooding frequency and intensity 
per gridcell. The palaeo-surface reconstructions can serve as input layer for such a study. Following the 
approach in this chapter, segments in the delta can be compared and the role of delta plain width and 
avulsion in flooding frequencies can be further assessed.

The results of our study can be locally validated using information from studies characterized by a 
higher chronological and spatial resolution. When these studies focus on absolute settlement elevation 
and indications for wetter conditions (e.g. clay layer by flooding), the link between settlement dynamics 
(i.e. elevation trends and persistence) and floods can then be further evaluated.

The patterns observed in this chapter can be compared to more detailed large-scale historical and 
archaeological studies regarding e.g. early-reclamation activities, land use, demography, political settings, 
and transport. This will further improve our understanding of past human-landscape interactions.

7.5 Conclusions

Settlement data from integrated archaeological databases were combined with geomorphological 
reconstructions and records of environmental changes in the Rhine-Meuse delta. This delta-wide 
approach demonstrates that:

•  During the first millennium AD habitation mainly occurred on the higher parts of the alluvial ridges, 
with 40% of the settlements being situated on alluvial ridges without an underlying channel belt.

•  Between AD 270 and 750 settlements shifted towards higher locations. Between AD 270 and 450 this 
development mainly occurred in relatively low-elevated delta segments. From AD 450 onwards the 
somewhat higher-elevated central delta was affected as well. This settlement shift coincided with an 
increased frequency of severe floods.

•  Areas close to newly-formed large river branches between AD 270 and 750 were characterized by 
a strong relocation trend of settlements towards higher-elevated positions or even by settlement 
abandonment. Close to rivers, settlements appear to be relatively more susceptible to low-magnitude 
floods (yearly to decadal) because here these floods occur more regularly and reach higher levels 
than in areas further away from the river channel.

•  The presented integrated approach clearly is useful for correlating environmental events to the 
settlement dynamics in the Rhine-Meuse delta during the first millennium AD. Although cultural 
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factors must also have played a role in the observed geographical and altitudinal shifts of settlement 
locations, these only can be fully explained by including landscape dynamics in the analyses.
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Chapter 8

Calculating connectivity patterns in delta landscapes: 

modelling Roman and early-medieval route networks 

and their stability in dynamic lowlands

River landscapes can be regarded as amongst the most densely populated regions in the world. 
Despite their dynamic nature and their susceptibility to natural hazards, pull factors such as fertile 
soils and trade connections always have attracted people to these regions. During the Roman (12 
BC-AD 450) and early-medieval periods (AD 450-1050), the Rhine-Meuse delta in the Netherlands 
underwent significant simultaneous cultural and environmental changes, such as changing 
settlement patterns, the collapse of the Roman limes, changing flooding regimes, and river avulsions. 
Past route networks are influenced by both cultural and natural dynamics and are therefore a 
useful tool to better understand the complex interaction between these dynamics. By applying and 
enhancing recently-developed methods of modelling route networks in dynamic lowlands, this 
study reconstructs connectivity patterns in the Rhine-Meuse delta. Based on newly-available high-
resolution geoscientific and archaeological data, network-friction maps and route networks were 
calculated for three time slices: AD 100, 500, and 900. These modelled networks were validated using 
archaeologically-excavated infrastructural and isolated finds. Additionally the amount of network 
stability between these networks was calculated. Results show that for each of the route zones a clear 
correlation exist between the modelled network and the occurrence of infrastructural and isolated 
finds. Although clear periodic differences between these correlations percentages are visible. Despite 
the dynamic nature of the research area the routes show clear signs of network stability, with 80% of 
the AD 500 network being persistent with their AD 100 counterparts. Between AD 500 and AD 900, 
the persistence percentage slightly rises to 81% indicating a similar level of network stability. This 
shows that large parts of the Rhine-Meuse delta were persistently used during the Roman period and 
Early Middle Ages despite local settlement dynamics and changing natural settings.

This chapter is based on: R.J. Van Lanen & H.J. Pierik (2017) Calculating connectivity patterns in delta landscapes: 
modelling Roman and early-medieval route networks and their stability in dynamic lowlands. Quaternary 
International (in press). dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.quaint.2017.03.009

8.1 Introduction

Many river and delta landscapes in the past were densely populated, since they provided fertile substrates 
and easily-maintainable geographical boundaries, and provided ample opportunities for long-distance 
transport networks (e.g. Cunliffe, 2004; McCormick, 2007). The Rhine-Meuse delta in the Netherlands 
is such a wetland landscape. It already was relatively densely populated during the Bronze Age (2000-800 
BC; Louwe Kooijmans, 1974; Arnoldussen, 2008) and formed a crucial transport corridor functioning in 
long-distance connections between the mainland of Northwest Europe and the British Isles (Figure 8.1; 
Cunliffe, 2004). Rivers in the Netherlands frequently have been described as crucial Roman and early-
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medieval trade routes (e.g. Van Es & Verwers, 
2010; Dijkstra, 2011). However, low-lying, 
dynamic landscapes also were challenging for 
their inhabitants, confronting them with amongst 
other regular flooding and changes in river 
courses (e.g. Cohen et al., 2016; Van Dinter et al., 
2017).

During the late-Roman and early-medieval 
periods (AD 270-1050), large-scale cultural 
and natural changes occurred in the fluvial-
dominated part of the Rhine-Meuse delta 
(e.g. Hendrikx, 1983; Willems, 1986; Van Es & 
Verwers, 2010; Jansma et al., 2014; Van Dinter et 
al., 2017). After the collapse of the Roman limes 
around AD 275 large-scale depopulation and 
settlement-relocation took place (e.g. Alföldi, 
1967; Willems, 1986; Van Dinter, 2013; Heeren, 
2015). These developments corresponded 
with large-scale landscape changes such as the 
avulsion of the Rhine to its southern course, 
the river Waal (Weerts & Berendsen, 1995), and 
increasing flooding frequency and intensity 
(Toonen et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2016; Van 
Dinter et al., 2017). These cultural and natural 

changes clearly affected settlement patterns (Pierik & Van Lanen, in press; Chapter 7) and also must have 
had a significant impact on the geographical position and functioning of route networks in the landscape 
and on resulting cultural connectivity patterns.

In this chapter, we model Roman and early-medieval route networks in a delta landscape as 
an expression of environmental and cultural changes. The aims are: (1) to determine to what extent a 
network-friction model (NFM; Section 8.2) can be applied to model Roman and early-medieval route 
networks on a more detailed regional scale and in densely populated areas; (2) to calculate the level of 
persistence between the reconstructed Roman and early-medieval route networks; and (3) to determine 
to what extent the dynamic nature of delta landscapes influenced patterns of connectivity during 
this period. This was performed by applying a regional multidisciplinary approach: integrating large-
scale archaeological and geoscientific datasets in combination with evidence-based route-network 
reconstructions. Our approach was based on the network-friction method presented by Van Lanen et al. 
(2015a; 2015b; Chapters 2 and 3) which we further developed and tested.

We used the network-friction method introduced by Van Lanen et al. (2015a; Chapter 2). This 
method was specifically designed to model suitable areas for potential route networks, i.e. movement 
corridors, in dynamic lowland areas. Van Lanen et al. (2015a, p. 200 – 201) define network friction as: “..the 
variable that determines potential regional accessibility based on the comparison of local and surrounding 
landscape factors”. A network-friction model (NFM) calculates local accessibility based on a combination 
of high-resolution geoscientific datasets (e.g. palaeogeography, geomorphology, soil map, elevation 
model) and shows the potential movement corridors in the past. By combining a NFM with large-scale 
archaeological data, it is possible to calculate and validate Roman and early-medieval route networks on 
a supraregional scale. Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) already stressed the importance of applying the 
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Figure 8.1 | The location of the study area (in red) within the 

current Netherlands. The coastline represents the Roman 

period. The study area reflects the spatial boundaries visible in 

figures 8.3, 8.4, and 8.6-8.10.
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network-friction method on a more local, detailed scale, especially in densely populated regions, in order 
to test its applicability for reconstructing past-route networks and human-landscape interaction.

The amount of archaeological data on the Roman period and, especially, the Early Middle Ages in 
northwest Europe has grown substantially over the last few decades. However, large-scale spatial patterns 
(e.g. settlement patterns, route networks, land-use systems) and their dynamics through time on delta-
covering scale have not been studied in detail. Davis & McCormick (2008) and McCormick (2008) have 
already suggested that the next step should be to compare and analyse these newly available, vast amounts 
of data and collaborate better within and across scientific disciplines (e.g. geosciences, history, biology). 
For the Rhine-Meuse delta well-documented archaeological and detailed landscape reconstructions are 
now available and allow us to for the first time to study these spatial patterns on delta-covering scales 
using multi- and interdisciplinary approaches (e.g. Van Dinter, 2013; Van Dinter et al., 2017; Pierik et al., 
in press; Pierik & Van Lanen, in press; Chapter 7).

8.2 Route networks and connectivity patterns

Roads can be defined as narrow, fixed communication and transport lines connecting different places, 
whereas routes have been characterized as broad and vaguely delimited zones of communication and 
transport (Van Lanen, 2016; Van Lanen et al., 2016b; Chapter 4). With the exception of the Roman limes 
road, there is little evidence for the presence of Roman and early-medieval roads in the Rhine-Meuse 
delta (e.g. Van der Heijden, 2016). Almost all Roman and early-medieval routes were unpaved and hence 
not rigidly anchored in space (e.g. Bell & Lock, 2000; Horsten, 2005). Route zones are spatial zones in 
which, often unpaved, bundles of tracks, paths, or roads are located. These zones formed as a result of 
travellers frequently shifting to adjacent lanes because of e.g. weather conditions or general wear of the 
carved-in tracks. Although the general orientation of past roads and routes were similar, route networks 
spatially were more dynamic and therefore they should be regarded as corridors rather than as single 
lines.

Route networks are spatial elements connecting settlements by land or water through the 
surrounding landscape on local, regional, and supraregional scales (Van Lanen et al., 2015a; 2015b; 
Chapters 2 and 3). In our study area the higher and relatively dry alluvial ridges provided the best places 
to live (e.g. Willems 1986; Pierik & Van Lanen, in press; Chapter 7) and also functioned as the movement 
corridors in the landscape. Movement corridors are defined as areas where landscape units provide people 
with connectivity options such as route zones to other places of interests (e.g. settlements, forts, mining 
areas, religious centres). The spatial layout of these movement corridors through time has been influenced 
by both environmental as well as cultural factors and therefore their chronological development is key 
to understand the complex interaction between these dynamics. As environmental conditions changed, 
the accessibility of these alluvial ridges also may be expected to have changed and in this manner the 
movement corridors and settlements situated there. This especially holds true for past delta landscapes 
due to the relatively large number of settlements and because the dynamic-fluvial environment forced 
people to adapt to rapidly changing environmental conditions

Route networks are not merely connecting zones in the landscape but are an integral part of 
connectivity patterns. Here we define connectivity patterns as the dynamic spatial and social interrelation 
and interaction between the following landscape-influencing social-spatial manifestations: settlement 
patterns, land use, demography, route networks, long-distance transport routes and physical landscape-
formation processes (Figure 8.2). Changes in one of the factors within this system (may) cause a 
far-reaching ripple effect within the system, which implies that these patterns are connected and 
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characterized by a level of path dependency and in general function on larger spatial and chronological 
scales. Although connectivity patterns are a complex collection of seemingly countless entwined relations, 
studying the changes of individual connectivity-patterns factors (CPFs) such as settlement patterns and 
route networks allows unravelling this complexity. Therefore, route networks, or connectivity patterns in 
general, are key for studying large-scale human-landscape interactions.

The reconstruction of historical route and road networks has been the focus point of many studies 
dealing with spatial modelling and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) software (e.g. Gietl et 
al., 2008; Zakšek et al., 2008; Verhagen & Jeneson, 2012; White & Barber, 2012; Verhagen, 2013; Breier, 
2013; Vletter, 2013; 2014; Groenhuijzen & Verhagen, 2015). Traditionally the modelling of historical 
route networks using GIS has been limited to relatively theoretical exercises to determine technological 
possibilities and practical applications, and to calculate cost-surface modules and least-cost paths (e.g. 
Zakšek et al., 2008; Herzog & Posluschny, 2011, Murrieta-Flores, 2012; Herzog, 2013a; 2013b; 2013c; 
Verhagen, 2013; Herzog, 2014). Many of these studies focus on regions characterized by large elevation 
differences, i.e. mountainous areas, and focus mainly on slope calculations, in this manner limiting the 
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usefulness of the developed techniques for application in delta landscapes. Recently, it has been suggested 
that especially in these landscapes other environmental (e.g. soil type, groundwater levels) and non-
environmental (e.g. political, socio-economic, religious) formative processes are of influence on the 
spatial layout of past route networks (e.g. Bell & Lock, 2000; Llobera, 2000; Herzog, 2013a; Van Lanen 
et al., 2015b; Chapter 3; Vletter & Van Lanen, in review). The research focus therefore increasingly has 
shifted towards the need for integrated, explanatory, and complementary models which can be validated 
using archaeological or historical data (e.g. Verhagen & Whitley, 2011; Citter, 2012; Herzog, 2013a; 
Fovet & Zakšek, 2014; Van Lanen et al., 2015b; 2016a; Chapters 3 and 5). In order to study connectivity 
patterns, which are defined by cultural and natural processes, such models combining multiple proxies are 
required.

It is generally accepted that the (micro-)regional level is the optimal spatial entity to study the 
interaction between settlement and landscape dynamics from a long-term perspective using a landscape-
archaeological approach (e.g. Spek, 2004; Kluiving et al., 2012; Kluiving & Guttmann-Bond, 2012; Van 
Beek & Groenewoudt, 2013). Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) recently reconstructed Roman and 
early-medieval routes on a supraregional level using multiple proxies. One of the findings was that this 
approach was less suitable for application to the Rhine-Meuse delta, due to high settlement density in 
this region during the first millennium AD. The relatively high number of settlements, i.e. the ratio of 
settlements per km2 higher than the national average, requires a spatially more detailed approach in order 
to accurately calculate route zones (Van Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 3). This is now possible in our study 
area because: (1) newly-developed geoscientific input data with an unprecedented spatial and temporal 
resolution have become available (Pierik et al., in press), (2) the grid-cell resolution of the NFM can be 
enhanced, i.e. from 500x500m to 100x100m, and (3) the study area reflects a region where settlement-
density differences are minimal, i.e. settlements equally divided in the landscape.

8.3 Material and methods

Routes and network stability were calculated following the methods developed by Van Lanen et al. (2015a; 
2015b; Chapters 2 and 3). The first step was to create a NFM based on high-resolution geoscientific 
datasets (Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2). Next, archaeological data were integrated into the model by overlaying 
these data on network-friction maps, and routes were calculated for the time slices: AD 100, 500 and 
900 (Sections 8.3.3. and 8.3.4.). The resulting network reconstruction was to determine persistence of 
the reconstructed route network and validate the results based on the occurrence of infrastructural and 
isolated finds (Sections 8.3.5. and 8.3.6.).

Since route networks were reconstructed based on archaeological and geoscientific data, the first 
were converted to match available geoscientific chronology. Archaeological data in our study area are 
recorded using chronological specifications from the Archaeological Basic Register (ABR). Based on these 
chronological divisions and the newly-developed high-resolution geomorphological reconstructions 
we converted archaeological data to fit three time slices: AD 100, AD 500 and AD 900 (Figure 8.3). 
Data were divided based on two major cultural events during the first millennium AD: (1) the collapse 
of the Roman limes and coinciding diminishing of Roman authority and economy; and (2) the cultural 
integration of the study area into the Carolingian empire. Each archaeological subperiod was linked 
to the geomorphological time slice optimally representing the specified period (Figure 8.3). We linked 
the Roman period (12 BC-AD 270), consisting of the early and middle-Roman periods, to the AD 100 
time slice. The late-Roman period and early-medieval periods A to B, summarized as the Roman-EMA 
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transition period (AD 270-725), was linked to the AD 500 time slice. Early-medieval periods C and D, the 
final part of the early-medieval period (AD 725-1050), were linked to the AD 900 time slice.

8.3.1 Geomorphological and palaeo-elevation reconstructions
The network-friction maps presented in this chapter were based on recently developed geomorphological 
reconstructions and palaeo-elevation models, which are described below.

Geomorphological reconstructions
The geomorphological maps developed by Pierik et al. (in press) represent reconstructions of the extent, 
distribution and orientation of the alluvial ridges present in the past landscape for the time slices AD 100, 
500, and 900. The time steps 100, 500, and 900 CE equally divide the first millennium and the phasing 
of these developments. The first time step comprises the initial stage of a series of avulsions in the delta; 
the second time step fits with the stage of ongoing avulsions and increased flooding frequencies; the last 
interval represents the last natural state before embankment with matured new channel belts of a more-
or-less completed avulsion.

Each of these maps in unprecedented detail show the spatial extent of channel belts including the 
well-accessible alluvial ridges (including natural levees and crevasse splays) and less-accessible flood 
basins (Figure 8.4). These reconstructions expand on existing regional studies (e.g. Willems, 1986; Van 
Dinter, 2013; Van Dinter et al., 2017) to delta scale in a uniform manner. The geomorphological elements 
were mapped using lithological and geomorphological datasets: lithological information was obtained 
from an extensive borehole database maintained by Utrecht University, whereas LiDAR images provided 
modern elevation data of the landscape (Berendsen & Volleberg, 2007). Alluvial ridges were taken from 
borehole data as loam or sandy clay intervals of at least 40 cm thick, which are elevated ca. 1-2 meter 
above to floodplain level (Pierik et al., in press). The sandy channel belts were taken from Berendsen & 
Stouthamer (2000), Cohen et al. (2012). In order to reconstruct past water routes, the position of former 

Figure 8.4 (right page) | Geomorphological landscape reconstructions for the Rhine-Meuse delta around AD 100, 500 and 900 

adapted from Pierik et al. (in press). The names of the major rivers and towns mentioned in the text are given for each time slice. 

1 = Utrecht, 2 = Dorestad, 3 = Tiel, 4 = Arnhem, 5 = Nijmegen.

AD 100 AD 500 AD 900

12 BC AD 70 AD 270 AD 450 AD 525 AD 725 AD 900 AD 1050

MAP AD 100 MAP AD 500 MAP AD 900

ERP MRP

Roman period Early Middle AgesRoman-EMA transition period

LRP EMPA EMPB EMPC EMPD

Figure 8.3 | Chronological division of subperiods based on the Archaeological Basic Register: early-Roman period (ERP), middle-

Roman period (MRP), late-Roman period (LRP), early-medieval period A (EMPA), early-medieval period B (EMPB), early-medieval 

period C (EMPC) and early-medieval period D (EMPD). Each of the subperiods were linked to one of the geomorphological-

landscape reconstructions for AD 100, 500, or 900.
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river channels was outlined by identifying elongated depressions in the LiDAR with a clayey and peaty 
infill.

The age of the mapped elements is relevant to evaluate the presence of specific elements during the 
reconstructed time steps. It was derived from ca. 300 14C dates, archaeology and relative dating (Berendsen 
& Stouthamer, 2000; Cohen et al., 2012; Pierik et al., 2016). The majority of the alluvial ridges had been 
formed before AD 100 (blue to red alluvial ridges in Figure 8.4). The age uncertainty of the younger 
alluvial ridges in Figure 8.4 relates to the dating accuracy of the initiation and the maturation of the 
according channel belts, which is generally maximal several centuries (Berendsen & Stouthamer, 2000). 
The maps have a higher spatial resolution than previous reconstructions, representing a higher level of 
accuracy and include more landscape elements. Compared to existing supraregional reconstructions for 
the first millennium AD by Vos (2015) they include an additional time step, AD 500.

Palaeo digital-elevation model (palaeoDEM)
Higher and lower areas in the study region were distinguished using a palaeo-surface reconstruction for 
AD 100 with 100x100m grid-cell resolution. This palaeo-surface topography (palaeoDEM) was compiled 
by interpolating the vertical position of the top of the typical natural-levee and crevasse splay lithology, 
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Figure 8.5 | Palaeogeographical elevation model for the Rhine-Meuse delta around AD 100 (Pierik et al., in press).
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derived from the lithological borehole data (Pierik et al., in press). This dataset has been corrected for 
younger clay sedimentation on abandoned alluvial ridges and has been normalised for delta plain 
gradient (around +8 m OD in the east to around -1 m OD in the west). This normalization was performed 
by subtracting groundwater level reconstructions for 2000 yrs BP (Cohen, 2005; Koster et al., 2016) from 
the palaeo-surface reconstruction. The resulting map shows the elevation of the landscape relative to the 
reconstructed past groundwater level in the delta (Figure 8.5).

Zones with actively-forming natural levees, embanked floodplains and dike-breach deposits of 
post-Roman active rivers have been omitted from the analysis, because they hampered the detailed 
reconstruction of former landscape elevation in this area. We therefore excluded the narrow strip of 
these elements and only used the inherited alluvial ridge landscape to update the NFM. The masked 
delineations of the levees were derived from the mapped boundaries of the geomorphological elements 
developed in Pierik et al., in press (Figure 8.4).

8.3.2 Rhine-Meuse delta network-friction model (NFM)
Network friction was developed to identify geographical ‘push’ (unattractive areas for travelling: e.g. peat 
marshes, flood basins) and ‘pull’ (attractive areas for travelling: e.g. high, dry alluvial ridges) factors for 
possible translocation through the delta in the past. High-resolution geoscientific data on the Roman 
and early-medieval physical landscape were integrated into one network-friction model (NFM), which is 
described below.

Table 8.1 | Design of the NFM in the study area.

# Field name Description

1 GRID_100_ID Unique identifier for each individual grid cell

2 GRID_500_ID Corresponding identifier field in NFM Van Lanen et al. 2015b

3 LA_AD100_Unit Geomorphological reconstruction unit AD 100

4 LA_Nfv_AD100 Accessibility based on land unit AD 100

5 LA_AD500_Unit Palaeogeographical land unit AD 500

6 LA_Nfv_AD500 Accessibility based on land unit AD 500

7 LA_AD900_Unit Geomorphological reconstruction unit unit AD 900

8 LA_Nfv_AD900 Accessibility based on land unit AD 900

9 WA_AD100_Unit Geomorphological reconstruction water unit AD 100

10 WA_Nfv_AD100 Accessibility based on water unit AD 100

11 WA_AD500_Unit Geomorphological reconstruction water unit AD 500

12 WA_Nfv_AD500 Accessibility based on water unit AD 500

13 WA_AD900_Unit Geomorphological reconstruction water unit AD 900

14 WA_Nfv_AD900 Accessibility based on water unit AD 900

15 Palaeo_Elevation Elevation based on the palaeoDEM AD 100

16 Nfv_AD100_PalaeoDEM Accessibility based on elevation AD 100

17 Nfv_AD500_PalaeoDEM Accessibility based on elevation AD 500

18 Nfv_AD900_PalaeoDEM Accessibility based on elevation AD 900

19 LA_Nfv_AD100_Avg Average network-friction value AD 100

20 LA_Nfv_AD500_Avg Average network-friction value AD 500

21 LA_Nfv_AD900_Avg Average network-friction value AD 900
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Grid model
In order to develop the NFM we created a GRID model covering the fluvial dominated Rhine-Meuse 
delta region. The GRID model consists of 331,800 individual grid cells of 100x100m, with each cell 
containing 21 data fields (Table 8.1).

Each grid cell was assigned a unique identifier and corresponding grid-cell identifier from 
the supraregional NFM developed by Van Lanen et al. (2015a; Chapter 2; Table 8.1: #1 and #2). 
Geomorphological-reconstruction data on land and water units and accessibility values were recorded 
for each of the three time slices (Table 8.1: #3 – #14). Elevation data derived from the palaeoDEM and 
corresponding accessibility values were recorded in fields #15 – #18 (Table 8.1). Network-friction values 
were calculated combining accessibility values from all geoscientific datasets.

Accessibility and network-friction calculation
In the NFM, we used the five network-friction classes defined by Van Lanen et al. (2015a; Chapter 
2; Table 8.2). Network-friction values were calculated for each individual grid cell by first selecting 
geomorphological units as reconstructed in Pierik et al., in press that are archaeologically and historically 
known to be well suited for routes (e.g. high-elevated alluvial ridges), which were designated accessible 
(Table 8.2: 5). Grid cells located in areas clearly not suited for routes (e.g. wet peat areas, flood basins) were 
designated inaccessible (Table 8.2: 1). Next, all remaining landscape units were classified as reasonably 
accessible (Table 8.2: 3). Since the network-friction value of a cell is not only defined by local but also 
immediately the surrounding landscape units, network-friction values were upgraded or downgraded 
based on their proximity to accessible or inaccessible areas, using a 100m buffer (cf. Van Lanen et al., 
2015a; Chapter 2).

Importing the geomorphological reconstructions
Network friction has been designed to model the maximum amount of accessibility in the past. 
Therefore in the procedure of assigning friction values to the grid cells in the NFM, landscape units 
archaeologically known to be important for possible routes were imported into the model first (Table 8.3). 
In this conversion, even when only a small part of the grid cell intersected with such landscape units, 
the complete cell was assigned this specific value. In delta landscapes this approach ensures that small 
movement corridors such as very narrow alluvial ridges (< 100m wide) are included in the resulting 
reconstruction. Since land and water transport require opposite landscape units, some areas are well 
suited for land routes but equally form an obstacle for water transport (and vice versa). Therefore land 
and water routes were separately calculated in the NFM (Table 8.3).

The geomorphological data for AD 100, 500 and 900 developed in Pierik et al., in press were clustered 
into 10 generalized landscape units (Table 8.3). These landscape units were imported into the NFM 
by spatially overlaying their geographical outlines with the grid cells. Intersecting cells were selected 

Table 8.2 | Network-friction values as defined by Van Lanen et al. (2015a); Chapter 2.

Description Network-friction value

Inaccessible 1

Poorly accessible 2

Moderately accessible 3

Reasonably accessible 4

Accessible 5
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and updated with corresponding geomorphological data using the unique GRID_ID. This process was 
repeated for each of the landscape units and time slices.

PalaeoDEM import
Within the alluvial ridges (Figure 8.3), further distinctions regarding accessibility were made using 
the reconstructed relative surface elevation of the PalaeoDEM. We assumed that areas that are more 
elevated had lower-groundwater levels and were less prone to floods. Elevation data in the palaeoDEM 
was recorded using 100x100m grid-cell resolution, which corresponds to the resolution of the NFM. 
These data were included by calculating the relative surface elevation for each NFM-grid cell and further 
refining the network-friction values, i.e. lower areas (< -0.5m) were manually given a value of 2 and grid 
cells with an elevation between -0.5m and 0m and >0m, values 4 and 5 respectively. Including this dataset 
allowed us to take elevation differences within these landscape units into account. Areas with post-Roman 
alluvial ridges (i.e. close to post-Roman active rivers) were not reconstructed in the palaeoDEM and 
therefore were not adapted further. The low-lying flood basins already had been designated as less suitable 
for routes and therefore also remained unchanged. In addition, the younger reworked landscape units 
were not differentiated using the palaeoDEM.

8.3.3 Archaeology
Archaeological data on the location, chronology and type of Roman and early-medieval settlements, 
burial sites, shipping (e.g. shipwrecks) and isolated finds were collected through the Archaeological 
Information System of the Netherlands (ARCHIS), the dendrochronological repository DCCD, and 
the Electronic Archiving System (EASY). ARCHIS contains a national overview of archaeological finds 
(Roorda & Wiemer, 1992; Wiemer, 2002). In order to increase data accuracy we expanded and enhanced 
this dataset with archaeological data published in regional overview studies (e.g. Bechert & Willems, 
1995; Verwers, 1998) and the LGL World Heritage Database (2010). Additional data on shipwrecks were 
collected through the heritage-based online dendrochronological repository DCCD (Jansma et al., 2012; 

Table 8.3 | Generalized landscape units of the geomorphological reconstructions in Pierik et al., in press. For each of the 

legend units the import sequence into the NFM, the legend ID in the original dataset, corresponding descriptions and assigned 

network-friction values (1 = inaccessible, 3 = moderately accessible or 5 = accessible) are presented.

Import seq.
Land 

routes

Import seq.
Water 
routes

ID legend
(Pierik et al., 

in press)

Description
geomorphological unit
(Pierik et al., in press)

Network-
friction value
Land routes

Network-
friction 
value
Water 
routes

1 1 x Reconstructed active channel 1 5

2 2 6 Open residual channel 1 5

3 x 5 Natural levee 5 x

4 x 3 Natural levee on inactive channel belt 5 x

5 x 4 Crevasse splay 5 x

6 x 1 Outcropping pleistocene substrate 5 x

7 x 7 Abandoned residual channel 3 x

8 3 2 Active channel belt/with immature 
natural levees

3 3

9 x 8 Clay-filled floodbasin 1 x

10 x 9 Peat-filled floodbasin 1 x
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Jansma, 2013) and from overviews made by Brouwers et al. (2013; 2015). EASY is an online archiving 
system for archaeology and contains a wide variety of excavation data (e.g. reports, figures, photos, GIS 
files).

8.3.4 Modelling past routes
Land and water route networks were calculated for AD 100, 500 and 900 by combining the settlement 
data and the NFM. Using the method of Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) we modelled route zones 
between settlements in the manner described below.

Modelling land routes
We modelled land-route zones following the method presented by Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3). 
By calculating the shortest path between neighbouring settlements or burial sites (nearest neighbour) 
following the average highest network-friction values (i.e. highest level of accessibility, least friction) 
route zones of 100m wide were computed. Since Roman and early-medieval burial sites always were 
located near settlements (i.e. at a minimum distance of 300 m from the settlement; Van Es, 1981; Verlinde, 
1987; Verwers, 1998; Hiddink, 2003; Heeren, 2009; Van Beek, 2009), in case of missing settlement data 
we used burial sites as an indication of nearby habitation. In order to obtain maximum accuracy within 
the applied datasets, settlement data were selected from ARCHIS only when: (1) at least five finds were 
recorded for that site; and (2) the chronological resolution reflects the ABR subperiod division (e.g. 
early-Roman period, early-medieval period B). In this respect, the modelled network shows a minimum 
amount of probable connections to settlements, since only settlements dating to specific subperiods were 
included in route calculations. Therefore additional movement corridors calculated by the NFM, which 
based on geoscientific data were well suited for route zones but lacked (reliable) archaeological data, were 
not part of the route-network reconstructions.

Modelling water routes
Water-route zones were modelled based on data representing shipwrecks and water-adjacent settlements 
(i.e. settlements within 100m from active channel belts). Through dendrochronology, many shipwrecks 
have been dated accurately, and therefore this find category was used as a high-resolution record of active 
transport routes. Water routes were modelled by calculating the shortest path between water-adjacent 
settlements and shipwrecks along the reconstructed active rivers around AD 100, 500 and 900, i.e. grid 
cells with network-friction value 5 for water transport (Table 8.3). Grid cells containing navigable rivers 
but without known water-adjacent settlements were excluded from the route-network reconstruction.

8.3.5 Route persistence
Route-network persistence was calculated by comparing the spatial layout of route-zone sections within 
the networks during the different time slices. In line with Van Lanen et al. (2016b; Chapter 4) we define 
the term “persistence” as the long-term use of specific locations in the landscape. These areas, although 
not necessarily continuously in use, reflect locations which are at least frequently reused and ‘never’ 
completely abandoned. Even if these route zones or movement corridors were at some point abandoned, 
they are expected to survive in the collective memory. In order to calculate persistence, the networks were 
converted into individual line sections, i.e. unique lines between nodes never exceeding 200m in length, 
which were then spatially compared to route-zone sections from the two other periods. We used the 100m 
wide route-zone sections for the persistence calculations, since these reflect the most accurate buffers and 
therefore yield the most conservative persistence results.
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8.3.6 Route validation
The reconstructed route networks were validated using three route-zone scales: 100m, 250m, and 500m, 
the latter corresponding with the average width of the larger alluvial ridges (Figure 8.3). For each of 
the time slices the percentage of infrastructural and isolated finds located within the route zone was 
calculated. Infrastructural finds, e.g. remnants of roads, tracks, jetties and harbours, are indicative for the 
presence of past-route networks. Isolated finds such as pottery sherds, fibulae and jewellery, represent 
past material unconnected to any (known) larger archaeological complex (e.g. settlement, temple), 
but nonetheless indicate human activity on a specific location (cf. Van Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 3). 
Therefore, if routes have been modelled correctly the percentages of infrastructural and isolated finds 
located within the route zones should be relatively high as compared to the complete set of infrastructural 
or isolated finds found in the study area.

We determined the relative accuracy of the validation results by comparing them to the spatial 
dimensions (i.e. width) of individual landscape elements, such as alluvial ridges, which function as 
movement corridor. First, the surface area of each route zone of 100m, 250m and 500m (rz100, rz250 and 
rz500 respectively) was divided by the total surface area of the NFM. Next, the numbers of infrastructural 
finds and isolated finds located within the route zone were divided by the total number of similar finds 
located in the study area. In order to assess the performance of the model and determine the robustness 
of these validations we calculated gain values (G) based on Kvamme (1988) using the following equation:

Where Pa is the proportion of the surface area of each route zones (100m, 250m and 500m) compared to 
the total surface area of the NFM and Pf is the proportion of infrastructural or isolated finds within that 
zone of interest.

8.4 Results

8.4.1 Network friction
The NFM shows that most accessible regions in AD 100, 500 and 900 were located in the eastern and 
central part of the study area (Figure 8.6). In the western part, which was dominated by clayey and peaty 
flood basins, small and less-accessible alluvial ridges and rivers formed narrow movement corridors 
for land or water routes to the west. In this area, landscape settings strongly must have limited route 
orientation.

Through the NFM, we were able to locate regions where accessibility changed between AD 100, 500 
and 900 and calculate the severity of these changes (Figure 8.7). The most notable changes occurred 
between AD 100 and 500, especially in the southwestern and northwestern parts of the study area. 
Between AD 500 and 900 accessibility changes appear to have been less severe, with the largest changes 
being restricted to the north-western, south-western and north-eastern part of the Rhine-Meuse delta. 
Changes in accessibility during the first millennium AD appear to have been linked to meander migration 
and avulsion activity. These changes can be attributed to avulsions of the river Waal, Maas and Lek, which 
especially affected the western part of the study area (Stouthamer & Berendsen, 2001, Stouthamer et al., 
2011, Cohen et al., 2012). The new river courses must have cut off older routes, but at the same time must 
have provided new opportunities for water routes and, when the natural levees matured, eventually for 
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Figure 8.6 (left page) | Network-friction maps for the Rhine-Meuse delta around AD 100, 500 and 900. The white line shows the 

division between the Holocene and Pleistocene parts of the study area.

Figure 8.7 (above) | Overview of network-friction changes in the Rhine-Meuse delta between AD 100 to 500 and AD 500 to 900.
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land routes. The older river courses must have silted up and therefore became less accessible for water 
transport.

8.4.2 Network characteristics

Spatial patterns
During the first millennium AD route networks connected almost all parts of the Rhine-Meuse delta 
(Figure 8.8). Land routes were mainly east west oriented and located on the alluvial ridges. The delta 
could be crossed in a north-south direction in the eastern part of the study area, most notably on the 
movement corridors near the current cities of Arnhem and Nijmegen (Figure 8.3 and 8.8). Towards the 
west, in the central part of the delta, land routes mainly ran towards the northwest and the southwest. 
The most western option to switch route zones and cross the entire delta in a north-south direction 
appears to have been in the centre of our research area, near the early-medieval towns of Dorestad and 
Tiel. These two locations were characterized not only by well-connected land routes running north south 
and east west, but also by abundant water-transport possibilities as they were located on important river 
bifurcations (Kosian et al., 2016; Oudhof et al., 2013). In the Roman period, the presence of many open 
residual channels caused water routes in the study area to be oriented in line with many land routes on 
the alluvial ridges (Figures 8.3 and 8.8). When new rivers formed, these older channel silted up leaving 
only a few navigable connections towards the north-west and south-west from the centre of the study 
area. With the exception of the eastern and central parts of the delta during the Roman period, water 
routes running north-south were almost non-existent (Figures 8.3 and 8.8).

The reconstructed route networks point towards a remarkable high level of connectivity in the 
Rhine-Meuse delta. Almost all movement corridors contain one or more route zones, which suggests that 
the delta landscape was used to its full potential. Despite the dynamic nature of the landscape and the 
likelihood of floods, the areas’ pull factors (Section 8.1) appears to have continuously drawn people to 
settle in this area, resulting in all parts of the delta to be well connected and isolated areas to be non-
existent. Major events such as the avulsion of the river Rhine to its southern course, the river Waal, 
initially will have limited the number of accessible land routes in the southwestern part of the study area, 
but equally facilitated new water-route connections towards the southwest. Here the natural levees were 
not mature yet, which is underlined by the lack of archaeological finds on these relatively young landscape 
units.

Figure 8.8 (left page) | Route networks (land and water) in the Rhine-Meuse delta around AD 100, 500 and 900 projected on the 

corresponding network-friction maps.

Table 8.4 | Overview of surface calculations of the modelled route networks. For each of the networks the surface area and 

corresponding percentage comparted to the total research area are given.

Route zone Surface AD 
100 km2

% AD 100 
surface

Surface AD 
500 km2

% AD 500 
surface

Surface AD 
900 km2

% AD 900 
surface

100m 211.9 6.4% 173.3 5.2% 167.1 5.1%

250m 503.8 15.2% 419.0 12.7% 405.9 12.3%

500m 906.5 27.4% 779.7 23.6% 762.8 23.1%

Total study area 3306.8
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networks (below).
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Surface areas
Route-zone density was determined for the combined land and water route networks (Table 8.4). Results 
show that the Roman-route zones around AD 100 covered the most land. A decreasing trend in route-
zone surface area is visible towards the AD 500 and AD 900 time slices. The pattern between AD 100 and 
AD 500 is best explained by demographic decline during the post-Roman periods. Despite a probable 
population increase after AD 500, the pattern between AD 500 and AD 900 is still rather consistent, this 
is most likely due to increased settlement size and the clustering of settlements towards the Middle Ages 
(e.g. Dekker, 1983; Rutte & Abrahamse, 2015; Pierik & Van Lanen, in press; Chapter 7).

8.4.3 Route-network changes and persistence
Despite the dynamic nature of the study area, 79.8% of the modelled AD 500 network shows persistence 
with route sections from the AD 100 network (Table 8.5; Figure 8.9). In the subsequent period persistence 
slightly increased, resulting in 80.5% of the AD 900 route sections showing persistence with their AD 500 
predecessors (Table 8.5; Figure 8.9).

Long-term persistence
Long-term persistence between all three-time slices was calculated for the youngest time slice, the AD 900 
network. By comparing AD 500 to 900 persistence (80.5%; Table 8.5) to AD 100 and 500 persistence we 
calculated that 88.1% of the AD 900 persistent-route network is long-term persistent, i.e. in-use during 
all three periods (Table 8.5; Figure 8.10). This equals to 70.9% of the complete AD 900 network. Results 
show that the majority of the route sections in the first millennium AD were persistent and located in 
movement corridors that appear to form core regions within the study area. Within these regions, the 
majority of the persistent settlement were situated. During periods with strong demographic decline, 
i.e. the LRP, EMPA and EMPB periods, habitation appears to have clustered within these parts of the 
movement corridors and route-zone orientation remained relatively stable.

Route network Surface area (km2) % Surface area

AD 100 211.9 100.0%

AD 500 173.3 100.0%

AD 900 167.1 100.0%

Persistence between time slices

Persistence AD 500
(compared to AD 100 network) 138.3 79.8%

Persistence AD 900
(compared to AD 500 network) 134.6 80.5%

Long-term persistence

Long-term persistence within AD 900 network
(route sections in use during all time slices) 118.5 70.9%

Table 8.5 | Persistence and long-term persistence between route networks using 100m-wide route zones. Persistence 

percentages are based on: the surface area of the complete route-networks (i.e. 50m buffer) compared to the surface area of 

the route sections that are in use during (persist to) the next time step. Long-term persistence is presented for the youngest route 

network of AD 900 and shows the percentage of route sections in use during all researched time slices.
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8.4.4 Route-network validation
Table 8.6 shows overviews of the validation results for each of the modelled route zones and time slices 
(Table 8.6; Figure 8.11A). Additional percentages of finds located outside the largest route zone, i.e. 500m, 
are also presented. Although these 500m route zones represent the least strict validation, their spatial 
extent corresponds best with the width of the movement corridors, i.e. representing the smallest levees. 
Results show that for infrastructural finds derived from locations within the route zones the validation 
percentages are lowest for the AD 100 time slice. At this 100m route-zone level results for the AD 500 
and 900 time slices are more-or-less comparable (Table 8.6). In contrast, the validation percentages for 
finds located outside the 500m route zones are more comparable for the AD 100 and 900 networks. In 
general, validation results for AD 100 are high but slightly lower than for AD 500 and 900. The relatively 
low 100m route-zone validation percentages for the AD 100 time slice are best explained by the fact that 
during the Roman occupation infrastructural works were often issued by a central government despite 
less favourable landscape settings (e.g. Van der Heijden, 2016). The current NFM does not include these 
variables sufficiently to model these deviations correctly. The test results increase drastically between the 
100m and 250m route zone validations, with the best results for the AD 900 network. Gain values were 
also calculated for each time slice and modelled route zone (Table 8.6). None of the gains are lower than 
0.5 and most values relatively close to 1, meaning that the modelled route zones are a good representation 
of human activity in the landscape. Showing potential for predicting yet undiscovered archaeology. The 

AD 900 route network Inferred long-term persistent
transport route

Long-term route-network persistence
Rhine-Meuse delta (NL)

Long-term persistent route sections

Continously-inhabited area
Inferred disrupted transport 
route between AD 100-500A

A

Figure 8.10 | Long-term persistent route sections (in blue) projected on the AD 900 route network (in red) in the Rhine-Meuse 

delta. For each of the movement corridors long-term persistent transport routes were inferred (in grey). Major disruptions in 

these transport routes between the Roman and early-medieval periods are presented in red.
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performance of our model appears to be better than gain values calculated for the Indicative Map of 
Archaeological Values of the Netherlands (IKAW; Verhagen, 2007).

When comparing the validation for the infrastructural and isolated finds the following differences 
are observed: the correlation between the spatial layout of isolated finds and the modelled route zones is 
generally lower for all periods. Additionally, the highest percentages of isolated find within the route zones 
occur in the Roman period, whereas the infrastructural finds in this period show the lowest correlation 
(Table 8.6; Figure 8.11A). This pattern also was visible in the supraregional analysis by Van Lanen et al. 
(2015b; Chapter 3; Table 8.4; Figure 3.13). The exact reasons behind this pattern shift are unclear, but it 
is probably best explained by: (1) the different nature of isolated finds in the three periods (i.e. relatively 
high number of recognisable coins in the Roman period) and (2) the probable culturally-defined 
differences in depositional and post-depositional processes, i.e. processes influencing the degradation 
and retrievability of archaeological material (e.g. Schiffer, 1976; 1987). Most notable are the relative low 
validation percentages for the AD 900 network, with 33.1% of the isolated finds located outside the 500m 
route zone.

Calculating probability of the networks
When the route-zone width is increased from 100m to 250m, the validation results, i.e. the number of 
infrastructural and isolated finds located in the route-zone buffers, greatly increase (Figure 8.11B). 
Most graphs show a slight flattening-out between rz250 and rz500 and reach good results for the 
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latter. This suggests that 250m as a route zone is the most accurate resolving resolution for route-width 
reconstructions. The validation using infrastructural finds show better results compared to the isolated-
find validation, which is understandable since infrastructural finds are a direct representation of active 
route networks. Figure 8.11B also shows the most notable, almost linear trend for correctly located 
infrastructure during the Roman period as compared to the post-Roman periods. This trend probably 
shows the deviating development of infrastructural works during the Roman period, i.e. infrastructural 
works located on less predictable locations because of Roman centralized governing.

Route zone AD 100 network AD 500 network AD 900 network

Validation: infrastructural finds

N infrastructural 
finds

% finds 
within route 
zone

N infrastructural 
finds

% finds 
within route 
zone

N infrastructural 
finds

% finds 
within route 
zone

100m 98 48.8% 38 60.3% 28 63.6%

250m 135 67.2% 50 79.4% 38 86.4%

500m 180 89.6% 60 95.2% 40 90.9%

Outside 500m 21 10.4% 3 4.8% 4 9.1%

Validation: isolated finds

N isolated finds
% finds 
within route 
zone

N
isolated finds

% finds 
within route 
zone

N
isolated finds

% finds 
within route 
zone

100m 2372 35.9% 590 38.1% 557 29.0%

250m 4081 61.7% 896 57.8% 954 49.6%

500m 5255 79.5% 1163 75.1% 1287 66.9%

Outside 500m 1357 20.5% 387 25.0% 637 33.1%

Route zone AD 100 network AD 500 network AD 900 network

Gain values: infrastructural finds

100m 0.87 0.91 0.92

250m 0.77 0.84 0.86

500m 0.69 0.75 0.75

Gain values: isolated finds

100m 0.82 0.86 0.82

250m 0.75 0.78 0.75

500m 0.66 0.69 0.66

Table 8.6 | Overview of the validation results and gain values for Roman and early-medieval infrastructure (upper) and isolated 

finds (lower). For each route zone either the percentage of correctly modelled finds within the route network or gain value is 

given.
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8.5 Discussion

8.5.1 Connectivity patterns in the Rhine-Meuse delta
The NFM for the Rhine-Meuse delta shows a clear intra-regional variability between the eastern and 
western parts (Figure 8.6). The eastern parts of the delta landscape were relatively well accessible 
throughout the first millennium AD. The western parts generally were less accessible and appear to have 
been much more susceptible to landscape dynamics, mainly avulsion, most notably between AD 100 and 
500 (Figure 8.6 and 8.7).

Landscape settings clearly influenced regional accessibility during the first millennium AD. Areas 
which contained extensive flood basins, which were not interrupted by accessible alluvial ridge corridors 
(e.g. western delta), formed a large barrier in the landscape (Figure 8.8). Areas with abundant accessible 
alluvial ridges that were well connected to each other on the other hand facilitated multiple movement 
corridors. The abundance and orientation of the ridges determined the connectivity in the central and 
upper Rhine-Meuse delta and facilitated transport from and towards multiple directions. Therefore, this 
region can be regarded as a transport hub characterized by east-west corridors as well as several north-
south connections (Figure 8.10).

Despite the dynamic nature of the delta landscape, its modelled route networks between AD 100 and 
900 were characterized by a surprising degree of stability (Table 8.6; Figure 8.9). The main reasons for this 
are: (1) the route-networks were generally located on the older, more sTable alluvial ridges; (2) although 
strong population decline following the Roman period must have led to decreasing demographic pressure 
on the landscape, in the study region settlements shifted locally rather than disappearing completely as 
was also shown by Verhagen et al. (2016) and Pierik & Van Lanen, (in press; Chapter 7); and (3) the lower 
demographic pressure after the Roman period on the landscape allowed the delta inhabitants to locate 
to the ideal (i.e. safest) settlement locations, probably partially forced by increased flooding between AD 
270-850 (Toonen et al., 2013; Cohen et al., 2016). As a result, many parts of the route networks remained 
in use and the impact of increased flooding frequencies on the development of the route networks 
appears to have been limited.

Most parts of the modelled route networks in the study area show clear signs of long-term 
persistence, with the exception of the southwest of the study area (Figure 8.10: red arrows). The robustness 
of route-network persistence could be further assessed in the future using more detailed archaeological 
settlement data. Our results are in agreement with findings by Hendriks et al. (in press: Table 7.12), who 
used a detailed regional approach to study changing Roman and early-medieval settlement patterns in 
the central and southern Netherlands. They have shown that certain parts of our study area (Figure 8.10: 
region A) were continuously inhabited during each of the cultural subperiods (Figure 8.5). As such, these 
continuously-inhabited regions even cross the archaeologically defined chronological boundaries and can 
be useful to study long-term route-network development.

Avulsions appear to have been very influential on route-network development, most notably through 
the newly-formed river Waal and Meuse in the south-western part of the study area. Here we see route-
network persistence is low and settlement density after the Roman period decreasing (Pierik & Van 
Lanen, in press; Chapter 7). There are several reasons to classify this part of the delta as more sensitive to 
physical-landscape changes. First, the new river Waal cut through all existing corridors, i.e. through land 
routes as well as water routes. Second, the presence of this largest river in the delta made the area more 
prone to floods (Pierik & Van Lanen, in press; Chapter 7). In this area existing land and water routes will 
have been cut off, effecting the stability of route networks (Section 8.4.1; Figures 8.7 and 8.10), but at same 
time this river provided new (long-distance) water-based connections.
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Equal to settlements, route networks were formed by a combination of cultural and natural factors. The 
relatively high number of infrastructural and isolated finds located within the reconstructed route zones 
confirms the hypothesis that natural setting, i.e. the occurrence of alluvial ridges and navigable channels, 
was a key factor for route-network development. Although natural forcings, such as floods, must have 
led to countless local adaptations in settlements patterns (e.g. Pierik & Van Lanen, in press; Chapter 7; 
Hendriks et al., in press) and route sections on a local scale, natural-forcing factors, appear to have been 
of little influence on the persistence of the networks. This is probably due to the fact that interconnecting 
route zones and movement corridors function on a more regional scale and therefore appear to have 
been persistently reused throughout the first millennium AD. From this we infer that the overarching 
connectivity patterns in general appear to have remained the same, i.e. reflecting dynamics on a local 
scale (e.g. settlement patterns) but at the same time mirroring persistence on a larger scale (e.g. route 
networks).

The results demonstrate the strong link between settlement location, route orientation and the 
physical landscape. The network-friction method has proven itself very helpful in better understanding 
dynamics between these factors on these varying spatial and chronological scales. Spatial structures 
such as route networks and settlement patterns in the Rhine-Meuse delta point towards a persistence in 
overarching connectivity patterns in the area. Regions with abandoned routes or settlements appear to 
have been prone to be reused for similar functions in later periods (functioning as pull factor), showing a 
degree of path dependency to one another. In the future, the NFM therefore could be slightly adapted to 
function as predictive map pinpointing regions with an increased likelihood of containing archaeological 
remains of as yet undiscovered settlements, burial sites or shipwrecks (Section 8.4.4).

8.5.2 The network-friction method on regional scale
The presented results contributed to refining route-network modelling in delta landscapes (Section 8.3.1; 
Figure 8.3). The results of this integrated view, combining high-resolution archaeological and geoscientific 
data, are promising for route-network modelling since they clearly show that local accessibility in the first 
millennium AD can considerately vary in space and in time in this dynamic landscape.

When the validation outcomes are compared with the supraregional analysis by Van Lanen et al. 
(2015b; Chapter 3), it becomes clear that data quality between the different input datasets is crucial. 
The model's accuracy using the most detailed route zone of 100m is relatively low compared to the 
other modelled-route zones (Table 8.6; Figure 8.11A). Figure 8.11B shows that within the available data 
resolution the route-zone width of 250m is probably most suited for route-network modelling using a 
NFM. Furthermore, the results show that we can accurately reconstruct the route location within 500m, 
but the data is less suitable for modelling route zones with 100m accuracy. This is mainly due to the 
regional scale and archaeological data applied in the current NFM. Gain values however show that the 
model's performance in locating infrastructural and isolated finds is generally higher than the scores 
calculated by Verhagen (2007) for the national predictive model in the area, the IKAW (Section 8.4.3). 
Although the high-resolution geomorphological data used in the NFM were specifically designed for 
the study area, the archaeological data in the model originate from supraregional overviews and as such 
create a disbalance. Data stored in ARCHIS have not been developed for studies with this level of detail, 
and should be improved upon when applying a regional or smaller approach to route-network modelling. 
These improvements should incorporate amongst other settlement hierarchy and enhanced chronological 
resolution.

Although the current NMF successfully models changing connectivity patterns in the form of 
(persistent) movement corridors and connectivity patterns, it would benefit from a more extensive 
analysis using traditional GIS-based route or path-modelling techniques, i.e. network analysis and least-
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cost path calculations, in order to model route networks and network hierarchy within these movement 
corridors more precisely (e.g. Gietl et al., 2008; Murietta-Flores 2012; Herzog, 2013a; 2013b; Verhagen, 
2013; Groenhuijzen & Verhagen, 2015; 2016). Such an approach would also probably more accurately 
reconstruct the multi-scale variability within route networks, i.e. thoroughfares versus more local 
secondary routes (cf. Vletter & Van Lanen, in review).

Vletter & Van Lanen (in review) already concluded that the network-friction method is most suited 
for the reconstruction of supraregional connections, but less successful in the modelling of secondary 
paths or tracks, i.e. connections functioning on a finer scale then reconstructed in this study. Since the 
route networks in this chapter were calculated based on the spatial distribution of settlements, differences 
in settlement patterns directly influence the model's outcome. The demographic decline that characterized 
the early-post Roman periods (i.e. LRP to EMPB; Verhagen et al., 2016), combined with the increased 
size and clustering of settlements during the EMPC and EMPD (e.g. Dekker, 1983; Rutte & Abrahamse, 
2015; Pierik & Van Lanen, in press; Chapter 7) further hampers route-network modelling using network 
friction, since less nodes are available. For these post-Roman periods route-network modelling based on 
the NFM will mainly reconstruct primary connections and have an increased chance of missing more 
local, secondary paths or tracks. This might explain the relatively low validation results for the isolated 
finds in these later periods (Table 8.6).

We assumed that lower areas are generally wetter and also more prone to inundation during floods. 
It should be noted that detailed data on flooding frequency per NFM grid cell, and the general influence 
of flooding on the cultural landscape in the study area during the Roman and early-medieval periods, 
are still unknown. Including these data in the future will further enhance modelling results. However, the 
current lack of these data is not a problem for the reconstruction of connectivity patterns, since network 
persistence will probably only slightly decrease as the archaeological data, i.e. mainly settlements, are key 
for these analyses and settlement dynamics occur on local scales only (Chapter 7). In the Rhine-Meuse 
delta settlement patterns thinned out but remained situated on movement corridors, i.e. the higher 
and accessible alluvial ridges (Pierik et al., in press; Pierik & Van Lanen, in press; Chapter 7). Although 
movement corridors might have gotten narrower through landscape dynamics such as flooding, they 
will have persisted in the landscape. As such, these stable movement corridors increase the likelihood of 
persistent-route sections occurring in these areas.

8.5.3 Outlook
This chapter focused on modelling connectivity patterns in delta landscapes by calculating route networks 
and route-network stability in the Rhine-Meuse delta during the Roman period and Early Middle Ages. 
However, connectivity patterns encompass more than route networks only (Figure 8.2). Pierik & Van 
Lanen (in press; Chapter 7) already showed that settlements patterns, another factor within connectivity 
patterns, on the local scale show much less persistence then route networks. In order to understand 
these differences between settlements and route networks, in the future a more detailed analysis of 
settlement persistence in the study area is necessary. In addition, other connectivity-patterns factors such 
as demography, land use should be studied in more detail in order to better understand their mutual 
relations/interaction and general.

Although floods appear to have been of limited influence on the route-network evolution in the 
study area, the developed NFM could benefit from a more detailed analysis of the impact of severe floods 
on the landscape. The consequences of the flood episodes on landscape suitability for routes can be 
modelled using results from flood-hydraulic models. Such models can further quantify the assumption 
that lower areas are more prone to flood levels and can better predict the propagation of floods through 
the delta. Subsequently, data regarding this increased flooding variability then can be incorporated into 
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route-network modelling using a NFM, allowing the quantification of flooding impact on route-network 
evolution and leading to more detailed reconstructions of route-network probability in the Rhine-Meuse 
delta.

8.6 Conclusion

The network-friction method can be applied on a regional scale in order to obtain high-resolution NFMs 
able to model route networks and network stability in the past. The approach proves itself to be very well 
suited for locating movement corridors and obstacles in past landscapes. However, the current approach 
appears to be best suited for supraregional analyses and would benefit from a combination with other 
route-network modelling techniques in order to also allow regional or micro-regional reconstructions. 
By integrating high-resolution archaeological and geoscientific data, we created a regional NFM 
showing the complex interaction between route networks and landscape dynamics in densely populated 
areas. The model's validation results showed that the NFM is able to calculate the link between route 
networks, settlement patterns and the physical landscape. The model is an important first step towards 
reconstructing overarching connectivity patterns within the study area.

Despite the dynamic nature of the landscape in the Rhine-Meuse delta, persistence between the route 
networks is remarkably high. By applying network friction to the study area, we quantified the level of 
(long-term) route-network persistence. Results showed that with the exception of the southwestern part 
of the study area, the majority of the movement corridors remained in use throughout the Roman and 
early-medieval periods. In the southwest of the research area, the exceptional scale and orientation of 
the newly-developed river Waal must have led to great changes in the physical as well as the cultural 
landscape, which are reflected in route-network instability in this area. The overarching connectivity 
patterns in the other parts of the Rhine-Meuse delta appear to be relatively stable as became clear by 
the calculated route-network stability. This points towards possibly more continuity and at least a degree 
of path dependency in the development of settlement patterns and route networks between the Roman 
period and Early Middle Ages.

Connectivity patterns function on a variety of scales and link the physical and cultural landscapes. 
Our research shows that studying these patterns increases our understanding of the complex interplay 
between processes of change and persistence on varying scales. Connectivity patterns should be studied 
by combining numerous (large-scale) datasets. The current NFM was developed on a regional scale 
and showed the need for a quality balance between datasets, since the least accurate data determines 
the level of detail that can be obtained. The NFM did however show the added value of, and need for, 
more evidence-based and multi-proxy approaches when researching connectivity patterns or solely route 
networks in the past.
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Chapter 9

Exploring Roman and early-medieval habitation of the 

Rhine-Meuse delta: modelling large-scale demographic 

changes and corresponding land-use impact

In this study we apply an evidence-based approach to model demographic fluctuations and their 
corresponding impact on land use during the Roman and early-medieval periods in the Rhine-
Meuse delta in the present-day Netherlands. Past population numbers are reconstructed based on 
Roman and early-medieval settlement patterns. Corresponding impacts of these demographic 
fluctuations on potential land use are calculated by integrating the newly-developed demographic 
overviews with archaeological and geoscientific data using a new land-use model termed ‘Past 
Land-Use Scanner’ (PLUS). The primary aims are to reconstruct first-millennium palaeodemographics 
and to explore the potential of simulation modelling for testing the feasibility of archaeological 
hypotheses regarding past land use. Results show that in the study area the first millennium AD was 
characterized by two periods during which major population growth occurred: the middle-Roman 
period (AD 70-270) and early-medieval period C (AD 725-950). A major demographic decline of 78%-
85% occurred during the late-Roman period (AD 270-450), after which first-millennium population 
numbers never again reached middle-Roman period levels. Through PLUS the feasibility of three 
archaeological hypotheses regarding palaeodemography and land use were tested. The modelling 
outcomes demonstrate that the impact of demographic rise during the first millennium in general 
was low. During these thousand years, the natural landscape almost without exception provided 
sufficient options for arable farming, meadows and pastures. These results underline the added value 
of simulation modelling for testing the feasibility of archaeological hypotheses and analysing human-
landscape interactions in the past.

This chapter is based on: Van Lanen, R.J., De Kleijn, M.T.M, Gouw-Bouman, M.T.I.J., Pierik, H.J., (submitted) Exploring 
Roman and early-medieval habitation of the Rhine-Meuse delta: modelling large-scale demographic changes and 
corresponding land-use impact, Netherlands Journal of Geosciences

9.1 Introduction

The study area is the fluvial-dominated part of the Rhine-Meuse delta, located in the heart of the present-
day Netherlands (Figure 9.1). This region was densely-populated especially from the Bronze Age onwards 
because of its fertile substrates (2000-800 BC; Louwe Kooijmans, 1974; Arnoldussen, 2008). Its high 
level of (long-distance) connectivity to central Europe and to the British Isles provided abundant long-
distance transport options (e.g. Cunliffe, 2004; McCormick, 2007). During the first millennium AD the 
delta was characterized by large-scale cultural and natural changes (e.g. Henderikx, 1983; Willems, 1986; 
Van Es and Verwers, 2010; Jansma et al., 2014; Van Dinter et al., 2017; Pierik & Van Lanen, in press; Van 
Lanen & Pierik, in press). As was the case in many other parts of Europe, Roman occupation during the 
first centuries of this millennium generated an unprecedented (as yet unquantified) demographic and 
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economic growth. The collapse of the Roman 
frontier (limes) around AD 270 however led 
to large-scale depopulation, economic decline 
and political instability (e.g. Alföldi, 1967; 
Willems, 1986; Cheyette, 2008; Van Dinter, 
2013; Heeren, 2015). This decline continued 
for centuries and only started to reverse during 
the 6th century AD, when also long-distance 
transport by water increased again (Van Es & 
Verwers, 2010). By the 7th century the major 
rivers in the Netherlands had regained much 
of their transport-geographical importance, 
heralding a new period of economic and 
demographic growth. The impact of economic 
and demographic fluctuations on the natural 
landscape is unclear for the first millennium 
AD and research quantifying these changes and 
their impact on land use is rare.

Two recent studies have stressed the need 
for quantitative demographic and land-use 
reconstructions for the present-day Netherlands 
(Pierik & Van Lanen, in press; Van Lanen & 
Pierik, in press). These studies, focused on 
reconstructing the impact of natural setting and 

forcing on settlement patterns and route networks in the Rhine-Meuse delta during the first millennium 
AD, demonstrate the complexity of the interactions and interrelationships between large-scale cultural 
and natural factors such as settlement dynamics, route networks, floods and avulsions. The findings of 
these studies show the necessity of integrating demographic and land-use reconstructions when studying 
human-landscape interactions and connectivity patterns during this time interval.

The essential role of palaeodemographic studies for archaeological-interpretative frameworks already 
had been put forward in several archaeological studies (e.g. Hassan, 1981; Theuws, 1988; Shennan, 1998; 
Chamberlain, 2006; De Moor, 2016). Chamberlain (2006, p. 177) stated that demographic studies might 
contribute significantly to archaeology since they can: (1) help to place constraints on the kinds of 
populations that could have existed in the past; and (2) assist in evaluating the nature of the demographic 
processes that contributed to observed patterning in the archaeological record. Since the archaeological 
record per definition is fragmented and incomplete due to depositional and post-depositional processes 
(Schiffer, 1976; 1987), palaeodemographic studies can provide valuable additional spatiotemporal 
frameworks for interpreting the archaeological record. Moreover, recent developments in among others 
digital infrastructures and techniques, such Geographical Information Systems (GIS), for the first time 
provide digital data and tools with which to reconstruct and quantify large-scale population sizes and to 
determine the impact of population fluctuations on past land use.

The main goal of this chapter is to explore the added value of simulation modelling for testing 
archaeological hypotheses. To this end a two-step approach is used. The first step is to quantify Roman 
and early-medieval population numbers in the Rhine-Meuse delta. The second is to determine the general 
impact of palaeodemographic fluctuations on past land use in this area by testing the feasibility of three 

Kilometres

500
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Figure 9.1 | The location of the research area (red) in 

the Netherlands. This location is overlain on the palaeo-

geographical situation of ca. AD 100, adapted from Vos & De 

Vries (2013).
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archaeological hypotheses, two of which have dominated the archaeological debate during the last decade 
(Table 9.1, hypotheses 2 and 3).

9.2 Theoretical background: palaeodemographics, land use and connectivity 
patterns

Demographic reconstructions pertaining to the Rhine-Meuse delta mainly have focused on (parts of) 
the early-Roman and middle-Roman periods (12 BC-AD 270). In older studies by Bloemers (1978) 
and Willems (1986) and more recent studies by Vossen (2003), Vos (2009), and Verhagen et al. (2016), 
Roman population estimates for the Dutch limes zone are calculated based on a variety of methods. 
Mostly two types of models have been applied: (1) the so-called recruitment model (RM), which 
determines palaeodemographics based on Roman military-requirement numbers known from historical 
sources (Bloemers, 1978; Willems, 1986); and (2) the settlement-density model (SDM), which calculates 
palaeodemographics based on settlement numbers, the average number of houses per settlement, 
and average household size (Bloemers, 1978; Willems, 1986; Vossen, 2003; Vos, 2009; Dijkstra, 2011). 
Recently, it has been suggested that many of these estimates are based on an insufficient understanding 
and incorporation of processes such as natural-population growth, migration, military recruitment, and 
effects of low-level urbanisation in many of these models (Verhagen et al., 2016). Against this background 
we apply a newly-developed SDM to the Rhine-Meuse delta because: (1) the majority of the first-
millennium population must have lived in rural settlements; (2) high-quality settlement data are available 
for this area, allowing an evidence-based approach when reconstructing population dynamics; (3) it is 
impossible to verify the reliability of historical sources mentioning Roman army-recruitment numbers; 
(4) this model allows calculating the relative contribution of low-level urbanisation through the analysis 
of individual large settlements (> 5 ha).

The dynamic relationship between people and their environment is reflected among others in 
changing land use. Already since the 1970s, archaeologists have been developing (computer) models in 
order to study the complex interplay between demographic fluctuations and land-use changes. Especially 
in landscape archaeology, simulation models designed for this specific purpose increasingly have 

Table 9.1 | Archaeological hypotheses (including main corresponding references) regarding Roman and early-medieval 

demography and land use in the study area.

Hypothesis 1 Hypothesis 2

First millennium AD
(12 BC-AD 1050)

Inhabitants of the study area 
were self-sufficient in terms 
of food supply, i.e. were 
provided sufficient local 
options for arable farming, 
meadows and pastures.

Roman period
(12 BC-AD 450)

Roman military presence had major 
consequences in terms of food supply and 
landscape.

Source: Groenman-van Waateringe, 1983; 
Kooistra, 1996; Kooistra et al., 2013; Van Dinter 
et al., 2014; NOaA 2.0, cf. Groenewoudt et al., 
2017.

Hypothesis 3

Early Middle Ages
(AD 450-1050)

The development of Dorestad had major 
consequences in terms of food supply and 
landscape.

Source: Van Es & Hessing, 1994; NOaA 2.0, cf. 
Groenewoudt et al., 2017.
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gained attention (Lake, 2014). However, it is commonly recognized that many archaeological simulation 
models underrepresent processes of social complexity and natural-landscape dynamics. Although a 
growing number of studies recognize the necessity of integrating complex cultural and sociological 
factors in archaeological (simulation) modelling (e.g. Van der Leeuw & McGlade, 1997; Goodschild & 
Witcher, 2010; Whiltley et al., 2010), this remains one of the major challenges (Lake, 2014). A simulation-
modelling framework introduced by De Kleijn et al. (submitted) was designed to incorporate cultural 
factors in order to model the competition between different types of land use. We used this modelled 
framework in order to test the feasibility of archaeological hypotheses. The presented model explicitly 
does not reconstruct first-millennium land use, but only tests the capacity of the natural landscape to 
cope with demographic fluctuations. By adapting the PLUS model to specific variables hypothetically 
reflecting Roman and early-medieval conditions, we were able to simulate the probable impact of 
palaeodemographic fluctuations on the contemporary landscape. Data on first-millennium land use, 
such as the average amount of Calories per delta inhabitant/soldier and average yield per land unit, were 
derived from studies focused on Roman land use in the western Netherlands (Kooistra et. al., 2013; Van 
Dinter et al., 2014).

Recent research of Roman and early-medieval settlement patterns and route networks in the Rhine-
Meuse delta has demonstrated multi-scale variability in cultural and natural processes, among others 
showing that settlements were spatially dynamic and clearly influenced by natural forcings such as 
flooding, whereas route zones in this area where characterized by a high level of persistence (Van Lanen 
& Pierik, in press). The implication is that throughout the first millennium processes of persistence and 
change coincided. Based on the findings it was concluded that cultural processes such as the development 
of settlement patterns and route networks are part of larger complex networks of cultural manifestations 
that are closely intertwined and continuously are influencing each other. Van Lanen and Pierik (in 
press) defined this complex network as ‘connectivity patterns’, which they regard as the dynamic spatial 
and social interrelations of, and interactions between, the following landscape-influencing factors: 
settlement patterns, land use, demography, route networks, long-distance transport routes and physical 
landscape-formation processes. Within connectivity patterns, changes in one factor (e.g. demography or 
land use), can lead to far-reaching ripple effects within the system. They concluded that these combined 
connectivity-pattern factors (CPFs) are key for studying large-scale human-landscape interactions. In the 
current study two of these CPFs, demography and land use, are studied against this background.

9.3 Material

In order to calculate palaeodemographics and its corresponding impact on land use we used recently 
developed archaeological datasets, geomorphological reconstructions and GIS-simulation modelling.

9.3.1 Archaeology
Rural population numbers were reconstructed based on Roman and early-medieval settlement data 
derived from the Archaeological Information System of the Netherlands (ARCHIS). ARCHIS contains a 
continuously updated supraregional overview of known archaeological finds (Roorda and Wiemer, 1992; 
Wiemer, 2002). We expanded this dataset with detailed published (meta)data from regional overview 
studies (Bechert & Willems, 1995; Verwers, 1998). Data on Roman military structures were derived from 
the LGL World Heritage database (2010). Specifics on larger settlements were collected through the 
Electronic Archiving System (EASY) and from published overview studies (for a full overview of used 
publications see Appendix 9.A and the references at the end of this thesis). EASY is an online archiving 
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system for archaeological excavation data, such as figures, GIS files, photos, and research reports. 
Chronological diversification within the model was based on the Archaeological Basic Register (ABR). 
On archaeological and historical grounds the ABR differentiates three Roman and four early-medieval 
periods (Table 9.2).

9.3.2 Palaeographical reconstructions
Input criteria for land-use suitability were derived from newly-developed, high-resolution 
geomorphological reconstructions for AD 100, 500 and 900, and from a palaeo-digital elevation model 
(palaeoDEM) compiled by Pierik et al. (in press). Based on these datasets also the lithology of the study 
area was reconstructed (Section 9.4.2).

Geomorphological reconstructions
The geomorphological maps for AD 100, 500, and 900 developed by Pierik et al. (in press) show landscape 
elements from which differences in land-use suitability in the delta can be deduced for each of these 
time slices (Figure 9.2). These maps in unprecedented detail outline the spatial extent, distribution and 
orientation of channel belts including alluvial ridges, crevasse splays, and flood basins. Geomorphological 
elements were mapped using lithological and geomorphological criteria following the methodology 
developed by Berendsen & Stouthamer (2000), Van Dinter (2013), Vos (2015), and Pierik et al. (2016). 
Lithological information was obtained from an extensive borehole database maintained by Utrecht 
University, and modern elevation data were derived from LiDAR images (Berendsen & Volleberg, 2007). 
The dating of the mapped elements is based on 14C dates, archaeology and relative dating (Berendsen & 
Stouthamer, 2000; Cohen et al., 2012). The geomorphological reconstructions expand on existing regional 
studies (e.g., Willems, 1986; Van Dinter, 2013; Van Dinter et al., 2017). They have a higher resolution than 
previous delta-wide and national reconstructions, are more accurate, and show more landscape elements.

Palaeo digital-elevation model (palaeoDEM)
Within the mapped geomorphological units, elevation influences terrain wetness and thus land-use 
potential. Pierik et al. (in press) developed a palaeo-surface reconstruction distinguishing higher and 
lower areas in the delta around AD 100 using a 100x100m grid-cell resolution (Figure 9.3). This palaeo-
surface topography (palaeoDEM) was compiled by interpolating the vertical position of the top of 
the typical natural-levee lithology dating to the Roman period (e.g. loams, sandy clays) derived from 
the lithological-borehole data (Pierik et al., in press). This dataset has been corrected for younger clay 

Table 9.2 | Periods and sub-periods as specified by the Archaeological Basic Register (ABR).

Archaeological Period Subperiod Abbreviation Age

Roman period (RP)
early-Roman period ERP 12 BC-AD 70

middle-Roman period MRP AD 70-270

late-Roman period LRP AD 270-450

Early Middle Ages (EMP)

early-medieval period A EMPA AD 450-525

early-medieval period B EMPB AD 525-725

early-medieval period C EMPC AD 725-900

early-medieval period D EMPD AD 900-1050
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sedimentation on abandoned levees and normalised for the delta-plain gradient (around +8 m OD in 
the east to around -1 m OD in the west). This normalization was performed by subtracting groundwater-
level reconstructions dated to 2000 yrs BP (Cohen, 2005; Koster et al., 2016) from the palaeo-surface 
reconstruction. The resulting map shows the elevation of the landscape relative to the reconstructed past 
groundwater level in the delta. Actively-forming levees, dike-breach deposits of post-Roman active rivers, 
and embanked floodplains were omitted from the palaeoDEM, because they hamper the reconstruction 
of past-landscape elevation and only make up a very small percentage of the total surface area.

9.3.3 Past land-use scanner (PLUS)
The PLUS-modelling framework integrates cultural and natural factors in order to simulate past land 
use on a regional level (De Kleijn et al., submitted). This approach has its roots in economic theory and 
is derived from a contemporary land-use scanner which originally was developed in order to predict 
land-use development in the near future based on policy maps (Hilferink & Rietveld, 1999; Koomen 
& Borsboom-van Beurden, 2011). The PLUS model simulates the allocation of land use by mimicking 
the spatial competition between different land-use types, comparing the estimated regional demand for 
various land-use types. For each land-use type the model determines suitability based on a combination 
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of physical-landscape characteristics, economic-distance relations, political factors and sociological 
aspects. This suitability is confronted with a demand for land use which is for instance can be based on 
palaeodemographic reconstructions. Combining the two, the PLUS allocates the required land to the 
most suitable location (De Kleijn et al., submitted).

9.4 Method

The relative impact of population fluctuations on past-land use was modelled through the simulation of 
various land-use scenarios (Figure 9.4). The number of simulated scenarios was determined by testing the 
feasibility of the archaeological hypotheses outlined above (Table 9.1).

9.4.1 Palaeodemographic modelling
In order to determine population numbers and fluctuations, palaeodemographics were reconstructed 
for each ABR subperiod (see Appendix 9.A for a detailed description). Total population numbers were 

Figure 9.4 | Flowchart of the PLUS land-use simulation model. Land-use suitability maps were compiled for AD 100, 500 

and 900. Land-use suitability is based on elevation classes derived from the palaeo-elevation model (A; palaeo-DEM) and on 

geomorphology-based lithological reconstructions (C). Geomorphological data were refined using palaeo-elevation data (A) 

and soil data (B). Twenty land-use scenarios testing three archaeological hypotheses (Table 9.1) were calculated by combining 

the land-use suitability maps with detailed reconstructions of Roman and early-medieval population numbers (see Appendix 

9.A for details).
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determined by calculating the size of the rural population and adding the number of people living in 
exceptionally large settlements or in a military context.

Rural population
Both during the Roman period and the Early Middle Ages the majority of people in the Rhine-Meuse 
delta lived in rural settlements. Larger settlements, in some cases very large, were exceptional. Rural 
population numbers per ABR subperiod were calculated by applying the following SDM to the study area:

      (1)

 Rp rural population
Sv number of verified settlements
Su number of (probable) undiscovered settlements
δ average number of houses per settlement (constant)
α average number of individuals per house (constant)

In this equation rural population (Rp) is calculated by multiplying the number of verified and (probable) 
undiscovered settlements (Sv and Su) in an area with the average number houses per settlement (δ), 
and with household size (α). The total number of settlements is derived from both excavated and 
undiscovered settlement data, since archaeological research has demonstrated that in the Netherlands 
on average at least 50% of the settlements are not (yet) discovered (Bult, 1983; Deeben et al., 2006). In 
the calculations we included only settlement data with a high chronological resolution, i.e. dating to a 
specific ABR subperiod. The average number of houses per settlement and the average household size per 
ABR subperiod were determined based on estimates published in archaeological excavation reports and 
overview studies (Table 9.3; see Appendix 9.A for a more detailed description of the archaeological data 
underlying these and other demographic estimates).

Large settlements
Large settlements were classified based on a settlement size of > 5 ha. We based population numbers 
for these large settlements on settlement size, building density of houses, and average household size. 

Table 9.3 | Average number of houses and household size per ABR subperiod based on (published) archaeological-excavation 

data. Sources were selected for sites and regions within and in direct vicinity of the study area.

Period N houses 
per settlement

Average
Household size

Source(s)

ERP 1.5 6.5 Bloemers, 1978; Vos, 2009; Heeren, 2009; Dijkstra, 2011

MRP 3.0 6.5 Bloemers, 1978; Vos, 2009; Heeren, 2009; Dijkstra, 2011

LRP 1.5 6.5 Bloemers, 1978; Vos, 2009; Heeren, 2009; Dijkstra, 2011

EMPA 3.0 6.5 Dijkstra, 2011

EMPB 3.0 6.5 Dijkstra, 2011

EMPC 3.0 6.5 Dijkstra, 2011

EMPD 5.0 6.5 Dijkstra, 2011; Hamerow, 2002; Van Beek et al., 2015
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Quantitative data from well-researched and documented lager settlements, such as Roman Nijmegen and 
early-medieval Dorestad, were used as a reference frame for reconstructing population numbers in other, 
less-known, contemporary large settlements.

Military presence
During the Roman period the study area bordered on, and in part constituted, the northern frontier of 
the Roman Empire, and therefore was characterized by a substantial military presence (e.g. Van Es, 1981; 
Polak 2009). The estimates of the number of troops during the ERP, MRP and LRP are based on historical 
sources (e.g. containing information about size of Roman legions and fortresses) and archaeological 
studies (e.g. publications about excavated fortresses in the study region; see Appendix 9.A). We used 
well-documented military sites as a frame of reference for less-known fortresses (Table 9.6). Military 
presence in the palaeodemographic modelling includes Roman fortresses (castella and castra) and the 
associated civilian settlements, (vici and canabae legionis). Based on research by Van Dinter et al. (2014) 
we have set the average size of military presence in the castella at 350 soldiers. Much less is known about 
the corresponding vici. Some have suggested that the number of people living in a vicus may have been 
twice that of the number of soldiers in the corresponding castellum (e.g. Sommer, 1984; 1991). Judging 
by the size and building-density of vici in the study area (e.g. Hazenberg, 2000; Ploegaert, 2006; Blom & 
Vos, 2007; Vos et al., 2012; Waasdorp & Van Zoolingen, 2015), this estimate must be too high. Van Dinter 
et al. (2014, p. 29) for the western part of the Dutch limes has concluded that their assumption of 350 
soldiers per fort and an equal number of people living in the associated vicus could well be a maximum 
estimate. Therefore, we applied a 1-to-1 ratio in the palaeodemographic modelling. The exceptionally 
large Roman castra and canabae legionis at Nijmegen (ca. AD 70-104) were modelled separately. Although 
both according to most literature date to the very beginning of the MRP, the Roman military presence 
in Nijmegen was a direct consequence of a preceding ERP event (the revolt of the Batavi in AD 69-70), 
and was not characteristic for the MRP. Subsequently we included these numbers in the ERP-population 
reconstruction.

9.4.2 Land-use suitability
The suitability of the landscape for specific types of land use was separately reconstructed for AD 100, 
500, and 900. Land-use suitability was determined for each geomorphological unit based on the ecological 
preferences of different vegetation types (Westhoff et al., 1970a, 1970b; 1970c; Weeda et al., 1985; 1987; 
1988; 1991; 1994; 2000; 2003; 2005). Allocation factors were ascertained based on a combination of 
geomorphological units, palaeo-surface elevation data, and lithological data (see Appendix 9.B for a 
detailed description). Based on the predefined archaeological hypotheses (Table 9.1) and in line with 
Kooistra et al. (2013) and Van Dinter et al. (2014) we have differentiated between three specific land-use 
types: arable farming, pasture, and meadow (Appendix 9.B). Each geomorphological unit was given a 
value ranging from 0 to 5, with a value of 0 reflecting no potential and 5 reflecting the highest potential 
for a specific type of land use.

9.4.3 Land-use modelling
The land-use suitability data and palaeodemographic data were integrated in a newly-adapted PLUS for 
the fluvial-dominated part of the Rhine-Meuse delta.

Integrating cultural and environmental data
Land-use scenarios were modelled using the geomorphological reconstructions for AD 100, 500 and 900 
(Section 9.3.2). Cultural data classified according to the ABR subperiods (Table 9.2) were integrated by 
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converting them to fit the chronological resolution of the geomorphological time slices (Figure 9.5). We 
applied the same ‘ABR subperiod to geomorphological time slice’ conversion as Van Lanen & Pierik (in 
press) already performed for the same research area, with the AD 100 time slice reflecting the ERP and 
MRP, the AD 500 time slice the LRP, EMPA and EMPB and the AD 900 time slice the EMPC and EMPD.

The PLUS model
Originally the PLUS modelling framework was developed for the Lower-Rhine delta in the western 
Netherlands (De Kleijn et al., submitted). This initial PLUS was based on a conceptual model which 
reconstructs whether or not the local population could have supplied the Roman army in this region with 
food (Kooistra et al., 2013; Van Dinter et al., 2014). By integrating data from this conceptual model in this 
initial PLUS the applicability of the modelling framework for calculating past land use was demonstrated.

In the present study we apply a PLUS to the remaining fluvial-dominated part of the Rhine-Meuse 
delta, chronologically expanding it to cover the whole of the first millennium, and adapting it to further 
explore its potential to test the feasibility of archaeological hypotheses (Table 9.1). The model uses the 
grid-cell resolution (100x100m), software, and land-use modelling ‘rules’ on Calorie intake, average yield, 
and distance relations defined by De Kleijn et al. (submitted; Appendices 9.B and 9.C). Therefore, the 
extended PLUS applied in this chapter is based on the assumption that the land-use modelling ‘rules’ are 
valid for the whole of the first millennium AD. The model was designed to simulate 20 land-use scenarios 
fully testing the feasibility of the archaeological hypotheses under investigation (Table 9.8; Appendix 
9.D). Scenarios 1-14 calculate the possibility of the natural landscape to provide sufficient arable land, 
meadows, and pastures in order to remain self-sufficient during the first millennium. Scenarios 15-18 
specifically focus on the impact of Roman military population numbers, and scenarios 19 and 20 deal 
with the influence of early-medieval Dorestad, which was an exceptionally large trade centre. As was 
already stated archaeological research indicates that (at least) 50% of the first-millennium settlements in 
the present-day Netherlands are still undiscovered (Section 9.4.1). To compensate for this discrepancy, 
we calculated land-use scenarios based on two settlement settings: (1) using excavated settlements only; 
and (2) using excavated settlements plus the same amount of undiscovered settlements (Table 9.8). 
Additionally, scenarios 17-20 include the impact of imported food on local landscape-based production 
requirements.

12 BC AD 70 AD 270 AD 450 AD 525 AD 725 AD 900 AD 1050

Map: AD 100 Map: AD 500 Map: AD 900

ERP MRP LRP EMPA EMPB EMPC EMPD

Figure 9.5 | Chronological division of subperiods based on the Archaeological Basic Register: early-Roman period (ERP), middle-

Roman period (MRP), late-Roman period (LRP), early-medieval period A (EMPA), early-medieval period B (EMPB), early-medieval 

period C (EMPC) and early-medieval period D (EMPD). Each subperiod was linked to a single geomorphological-landscape 

reconstruction representing the situation in ca. AD 100, 500 or 900.
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9.5 Results

9.5.1 Demographic reconstructions
During the Roman period major shifts in rural population size occurred, consisting of a strong rise 
towards the MRP and an equally strong decline during the LRP (Table 9.4). The same holds for the end 
of the Early Middle Ages, during the EMPC and EMPD. Most notable is the population decline between 
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Figure 9.6 | Large settlements in and near the study area: 1=Utrecht, 2=Dorestad, 3=Elst, 4=Tiel, 5=Lent, 6=Nijmegen, 

7=Wijchen, 8=Rossum and 9=Cuijk. Locations are overlain on the palaeogeographic reconstruction of AD 100, adapted from 

Vos & De Vries (2013).

Table 9.4 | Estimated rural population in the study area based on archaeological data, building density and household size.

Rural settlements

Period N settlements N settlements incl. 
undiscovered sites 

AvG houses
per settlements

N
houses

Household
size

Population

ERP 1234 2468 1,5 3702 6,5 24063

MRP 1619 3238 3 9714 6,5 63141

LRP 664 1328 1,5 1992 6,5 12948

EMPA 306 612 3 1836 6,5 11934

EMPB 428 856 3 2568 6,5 16692

EMPC 818 1636 3 4908 6,5 31902

EMPD 711 1422 5 7110 6,5 46215
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the MRP and LRP, when rural population in the Rhine-Meuse delta decreased by 79.5%. Rural population 
remained low until the EMPC, after which a steady rise occurred which continued during the remainder 
of the Early Middle Ages.

Large settlements
Large settlements were rare during the first millennium AD and only few could be identified for the 
MRP, EMPB, EMPC and EMPD (Table 9.5; Figure 9.6; Appendix 9.A). During the MRP the first signs 
of low-level urbanisation occurred, with rural centres developing at Elst, Cuijk, Rossum, and Wijchen. 
The largest settlement during the MRP however developed at Nijmegen, consisting of the Roman town 
Ulpia Noviomagus Batavorum (ca. 5000 inhabitants). In line with the drop in rural population, no large 
settlements are known in the following LRP. The first post-Roman large settlements, clearly smaller 
than their Roman predecessors, appeared again in the eastern part of the study area during the EMPB 
at the present towns of Nijmegen and Lent. The most notable influx of people living in large settlements 
occurred during the EMPC with the development of Dorestad. As already was stated, this early-medieval 
emporium was exceptionally large.

Table 9.5 | Overview of Roman and early-medieval large settlements located in the study area.

Period Name Surface (in 
ha)

People Source(s)
(Based on either population or surface reconstructions)

MRP
(AD 70-270)

Nijmegen 40 5000 Brunsting, 1937; Willems and Van Enckevort, 2009

Elst 15 1875 Willems, 1986

Cuijk 10 1250 Van Enckevort and Thijssen, 2002

Rossum 5 625 Little known on these two settlements. However they are clearly 
smaller in size and also no signs of (monumental) stone building 
which is characteristic for vici according to Hiddink, 1991. 
Extrapolated based on the vicus of Elst.

Wijchen 5 625

Total 75 9375

EMPB
(AD 525-725)

Nijmegen 10 500 Den Braven, 2014; Hendriks et al., 2014

Lent 10 500 Harmsen et al., 2012

Total 20 1000

EMPC
(AD 725-900)

Dorestad 100 10000 Van Es and Vewers, 2015

Nijmegen 10 1000 Kuys and Bots, 2009; Den Braven, 2014; Hendriks et al., 2014

Utrecht 20 500 Renes, 2000; Van Rooijen 2010

Total 130 11500

EMPD
(AD 900-1050)

Nijmegen 10 1000 Kuys and Bots, 2009; Den Braven, 2014

Tiel 12 600 Oudhof et al., 2013

Utrecht 20 1000 Renes, 2005; Van Rooijen 2010

Total 42 2600
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Military presence
Archaeological data about military presence is only available for the Roman period. During the ERP and 
MRP 15 Roman fortresses, consisting of 14 castella and 1 castra accompanied by an equal number of 
vici and canabae legionis, were located in (the direct vicinity of) the study area (Table 9.6; Figure 9.7; 
Appendix 9.A). During the (end of the) ERP, military numbers were much higher than during the MRP, 
which was mainly due to the short presence of the 10th legion at the castra in Nijmegen (Appendix 9.A).

After the collapse of the Roman limes around AD 270, Roman military presence in the Rhine-Meuse 
delta declined significantly. Due to several changes in Roman defence policy, such as the introduction of 
the limitanei (e.g. Van Daele, 2003) and a declining Roman influence in the area, the number of military 
sites after AD 270 was significantly lower than during the ERP and MRP (Table 9.6; Appendix 9.A).

Total-population estimates: Rhine-Meuse delta
Palaeodemographics were reconstructed based on rural population numbers, large settlements and 
military presence (Table 9.7; Figure 9.8). Calculated total estimates show the same trend as the rural 
population fluctuations, underlining the dominant influence of rural population numbers on first-
millennium palaeodemographics. A strong population increase occurred during the MRP (43.2%), 
mainly facilitated by a growth of rural population numbers as well as by an increase of large settlements. 
A significant population decline occurred during the LRP (by 78.7%), mainly due to an overall decrease 
of rural population numbers and large settlements, and a decreased military presence. Significant 
demographic growth occurred from the EMPC onwards. During the heydays of Roman occupation, 
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Figure 9.7 | Roman military sites in and near the study area: 1=Woerden, 2=Utrecht: De Meern, 3=Utrecht: Domplein, 

4=Vechten, 5=Rijswijk, 6=Maurik, 7=Kesteren, 8=Randwijk, 9=Driel, 10=Arnhem, 11=Huissen, 12=Duiven, 13=Herwen, 

14=Nijmegen and 15=Rossum. Locations are overlain on the palaeogeographic reconstruction of AD 100, adapted from Vos & 

De Vries (2013).
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the MRP, Roman-military presence was relatively low and the level of urbanisation was high (Table 9.7). 
However, the highest level of urbanisation occurred during the EMPC, mainly due to the development of 
a trade centre at Dorestad (26.5%).

Early- and middle Roman periods

Type N N soldiers ERP
(AD 70–104)

N people
ERP 

(AD 70–104)

Total population 
ERP 

(AD 70–104)

N soldiers
MRP

(AD 104 -270)

N people 
MRP 

(AD 104–270)

Total 
population

MRP 
(AD 104–270)

Castella 14 4900 4900 9800 4900 4900 9800

Castra 1 4000 10000 14000 1000 1000 2000

Total 15 8900 14900 23800 5900 5900 11800

Late-Roman period

Name late-Roman fortress (in study area)
Total N soldiers 

LRP
AD 270 – 450

N people LRP 
AD 270 – 450

Cuijk 250 250

Nijmegen 1000 1000

Small burgi like Heumensoord, Goch, Wijchen (probable average of 20 – 50 soldiers each). 250 250

Vechten 250 250

Wijk bij Duurstede 250 250

Probable non-discovered LRP military sites 500 500

Total 2500 2500

Table 9.6 | Military presence in the study area during the Roman period. Calculations are based on historical sources, 

archaeological data and (for the LRP) on oral communication of Dr. S. Heeren. See Appendix 9.A for a complete list of castella 

and castra names including corresponding population numbers.

Table 9.7 | Estimated total population in the study area based on archaeological data, settlement size, structure, and density. 

For each ABR subperiod the relative contribution of military presence (i.e. active soldiers) and urbanisation on total population 

numbers is provided.

Period Total 
population 
study area

Rural population + 
military presence

Rural population + 
large settlements

Rural 
population

%
military

% 
low-level

urbanisation

ERP 47863 47863 24063 24063 24.9% 0%

MRP 84316 74941 72516 63141 7.9% 11.1%

LRP 17948 17948 12948 12948 14.0% 0%

EMPA 11934 11934 11934 11934 0% 0%

EMPB 17692 16692 17692 16692 0% 5.7%

EMPC 43402 31902 43402 31902 0% 26.5%

EMPD 48815 46215 48815 46215 0% 5.3%
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9.5.2 Land-use scenario modelling
The tested archaeological hypotheses are (Table 9.1): (1) inhabitants of the study area were self-sufficient 
in terms of food supply during the whole of the first millennium AD (Section 9.5.2.1); (2) during the first 
centuries of this millennium Roman military presence had major consequences in terms of food supply 
and landscape (Section 9.5.2.2); and (3) the development of Dorestad had major consequences in terms 
of food supply and landscape during the Early Middle Ages (Section 9.5.2.3).

9.5.2.1 Hypothesis 1: self-sufficient food supply during the first millennium AD
The possibility of self-sufficiency in terms of food supply during the first millennium AD was tested 
in scenarios 1-14, scenario groups (SGs) 1 and 2 (Table 9.8). In SG 1 the options for self-sufficiency 
were simulated per ABR subperiod based on the minimum numbers of settlements, i.e. only using the 
number of excavated sites. In SG 2 these same options were simulated, but now assuming that 50% of 

Figure 9.8 | Reconstructed palaeodemographic trends in the Rhine-Meuse delta during the first millennium AD. For each of the 

ABR subperiods the total population size, the number of rural inhabitants, the number of large-settlement inhabitants and the 

number of the military population are given.
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the settlements are not yet discovered (i.e. using the maximum number of settlements; Section 9.4.1). 
Results show that in 13 of the 14 tested scenarios self-sufficiency for rural and large settlements was not 
a problem in the study area (Table 9.8). Even with the maximum number of settlements, during most 
ABR subperiods the landscape provided abundant space for arable farming, meadows, and pastures. Only 
in scenario 14 (SG 2; Figure 9.9) population impact resulted in such a high demand that the model's 
boundary conditions were exceeded. Within the defined spatial ‘rules’ (Section 9.4.3; Appendices 9.B and 
9.C) the high demand resulted in a situation in which the natural landscape provided insufficient land-
use options. In this scenario, the model simulates a specific challenge of producing enough surplus to 

Table 9.8 | Land-use scenario calculations based on the predefined hypotheses (Table 9.1). Hypothesis 1 = scenarios 1-14, 

hypothesis 2 = scenarios 15-18, and hypothesis = scenarios 19 and 20. The calculated numbers depict the degree of realisation, 

i.e. the extent to which the demand could be met (1 = 100% and 0 = 0%), and ‘NULL’ indicates no grid cells containing this type 

of land use. See appendices 9.B, 9.C and 9.D for a detailed description of the applied methods, the calculated numbers, and each 

scenario.

ABR subperiod Land-use
scenario #

Arable farming
(self-sufficient)

Arable farming
(surplus)

Pasture Meadow

Hypothesis 1: self-sufficiency

Scenario group 1

ERP (12 BC-AD 70) 1 1.003 1.005 0.999 0.999

MRP (AD 70-270) 2 1.078 1.011 0.997 0.994

LRP (AD 270-450) 3 1.000 NULL 0.999 0.999

EMPA (AD 450-525) 4 1.006 NULL 1.000 0.999

EMPB (AD 525-725) 5 1.076 1.011 1.000 0.997

EMPC (AD 725-900) 6 1.106 1.011 0.995 0.992

EMPD (AD 900-1050) 7 1.199 1.011 0.982 0.977

Scenario group 2

ERP (12 BC-AD 70) 8 1.047 1.007 0.999 0.997

MRP (AD 70-270) 9 1.213 0.974 0.931 0.925

LRP (AD 270-450) 10 1.013 NULL 0.999 0.999

EMPA (AD 450-525) 11 1.057 NULL 1.001 0.999

EMPB (AD 525-725) 12 1.211 1.021 0.990 0.984

EMPC (AD 725-900) 13 1.229 1.006 0.969 0.965

EMPD (AD 900-1050) 14 1.071 0.852 0.816 0.812

Hypothesis 2: Roman military

Scenario group 3

ERP (12 BC-AD 70) 15 1.051 1.008 0.997 0.995

MRP (AD 70-270) 16 1.280 1.009 0.963 0.957

Scenario group 4

ERP (12 BC-AD 70) 17 1.004 NULL 0.999 0.999

MRP (AD 70-270) 18 1.096 NULL 0.991 0.987

Hypothesis 3: impact Dorestad

Scenario group 5

EMPC AD 725-900) 19 1.234 1.006 0.969 0.964

Scenario group 6

EMPC AD 725-900) 20 1.115 1.011 0.993 0.989
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provide for the larger settlements. This is also demonstrated by the fact that all grid cells were designated 
for a specific type of land use, suggesting that the landscape was used to its full potential (Figure 9.9).

9.5.2.2 Hypothesis 2: the impact of Roman military presence
The impact of Roman military presence was calculated for the ERP and MRP in land-use scenarios 15-18 
(SGs 3 and 4; Table 9.8; Figure 9.9). First, we analysed the hypothetical situation in which the study area 
contained the maximum number of settlements, and in which the Roman army and large settlements 
were supplied exclusively using locally-produced food. Second, we calculated the impact of Roman 
military presence for the situation in which the study area contained the minimum number of settlements 
and in which the large settlements were supplied with food through import. The results show that in all 
four scenarios the landscape in the delta provided sufficient opportunities to produce food for the Roman 
military occupation (Table 9.8).

9.5.2.3 Hypothesis 3: the impact of early-medieval Dorestad
In order to determine the impact of the estimated 10,000 inhabitants of early-medieval Dorestad we 
calculated two scenarios, 19 and 20 (SGs 5 and 6; Appendix 9.D). In combination with scenario 13, these 
scenarios depict the maximum number of settlements in the study area and calculate the claim on the 
natural landscape in the hypothetical situations that Dorestad was supplied locally (zero food import), by 
50% food import, and by 100% food import. The results of these scenario’s show a limited impact of the 
10,000 inhabitants at Dorestad on the natural landscape (Table 9.8; Figure 9.9), which implies that even 
during the more densely-populated EMPC abundant options for arable farming, meadows, and pastures 
were available in the study area.

Figure 9.9 (right page) | Selected land-use scenarios calculated by PLUS. Hypothesis 1 (Table 9.1): selection of ABR subperiods 

MRP (A and B) and EMPD (C and D). MRP: (A) = scenario type: self-sufficiency simulation based on minimum number of 

settlements, (B) = scenario type: self-sufficiency simulation based on the maximum number of settlements. EMPD: C = scenario 

type: self-sufficiency simulation based on minimum number of settlements, (D) = scenario type: self-sufficiency simulation 

based on the maximum number of settlements. The scenarios depicted in B and D show that the landscape was used to its 

full potential and that self-sufficiency was hard to obtain (B) or even unobtainable (D). Hypothesis 2 (Table 9.1): impact of 

the Roman army during the ERP and MRP in the four simulated scenarios (E-H). ERP: (E) = scenario type: maximum number 

of settlements locally provided food for both military sites and large settlements, (F) = scenario type: minimum number of 

settlements locally provided food for only military sites and large settlements depended on imported food. MRP: (G) = scenario 

type: maximum number of settlements locally provided food for both military sites and large settlements, (H) = scenario type: 

minimum number of settlements locally provided food for only military sites and large settlements depended on imported food. 

Hypothesis 3 (Table 9.1): impact of Dorestad on the natural landscape during the EMPC in the two simulated scenarios (I and J). 

EMPC: (I) = scenario type: the maximum number of settlements were self-sufficient and provided 50% of the food to Dorestad, 

(J) = scenario type: the maximum number of settlements were self-sufficient and Dorestad was provided by 100% imported 

food. The corresponding land-use scenarios (Sc) are (Table 9.8): A= Sc2, B= Sc9, C= Sc7, D= Sc14, E= Sc15, F= Sc17, G= Sc16, H= 

Sc18, I= Sc19 and J= Sc20.
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9.6 Discussion

9.6.1 Scenario modelling
Thirteen of the 14 tested scenarios for hypothesis 1 indicate that the natural landscape in de study region 
during the first millennium AD was not a limiting factor for self-sufficiency in terms of food supply. This 
implies that in general the landscape of the Rhine-Meuse delta provided sufficient options for arable 
farming, meadows, and pastures during the first millennium AD (Section 9.5.2; Table 9.8; Figure 9.9). 
The results additionally demonstrate that the PLUS-modelling framework, which was initially designed 
for predicting land-use development in the future, is useful for reconstructing bandwidths of past 
cultural-landscape change. Only one of the simulations, scenario 14, showed that self-sufficiency during 
the EMPD was hard to obtain. In addition scenario 9 showed that obtaining self-sufficiency during this 
period required the full use of the landscape (Table 9.8; Figure 9.9). These deviating results are caused 
by the fact that these scenarios used the maximum number of settlements (Section 9.4.1). This might 
indicate that the assumed maximum number of undiscovered settlements (equal to the number of known 
settlements) is too high for this particular region and should be reassessed.

The PLUS applied in this study is a first exploration of the applicability of simulation modelling as 
a means of testing existing archaeological hypotheses regarding past land use in the Netherlands. The 
applied model was derived from a similar PLUS developed for the Lower-Rhine region during the ERP 
and MRP in the western Netherlands (De Kleijn et al., submitted). In the PLUS presented in the current 
study we assume that distance relations such as the maximum travel time from settlement to field, 
pasture, or meadow remained relatively constant throughout the first millennium. Although the model 
primarily has a testing purpose, increasing the differentiation in land-use rules between het Roman and 
early-medieval periods might allow for a more in-depth assessment of the full reconstructive potential of 
the PLUS framework.

The current model exclusively focuses on reconstructing the impact of palaeodemographics on 
arable farming, pastures, and meadows. As such it excludes processes such as logging and woodland 
regeneration. In our simulations woodland is regarded as a constant which does not ‘compete’ with other 
land-use types. However, since timber was the primary building material in the Netherlands during the 
first millennium and often was used as a source for fuel, the model should be expanded to also include 
woodland as a fourth type of land use. This however is only feasible when more large-scale, high-
resolution vegetation reconstructions become available. It should be noted that it would probably only 
slightly influence present modelling results, since a variety of studies have suggested that in all likelihood 
potential agricultural land within the research area already at the beginning of the ERP largely had 
become deforested (e.g. Teunissen, 1988; 1990).

9.6.2 Palaeodemography
Only settlements dating to specific ABR subperiods such as the ERP, MPR or LRP were included in 
the palaeodemographic reconstructions (Table 9.2; Section 9.4.1). Settlements dating to overarching 
ABR periods (Table 9.2), were excluded from the analyses since these do not provide high-resolution 
chronological data, and since their documentation often reflects inconsistencies in data administration. 
The reconstructed rural population numbers therefore might be a conservative estimate. However, the 
reliability of the presented results is supported by previous population estimates for the civitas Batavorum 
during the MRP (a region largely corresponding with our study area) by Vossen (2003) and by Willems 
et al. (2005), which derive between a minimum of 50,000 and an absolute maximum 120,000 inhabitants. 
Nonetheless, the current demographic reconstructions might benefit from a more detailed analysis of 
settlement data per ABR (sub)period. This might increase the chronological resolution of the dataset 
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and also might help to determine the added value of including merely ABR-period dated settlements in 
palaeodemographic reconstructions.

Low-level urbanisation appears to have been of limited influence on total population numbers during 
the Roman and early-medieval periods. Increases of rural population numbers and large settlements 
occurred synchronously during the whole of the first millennium and there are no signs of large 
settlements extracting people from the countryside. During the MRP, only 11.1% of the total population 
lived in large settlements (Section 9.5.1; Figure 9.8; Table 9.7). Additionally, with the exception of the 
Roman town at Nijmegen (Ulpia Noviomagus Batavorum), none of the larger settlements were officially 
designated as Roman towns (Municipia) and most were characterized by a few urban features only (e.g. 
monumental buildings, stone works). If we take this into account and only include the Municipia in the 
calculations, the percentage of people living in urbanized context drops even further to 5.9%. This low 
percentage is in line with urbanization levels during the EMPB and EPMD. A major ‘urbanized’ exception 
is the EMPC, when 26.5% of the total population lived in large settlements (of which 86.8% inhabited 
the emporium of Dorestad; Table 9.5). However, if we assume that these extremely high percentages 
may reflect an overestimation by Van Es & Verwers (2015) of the number of people simultaneously 
living in Dorestad, and recalculate the urbanisation percentage using older demographic estimations for 
Dorestad (i.e. ca. 3000 inhabitants; Van Es & Verwers 2015), the results still imply that 10.4% of the total 
population at this time lived in an urbanized context. This is almost twice as much as urban population 
numbers during the remaining subperiods of the Early Middle Ages. It should be noted that the effects of 
these urbanized regions on rural settlements probably differed per ABR subperiod and deserve further 
investigation. Nonetheless, since our estimates of rural population numbers most likely are conservative, 
the effects of urbanization during the first millennium appear to have been limited in terms of food-
production capacity.

Military presence fluctuated throughout the Roman period (Figure 9.8; Table 9.7). During the 
transition from the ERP to MRP the relative contribution of Roman-military numbers to the total 
population was highest, reaching 24.9%. During the heydays of Roman occupation, the MRP, the relative 
contribution of the Roman military was lowest, which is best explained by the strong increase of rural 
population numbers and by the political stability during this period. Although Roman military numbers 
decreased during the LRP, the relative contribution of military presence in the total population rose to 
14.0%, which is mainly due to synchronous rural population decline.

Population numbers for the EMPD are difficult to calculate because of changing settlement types and 
instability caused by Viking raids. During the largest part of the Early Middle Ages settlements contained 
an average of 3 houses. However during the EMPD settlements generally became larger, more fixed in 
space, and more nucleated, and contained an average of 5 houses (e.g. Hamerow, 2002; Van der Velde, 
2011b; Van Beek et al., 2015; Table 9.3). Additionally, the number of individual settlements appears to 
have decreased. It has been suggested that because of these changes in settlement size, the total number 
of archaeologically traceable settlement sites dating from this period decreased significantly (Van Beek et 
al., 2015). However, this reduction in settlement numbers also has been explained by social unrest caused 
by increasingly frequent Viking raids (Henderikx, 1986). Additionally, it is highly likely that the EMPD 
is underrepresented in the archaeological datasets because until recently material from this period was 
hard to identify (Bartels et al., 1997). A more detailed analysis of settlement development during the 
transition period from the Early to High Middle Ages is needed to increase our understanding of EMPD 
palaeodemographics.

A main assumption of this study is that around 50% of Roman and early-medieval rural 
settlements in the study area are undiscovered (Section 9.4.1). However, the archaeological visibility of 
settlements varies per period, mainly due to period-specific differences of the manner in which these 
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settlements manifest themselves in the archaeological record. The layout, recognisability, quantity, 
and density of archaeological finds and features are crucial for the chronological interpretation of 
settlements. Consequently, these differences directly influence the archaeological visibility of settlements 
(Groenewoudt, 1994; Groenewoudt & Smit, 2017). By further studying differences in material 
manifestations through time, visibility parameters can be determined for each ABR subperiod, enhancing 
the accuracy of past-population estimates, land-use simulations, and settlement-location predictions (Hey 
& Lacey, 2001; Tol et al., 2004; Rensink et al., 2017a).

9.6.3 Methodological considerations
This study is a first exploration of evidence-based modelling of first-millennium population development 
and of using these quantitative demographic data to test archaeological hypotheses about past land use. 
By using high-resolution (bio)archaeological data we were able to reconstruct past population numbers 
and to calculate their corresponding impact on land use and the landscape in the Rhine-Meuse delta. 
The presented calculations and simulations are primarily based on general high-resolution estimates of 
food consumption during the Roman period by Kooistra et al. (2013) and Van Dinter et al. (2014). The 
PLUS modelling framework however is designed to incorporate, and to base calculations on, a multitude 
of cultural variables (De Kleijn et al., submitted). The model could therefore be expanded to include, 
among others, more detailed (quantified) data representing socio-cultural variables such as property 
rights, organisation structures, political boundaries, and technological innovations. The same holds true 
for more detailed land-use and natural-landscape variables such as crop changes, crop rotations, and the 
impact of flooding. Adding such high-resolution data surely will further enhance the accuracy of the 
modelling results.

Palaeodemographic and land-use dynamics occurred on a variety of scales, ranging from local 
self-sufficiency to more large-scale patterns of long-distance transport. Van Lanen & Pierik (in press) 
already concluded that these spatial-social manifestations are part of a larger system, which they termed 
‘connectivity patterns’. Researching phenomena such as palaeodemographics and land use requires 
methods and techniques equally reflecting this multi-scale variability. For example, palaeodemographic 
research can encompass studying past DNA and isotope data, which both are extremely useful for 
reconstructing local-population variables such as diet, disease, mortality and mobility. However, 
these data currently still are restricted to mainly local overviews and lack large-scale data coverage. 
Consequently, at present they are less suited for large-scale population reconstructions. The challenge for 
palaeodemographic modelling in the near future is to bridge the gap between these scale differences. The 
new PLUS modelling framework has proven to be very promising in this respect, since it facilitates the 
combination, extrapolation and interpolation of data on multiple scale levels.

Although in the study area low-level urbanisation appears to have been of limited influence on 
population development (Section 9.6.2; Figure 9.8; Table 9.7), further research of the exact influence 
of specific demographic and urbanisation processes, such as the percentage of people moving from the 
countryside to urban centres, average mortality, diseases and fertility, might improve our understanding 
of past-population development. Verhagen et al. (2016) already propagated the use of agent-based 
modelling (ABM) incorporating such processes for past-population reconstructions (Section 9.2). 
However, although ABM shows great promise in reconstructing such specific palaeodemographic 
processes, the accuracy of its results largely depend on the amount of available data. Therefore at present 
this approach is less suited for large-scale, evidence-based population reconstructions. To overcome this 
challenge, when reconstructing palaeodemography we propose the use of a combination of different 
(simulation-)modelling techniques facilitating a multi-proxy approach which incorporates a wide range 
of socio-cultural variables.
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9.6.4 Outlook
The PLUS simulation modelling applied in this study shows great promise regarding the integration of 
cultural and natural variables. However it would be interesting to subject the model to a more extreme 
stress test in order to determine the current frameworks’ computational limitations. By adding increasing 
numbers of cultural and/or natural variables into the calculations, the model's limits can be determined. 
In addition, the presented PLUS was developed for specific hypotheses-testing purposes in the Rhine-
Meuse delta. It would be interesting to further test its applicability on other study regions. Additionally, 
it would be interesting to adapt the PLUS to not only have a hypothesis-testing function, but also to 
investigate the reconstructive potential of this modelling framework. This can be achieved by further 
testing the model's outcomes with high-resolution archaeological reconstructions. This however would 
require either larger amounts of high-resolution archaeological data, or working on much smaller spatial 
scales.

The presented land-use model calculates the impact of changing population numbers on land use by 
testing three hypotheses (Table 9.1). An important next step is to explore and validate the correspondence 
between: (1) potential vegetation overviews based on the link between geomorphological units and 
vegetation preferences, as was applied in this chapter (Section 9.4.2); and (2) highly-detailed vegetation 
reconstructions in line with Van Beek et al. (2015). Combining high-resolution palynological and 
geomorphological data certainly will improve the resolution of the suitability map underlying the present 
land-use model.

9.7 Conclusion

In this study we reconstructed first-millennium palaeodemographics with a high temporal resolution, 
using an evidence-based approach. By integrating high-resolution archaeological and historical data, we 
were able to reconstruct Roman and early-medieval habitation on an ABR-subperiod level for the whole 
of the fluvial-dominated part of the Rhine-Meuse delta. The presented modelling approach has proven to 
be highly promising for demographic reconstructions, since: (1) the modelling outcomes correspond with 
other (single period) reconstructions (Section 9.6.2); and (2) the results are based on a quantitative and 
integrated approach using sizable archaeological datasets.

Through the presented palaeodemographic modelling we were able to quantify past population 
numbers and as a result could determine the impact of changing population numbers on past land use 
and the landscape. The results demonstrate that the adapted PLUS is extremely useful to test the feasibility 
of general archaeological hypotheses regarding past palaeodemographics and human-landscape 
interactions. The impact of palaeodemographic fluctuations during the first millennium AD turns out to 
have been rather limited in the study area. A significant finding is that the impact of Roman military 
population numbers on the landscape in this area appears to have been limited and that all food during 
this period could have been supplied from local sources. The same conclusion was reached for Dorestad 
during the Early Middle Ages. In addition, the multi-scenario approach of the PLUS model is crucial for 
reconstructing bandwidths of cultural-landscape change, allowing the identification of possible tipping 
points when the impact on the landscape became too severe (Section 9.6.1).

The PLUS-modelling framework facilitates a multi-proxy approach allowing demographic and land-
use reconstructions. Such an integrated approach is essential since palaeodemographic and past land-use 
dynamics occurred on multiple scales (Section 9.6.3). The results of the presented PLUS show the high 
capacity of this model to integrate cultural and natural variables, which is essential for reconstructing 
spatiotemporal frameworks of past cultural-landscape changes.
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Chapter 10

Beyond isolation: understanding past human-

population variability in the Dutch town of Oldenzaal 

through the origin of its inhabitants and its 

infrastructural connections

This study presents a first attempt to assess the mechanisms and potential controls behind past 
residential mobility through the integration of isotopic data from human inhumations and spatial 
infrastructural information pertaining to the settlement containing these inhumations. Strontium 
(87Sr/86Sr) and oxygen (δ18O) isotope data are derived from 200 (post)medieval individuals from the 
town of Oldenzaal in the present-day Netherlands. Reconstructions of historical route networks 
show that Oldenzaal was well-connected interregionally throughout the Middle Ages and early-
modern times (ca. AD 800-1600). Although the working hypothesis was that in the past a high 
degree of spatial connectivity of settlements must have been positively related to a highly-variable 
geographical origin of its inhabitants, the isotopic data from Oldenzaal indicate a population 
characterized by a low variability in terms of their origin. This unexpected result may be caused by 
(a combination of ) various factors, related to: (1) biases in the isotopic dataset and interpretative 
limitations regarding the results of isotopic analyses, and (2) the impact of broader socio-cultural 
factors that cannot be traced through isotopic analyses, such as infrastructural connectivity, socio-
economics and political factors. The conclusion is that although in archaeology a biomolecular 
approach potentially provides a detailed reconstruction of the development of past populations in 
terms of palaeodemography and geographical/cultural origin, such studies should be performed in 
a transdisciplinary context in order to increase the understanding of the wider controlling factors of 
past population change.

This chapter is based on: Kootker, L.M.*, Van Lanen, R.J.*, Groenewoudt, B.J., Altena, E., Panhuysen, R.G.A.M., Jansma, 
E., Kars, H., Davies, G.R., (in review) Beyond isolation: understanding past human-population variability in the 
Dutch town of Oldenzaal through the origin of its inhabitants and its infrastructural connections, Archaeological and 
Anthropological Sciences.

*These authors contributed equally to this study.

10.1 Introduction

Since the initial application of stable and radiogenic isotope systems in archaeological research, 
population dynamics has emerged as an important research topic. Studies by Kreuger and Ericson during 
the mid-1980s have been recognised as ground-breaking work in palaeomobility research (Erickson, 
1985; Krueger, 1985), and substantial progress has been realized since that time. Also due to its increasing 
popularity in archaeological studies (e.g. Cassidy et al., 2016; Morozova et al., 2016), new and detailed 
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multi-disciplinary investigations of prehistoric and historic population dynamics at a previously 
unobtainable resolution have become possible based on (1) significant developments in ancient genomics, 
(2) the application of multiple isotopic systems, such as Sr-Pb-H-O, and (3) the generation of isoscape 
maps (e.g. Bowen, 2010; Evans et al., 2010; Bataille et al., 2012; Willmes et al., 2014; Kootker et al., 2016b). 
To date, however, studies combining significant amounts of human DNA and isotopic data with the aim 
to infer information about the spatial and temporal variations in ancient population compositions (i.e., 
demography and geographical origins) are rare, despite successful applications throughout the last decade 
(e.g. Haak et al., 2008; Prowse et al., 2010; Naumann et al., 2014).

Although a biomolecular approach potentially provides data suitable for a detailed reconstruction 
of the development of ancient populations, it is vital to understand the wider controlling factors of 
population change. Key questions are: (1) what were the driving forces behind population growth and 
decline, (2) what where the physical options for translocation, and (3) what were societal possibilities and 
challenges for ‘immigrants’? It should be noted that in this study the term ‘immigrant’ is used in a non-
political manner, solely referring to inhabitants raised non-locally.

The successful reconstruction of residential mobility and population development in de past 
using biomolecular methods in part depends on factors wholly unrelated to mobility patterns, such as 
excavation strategy, state of conservation (i.e., geochemical environment), sampling process, and studied 
number of individuals. When dealing with standard archaeological contexts such as general cemeteries, 
the influence of these factors may well lead to non-representative estimations of the extent of residential 
mobility. However, the socio-economic potential and development of a settlement can be determined 
independently, based on its degree of linkage to well-connected and frequently-used communication 
and transport networks. The expectation is that settlements which in the past were well-connected 
infrastructurally also provided receptive environments for immigrants.

To date, most palaeomobility studies have focused on the identification of non-local individuals, 
rather than on interpreting the data in a wider context by also considering the level of connectivity and 
the socio-economic development and growth of settlements. This chapter presents a first attempt to 
assess the mechanisms and potential controls behind past mobility, using a (post)medieval population 
from the main cemetery associated with the current St. Plechelm church in the centre of the present-day 
city of Oldenzaal, the Netherlands. Bioarchaeological investigations were carried out on 200 individuals, 
focusing on retrieving osteoarchaeological, DNA, and Sr-O-C-N isotope data. This has resulted in one of 
the largest bioarchaeological datasets of this type presently assembled from a single population in Europe 
(Altena et al., 2016; Williams, 2016). Bioarchaeologically, the present study focuses on coupled strontium 
and oxygen isotope analyses of dental enamel samples from this population. The theoretical extent 
of mobility, which is partly determined by the physical landscape, is modelled through the integration 
of biological sex, isotopic data and a literature-based reconstruction of the degree in which Oldenzaal 
was infrastructurally connected to other settlements locally, regionally and interregionally. Past routes 
represent frequent-travel zones as well as areas characterized by relatively high levels of human activity, 
since they provided communication channels as well as arteries of trade and transport (Van Lanen et 
al., 2016a; Chapter 5; Van Lanen & Pierik, in press). Therefore, one might expect a positive correlation 
between settlement connectivity on the one hand and population variability and dynamics on the other 
hand. The aim of this study is therefore to explore whether the degree in which Oldenzaal in the past was 
connected to the outside world also is expressed by the quantitative degree of variability in terms of the 
geographical origin of its former population.
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10.2 Research area

10.2.1 Geographical setting
Oldenzaal is situated in the Twente area in the eastern Netherlands. Geologically, the area is part of the 
northwest-European sand belt (Koster, 2009; Tolksdorf & Kaiser, 2012): Figure 10.1). The major geological 
features were formed as a result of the combined activity of wind, water and ice during the Saalian and 
Weichselian Ice Ages (Van Beek, 2009). The expansion of land ice in the Saalian led to the formation 
of ice-pushed ridges that consist of pushed-up sand, boulder clay and (some) marine clay. The city of 
Oldenzaal is situated on the slope of one of these ridges. The areas between the ice-pushed ridges are 
relatively flat. Raised bogs developed in these poorly-drained lands from the late Atlantic and Subboreal 
periods onwards (Van Beek et al., 2015b). Until the Late Middle Ages, raised bogs and other types of 
wetland were scattered throughout the landscape (De Rooi, 2008; Van Beek, 2009). Since prehistoric times 
the higher parts of Twente have been relatively densely populated (Van Beek, 2009). Twente was first 
mentioned in 8th-9th century historical documents as a shire (Heidinga, 1987a; 1987b). By then, settlement 
pressure had already caused substantial deforestation; a process that resulted in the development of 
relatively open landscapes (Groenewoudt et al., 2007; Van Beek et al., 2015a). Due to on-going desiccation, 
and the expansion of raised bogs, Twente gradually became an inhabited ‘island’, largely surrounded 
by virtually uninhabited and poorly accessible wetlands. This especially holds true for its northern and 
western borders, but to a lesser degree also for those in the east and south. Large-scale drainage and 
reclamation of wetlands only gained pace from the late 16th century onwards (Gerding, 1995).

10.2.2 Oldenzaal and St. Plechelm’s cemetery
Oldenzaal’s history can be traced back to the Early Middle Ages (AD 450-1050), with the oldest 
archaeological evidence (radiocarbon data of inhumed individuals) dating back to the AD 7th-8th 
centuries (Weustink, 1962; Oude Nijhuis, 2007; Williams, 2016). The first written evidence for the 
existence of Oldenzaal is found in a late 9th-century register of the properties belonging to the Benedictine 
Prüm Abbey in Germany (the Prümer Urbar). By the end of the 10th century, the medieval diocese of 
Utrecht had founded a chapter in Oldenzaal, had restored and expanded an old wooden church, and had 
rededicated this church to Saint Plechelm (Van Vliet, 2002).

In AD 1049, Emperor Hendry III authorized Oldenzaal to hold weekly markets and annual fairs 
(Utrecht archive: fo 14v). These markets were essential for the economic development and the commercial 
growth of Oldenzaal (Rutte & Van Engen, 2007). In AD 1261, twelve years after Oldenzaal had been 
granted borough rights (which are town privileges, such as trade and the establishment of guilds), the 
town signed a trade agreement with the German Hanseatic league member Coesfeld. With this agreement 
Oldenzaal became a member of the Hanseatic League, an economic alliance of key trading cities that 
held a trade monopoly along the coast of Northern Europe during the 13th to 17th centuries (Beerbühl 
Schhulte, 2013). Although land routes were of importance during the early days of the League, most long-
distance bulk transport took place via waterways. As a result most Hanseatic towns were situated close 
to, or directly bordering on, water routes. Oldenzaal did not conform to this criterion, but its convenient 
geographical situation close to the German border potentially made it a suitable gateway city for the 
funnelled transit traffic between the Holland provinces, regional Hanseatic members such as Deventer, 
Zutphen, Zwolle and the eastern hinterland.

During the Hanseatic League’s heydays (circa AD 1370-1475), over 200 towns in northern Europe, 
from the North Sea to Baltic Sea, were connected (Beerbühl Schhulte, 2013). Successful linkage between 
water and land routes can be considered as one of the responsible factors for the prolonged existence of 
the League (Seyger, 2005; Brand, 2007). The demise of the League was largely caused by the rise of the 
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Atlantic trading system, which was most beneficiary for Antwerp, Amsterdam and London. Eventually, 
the former Hanseatic trading business slowly transferred to Dutch hands (notably the provinces of 
Holland and Zeeland), and the termination of the League became final in AD 1669 (Dollinger, 1998; 
Brand, 2007).

St. Plechelm Church was the main church of the archdeaconate of Twente from the 11th century 
onwards (Van Vliet, 2002). Historical documents pertaining to Oldenzaal mention circa 1,000 inhabitants 
in AD 1400, and an increase of the population up to circa 1,600 inhabitants in AD 1670 (Lourens & 
Lucassen, 1997). The cemetery of St. Plechelm has been used for the interment of the deceased from 
Oldenzaal and its surrounding ‘commons’ (farmers’ communities) for at least 1,000 years, with the 
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Twente region

Oldenzaal

Figure 10.1 | Above: the European aeolian sand belt (after (Hilgers, 2007). The black arrow points at the location of Oldenzaal. 

Below: the location of the Twente region and Oldenzaal in the Netherlands.
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possible first burial dating to the period between AD 616-809 (Williams, 2016). Based on 17th-century 
written documents, each common was responsible for the maintenance of a specific part of the cemetery 
wall (Goorhuis, 2009). This may point at a deliberate spatial organization of deceased from particular 
commons within the cemetery, but historical evidence for this hypothesis is lacking.

10.3 Material and methods

10.3.1 Sample selection
During archaeological excavation campaigns in 2011-2013, skeletal remains of 2,750 primary burials 
were unearthed within an area of about 5,000 m2 (Figure 10.2). Over a thousand primary burials were 
sampled (37% of the excavated population: Williams, 2016). The final selection of 200 individuals for 
bioarchaeological investigations was based on: (1) the completeness of the skeleton, which is important 
to accurately establish the sex and age of the individuals, (2) the presence of dental elements for DNA 
and isotopic analysis, and (3) the ability to date the individuals using radiocarbon dating and the analysis 
of archaeological sequence diagrams (i.e., Harris matrices (Harris, 1975): ArchEd Version 1.4.1, TU 
Wien). Concerning chronological age, two main periods were selected based on the need to date as many 
skeletons as possible, and on the potential to compare resulting demographic data with contemporaneous 

Figure 10.2 | Overview of the excavated primary burials (5,000 m2), the spatial distribution of 2,750 primary burials, 

and the location of the five zones (A-E) from which 200 individuals were selected for bioarchaeological analysis (© ADC 

ArcheoProjecten).
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populations in the Netherlands. These periods respectively are AD ~600-1500 and AD 1500-1900 (cf. 
Williams, 2016).

The individuals were selected from five locations at the north side and the north(west) and 
south(west) edges of the cemetery (labelled A to E; Figure. 10.2), where: (1) depth and sequence of burial 
provided a sufficient time range spanning most of the period of use of the cemetery, and (2) intersections 
of burials allowed for optimal dating possibilities. Although these individuals represent a period of more 
than 1,000 years, the selection can be considered extensive given the relatively low number of inhabitants 
of Oldenzaal (Section 10.2.2).

During the excavations, three dental elements per individual were sampled simultaneously for 
DNA and isotopic analysis under contamination-controlled (forensic) conditions by qualified physical 
anthropologists and archaeologists. These samples immediately were stored in freezers at -20°C. Based 
on presence and severity of dental caries, root completeness and other factors the two best-preserved 
elements were selected for DNA analysis, with the remaining sample being made available for isotopic 
analysis. If the state of preservation of the three elements was comparable, the first molar was selected for 
isotopic analysis.

10.3.2 Determination of age at death and biological sex
In order to compare mobility patterns between men and women, the sex of the studied individuals was 
determined by a combination of physical-anthropological methods and DNA analysis, with the results 
of the latter being given preference. The first approach consisted of inspecting the pelvis and skull for the 
presence of morphological features known to be associated with sexual dimorphism. These features were 
scored following the criteria recommended by the Workshop of European Anthropologists (Workshop 
of European Anthropologists, 1980). Since this approach is unreliable when dealing with individuals 
younger than circa 15 years, this age group was excluded from this stage of the analysis. For individuals 
with an estimated age at death of 15-20 years, the results were accepted only if sufficient features could 
be inspected (50% or more of the weighed features) and if a clear result was obtained (i.e., a sexualisation 
degree outside the range of -0.50 to +0.50). Age at death in young individuals was estimated by inspection 
of the development and eruption of the dentition (Moorrees et al., 1963; Workshop of European 
Anthropologists, 1980; Ubelaker, 1989), growth of the long bones (Maresh, 1955; Maat et al., 2002) and 
union of the epiphyses (Schaefer et al., 2009).

All DNA work was carried out at the department of Human Genetics of the Leiden University 
Medical Center. A strict quality control is of great importance in conducting ancient DNA analysis 
because of potential problems with degradation and contamination. Therefore, all actions prior to DNA 
amplification were performed in a laboratory space specifically equipped for ancient DNA analysis. 
Extensive measures were taken during the laboratory work and the analysis and interpretation of the 
results obtained to avoid and track contamination.

For sample preparation and DNA isolation see Appendix 10.B. To determine biological sex, the 
presence or absence of the male-specific Y chromosome was investigated. To determine whether or not 
a Y chromosome was present, the presence of the Y chromosome-specific SRY gene was tested with the 
Quantifiler® Duo kit (Applied Biosystems) and the amelogenin gene was typed with both the PowerPlex® 
ESX 16 and PowerPlex® ESI 16 systems (Promega, see Appendix 10.B for detailed information). The 
amelogenin gene is located on both the X and the Y chromosome, but the gene on the Y chromosome is 
longer than on the X chromosome.

An individual was regarded as male when indications were observed for the presence of a Y 
chromosome with the Quantifiler® Duo kit and/or the PowerPlex® ESX 16 and PowerPlex® ESI 16 systems. 
The absence of a Y chromosome could point towards either a female individual, or the possibility that the 
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DNA from the Y chromosome was too degraded to be observed. If for less than five markers alleles were 
obtained with each PowerPlex® ESX 16 and PowerPlex® ESI 16 PCR, and any indication for the presence 
of the Y chromosome remained absent, a biological sex was not determined, due to possible degradation 
issues. An individual was regarded as female when there were no indications for the presence of a Y 
chromosome, and at least for one PCR with the PowerPlex® ESX 16 and PowerPlex® ESI 16 systems alleles 
could be obtained for at least five markers. It is possible, however, that in case of a deletion on the male 
amelogenin gene, it can be mistaken for the shorter female variant. The prevalence of such a deletion, 
however, is extremely low in European men (0-0.018%: (Santos et al., 1998; Steinlechner et al., 2002).

10.3.3 Strontium and oxygen isotope analysis
The dental elements were cleaned with demineralised water and dried at room temperature for 24 hours. 
Approximately 2-3 mg and 1 mg of enamel powder were sampled for strontium and oxygen isotope 
analysis respectively using a small acid-cleaned diamond ball bur. The strontium isotope samples were 
sealed in hydrochloric acid pre-cleaned 2 ml polyethylene Eppendorf® centrifuge tubes and transferred 
to a US Federal Standard Class 100 clean laboratory facility at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam for Sr 
purification. The oxygen isotope samples were collected in small glass vials and transferred to the stable 
isotope laboratory.

Strontium column extraction and sample loading were performed following the protocols 
described in (Kootker et al., 2016a). The isotope compositions were measured by thermal ionization 
mass spectrometry using a Finnigan MAT-262 RPQ-plus and a Thermo ScientificTM Triton PlusTM 
instrument. The strontium ratios were determined using a static routine and were corrected for 
massfractionation to 86Sr/88Sr ratio of 0.1194. All measurements were referenced to the within-run value 
of the NBS987 standard. Measurements of NBS987 gave an average 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.710241 ± 0.000009 
(2SE, n = 16) and 0.710255 ± 0.000009 (2SE, n = 12) for the MAT-262 and the Triton respectively. The 
total procedural blanks (n = 14) contained a negligible amount of Sr on average 39 pg.

Oxygen isotope analysis on apatite samples was performed following the analytical protocol 
presented in (Font et al., 2015). The isotope composition was analysed using a Thermo Finnigan 
GasBench II preparation device interfaced with a Thermo Finnigan Delta+ mass spectrometer. The 
measured isotope values were normalised to the Vienna Peedee Belemnite (VPDB) scale using an 
in-house carbonate reference material (VICS) calibrated against NBS19 and LSVEC certified reference 
materials. The international control standard IAEA-CO1 was used to check instrument performance. The 
reproducibility during the analytical session was ± 0.12‰ (1σ). Data for structural carbonate δ18O were 
recalculated relative to Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW) and drinking water (DW) using 
equations 1 and 2 respectively (Coplen, 1988; Chenery et al., 2012):

     δ18OVSMOW = 1.03091 × δ18OPDB + 30.91      (1)

     δ18ODW = 1.590 × δ18OVSMOW – 48.634      (2)

10.3.4 Delineation of local strontium and oxygen isotope ranges
In order to produce an accurate interpretation of the generated isotopic data, local strontium and oxygen 
isotope values must be defined. Kootker et al. (2016b) suggested a multidisciplinary approach to delineate 
a local strontium isotope range, combining a local isotope map with appropriate (modern) biosphere 
samples and a statistical assessment of the investigated population. Hence, to enable a careful assessment 
of the local 87Sr/86Sr ratios, in this study the Dutch archaeological bioavailable strontium isoscape map 
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(Kootker et al., 2016b) was combined with a statistical assessment of the Oldenzaal population (Section 
10.3.5).

The definition of a local oxygen isotope baseline is a complex procedure. Large intra- and inter-site 
variations in human δ18O values across Europe have been recognised. In their recent paper, (Lightfoot 
& O’Connell, 2016) show the existence of a high degree of overlap in (archaeological) human oxygen 
isotope values in Europe and advocate not to use oxygen isotope analysis alone for provenancing 
purposes. Therefore, an integrated approach has been adopted to achieve the best possible resolution in 
the delineation of local oxygen isotope signals. In this study, data from (1) the Global Network of Isotopes 
in Precipitation (GNIP: (IAEA/WMO, 2016), (2) modern individuals from the Netherlands who had 
not spent more than 30 days outside the Netherlands between the age of 7 and 16 (Font et al. 2015), (3) 
modern tap water samples from the Netherlands (Font et al. 2015), (4) the schematic West-European 
δ18ODW isoscape map (Lecolle, 1985; Darling et al., 2003): available at http://www.wessexarch.co.uk), 
and (5) a statistical assessment of the Oldenzaal data (Section 10.3.5) were combined to define the local 
oxygen isotope signal.

However, in case the human dataset includes primarily δ18ODW data of first permanent molars, a 
possible isotopic shift due to the “breastfeeding-effect” must be taken into account as well. (Macpherson, 
2005) showed statistically significant differences in δ18O between deciduous and permanent dental 
elements due to the metabolic processes that take place during breastfeeding. Moreover, she also 
established a statistically significant difference (p = 0.05) between the δ18Ophosphate of permanent first and 
second molars: first molars can exhibit δ18Ophosphate values up to 2‰ higher than second molars, which 
corresponds to up to 3‰ in δ18ODW. Hence, the isotopic variation in M1-M2 difference (∆δ18ODWM1- 
δ18ODWM2) may be attributed to differences in intensity and duration of breastfeeding during the 
mineralisation of the dental enamel.

10.3.5 Statistical assessments
Several statistical tests were performed to gain additional information on the local bioavailable 
background strontium isotope ratios and to test whether established differences between groups are 
significant. First, the distribution of the dataset was assessed by a Shapiro-Wilk test at a p = 0.05 level 
to identify values that deviate from a normal distribution. Statistical outliers were removed from the 
dataset using Extreme Value Analysis (EVA). Using this approach, statistical outliers could be identified 
and removed, resulting in a trimmed, normally distributed 87Sr/86Sr dataset. Non-parametric Mann-
Whitney U tests (Mann & Whitney, 1947) and parametric independent sample t-tests (Student, 1908) 
were performed to test for statistically significant differences between groups. All statistical assessments 
were performed using SPSS 23.0 (IBM SPSS Statistics for Macintosh, Armonk, IBM Corp.).

10.3.6 Spatial infrastructural information
The oldest available overview of supraregional road networks in the Netherlands was made by 
Horsten (2005) for the period around AD 1600. In this historical road atlas, the major interregional 
routes in the Netherlands were reconstructed for three periods: AD 1600, 1800 and 1848. Detailed 
reconstructions of pre-modern route networks were derived from recent studies by Van Lanen et al. 
(2015a; 2015b; 2016b; Chapters 2, 3 and 4). These authors reconstructed route networks active during 
the Roman, early-medieval and early-modern periods (ca. AD 100, 800 and 1600 respectively) based 
on the network friction approach, which models the degree of local accessibility of an area based on 
landscape prerequisites for potential route networks, route-network modelling and old maps. Additional 
information on Oldenzaal’s geographical setting, historical infrastructure and city development was 
extracted from a variety of written sources ranging from historical studies, specialized academic papers, 
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regional landscape-archaeological overview studies and archaeological excavation reports (for the sources 
used in the analysis see: Section 10.4).

10.4 Results and interpretation

10.4.1 Population diversity in terms of biological sex
Inconsistencies between sample documents and database inputs lead to the exclusion of two female 
individuals (V1730 and V1858) from the Oldenzaal sample, since the dental elements could not be 
positively assigned to individual skeletal remains. This reduced the dataset to 198 individuals (see 
Appendix 10.A). Circa 48% of the remaining individuals (n = 170) could be dated to AD ~600-1500, and 
circa 53% to AD 1500-1829 (Table 10.1).

For 189 individuals sex was determined by respectively DNA analysis (173 individuals) and physical 
anthropology (16 individuals), resulting in the identification of 98 females (52%) and 91 males (48%). 
The identified AD ~600-1500 population contains more females (n = 49) than males (n = 29), while the 
biological sex ratio is nearly neutral for the following period (n = 40 and n = 47 respectively, see Appendix 
10.A).

Strontium isotope analyses was successfully applied to all 198 individuals (Table 10.1 and Appendix 
10.A). The resulting 87Sr/86Sr ratios vary between 0.70844 and 0.71421 (∆87Sr/86Srmax-87Sr/86Srmin 
= 0.005773). The male dataset ranges from 0.70863 to 0.71421, while the female dataset has less variation, 
with values between 0.70843 and 0.71253. The medians of both datasets (0.71023 for males and 0.71033 
for females) do not differ significantly at the p = 0.05 level (U = 4138, z = -0.853, p = 0.394). Oxygen 
isotope analyses were successfully applied to 188 individuals. The observed δ18OPDB values vary 
between -7.3‰ and -3.8‰, corresponding with δ18ODW values between -11.4‰ and -5.7‰. The male 
dataset (-11.4‰ to -5.7‰) is again more dispersed than the female dataset (-10.5‰ to -5.7‰), but this 
difference is statistically insignificant (t(178) = -0.090, p = 0.928). A further inter-group comparison was 
made for the AD ~600-1500 and AD 1500-1829 periods. Non-parametric tests exhibited insignificant 
differences in the median of the two periods for both 87Sr/86Sr ratios and δ18ODW values (U = 3475, 

Table 10.1 | Summary of the obtained 87Sr/86Sr and δ18O data from Oldenzaal, the Netherlands (n = max 198).

Total Male Female AD <1500 AD >1500

87Sr/86Sr

Count 198 91 98 81 87

Mean 0.71031 0.71030 0.71032 0.710261 0.71031

Median 0.71029 0.71023 0.71033 0.710288 0.71028

Std. deviation 0.00069 0.00079 0.00061 0.00064 0.00076

Minimum 0.70844 0.70863 0.70843 0.70863 0.70843

Maximum 0.71421 0.71421 0.71253 0.71253 0.71421

δ18O

Count 188 86 94 75 86

Mean -5.12 -5.13 -5.12 -5.00 -5.23

Median -5.02 -5.05 -5.10 -4.93 -5.24

Std. deviation 0.51 0.53 0.52 0.48 0.53

Minimum -7.26 -7.26 -6.24 -6.24 -7.26

Maximum -3.80 -4.04 -3.80 -3.8 -4.22
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z=-0.154, p = 0.878 and U = 2312, z = -0.269, p = 0.788 respectively). The absence of statistical significant 
differences between the sexes and the periods may translate to insignificant differences in the variety in 
geographical origins between males and females, and between the pre- and post AD 1500 populations.

10.4.2 Delineation of local strontium and oxygen isotope data
Oldenzaal is located on the boundary of Sr isoscapes C and E (Figure 10.3). Based on this map, a relative 
wide range of strontium isotope values varying between 0.7091 and 0.7110 is consistent with the local and 
even with the regional environment. A Shapiro-Wilk analysis, however, rejects the assumption that the 
87Sr/86Sr data are normally distributed. Through the removal of outliers (n = 15), a trimmed, but normally 
distributed dataset is created with strontium isotope values ranging between 0.7091 and 0.7115 (Table 
10.2). Although 75% of the population falls within the 0.7097-0.7110 range, a conservative route is taken 
to reduce the possible overestimation of non-local individuals. Hence, a range of 0.7091-0.7115 is used to 
define the regional environment.

An overview of all available background δ18ODW data is given in Table 10.3. The GNIP shows a 
wide range of δ18Opreciptation values. These modulations, however, are not as accurate as local water 
analyses and therefore may not correctly represent (ancient) δ18ODW values (Daux et al., 2008; Hamre 
& Daux, 2016). Nevertheless, the GNIP data does overlap significantly with δ18O values of modern 
Dutch individuals and tap water samples, and with the suspected local range based on the schematic 
West-European δ18ODW isoscape map. It may be of significance that human δ18O values represent 
the average of the oxygen isotope intake, rather than a single measurement of an oxygen isotope source. 
Moreover, it is suggested that climatological/seasonal conditions have a significant influence on tap water 
δ18O values (Kennedy et al., 2011). As a result, for the purpose of this study modern human δ18O values 
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Figure 10.3 | Detailed section of the Oldenzaal region in the 87Sr/86Sr isoscape map of the Netherlands (adapted from Kootker 

et al. 2016b).
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were considered a more accurate representation of the average Dutch (drinking water) oxygen isotope 
composition. A statistical analysis of the oxygen isotope data shows a normally distributed dataset 
(p=0.309) ranging between -5.7‰ and -9.8‰ after removal of one mild outlier (-11.4‰, V1694).

In conclusion, based on all available (modern) baseline data, the δ18ODW isoscape map and the 
statistical analysis of the Oldenzaal oxygen isotope data, a rather conservative approach has been 
adopted, resulting in a local δ18ODW signal ranging from -6.0‰ to -9.2‰. However, due to the possible 
isotopic shift due to the “breastfeeding effect” (60.3% of the oxygen isotope analyses in this study are 
conducted on these dental elements: Table 10.4), δ18OM1 values that are up to 3‰ more positive than the 
defined minimum local δ18ODW value are not interpreted as non-local to further decrease the possible 
overestimation of non-local individuals.

10.4.3 Population diversity in terms of geographical origin
Based on both the delineated local oxygen and strontium isotope ranges, 23 individuals with non-local/
regional origins are identified, representing ~12% of the investigated population. Twelve individuals 
(6.1%) exhibit non-local strontium isotope ratios, but local δ18ODW values (ID 700, 710, 1245, 1278, 1436, 
1443, 1550, 2470, 2761, 2973, 3257, and 4037); ten others (5.1%) display the opposite results (ID 289, 1214, 
1282, 1513, 1682, 1694, 1879, 3483, 4033, and 4149). Only one individual, ID 3524, exhibits an 87Sr/86Sr 

Table 10.2 | Descriptive statistics of the 87Sr/86Sr and δ18O data from Oldenzaal, the Netherlands (n = max 198).

87Sr/86Sr δ18OPDB

Statistic Complete Trimmed/local Complete

Count 198 183 188

Mean 0.71031 0.71031 -5.12

Median 0.71029 0.71030 -5.02

Std. deviation 0.00069 0.00050 0.51

Minimum 0.70844 0.70910 -7.26

Maximum 0.71421 0.71149 -3.80

Variance 4.8E-07 2.5E-07 0.47

Skewness (SE) 0.817 (0.173) -0.135 (0.180) -0.083 (0.178)

Kurtosis (SE) 5.114 (0.344) -0.016 (0.357) 0.541 (0.354)

Table 10.3 | Overview of the available background and baseline δ18ODW data for the Netherlands.

δ18ODW

Database/source n Minimum Maximum Average ± 1SD Reference

GNIP -9.2 -5.1  IAEA/WMO (2016)

Modern human individuals from the 
Netherlands

30 -9.2 -7.0 -7.9 ± 0.6* Font et al. (2015)

Modern tap water samples from the 
Netherlands

17 np np -7.0 ± 1.1 Font et al. (2015)

δ18ODW isoscape map  -7.5 -6.0  Darling et al. (2003); Lecolle 
(1985): available at http://www.
wessexarch.co.uk

Key: * – excluding one statistical outlier; np – data not published
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ratio and a δ18ODW value that are both incompatible with the Oldenzaal region. These 23 individuals 
represent thirteen males and ten females. Three males and six females date to the earliest period (AD 
~600-1500, n = 9). Ten males and three females are assigned to the later period, covering the years 
between AD 1500 and 1829 (n = 13). One non-local female could not be dated.

Seven of the non-locally born dwellers exhibit lower 87Sr/86Sr ratios than the expected minimal value 
(0.7091), which translates into 3.5% of the investigated population. Six individuals (3.0%) originate from 
more radiogenic geological settings, characterised by values exceeding 0.7115. In other words, the 87Sr/86Sr 
ratios of 93.4% of the investigated population are compatible with the, relatively broad, local strontium 
isotope range. Ten of them, however, exhibit δ18ODW values more negative than the expected lowest δ18ODW 
value representative of “the Netherlands”. Although the identification of a possible source of origin based 
on oxygen isotopes is a challenging and often impossible task (see Lightfoot and O’Connell 2016), most 
of these possible non-local δ18ODW values ranging from -9.3‰ to -9.8‰ are likely to be found in more 
inland areas of Europe. The most negative δ18ODW value is this study (-11.4‰: V1964, male) represents an 
origin from either higher-altitude or the high-latitude parts of Europe, for instance the Alps or parts of 
Scandinavia respectively.

10.4.4 Infrastructural connectivity of Oldenzaal
Within both the early-medieval and early-modern route networks Oldenzaal was a hub connected 
to all major settlements in the region (Figure 10.4). Connections to and from the town also show a 
high level of route-network persistence between these two periods (Van Lanen et al., 2016b: Figure 4; 
Chapters 4). The main reason is that past landscape dynamics in this region were limited, reducing the 
necessity to move route zones. In addition, network-friction calculations show that in this region only 
a few movement corridors suitable for routes existed, which significantly limited the options for route 
zones in this landscape. Based on these route-network data, Oldenzaal must have been well-connected 
infrastructurally.

An ancient east-west route connecting Westphalia (Germany) to the western part of the Netherlands 
dissected the Twente region, as did a north-south route of suggested prehistoric origin. Both routes 

Table 10.4 | Overview of the selected dental elements, their corresponding enamel mineralisation ages (Nelson and Ash, 2010), 

and the obtained δ18ODW data.

Dental element Ntotal % NSr NO Range δ18ODW 
(‰)

Average 
(‰)

1SD 
(‰)

Enamel mineralisation age*

2nd incisor 6 3.0 6 6 -11.4 – -6.6 -8.4 1.7 3 months – 5 years

canine 11 5.6 11 11 -8.8 – -6.6 -7.6 0.7 4 months – 7 years

1st premolar 30 15.2 30 28 -9.8 – -6.0 -7.7 1.0 1.5 – 6 years

2nd premolar 20 10.1 20 20 -8.9 – -6.4 -7.7 0.7 2 – 7 years

first molar 115 58.1 115 113 -9.7- -5.7 -7.8 0.8 birth – 3 years

second molar 10 5.1 10 10 -9.7 – -7.5 -8.2 0.7 2.5 – 8 years 

decidious 2nd insicor 1 0.5 1 - - - - 16 weeks i.u. – 2.5 months

decidious canine 2 1.0 2 - - - - 17 weeks i.u. – 9 months

decidious first molar 2 1.0 2 - - - - 15 weeks i.u – 6 months

decidious second molar 1 0.5 1 - - - - 18 weeks i.u. – 11 months

Total 198 100 198 188

Key: * data from maxillary and mandibular teeth and molars combined.
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became less significant from the 13th century onwards, coinciding with the development of more and 
better navigable inland waterways and with the introduction of larger cargo vessels (Rutte & Van Engen 
2007). It is axiomatic for the study area that roads followed the landscape contours: they were primarily 
located on the higher, drier parts and avoided wetlands, even though the latter were dissected by 
accessible corridors.

Long-distance connections of Oldenzaal within the context of its Hanseatic League membership 
appear to have been limited, or at least brief. League membership left no mark on the city’s (economic) 
development, as is evidenced by the absence of a Hanseatic quarter with warehouses (Oude Nijhuis 
2007). The presence of supraregional connections in Oldenzaal seems to have been largely restricted to 
the AD 11th to 14th centuries. During this and subsequent periods the main connections were oriented 
east-west. Solid historical evidence for Oldenzaal’s Hanseatic activity is restricted to the late 13th and 14th 
centuries (Seyger 2005). Afterwards the city’s importance declined. With respect to trade, commerce and 
industry, Oldenzaal appears to have functioned as a regional centre and as a stop along the interregional 
trade routes running through the eastern Netherlands (Van Vliet, 2002). Throughout its history, the city’s 
significance as an ecclesiastical centre remained a dominant feature (Van Genabeek, 2003).

The presence of multiple roads to and from Oldenzaal in the 16th-17th century argues for a 
predominantly regional function of the town. By the end of the 16th century, the first Hessenwegen 
were established. These key land routes facilitating long-distance cargo transport to and from Germany 
(Fockema Andreae, 1957). They connected large cities and in contrast to other types of routes avoided 
small, intermediate settlements. Two Hessenwegen between respectively Deventer and Zwolle to 
Paderborn in Germany (and further to Bremen, Hamburg and eventually Denmark) intersected Twente, 
but passed by Oldenzaal (Ligtenbarg & Spit, 2010). This restricted the opportunities for the Oldenzaal 

AD 800 AD 1600

AD 800 route network
Model border 
(Van Lanen et al., 2015b)
Oldenzaal

AD 1600 route network
Model border 
(Van Lanen et al., 2015b)

0 50
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0 50
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Oldenzaal

Figure 10.4 | Left: early-medieval route network (ca. AD 800) in the Netherlands adapted from Van Lanen et al. (2015b). 

Right: early-modern land-route network (ca. AD 1600) adapted from Horsten (2005). Together these networks depict the 

infrastructural connectivity of Oldenzaal during the studied time interval.
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region to further develop. It was not until the 19th century, when new roads, canals, and train tracks were 
constructed, that Twente logistically became more advanced (Haartsen & Storms, 2009).

10.4.5 Oldenzaal’s infrastructural connections compared to the origin of its inhabitants
The hypothesis of this study was that the degree in which Oldenzaal in the past was connected to other 
regions also must be expressed by the geographical origin of its former population. Therefore, based on 
Oldenzaal’s high level of connectivity, a relatively diverse range in strontium and oxygen isotope ratios 
was expected due to the influx of foreigners. Data from both comparison periods, AD ~600-1500 and AD 
1500-1829, show a comparably low number of individuals of possibly non-local origin. Although non-
contemporaneous isotope data from pioneering, dynamic populations in the Netherlands obtained to 
date show >40% of residential mobility (e.g., Kootker 2014; Kootker et al. accepted), in Oldenzaal no more 
than 12% of the investigated population might have been of non-local origin. Hence, the data presented 
above point towards a population characterized by a low influx of non-indigenous people. Moreover, the 
low number of relatively low 87Sr/86Sr ratios, which are characteristic of the Dutch coastal and river areas 
(isoscape B: 0.7088-0.7091, n = 7), is quite characteristic, particularly since these values are representative 
of >45% of the surface of the present-day Netherlands and also occur regions in relatively close proximity, 
and infrastructurally well-connected, to Oldenzaal (80-100 km; Kootker et al., 2016b). This implication is 
that even from these relatively nearby areas (where major Hanseatic trading centres were situated) hardly 
any migration to Oldenzaal occurred during the studied time interval of >1000 years.

10.5 Discussion

10.5.1 Representativeness of the Oldenzaal isotope sample
The process of sample selection can have sincere consequences for, and even significantly affect, the 
interpretation of isotopic data. In osteoarchaeological research, the complex relation between original 
living populations and excavated samples is well studied and understood. Biological, cultural, and 
methodological factors may bias sample selection and hence analytical results (Waldron, 1994; Hoppa, 
1996, 2001; Jackes, 2011). It is safe to assume that these factors also affect the representativeness of the 
Oldenzaal sample. The individuals in this sample are from the north side and the edges of the cemetery, 
which might imply that this selection is biased towards the lower socio-economic classes of the 
population. Nonetheless, due to the large size of the sample (n = 200) it is possible to infer meaningful 
information regarding palaeodemography, local background strontium and oxygen isotope values, and 
origin-related population dynamics. In addition, the use of statistics in all likelihood contributed to the 
selection of a sample that is as unbiased as possible (Jackes, 2011). Nevertheless, it has to be taken into 
account that the results of the present study are directly connected to sample selection, and might have 
been different if sample selection had been based on different parameters.

10.5.2 Reconstructing population variability
Two factors related to the dataset and analytical methodology might have contributed significantly to 
the low observed degree of foreign influx. First, the dataset in all likelihood is biased, not representing 
the total population of Oldenzaal and its surroundings. A main reason is that with most churchyard 
excavations conducted outside the church walls, such as the excavations underlying the present study, 
two specific social groups are lacking or underrepresented: (1) the higher socio-economic classes, and (2) 
the ecclesiastical class. The latter category presumably represented circa 5% of the medieval population 
in Oldenzaal (estimation based on: (Broadberry et al., 2010; Bove & Gauvard, 2014; Pirenne, 2014 
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(1925)). Usually, ecclesiastical authorities were buried in the church, or within the walls of their monastic 
properties (Ostkamp, 1999). Given the ecclesiastical significance of Oldenzaal and the fact that in 
particular high-ranking officials of clerical institutions often originated from more distant regions, these 
potentially non-locally born inhabitants of Oldenzaal probably are underrepresented in the selection. 
Hence, the analysed sample probably only represents ‘ordinary’ citizens of the Oldenzaal region, who did 
not hold specific higher ecclesiastical and/or social positions. Second, interpretative limitations hamper 
an accurate assessment of population dynamism. Through the use of strontium and oxygen isotope 
systems, non-locally born individuals can be identified, enabling a first insight into residential mobility. 
The applied methodology however must be considered as predominantly exclusive, since it only allows 
the identification of non-locally born individuals exhibiting extreme isotopic values beyond the expected 
local or national baseline range. To date, both applied isotope systems do not result in powerful markers 
for accurate provenancing, among others due to the absence of a single, uniform European isoscape 
map for each isotope system. Moreover, the presence of overlapping strontium and oxygen isotope 
values throughout Europe (such as in the regions of Twente and Westphalia) impedes the identification 
of non-locally born individuals, since many geologically and geographically similar regions cannot be 
discriminated using these isotope values.

10.5.3 Palaeodemography versus infrastructural connections
Although these analytical limitations provide us with reasonable explanations for the strontium and 
oxygen isotope data, the question arises to what extent natural and socio-cultural factors also have 
influenced the results. Factors such as Oldenzaal’s level of infrastructural connectivity, its location within 
specific transport networks such as the Hanseatic league, and the persistency of route networks in the 
Twente region might have had a significant effect on the ability of people to travel to and from Oldenzaal 
in the earliest studied period (AD ~600-1500).

The high degree in which Oldenzaal was connected infrastructurally probably did not lead to an 
increased influx of non-local individuals. This is best explained by two socio-cultural factors. The first 
factor is the dominantly regional importance of the town. Our research shows that during most of its 
existence, Oldenzaal was a centre of commerce and trade of regional importance only. Inter-regional 
(east-west) connections were limited and only of some importance between the AD 11th and 14th century. 
The prevalence of individuals from isotopically different regions, specifically the coastal clay areas of the 
western Netherlands, northern Germany, Denmark and riverine areas (such as the nearby ‘Hanseatic’ 
IJssel valley), is low. Most 11th-12th century traders probably did not travel very far, did not settle 
permanently, and/or might have grown up in areas that exhibit isotope profiles similar to the Twente 
region, such as Westphalia. This connection is underlined by the results of dendrochronological research 
of wooden structures in Oldenzaal, amongst other the St. Plechelm church, which all point towards wood 
being imported by land from the low-lying plains in adjacent Germany, mainly from Westphalia north of 
the river Rhine (see Appendix 10.B). Second, although through time Oldenzaal may have been an integral 
part of active interregional route networks, this does not imply that many people from far away came to 
Oldenzaal to become permanent inhabitants. Apparently, a high level of infrastructural connectivity does 
not necessarily bring about a high level of population variability. Broader socio-cultural factors appear 
to have been of crucial importance in the formation of route networks and population structure. This 
was already suggested by Van Lanen & Pierik (in press) for the Rhine-Meuse delta in the Netherlands. 
They concluded that the concept of connectivity patterns, which they define as the dynamic spatial and 
social interrelation and interaction between past landscape-influencing factors, settlement patterns, 
land use, route networks, long-distance transport routes, physical-landscape formation processes and 
demography, are crucial to understand past human-landscape interactions. Factors within this system are 
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of continuous path-dependent influence on one another and changes in individual factors may cause far-
reaching effects in other connected factors. Moreover, during the Late Middle Ages the city of Oldenzaal 
seems to have been rather reticent in the granting of citizenship (Weustink 1962), further hampering 
the influx of non-locally born individuals. Therefore, in order to fully understand palaeodemographics 
and population variability a broader comparative study of connectivity patterns within the Netherlands 
and on a European scale is required. In addition, the interpretation of local versus non-local percentages 
within local populations would benefit from the availability of a more extensive frame of reference, 
consisting of more comparable datasets.

10.6 Conclusion

The aim of this study was to assess whether the degree in which Oldenzaal in the past was connected to 
the outside world also is expressed by the quantitative degree of variability in terms of the geographical 
origin of its former population. This question builds on the hypothesis that well-connected settlements 
can be expected to be demographically more diverse and dynamic in terms of origin than poorly-
connected settlements. The presented results show that the influx of non-local people in Oldenzaal during 
>1000 years was consistently low, despite the fact that this town infrastructurally was well-connected 
and therefore easy accessible. The conclusion is that the presence of well-connected communication 
and transport networks alone was not a determining factor in the cultivation of a receptive 
environment for immigrants. More importantly, the strong influence of broader socio-cultural factors 
on palaeodemographics demonstrate the necessity of integrated, multi- and transdisciplinary research 
approaches towards studying populations in the past.
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Chapter 11

Controls on late Holocene drift-sand dynamics: the 

dominant role of human pressure in the Netherlands

Holocene drift-sand activity is commonly directly linked to population pressure (agricultural activity) 
or to climate change (e.g. storminess). In the Pleistocene sand areas of the Netherlands small-scale 
Holocene drift-sand activity began in the Neolithic, whereas large-scale sand drifting started during 
the Middle Ages. This last phase coincides with the intensification of farming and demographic 
pressure, but also is commonly associated with a colder climate and enhanced storminess. This raises 
the question to what extent drift-sand activity can be attributed to either human activities or natural 
forcing factors. In this study we compare the spatial and temporal patterns of drift-sand occurrence 
for the four characteristic Pleistocene sand regions in the Netherlands for the period between 1000 
BC and AD 1700. To this end we compiled a new supra-regional overview of dates related to drift-
sand activity (14C, OSL, archaeological and historical), which were compared to reconstructions 
of soil properties, historical-route networks, vegetation, and climate. Results indicate a constant 
but low drift-sand activity between 1000 BC and AD 1000, interrupted by a remarkable decrease 
in activity around the BC/AD transition. It is evident that human pressure on the landscape was 
most influential on initiating sand drifting: this is supported by more frequent occurrences close to 
routes and the uninterrupted increase of drift-sand activity from AD 900 onwards, a period of high 
population density and large-scale deforestation. Once triggered by human activities, this drift-
sand development was probably further intensified several centuries later during the cold and more 
stormy Little Ice Age (AD 1570-1850).

This chapter is based on: Pierik, H.J., Van Lanen, R.J., Gouw-Bouman, M.T.I.J., Groenewoudt, B.J., Wallinga J., Hoek, 
W.Z., (submitted) Controls on late Holocene drift-sand dynamics: the dominant role of human pressure in the 
Netherlands, The Holocene.

11.1 Introduction

Drift sands are relatively young Holocene aeolian deposits, which originate from local re-working of 
terrestrial Pleistocene sand deposits (Koster, 1982). Throughout the Holocene, expansion of drift-sand 
fields has been a prominent geomorphological phenomenon in the northwest European sand belt (Koster, 
2009; Tolksdorf & Kaiser, 2012 – Figure 11.1). Drift-sand formation often led to the loss of suitable 
farming land (Lascaris, 1999; Ravi et al., 2010), and sometimes even caused settlement abandonment 
(Heidinga, 1987; Mikkelsen et al., 2007; Derese et al., 2010). Neolithic occurrence of small-scale drift-
sand activity was demonstrated by Tolksdorf & Kaiser (2012) and Willemse & Groenewoudt (2012), 
whereas large-scale drift-sand activity started from the Middle Ages onwards when human impact (e.g. 
deforestation and intensification of farming) on the landscape increased (Koster et al., 1993). Therefore, 
Holocene drift-sand activity is commonly linked to population pressure and agricultural practices (e.g. 
Koster et al., 1993; Kolstrup, 1997; Tolksdorf & Kaiser, 2012). However, other studies consider changes in 
climate or storminess to be an important control (e.g. Bateman & Godby, 2004; Charman, 2010; Jungerius 
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& Riksen, 2010). This raises the question to what extent drift-sand activity can be attributed to either 
natural or human factors, or to a combination of these.

Many studies that link drift-sand occurrence to fluctuations in climate or human pressure consider 
only few sites in high detail. The information from these sites not always necessarily represents regional 
trends. Large supra-regional studies have resulted in useful overviews of multiple sites mainly by 
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& Riksen, 2010). This raises the question to what extent drift-sand activity can be attributed to either 
natural or human factors, or to a combination of these.

Many studies that link drift-sand occurrence to fluctuations in climate or human pressure consider 
only few sites in high detail. The information from these sites not always necessarily represents regional 
trends. Large supra-regional studies have resulted in useful overviews of multiple sites mainly by 

(after Teunissen 1988)

chronologically comparing patterns of forcing factors and drift sands (e.g. Koster et al., 1993; Tolksdorf & 
Kaiser, 2012). Few studies, however, analysed the spatial patterns of drift-sand activity and their forcings 
on a regional scale. Further understanding of past drift-sand activity would additionally benefit from 
complementing such overview studies with new data from different disciplines.

In this chapter we explore the role and the relative importance of environmental factors (e.g. 
landscape setting, climate) and demographic pressure (population density, deforestation) on the 
formation of drift sands. We focus on four Pleistocene sand regions in the Netherlands, which comprise 
the western part of the northwest European sand belt (Figure 11.1). For this area abundant data on 
climate, vegetation development, human occupation and drift-sand activity are available. The four studied 
areas, all ca. 50x100 km in size, share common past climate trends but are different in many cultural and 
geomorphological aspects. We compiled an integrated supra-regional overview of drift-sand related 
dates, either directly or indirectly indicating drift-sand activity or its absence using 14C and OSL, as well 
as archaeological and historical dates. Using this new data overview we performed analyses of: (1) the 
temporal changes in drift-sand activity between the areas, and (2) the local spatial patterns of drift-sand 
activity within these regions. For the first analysis, the regional drift-sand chronology was compared to 
reconstructions of regional population density and forest cover. For the second analysis, the location of 
drift-sand activity was compared to areas with higher demographic pressure, indicated by the presence 
of past main route networks. The study focuses on the period between 1000 BC and AD 1700, because 
the population density and vegetation cover strongly changed during this time span (Teunissen, 1990; 
Louwe Kooijmans, 1995; Jansma et al., 2014), allowing a comparison between these factors and drift-
sand occurrence. Furthermore, this time frame provides the most data regarding drift-sand activity, 
palaeoclimate data and demographic pressure, which enables to discriminate between forcing factors and 
resulting drift-sand activity. Before the selected time frame (before 1000 BC) data on sand drifting and 
possible forcings are scarce. After ca. AD 1700 the dune fields became so large and the pressure of people 
on the landscape so high, that an approach using written sources and historical maps would be more 
adequate, which is beyond the scope of this chapter. The dune fields reached their maximum extent in 
the 19th century, after which they were confined and reduced through the establishment of large-scale 
pine plantations (Riksen et al., 2006; Koster, 2009). The regional scale and the period 1000 BC – AD 1700 
provides the best opportunity to test the relation between drift-sand activity and climate, demography, 
and land use. As such, this chapter contributes to further understanding human-landscape interactions in 
sandy areas.

11.2 Controls in drift-sand formation

Several prerequisites of drift-sand initiation have been identified in previous studies (Figure 11.2; 
Schelling, 1955; Koster, 1978). First of all, sand drifting requires the presence of dry, fine and relatively 
well-sorted sand at the surface (Marzolf, 1988; Pye & Tsoar, 2008). Second, vegetation cover has to be low 
(generally lower than 30%; Ash & Wasson, 1983), not only at the surface of the sand source, but also in its 
surroundings. In order to transport the sand, the wind needs a fetch of around 500 m (Steckhan, 1950). 
When these preconditions are met, strong winds (especially above 5.5 m/s) can generate large-scale sand 
transport (Livingstone & Warren, 1996). Fine sands with non-cohesive grains are most easily transported 
by the wind (Bagnold, 1941; Pye & Tsoar, 2008).

Heidinga (1984a; 1984b) and Jungerius & Riksen (2010) suggested severe drought as a climatically 
facilitating condition that could have made the soil more prone to sand drifting. In the NW European 
sand belt, sand drifting has been linked to land-use changes such as deforestation and especially to the 
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presence of bare soil in croplands from which sand can deflate (Figure 11.2 – e.g. Castel et al., 1989; 
Kozarski & Nowaczyk, 1991; Spek, 2004; Koster, 2009). The area of bare soil and the seasonal timing 
varies per region and crop and determines the risk of sand drifting. Overexploitation by grazing, burning 
practices and the use of plaggen (sods digging) from heathlands are also land-use practices associated 
with sand drifting (Lascaris, 1999; Koster, 2009). Also, roads and cattle and sheep drifts have been 
suggested as drift-sand nuclei (Heidinga, 1984a; Spek, 2004). The occurrence of these land-use practices 
can be influenced by socio-economic factors, as are prevention measures (e.g. use of hedges) that prevent 
drift-sands once formed (Figure 11.2; e.g. Heidinga, 1987; De Keyzer, 2016).

Besides a research focus on facilitating controls that make the substrate more prone to sand drifting, 
much focus has been on the triggers causing it (Figure 11.2). Large-scale reactivation of both inland 
and coastal dune systems has been linked to climatic change, in particular to the frequency of intense 
storms (‘storminess’; Clemmensen et al., 2009; Costas et al., 2012; Sorrel et al., 2012). These periods seem 
to match reasonably well with colder climate episodes. Especially for the Little Ice Age (LIA, AD 1570-
1850), which is associated with more severe storms in NW Europe (Clarcke & Rendell, 2009; Costas et al., 
2012). Enhanced inland and coastal dune formation has been found in the UK for this period (Bateman 
& Godby, 2004; Charman, 2010), along the French Atlantic coast (Clarke et al., 2006), in the Netherlands 
(Jungerius & Riksen, 2010), in Portugal (Clarke & Rendell, 2011; Costas et al., 2012) and in Denmark 
(Clemmensen et al., 2001; 2007; 2009). Many of these studies focussed on coastal settings where marine-
influenced factors also played a role (e.g. Van Vliet-Lanoë et al., 2015), nevertheless these cold and stormy 
climates might have caused inland sand drifting as well. Because the observed large-scale dune formation 
also coincided with increasing population density and enhanced human pressure in both inland and 
coastal landscapes, it is remarkable that in most of these studies the human factor was considered to a 
limited extent only. Therefore, in the present study an integrative approach is applied, which considers the 
role and relative importance of the forcings (natural and human-induced) and initial conditions in Figure 
11.2.

natural substrate geomorphology

natural vegetation soil

Facilitating initial conditions

deforestation,
overexploitation,
presence of roads,
peat mining, etc.

Facilitating human
conditions

socio-economic
and political factors

Natural forcings

climate fluctuations changes in storminess

changes in soil

storms as
trigger

Drift-sand
activity

prevention measures

changes in surface wetness

changes in vegetation

Figure 11.2 | Conceptual diagram summarising the controls on Holocene drift-sand formation that are treated in this study, for 

explanation see text.
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11.3 Geographical setting

11.3.1 Geological and geomorphological setting
Inland drift sands in the Netherlands are mainly reworked Weichselian periglacial coversands (Schelling, 
1955), which form the largest outcropping unit in the Pleistocene sandy area (Van der Hammen et 
al., 1967; Kasse, 2002; Schokker et al., 2007). Peat formed during the Holocene, either in brook valleys 
(Bisschops et al., 1985) or in other lower and wet areas, could develop into large oligotrophic fen peat 
lands (Figure 11.1; Casparie and Streefkerk, 1992; Van Beek et al., 2015a). Within the Pleistocene sand 
area we distinguish four areas that have distinct geological substrates and are separated by fen peat 
wetlands or large river floodplains: the northern, eastern, middle and southern sand area (Figure 11.1).

The substrate of the northern sand area contains till of Saalian age (Rappol, 1987), capped by up 
to two metres of coversand (Bosch, 1990). The substrate is loamy and wet due to the presence of the 
impermeable till. The main drift-sand activity in this area was reconstructed to have taken place after ca. 
AD 1200 (Castel et al., 1989; Castel, 1991).

In the eastern sand area relatively small isolated coversand ridges are present. The first indications 
of drift-sand activity date back to the Neolithic period (Table 11.1) and occurred on relatively high 
Pleistocene river dunes flanking small rivers (Willemse & Groenewoudt, 2012). At present, the largest 
drift-sand fields, which mainly are post medieval, are situated along the Overijsselse Vecht (Bruins, 1981; 
Neefjes et al., 2011).

A large part of the middle sand area consists of ice-pushed ridges formed during the Saalian; the 
Veluwe and Utrechtse Heuvelrug (Busschers et al., 2008). Although they are very well drained and thus 
dry, their coarse sandy and gravelly substrate makes them less likely sources for sand drifting. On the 
western side, however, the ice-pushed ridges are flanked and partly covered by thick coversands, which 
are prone to sand drifting (Koster, 1978; Sevink et al., 2013). Early evidence of drift-sand activity around 
4500 BC was found by Sevink et al. (2013). Especially on the western flanks of the ice-pushed ridges, 
large drift-sand fields developed after AD 1200, which developed into the largest drift-sand fields of the 
Netherlands (Koster, 1978; Heidinga, 1984a; 1984b; 1987).

In the southern sand area the Roervalley Graben contains thick coversand deposits with quite shallow 
loamy impermeable deposits, causing the soils to be relatively wet (Bisschops et al., 1985; Schokker et al., 
2007). Here, three long WSW-ENE oriented coversand ridges occur which locally have been reworked 
into drift-sand dunes (Figure 11.1). The earliest Holocene sand drifting has been dated around 4000 BC 
in this area (Van Mourik, 1988; Van Mourik et al., 2010).

11.3.2 Vegetation development and population
Until the Neolithic period (Table 11.1), vegetation development and soil formation in coversand deposits 
took place without significant human interference (Doorenbosch & Van Mourik, 2016). From the Late 
Neolithic period onwards, forest vegetation gradually developed into heathland (Janssen, 1972; Casparie 
& Groenman-Van Waateringe, 1980; Louwe Kooijmans, 1995; Van Geel et al., 2017), coinciding with soil 
depletion and podzol development (Waterbolk, 1964; Spek, 1996; Sevink et al., 2013). The first small-scale 
sand drifting took place on high and dry river dunes in the Neolithic period; it became more widespread 
since the Middle-Bronze Age (Willemse & Groenewoudt, 2012). In all four areas population density 
gradually increased towards the Roman period (Louwe Kooijmans et al., 2011), coeval with the decrease 
in forest cover. This pattern changed during the 4th and 5th centuries AD, when major depopulation and 
reforestation occurred (Teunissen, 1990; Groenewoudt et al., 2007; Cheyette, 2008; Kalis et al., 2008; 
Wickham, 2009). The latter trend was most pronounced in the areas south of the Roman limes (Figure 
11.1) in the southern sand area, where it started from AD 270 onwards, a century later it also occurred in 
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the other three areas. From the 7th century onwards population density and the corresponding pressure 
on the landscape started to increase again, a trend which generally persisted throughout the entire Middle 
Ages (e.g. Van Bavel, 2010). As a result, the forested area decreased again, with the lowest forest cover 
occurring during the Modern period (Teunissen, 1990; Spek, 2004; Van Beek et al., 2015b; Engels et al., 
2016). From the Late Middle Ages onwards the southern sand area became the most densely populated 
sand area in the Netherlands (Spek, 2004).

11.3.3 Climate
During the last three millennia several warmer and colder periods occurred in northwestern Europe with 
temperature fluctuations of 1 to 2 degrees Celsius. The transitions between these periods usually were 
gradual and differ in timing between the various records from which they were derived. Before 500 BC 
climate was relatively warm, followed by a colder episode between 500 and 300 BC, and subsequently by a 
warmer period between 300 BC and AD 500 (inferred from a Greenland ice core by Kobashi et al., 2011). 
This later warm period, the Roman Warm Period (RWP) is recorded in proxy records across NW Europe 
(Büntgen et al., 2011). An abrupt cooling has been identified around AD 500 (Dark Ages Cold Period 
DACP – AD 500 – 700: Ljungqvist, 2010; Büntgen et al., 2016), and was followed by the relatively warm 
Medieval Climate Optimum (MCO – AD 700-1570) and subsequently by the colder Little Ice Age (LIA – 
AD 1570-1850; Lamb, 1972; Mann, 2003). Accurate precipitation reconstructions are scarce; Büntgen et 
al. (2011) indicate normal conditions during the Iron Age (800-12 BC; Table 11.1), a wetter RWP and first 
part of the DACP (Dermody et al., 2011; McCormick et al., 2012), and a relatively dry second part of the 
DACP for NW Europe. The MCO is often reconstructed as relatively wet. Periods of prolonged drought 
could lead to the dying of vegetation or fires, both resulting in bare soils susceptible to aeolian erosion 
(Doorenbosch & Van Mourik, 2016). Sorrel et al. (2012) have inferred periods of increased storminess in 
NW Europe from sedimentological archives of coastal records, with increased storminess occurring in 
1100-400 BC, AD 100-950 and AD 1400-1750. The latter period also has been documented as relatively 
stormy in historical records in the Netherlands dating from around AD 1400 onwards (Berendsen, 1984; 

Table 11.1 | Subdivisions of archaeological periods since the Neolithic period used in this study.

Period Subperiod Start End

Neolithic period
(5300-2000 BC)

Early-Neolithic period 5300 BC 4200 BC

Middle-Neolithic period 4200 BC 2850 BC

Late-Neolithic period 2850 BC 2000 BC

Bronze age
(2000-800 BC)

Early-Bronze Age 2000 BC 1800 BC

Middle-Bronze Age 1800 BC 1100 BC

Late-Bronze Age 1100 BC 800 BC

Iron Age
(800-12 BC)

Early-Iron Age 800 BC 500 BC

Middle-Iron Age 500 BC 250 BC

Late-Iron Age 250 BC 12 BC

Roman period
(12 BC-AD 450)

Early-Roman period 12 BC AD 70

Middle-Roman period AD 70 AD 270

Late-Roman period AD 270 AD 450

Middle Ages
(AD 450-1500)

Early Middle Ages AD 450 AD 1050

Late Middle Ages AD 1050 AD 1500

Modern period
(AD 1500-present)

Modern period A AD 1500 AD 1650

Modern period B AD 1650 AD 1850

Modern period C AD 1850 Present
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Buisman & Van Engelen, 1996; 1998; 2000; Vos, 2015). Although the first historical storm references date 
from the 8th century, the record is only reliable after around AD 1300 for deriving long-term trends.

11.4 Materials and method

In order to establish the relationship between drift-sand activity and human pressure between 1000 BC 
and AD 1700, the temporal patterns per region were analysed as outlined in the first methodological 
section. This was done by comparing the occurrence of 140 investigated drift-sand events to population-
density data and forest cover trends. The occurrence and intensity of sand drifting in the Pleistocene 
coversand area were derived from ca. 340 dates related to drift-sand activity (Figure 11.1; Table 11.2). In 
the second methodological section we outline how the location of the events of drift-sand activity was 
compared to zones of intensified demographic pressure.

11.4.1 Assessing temporal patterns per region

Collecting dates on events of drift-sand activity
Several techniques are available that can be used to directly or indirectly date (the absence of) drift-sand 
activity (Table 11.2). These dates were collected from the literature (e.g. Koster et al., 1993; Tolksdorf & 
Kaiser, 2012; Willemse & Groenewoudt, 2012), the LumiD database (www.lumid.nl) and archaeological 
reports (see Appendix 11.B). Only dates of inland drift sands were used (i.e. omitting events affected by 
coastal dynamics; e.g. Vos et al., 2015).

Archaeological finds (usually pottery) below the drift-sand deposits, e.g. Van Beek (2009); Van 
Gijn & Waterbolk (1984); Willemse & Groenewoudt (2012), were used as indirect Terminus Post Quem 
dates (TPQ, providing an earliest possible age). Archaeological finds on top of the drift-sand deposits 
were used as Terminus Ante Quem (TAQ, providing a youngest possible date). Since drift sands rarely 
contain organic material, direct radiocarbon-dating opportunities of drift phases are limited. We excluded 
radiocarbon dates of humic acids from intercalating soils (Van Mourik, 1988; Castel, 1991), as these 
proved to be up to 1500 years too old when compared to OSL dates (Van Mourik et al., 2010; Wallinga 
et al., 2013). Dates of peat below drift sands, however, provided more accurate TPQ 14C dates, especially 
AMS 14C dates (Castel, 1991; Koster et al., 1993),

Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) is a reliable direct dating tool of drift-sand activity 
(Wallinga et al., 2007), it has been applied to inland drift sands by e.g. Bateman & Huissteden (1999); 
Hilgers (2007); Derese et al. (2010); Van Mourik et al. (2010); Sevink et al. (2013); Vandenberghe et al. 
(2013); and Wallinga et al. (2013). Usually multiple samples are taken within in a single drift-sand 
sequence, in order to determine the rate and duration of sand deposition. Equivalent doses are obtained 
using the Single Aliquot Regenerative dose protocol (Murray & Wintle, 2003), with measurement 
parameters differing for each of the individual sites that contribute to the dataset. The vast majority 
of analyses were performed at the Netherlands’ Centre for Luminescence Dating (NCL sample codes), 
where dose rates are calculated from radionuclide activity concentrations determined by gamma-ray 
spectrometry (see the original publications listed in Appendix 11.B for further details of the measurement 
procedures).

Historical documents (i.e. written sources) recording drift-sand activity on a specific location are also 
used as dates for active sand drifting (e.g. Bruins, 1981; De Keyzer, 2016; Leenders, 2016). These records 
have the highest chronological accuracy, but the exact location of the described sites is not always clear 
and written sources on drift-sand activity are only available from around AD 1400 onwards.
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Determining drift-sand events and establishing drift-sand intensity
The chronological information was incorporated into a database, registering the dating method and the 
literature reference (Appendix 11.B). From this information the most likely periods of drift-sand activity 
were derived (Table 11.2), which were summed into drift-sand intensity per century. The beginning of 
drift-sand events was set at the mean TPQ age (if available), and the end of activity at the mean TAQ age 

Table 11.2 | Dating methods for drift sands (TAQ = Terminus Ante Quem, TPQ = Terminus Post Quem) and how the drift-sand 

events were derived from them. Earlier used dating methods that are too inaccurate and therefore not used in this study are also 

included.

Dating strategy Notes Begin date
sand drift1)

End date
sand drift 1)

Selected references 

Begin
14C of humic acids from the 
A-horizont under drift sand

TPQ – considered generally 
1500 years too old.

Not used Not used Van Mourik (1988)

AMS 14C macrofossils from 
the A-horizont under 
drift sand

TPQ Not used Not used Castel (1991)

14C of peat or charcoal 
under drift sand

TPQ best method, 
first sand influx in peat. 
Charcoal can yield too old 
dates.

DATE2) DATE + 2501) Castel (1991);
Teunissen (1988; 1990)

Archaeology directly 
under the drift sand

Mean of arch 
period(s)

Mean of arch 
period(s) + 500

Van Gijn & Waterbolk 
(1984); Willemse & 
Groenewoudt (2012)

Pollen Low-resolution date Not used Not used

Dendro of trees buried 
under drift sand

 DATE DATE + 250 Den Ouden et al. (2007) 

Activity

TL Systematic underestimation 
of 20-40%

Not used Not used Dijkmans et al. (1988; 
1992); 
Dijkmans & Wintle (1991)

OSL Mixing by bioturbation, 
saturation.

DATE-125 DATE+125 Wintle (2008); 
Wallinga et al. (2013) 

Historical sources Accurate age, 
location not always. After ca 
AD 1400

DATE-125 DATE+125 Bruins (1981); 
De Keyzer (2016); 
Leenders (2016)

End
14C of humic acids from the 
A-horizont in drift sand 

TAQ Not used Not used Van Mourik (1988)

AMS 14C macrofossils from the 
A-horizont in drift sand

Not used Not used Castel (1991)

Archaeology on top of drift 
sand

Mean of arch 
period(s) – 500

Mean of arch 
period(s)

Van Gijn & Waterbolk 
(1984); Willemse & 
Groenewoudt (2012)

Dendro on top of drift sand DATE-250 DATE Verlinde (2004); 
Den Ouden et al. (2007)

1)Begin and end date inferred from the dating evidence in cases that no additional dates or indications are present.2) The mean 
date is taken. 
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(if available). If direct dating evidence was available, the drift-sand activity was clustered around these 
dates. When either the begin or end date was not available, we assumed a period of 250 years for drift-
sand activity (Table 11.2). This period was derived from empirical studies that resulted in multiple OSL 
dates for single drift-sand sequences, since the results pointed to periods of activity ranging from decades 
to a maximum of ca. 250 years (Derese et al., 2010; Sevink et al., 2013; Vandenberghe et al., 2013). Within 
this time frame, multiple short drift-sand events can occur with hiatuses in between which are hard to 
identify. Therefore we generally considered one single section or point location as a single event with a 
resolution of 250 years. For direct dates (OSL, historical records) we assumed that the beginning of the 
event took place 125 years before this date and that the end occurred 125 years after this date. For TPQ 
dates based on radiocarbon dating of peat underneath drift sand, we assumed that no hiatus occurred 
between peat formation (cf. Koster et al., 1993) and sand influx. For archaeology buried by drift sand, the 
mean of the archaeological dating range was taken as the begin age, and the end age was set 500 years 
later in order to account for the possible large hiatus between the archaeological age and the drift-sand 
event. For finds on top of drift sands we took the central age of the archaeological period as the end age 
and set the start date 500 years earlier. If additional evidence suggested that the sand drifting occurred 
during a shorter or much longer period (e.g. when multiple datings are present), begin and end ages were 
adapted accordingly.

To reconstruct drift-sand intensity from the combined data over time, we summed the intensity of all 
drift-sand events per century. The intensity per individual event (I) was set proportional to the 
reconstructed duration of the reconstructed drift-sand period (taken as the difference between its begin 
age (tb) and end age (te)):

    
   (1)

This method incorporates the precision of the events: events that were dated within a small time 
frame (i.e. more precisely dated events) received a high weight, whereas events that had a much more 
uncertain time frame were assigned a lower weight. Applying this step weights down the contribution of 
less well-dated events in the resulting intensity curve.

This approach results in an overview of currently known sites with sand-drift activity, which is 
unavoidably biased due to research traditions and availability of the dates (e.g. historical dates only are 
available for the last centuries). To assess the relative contribution of each dating method, the intensity 
curve shows the contribution of the different dating techniques. To partially overcome biases in the 
reconstructed drifting, we also used evidence regarding the lack of this phenomenon, among others 
derived from dated peat sequences and well-dated hiatuses between drift-sand stages (e.g. between Late 
Glacial coversand and drift sand). This was incorporated in the temporal analysis as evidence of sand-
drift absence (brown and grey bars in Figures 11.3-11.6).

Reconstructing population density
Population density per period (PD) was calculated using existing population estimates for the Roman 
period of Van Beek & Groenewoudt (2011), and for AD 1500 and 1600 using estimates of Spek (2004). 
We estimated population for the less-known periods in between by means of interpolation, taking into 
account the number of archaeological settlements in this period, following Zoetbrood et al. (2006). This 
procedure is further explained in Appendix 11.A.
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Assessing the areal extent of deforestation
The degree of deforestation was used as a proxy for human pressure on the vegetation and hence on 
the landscape. The relative amount of deforested area was derived from the arboreal pollen percentages 
(AP%-values) in existing well-dated and detailed pollen diagrams from point locations per sand area. 
Empirical studies demonstrate that the AP%-values of modern vegetation assemblages are related to 
landscape openness (Groenman-Van Waateringe, 1986; Frenzel et al., 1992; Frenzel, 1994; Doorenbosch, 
2013). Because this relation is strongly influenced by the pollen source area and the vegetation type and 
pattern, the AP%-values were only used as an indication of relative landscape openness rather than as an 
absolute percentage of forest cover (Broström et al., 1998; Sugita et al., 1999; 2010; Doorenbosch, 2013). 
Therefore, we did not compare absolute values between areas but assessed the long-term deforestation 
trends per region by identifying periods with rising and falling AP%-values.

The pollen diagrams were selected using the Dutch Pollen Database (Donders et al., 2010), based on 
representability of the regional vegetation trend following comparisons with other sites and studies (e.g. 
Groenewoudt et al., 2007; Brinkkemper, 2013), robustness of the chronology and detail of the analyses. 
We only selected pollen diagrams from undisturbed peat sequences, to eliminate the influence of fluvial 
transported pollen and human interference. For the northern sand area we selected the Mekelermeer 
pollen diagram (Figure 11.3). The record from this pingo remnant covers the period from ca. 1200 BC 
to AD 1100 and was originally published by Bohncke (1991). For the eastern sand area a pollen diagram 
from a raised bog was chosen: the Engbertdijksveen (Figure 11.4) covering the period 950 BC to AD 
950 (Van der Molen & Hoekstra, 1988). The vegetation development for the middle sand area was best 
reflected in the pollen diagram from the Uddelermeer pingo remnant (Figure 11.5; Engels et al., 2016; 
unpublished data Gouw-Bouman). For the southern sand area we chose a pollen diagram from the peat 
infill of an abandoned Pleistocene channel without Holocene fluvial influx, Berkenhof which shows the 
vegetation trend from BC 1500 to AD 1850 (Figure 11.6; Teunissen, 1990). The chronology of all pollen 
records is supported by radiocarbon dates reported in Appendix 11.B (Table 11.B5). Although pollen 
percentage values can vary strongly between sites, the trends in AP%-values are reasonably similar to 
pollen records from other natural and relatively undisturbed sequences (De Jong, 1982; Berendsen & 
Zagwijn, 1984; Teunissen, 1990; Engels et al., 2016). This indicates that the selected sites represent the 
regional trends well.

The arboreal pollen percentages of the different studies were digitised and recalculated using a 
uniform pollen sum to enable comparison. To capture regional vegetation trends, we chose a pollen sum 
comprising upland types only (i.e. vegetation from dry areas), excluding wetland pollen types such as 
Alder to minimise the effects of local vegetation dynamics. The original chronology of the record was 
updated using linear interpolation between the sequence calibrated original radiocarbon dates (Bronk 
Ramsey, 2009; Niu et al., 2013; Reimer et al., 2013).

11.4.2 Spatial analysis
To investigate the relation between population pressure and the occurrence of sand drifting, spatial zones 
with increased human activity were identified based on route-network reconstructions (Van Lanen et 
al., 2015a; 2015b; 2016b; Chapters 2, 3 and 4). This analysis was performed for soils susceptible for sand 
drifting for three time slices: roughly corresponding to the Roman period, the Early Middle Ages and the 
Late Middle Ages (Table 11.4).

Determining sand-drift susceptibility
The spatial analysis was performed for soils that are susceptible for sand drifting only (i.e. the drier sandy 
soils). The areal distribution of susceptible soils was derived from national datasets of soil maps and 
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palaeogeographical maps (Chapter 2) using the criteria listed in Table 11.3. Dry soils with fine sands with 
a poor loam content are considered most susceptible. Moderately dry, more loamy sands or gravelly sands 
are considered moderately susceptible. Using GIS we recatogorised these soil map units from the digital 
national soil map (De Vries et al., 2003) into drift-sand susceptibility classes (Table 11.3). Since the Roman 
period and especially the Middle Ages the extent of peat lands diminished due to oxidation as a result 
of artificial drainage and excavation leaving behind more sandy soils prone to sand drifting (Casparie & 
Streefkerk, 1992). Therefore, drift-sand susceptibility maps were compiled for three periods in time. We 
derived the fen bog extent from the Vos & De Vries (2013) palaeogeographical maps for the three periods 
(using the AD 100, 800 and 1500 peat extent – Table 11.4) and assigned these landscape units as ‘not 
susceptible’.

The current extent of fossil drift-sand dune-fields was derived from the palaeogeographical map for 
AD 1500 (Vos & De Vries, 2013) that shows the presumed distribution of active drift-sand fields. This 
information is supplemented with pedological criteria (occurrence of young, incipient or undeveloped 
soils – cf. Koster, 1982) using the national soil map (De Bakker & Schelling, 1989; De Vries et al., 2003). 
The fossil dune fields derived from these datasets represent the maximal spatial extent of the dune fields 
during the Holocene, which roughly corresponds to the extent of active dunes in the 17th to the 19th 
century. We included these areas as susceptible soils in the AD 100, 800, and 1500 reconstructions.

Table 11.3 | Criteria for susceptibility of the soil to aeolian erosion (after Hack-Ten Broeke et al. (2009) and Hessel et al. (2011)). 

Units from the national soil map were converted based on three criteria: groundwater level, median grain size and silt fraction. 

For each criterion three susceptibility classes were distinguished. Polygons that are susceptible based on all three criteria (i.e. low 

groundwater level, fine sandy, poor in silt) are marked as susceptible. If only one or two criteria are met (e.g. low groundwater 

but with silty sand or gravelly sand), the soil is considered to be moderately susceptible. Soils that had clay or peat at the surface 

during the reconstructed time step are considered to be unsusceptible. Silt percentages and median grain sizes: after De Bakker 

& Schelling (1989).

Susceptible Moderately susceptible Not susceptible

Groundwater level Low (>40;>120) Moderate (<40; 80-120) High (surface; <40,0-120)

Median grain size 50-210 µm 210-2000 µm Silt and clay

Silt fraction  < 17.5% 17.5 – 50% > 50 % 

Wetlands - - Clay, peat

Table 11.4 | Drift-sand activity ranges, route network, and soil susceptibility maps used for the three studied periods in the 

spatial analysis. The three periods roughly correspond to the Roman period, Early Middle Ages and Late Middle Ages.

ABR period Drift-sand 
activity range

Zones of increased human activity Soil susceptibility

Roman period
12 BC – AD 450 

100 BC–AD 450 AD 100 route network
(Van Lanen et al., 2015b)

Current soil map +
Peat extent AD 100

Early Middle Ages
AD 450- 1050

AD 450–950 AD 800 route network
(Van Lanen et al., 2015b)

Current soil map +
Peat extent AD 800

Late Middle Ages
AD 1050 – 1500

AD 950–1700 AD 1600 historical route network
(Horsten, 2005; Van Lanen et al., 2016)

Current soil map +
Peat extent AD 1500
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Comparing sand-drift locations to corridors of human activity
For the Roman period we used drift-sand events ranging from 100 BC to AD 450, a time frame that 
reflects the absolute onset and end of Roman occupation in the Netherlands. The Early Middle Ages, 
ranging from AD 450 to 950, roughly cover the period after Roman occupation until the end Carolingian 
rule. For these two periods we used zones around the AD 100 and 800 route networks of Van Lanen et al. 
(2015a; Chapter 2). These networks have been calculated based on (a) the spatial distribution of excavated 
archaeological settlements and (b) the spatial distribution of movement corridors, i.e. well-accessible 
areas, in the landscape derived from soil and geomorphological maps. Verification against independent 
archaeological finds (i.e. infrastructural and isolated finds) has shown that the majority of these finds 
were uncovered within 1000m around these route networks (<85% and <72% around AD 100 and 800 
respectively; Van Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 3). This indicates that these route networks reflect zones 
with a high level of human activity. Additionally, routes (always located in these zones) themselves can 
directly cause sand drifting (Lascaris, 1999; Spek, 2004). Therefore we used these route zones to determine 
the spatial link between sand drifting and population pressure.

The third time slice ranges from the end of the Early Middle Ages to the beginning of the modern 
period, i.e. AD 950 to 1700. At the end of the Early Middle Ages habitation started to cluster and in the 
sand areas became fixed on stable positions (Waterbolk, 1980; Hamerow, 2002; Van der Velde, 2004). 
Some of these settlements after AD 1300 developed into larger towns (Spek, 2004; Keunen, 2011; Rutte 
& IJsselstijn, 2014). Because most settlements were established by the end of the Early Middle Ages, route 
networks are expected not to have changed significantly afterwards, even when urbanisation took place 
(Van Lanen et al., 2016b; Chapter 4). Major changes in the route networks did occur after the introduction 
of railways in AD 1848 (Horsten, 2005). Therefore we used a historical road map of the AD 1600 route 
network reconstructed by Horsten (2005) and digitally made available by Van Lanen et al. (2016b; 
Chapter 4) as representative for the period AD 950-1700. This overview of roads in the Netherlands 
mainly was based on a variety of old maps showing contemporaneous data on roads. These data have 
been integrated into an overview of main thoroughfares, and therefore do not include secondary roads 
and local paths. Although the AD 1600 road network has a high spatial accuracy, this network does not 
– in contrast to the reconstructions made by Van Lanen et al. (2015b; Chapter 3) – connect all known 
settlements from that period (Van Lanen et al. 2016b; Chapter 4). Still, the network does reflect the main 
thoroughfares and therefore the areas where land transport and associated population pressure on the 
landscape were highest.

We compared the number of drift-sand events within and outside a 1000m buffer around the routes. 
These buffers represent (i) the uncertainty in route-network location (AD 100 and 800) and (ii) the 
expected impact zone of population pressure (settlements, arable fields, etc.) around these routes (Van 
Lanen et al., 2015b; Chapter 3). Next, we calculated the spatial distribution of drift sand in and outside the 
zone of increased human pressure. This was done by determining the ratio of the number of sites inside 
and outside the buffer, corrected for the areal ratio in susceptible substrates within and outside the buffer 
(moderately susceptible and susceptible soils). The resulting factor expresses how often sand drifting was 
identified inside the buffer relative to its occurrence outside the buffer, with < 1 expressing predominant 
occurrences outside the buffer and > 1 expressing predominant occurrence within the buffer zone. To 
further test the statistical significance of the calculated factor values, we performed an exact binominal 
test. We took the assumption that drift-sand sites occurred as often within and outside the buffers per 
areal unit as a null-hypothesis.
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11.5 Results

11.5.1 Temporal patterns in drift-sand activity
The results show that abundant drift-sand activity took place during Late Bronze Age and Iron Age 
(Figures 11.3-11.6), in the middle sand area this phenomenon was less prominent in these periods. All 
areas show a gradual decrease in forest cover and population density since the Late Bronze Age towards 
the Roman period, in line with reconstructions by Teunissen (1988), Louwe Kooijmans (1995), and Spek 
(2004).

Between AD 1 and 400 (the largest part of the Roman period), the data of drift-sand activity show a 
remarkable decrease on a national level (Figures 11.3-11.6). This trend is observed in the northern and 
eastern sand areas (AD 1-400; Figures 11.3 and 11.4) and in the southern Netherlands (AD 200-600; 
Figure 11.6). In the middle sand area no drift-sand activity occurred before AD 800 (Figure 11.4). The 
Roman dip in drift-sand activity is confirmed by observed peat growth without sandy influx at several 
sites (brown bars in Figures 11.3-11.6). This timing is counter-intuitive since it coincides with a relatively 
high population density and a low forest cover. In the southern sand area the dip occurred somewhat 
later, but still at a time that population density was relatively high and forest cover was low (Figure 11.6).

Between AD 600 and 900 the observed drift-sand activity increased to the prehistoric level. This 
seems in line with the vegetation trends, which during this time interval show renewed deforestation. 
After AD 900 sand drifting shows a sharp rise, especially in the middle and southern sand areas (Figures 
11.5 and 11.6). In the northern and eastern sand areas the drift-sand activity remained moderately low, 
until after AD 1500 a sharp rise in the number of active sites occurred here as well (Figures 11.3 and 
11.4). The change in timing of this major increase between the regions is consistent for all dating methods 
and therefore most likely represents a real trend rather than a sampling bias. The difference in timing it 
is best explained by the increase in population density that was higher in the southern and middle sand 
areas than in the eastern and northern areas.

On a national level the number of point locations where sand drifting occurred did not increase from 
AD 1300 onwards. This does not imply that drift-sand activity stabilized; the surface of existing drift sites 
increased (e.g. Lascaris, 1999).

11.5.2 Spatial patterns in drift-sand activity
The locations of sand drifting are not randomly distributed over the areas with susceptible soils, but seem 
to occur more often close to routes (Figures 11.7-11.10). When comparing the number of active sites 
inside and outside the 1000 buffer around reconstructed route networks, taking only the areas susceptible 
to sand drifting into account, most sites are indeed located relatively close to route zones. For the cases 
where more sites are available, the southern sand area for AD 1600 and the northern sand area for AD 
800, have >1.8 times more activity close to routes (Table 11.5).

Few sites with sand drifting were found for the period between 100 BC and AD 450 (n=18). The 
northern and southern sand areas contain 8 and 5 sites respectively. These are situated relatively close to 
the route network, but in each area only two sites are located within the defied 1000-m buffer (Figures 
11.7AD and 11.10A). The eastern and middle sand areas contain few sites, which all are located within 
the buffer (Table 11.5; Figures 11.8A and 11.9A). Between AD 450 and 950 drift-sand frequency was low 
(generally n<4), mostly occurring close to routes. In the northern sand area (Figure 11.7B) 8 sites are 
present with a strong spatial tendency towards the routes (p=0.126; Table 11.5).

For the Late Middle Ages and early Modern period (until ca. AD 1700) more sites have been 
identified, and clear relations between drift-sand occurrence and human presence can be observed. 
In the southern sand area, 50% of the drift sites (11 out of 22) occur within the 1000-m buffer, which 
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differs close to significantly from a random distribution (exact binomial test, p=0.125 – Figure 11.10CD; 
Table 11.5). In the northern sand area and the Overijsselse Vecht area in the eastern sand area, drift-sand 
activity was remarkably aligned along routes (Figures 11.7C and 11.8D). However in this area several 
outliers occur (remote sites), which reduces the overall spatial correspondence between route networks 
and drift sites (Table 11.5). This is probably caused by drift-sand occurrence in remote sites or by the fact 
that not all routes have been mapped.

For the Veluwe in the middle sand area the opposite trend is observed: especially in the area around 
the largest dune fields most sites are located relatively far away from routes (Figure 11.9AD; Table 11.5). 
The most likely reason is that these dune fields became so large that the roads had to be diverted around 
them as demonstrated for the Kootwijk (Ktw in Figure 11.9) area by Heidinga (1987). The AD 1600 roads 
represent the situation after significant extension of drift-sand fields and do therefore not reflect the initial 
spatial layout of the routes. The original route zones probably are buried under the fossil drift-sand fields. 
Around the western edge of the Veluwe (i.e. upwind, Nunspeet, Zeist), the same pattern emerges as in 
other areas. Here, relatively many drift-sands are found close to routes. The reason is that the sand mostly 
was blown towards the east, and therefore these roads were not affected/relocated.

11.6 Discussion

11.6.1 Natural and anthropogenic causes
In this section the role of natural and human facilitating conditions and natural forcings for sand drifting 
is outlined using the conceptual diagram of Figure 11.2 and the results from our study area summarised 
in Figure 11.11.

Table 11.5 | Spatial distribution of drift-sand sites inside and outside the route zones in Figures 11.7-11.10.

Region Period % susceptible 
area within 1 

km routes

% susceptible 
area outside
 1 km routes

# sites 
within
1 km 

buffer

# sites 
outside 

1 km 
buffer

Factor comparing 
drift sand sites 

inside and outside 
1 km buffer

p-value (n)

Northern sand 
area

RP 25.7 74.3 2 6 1 0.650 (8)

EMA 25.8 74.2 4 4 >10 0.126 (8)

LME 22.9 77.1 2 8 0.8 0.706 (10)

Eastern 
sand area

RP 30.1 69.9 3 0 > 10 0.027 (3)

EMA 28.2 71.8 1 1 2.5 0.485 (2)

LME 41.1 58.9 5 7 1 0.593 (12)

Middle
sand area

RP 25.6 74.4 1 0 - -

EMA 21.0 79.0 1 1 3 0.377 (2)

LME 46.9 53.1 6 17                   0.4 0.988 (23) 

Southern sand 
area

RP 40.3 59.7 2 3 1 0.668 (5)

EMA 30.5 69.5 2 2 2.3 0.358 (4)

LME 35.9 64.1 11 11 1.8 0.125 (22)

P-value for H0: drift sand activity occurs as frequent within as outside the 1000 m buffer. Lower p-value indicates trend towards 
more drift sand within buffer, p<0.05 indicates significantly more drift sand within the buffer. 
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Facilitating initial conditions
Large dune fields can develop most easily in a sandy and dry substrate (Figure 11.2) and when this 
substrate covers a large area. This explains why in the eastern sand area small isolated coversand outcrops 
are most prominent, and drifting is confined to smaller areas. An exception is the Vecht area (eastern sand 
area) with large W-E oriented coversand ridges (Figures 11.4 and 11.8), since due to the predominantly 
western wind regime and the long fetch through the E-W oriented valley, large drift sands could easily 
develop here. Southwest of the Veluwe thick coversand deposits occur. Here the largest drift-sand fields 
of the study area developed, which were active until the 19th century. The peat bogs flanking and covering 
sandy areas were mainly excavated or reclaimed from the Late Middle Ages onwards. This probably 
lowered the local groundwater level, further facilitating sand drifting. This mechanism could have played 
a role along the edges of large sand areas: the northern edge of the southern sand area (Figures 11.6 and 
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11.10) and the western edge of the Veluwe (Heidinga, 1984a; 1984b) and Utrechtse Heuvelrug (Sevink et 
al., 2013; Figures 11.5 and 11.9).

Natural forcings (climate and storms)
The hypothesis that colder climatic events coincided with episodes of drift-sand activity (possibly through 
weaker vegetation – Figure 11.2) is not confirmed with our data. The rise in drift-sand activity around AD 
400 took place before the cold DACP (AD 500-750) started. Moreover the most pronounced rise in drift-
sand intensity of the studied period after AD 900, especially occurring in the southern and middle sand 
area, is not concurrent with a cold period but with the warm MCO (AD 750-1570 – Figure 11.11).

In order to identify periods with enhanced storminess, historical written sources can only be used 
after ca. AD 1400 and we therefore have to rely on sedimentary records for comparing drift-sand activity 
to storms. Sorrel et al. (2012) reconstructed a stormy Roman period in NW-Europe (Holocene Storm 
Period (HSP) VI in Figure 11.11), while during this period in the Netherlands the lowest drift-sand 
activity of the past 3 millennia occurred. This sharp rise in drift-sand activity during the MCO after AD 
900 does also not match a presumed NW European storm period, it falls between HSP VI and V in Figure 
11.11. The inland rise after AD 900 is in line with late-medieval inland drift sands recorded in Germany 
(Tolksdorf & Kaiser, 2012 and references therein) and dune phases along the Dutch coast from around 
AD 1000 onwards (Jelgersma et al., 1970; Vos et al., 2015). All these drift-sand activity phases occurred 
earlier than the onset of the cold LIA and inferred storm periods in NW Europe. It is nevertheless 
possible that once drift sands were initiated, they further expanded during the colder and more stormy 
LIA from ca. AD 1500 onwards. For this colder period higher storm frequencies and much dune activity 

Figure 11.6 (left page and above) | Drift-sand activity in the southern sand area. Ages are in B2k (before AD 2000). The narrow 

bars indicate drift-sand dates 1σ range (Appendix 11.B), the wider yellow-orange bars indicate estimated drift-sand activity. The 

observed intensity graph (bottom right) shows the sum of all dates in the figure visualised per type of date (colour corresponds 

to the colours of the narrow bars). Palaeodemographic (PD) estimates are explained in Appendix 11.A, the arboreal pollen 

percentage (AP%) is used as an indication for openness (see text).
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has been recorded throughout many sites in the Netherlands and for many other parts of northwestern 
Europe (Figure 11.11).

When comparing storm periods to phases with increased drift-sand intensity on a NW European 
scale, still several methodological problems arise: (i) many of the sites of the Sorrel et al. (2012) study 
are situated in coastal dunes or in tidal areas, which are also sensitive to autogenic sediment dynamics 
such as supply from the shallow sea (Jelgersma et al., 1970, 1995; Zagwijn, 1984; Van der Valk, 1992; 
Chapter 4); (ii) the effect of individual storms that occur outside the period of enhanced storm activity 
on coastal and inland sand drifting can be overlooked. These storms could push an already vulnerable 
system state (e.g. intensively used dry sandy soils) across a threshold, causing a non-linear response in the 
form of drift-sand formation; (iii) within NW Europe or even within the Netherlands, individual storms 
can have different magnitudes and impact. Not all storms that may have been important are recorded 
in independent sedimentary records or historical records; (iv) dating uncertainty of drift-sand events 
(several centuries) does not often allow linking them to individual storms (Clarke & Rendell, 2009).

The issues discussed above highlight the importance of independent storm records and 
reconstructions (i.e. not inferred from aeolian dunes) on a regional scale rather than on a NW European 
scale. With the exception of the LIA, the discrepancies between presumed periods of enhanced 
storminess, colder or drier climate and drift-sand events indicate that changes in climate conditions still 
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were small compared to the optimum temperature or wetness range of vegetation. Therefore climate 
conditions are considered not to be the main cause behind drift-sand activity in the Netherlands.

Facilitating human conditions
Generally, higher population densities will result in more intense land use (deforestation, 
overexploitation) leading to more sand drifting. When comparing the period before and after AD 1000 
in terms of drift-sand activity and population density, it is clear that higher population densities indeed 
coincided with high drift-sand activity. This is further underlined by the early timing of large-scale drift-
sand activity in the middle and southern sand areas, which were characterized by higher population 
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densities than the other study areas. The higher population densities in the south are best explained by 
the development of flourishing medieval Flemish cities nearby. In the middle sand area, settlements 
mainly were located near the area boundaries, close to the densely-populated river area. We also see a 
clear link between forest cover and drift-sand activity. Periods of decreasing forest cover generally 
coincided with periods of increased drift-sand activity, for example in the southern sand area during the 
Iron Age and the 11-13th centuries (Vera, 2011) (Figure 11.6). In the middle sand area a low forest cover 
after AD 900 coincided with high drift-sand activity. Modest forest clearings for iron mining between 
the Iron Age and the 6/7th century in this area does not seem to have caused much drift-sand activity 
(Heidinga, 1987; Doorenbosch & Van Mourik, 2016; Figure 11.5). In the eastern sand area deforestation 
due to human pressure (from the Bronze Age onwards) may have been much more substential then the 
Engbertdijksveen diagram suggests (Groenewoudt et al., 2007). 

The consistent dip in drift-sand activity during the Roman period strongly suggests that population 
increase and deforestation did not automatically lead to more drift-sand activity. This dip is observed 
both south as well as north of the Roman limes. Besides possibly low storm activity during this period, 
the type of land use could play a role. After the Iron Age, Celtic fields were abandoned, indicating a shift 
in agricultural practices (Van Gijn & Waterbolk, 1984; Roymans & Gerritsen, 2002; Spek et al., 2003). In 
the eastern and northern sand area this coincided with a settlement shift towards areas with more loamy 
and fertile substrates (Groenewoudt, 1989; Spek, 2004). The same type of shift has been documented by 
Roymans & Gerritsen (2002) and Kluiving et al. (2015) for the southern sand area. These trends could not 
be reproduced by Wolthuis & Arnoldussen (2015), but they did notice a settlement shift trend towards 
areas comprising more wet soils during the Late Iron Age and the Early Roman period. These shift in 
the Roman period may have decreased human pressure on the most sensitive sandy areas. More research 
should further explore this hypothesis, also for other sandy areas within the NW European sand belt.

The introduction of different agricultural techniques from the Early Middle Ages onwards, such 
as more advanced ploughs leading to increased soil destruction (Larsen, 2016), could have made the 
land more prone to sand drifting. From the 15th century onwards, heather sods (plaggen) were used as 
natural fertilizers in the southern sand area. These plaggen, with a high organic content, were collected 
by removing the vegetated organic top soil, causing the bare sandy substrate to become exposed to wind 
erosion. Around a century later this technique was introduced in the middle and eastern sand areas, and 
during the 17th century it was applied in the north (Groenman-Van Waateringe, 1992; Lascaris, 1999; 

Figure 11.11 (left page) | Timing of drift-sand formation for all four sand areas in the Netherlands combined and its forcings 

compared to other sites in NW Europe. Warmer (red) and colder (blue) periods 1000 BC – AD 1 after Kobashi et al. (2011) – 

Greenland ice core, 1 AD – AD 2000 after Büntgen et al. (2016). RWP= Roman Warm Period, DACP = Dark Ages Cold Period, 

MCO= Medieval climate optimum, LIA= Little Ice Age. NW European Holocene storm periods (HSPs) after Sorrel et al. (2012), 

Dutch storms from written sources after Berendsen (1984), Buisman & Van Engelen (1996; 1998; 2000). Light orange bars are 

coastal dune sites, dark orange sites are inland drift sands: Portugal – Costas et al. (2012), Aquitaine, France – Clarke et al., 2002, 

Brittany, France – Van Vliet-Lanoë et al. (2015), Ireland – Wilson et al. (2004), Hybrides, NW Scotland – Gilbertson et al. (1999), 

northwestern UK – Pye & Neal (1993); Orford et al. (2000), Brecklands – Bateman & Godby (2004), Denmark – Clemmensen et 

al. (2009), eastern Germany and Lower Saxony – Tolksdorf & Kaiser (2012), Holland coast – Jelgersma et al. (1970); Zagwijn 

(1984), Pulle, Belgium – Derese et al. (2010). Forest cover after Louwe Kooijmans (1995); population density (PD) and drift-sand 

intensity – this study. The drift-sand intensity graph shows the sum of all dates for the four study areas, visualised per type of 

date. Moderate drift-sand activity has been present at least since 1000 BC, with a clear dip between AD 1 and 500. After AD 900 

the drift-sand activity increases uninterruptedly. Together with several Belgium and German sites, this increase occurs earlier 

than in many other parts of NW Europe and does not seem to be related to climate or storm trends.
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Spek, 2004; Van Mourik et al., 2011). Initially, plaggen activities most likely took place close to settlements 
and routes. Later, plaggen material had to be collected from more remote areas as well. These areas 
generally contained the poorest and driest soils, and therefore, already were most prone to sand drifting. 
The large-scale destruction of the protecting top soil allowed drift-sand fields in these areas to develop 
into their final maximal extent during the 19th century, also in more remote areas.

Besides population density, also the type of land use (e.g. agricultural techniques, specialization, 
ratio arable farming-animal husbandry) was an important driver for sand drifting (Figure 11.2). Socio-
economic and political factors such as institutional arrangements, property structures, power balances 
and commercial strategies play an important role when it comes to the initiation and prevention of 
drift sand (e.g. De Keyzer, 2016; De Keyzer & Bateman, in review). These factors determine activities 
enhancing or preventing sand drifting, such as the use of plaggen, deforestation and the construction of 
hedges and wooden fences.

From the cases presented in this study, it can be concluded that human pressure on a sandy landscape 
was the most important facilitating condition for drift-sand activity. When the landscape is more sensitive 
due to the human pressure, sand drifting can be enhanced by colder climate or higher storm intensity. 
Whether sand actually will start to drift or continue to drift depends strongly on how the land is used 
(e.g. deforestation, use of prevention measures), which is besides population pressure influenced by many 
cultural factors. This causes the relation between population density, deforestation and drift sand activity 
to be strongly non-linear.

11.6.2 Reflection on data quality
In this study, regional patterns of drift-sand activity were assessed by combining information from many 
point locations. This approach is sensitive to sampling biases, because the coverage of the earlier research 
this work was based on may vary in space and time depending on past research traditions. A source of 
undersampling are the plaggen soils in which drift sands have become homogenised by ploughing (Spek, 
2004). When low drift-sand activity is found (e.g. the Roman period), bias caused by undersampling can 
be minimised by (1) considering regional patterns (i.e. by comparing multiple regions and other locations 
in NW Europe), and (2) considering evidence of absence of drift sands (e.g. peat records), as was done 
in this study. Using the latter kind of evidence also minimises the overrepresentation of younger drift-
sand events caused by reworking of older generations of dunes. The reworking bias could still have a local 
effect, but from peat records and dated soil horizons it is clear that increasing drift-sand intensity in the 
Netherlands after AD 900 represents a real trend. To consider oversampling effects during observed high 
aeolian intensity (e.g. influenced by detailed records in written sources dating from AD 1400 onwards), 
the events were split up according to their dating method in which the increase is still evident (Figure 
11.11).

Especially after AD 1500, not the amount of drift-sand sites, but the size of the drift-sand dune fields 
becomes a more important indicator of human impact on the landscape and people. This makes the point 
location approach used in this chapter gradually less suitable for the period after AD 1500. Therefore, the 
growing dune fields are not well reflected in our study, and even resulted in the apparent decrease of site 
events in Figure 11.11 after ca. AD 1400. Historical records mentioning the size and scale of the dunes 
therefore should be considered more suitable for this interval. In addition, for the interval after AD 1800, 
historical maps can be used for drift-sand reconstruction.

Despite the low amount of drift-sand data for AD 100 and 800, it appears that sand drifting occurred 
more often close to route networks. Although the reconstructed route networks due to a lack of data only 
reflect parts of the original networks, they do show a spatial correspondence with drift-sand activity for 
the investigated period. Also for AD 1600 the results indicate that areas flanking these routes contained 
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more drift-sand sites than areas further away, but this spatial trend cannot be proven statistically on a 
regional scale. This is partly because during this period more activities causing sand drifting took place 
at increasing distance from the main roads (e.g. digging of plaggen), as most likely is reflected by several 
clusters of sites further away from these routes. For drift-sand sites near settlements, results probably can 
improve by including secondary roads and local paths in the AD 1600 route network and by improving 
the chronological depth of the analyses.

11.6.3 Outlook
Including more exact dates from local site studies (preferentially OSL) would further unravel the 
chronological and spatial patterns of past aeolian activity. Additionally, sand influx data from continuous 
peat records will provide a good record of both the presence and absence of sand drifting. Further 
independent storm records (i.e. not inferred from dunes) will help to assess the role of storms in episodes 
of drift-sand formation. Such records may include shell layers in coastal dunes (representing wave height 
– Jelgersma et al., 1995; Cunningham et al., 2011) or lagoon-derived sand layers (Van den Biggelaar et al., 
2014; Degeai et al., 2015). Although these were mainly influenced by wind direction and resulting water 
setup rather than absolute wind strength, they can help to understand the role of storm events in drift-
sand formation.

Comparing sand drifting north and south of the Roman limes based on more sites would probably 
further help to understand the (lack of) impact of anthropogenic and natural conditions during the 
Roman period. Combining such local studies in an interdisciplinary manner, also taking into account 
the occurrence of human activity and vegetation, will improve the understanding of the relation between 
people and landscapes of the past. To achieve this, spatial vegetation reconstructions including drift sands 
will be helpful (e.g. Van Beek et al., 2015b). Historical studies from AD 1500 onwards can unravel the 
political and economic factors behind land use strategies (Spek, 2004; De Keyzer, 2016). These detailed 
local studies can be integrated into regional and supraregional studies as done in this study or further 
extended towards adjacent areas in the NW European sand belt.

11.7 Conclusions

This chapter presents an integrated overview of inland Holocene drift-sand activity in the Netherlands, 
aiming to assess the relative importance of natural and anthropogenic factors in this region on aeolian 
drift-sand activity.

•  From the cases presented in this study it can be concluded that human pressure on a sandy 
landscape was an important facilitating condition for drift-sand activity. Prehistoric sand drifting 
occurred since the Late Neolithic period under increasing population densities and deforestation. 
The uninterrupted increase of drift-sand activity from ca. AD 900 onwards coincided with a growing 
population density and decreasing forest cover compared to preceding periods. This effect was 
strongest in the most densely-populated southern and middle sand areas.

•  Human pressure as an important forcing is also demonstrated by the proximity of sand drifts to 
routes, which represent areas with intense human activities. In these areas road density, agricultural 
activities and overexploitation are presumed to have been most intense, enhancing drift sand 
formation. After AD 1500, drift-sand activity not only took place close to habitation but also on more 
remote sites, especially where plaggen digging led to the large-scale expansion of active dune fields.
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•  The relation between population density, deforestation, and drift sand activity is non-linear. Whether 
sand actually started to drift, continued to drift, or was prevented from drifting, depended on the 
manner in which the land was used. For example, the shifting of habitation throughout the Iron Age 
towards less drift-sand susceptible areas could explain the observed dip in drift-sand activity during 
the densely populated Roman period. The type of land use furthermore depended on political and 
economic factors facilitating overexploitation or leading to prevention measures.

•  Sand drifting likely was enhanced, but not initiated, by colder climate and higher storm intensity. 
These conditions accelerated the expansion of dune fields during the Little Ice Age after ca. AD 1500, 
although original facilitating conditions were provided by population pressure and type of land use.
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Chapter 12

Synthesis: patterns of connectivity, habitation and 

persistence in the Northwestern European Lowlands 

during the first millennium AD

Primarily this thesis has a methodological ambition, which is to reconstruct boundary conditions of 
cultural-landscape changes during the first millennium AD and to develop spatiotemporal frameworks 
for these changes. At the same time, it represents an exploration of the potential of archaeological data 
integration and quantification. In the previous chapters, dynamics of route networks, long-distance 
transport, settlement patterns, palaeodemography and land-use systems in the Netherlands have been 
investigated on multiple scales for both Holocene and Pleistocene areas. Below, the outcome of these 
studies is combined and the resulting methodological and theoretical implications are discussed. In 
section 12.1 the main results are presented, focussing on the research themes and questions defined in 
chapter 1. Section 12.2 contains a reflection on connectivity, habitation, and persistence based on these 
results. Section 12.3 focusses on the methodological implications. In section 12.4, general theoretical 
consequences of these findings are discussed. This chapter concludes with section 12.5, containing 
recommendations for future research of cultural-landscape change in northwestern Europe.

12.1 Conclusions

12.1.1 Route networks

A. What was the spatial layout of Roman and early-medieval route networks in the present-day 
Netherlands?
Route networks were studied on a supraregional scale in chapters 2-5 and 11, and on a more detailed 
regional scale in chapters 6 and 8. The methods developed in these chapters have enabled the 
reconstruction and validation of previously unknown land and water routes. In addition, a clear 
relationship between landscape conditions and the presence of route zones has come to light. The spatial 
orientation of route networks in the research area throughout the first millennium AD points towards 
a generally high level of accessibility in the Pleistocene areas. In the Holocene parts, on the other hand, 
local accessibility was lower and was largely determined by the presence of alluvial ridges and of coastal 
and river dunes. Consequently, especially in the Rhine-Meuse delta many of the reconstructed Roman 
and early-medieval route zones were oriented east-west. Only a few connections crossed the river delta 
from north to south (Figures 3.7; 8.3; 8.8). There are strong indications that the most western inland 
corridor in the delta facilitating crossing the Meuse and Rhine was located near the old cities of Tiel and 
Wijk bij Duurstede (Figures 8.3, 8.8 and 8.10). Remarkably, almost all movement corridors in this area 
contained at least one but often multiple route zones, suggesting that this part of the delta landscape was 
used to its full potential throughout the first millennium AD. In the coastal area bordering the North Sea, 
north-south corridors were provided by the coastal barriers. Doubtlessly, these barrier-based corridors 
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were used intensively for (land) transport. Both the supraregional and regional results presented in these 
chapters point towards a strong correlation between route networks, the distribution of archaeological 
finds and landscape structure.

B. To what extent did Roman routes in this area persist towards the Early Middle Ages and early-modern 
times?
Route-network persistence was studied on a supraregional and regional scale (Chapters 4 and 8 
respectively). On a supraregional level, route-network stability was calculated between the Roman 
period, the Early Middle Ages and Early-Modern Times (AD 100-1600; Chapter 4). The results show 
that despite numerous differences between the Roman and early-medieval cultural landscape, 68% of 
the reconstructed route networks were persistent throughout the first millennium AD (Figures 4.4 and 
4.6). This relatively high percentage raises the question to what extent first-millennium route networks 
persisted towards later periods. Therefore, first-millennium route networks were compared to early-
modern route zones dating to ca. AD 1600. Despite the fact that the early-modern network covers 
a much larger surface area, 25% of this later network corresponds to segments of route networks that 
already functioned during the Early Middle Ages (Figure 4.4). Interestingly, 89% of these persistent route 
sections in addition already were in use during the Roman period (Figure 4.5). In general, persistence in 
the Holocene and Pleistocene parts of the Netherlands appears to have differed only slightly. However, 
results based on route networks exclusively connecting persistent places (i.e. places inhabited during all 
three periods) indicate a notable increase of route-network persistence for especially the Holocene areas. 
The conclusion is that in especially Holocene areas, route-network stability to a significant degree was 
influenced by settlement dynamics.

In order to shed more light on the complex interaction between settlement dynamics and route 
networks in Holocene areas in the Netherlands, route-network persistence in the Rhine-Meuse delta 
was studied on a regional scale (Chapter 8). This was one of the most densely-populated areas in the 
Netherlands during the first millennium AD and was characterised by a high degree of settlement 
dynamics (cf. Chapter 7). Route-network persistence was calculated for AD 100, 500 and 900. Despite 
the dynamic nature of the delta, the reconstructed networks were remarkably persistent, with 80% 
overlapping in AD 100 and 500, and 81% overlapping in AD 500 and 900 (Figures 8.7; 8.9). The results 
also show that 88% of the persistent route sections calculated for AD 500-900 also were long-term 
persistent, i.e. already in use in AD 100. This approach also allowed the identification of highly-persistent 
core sections in the network, located mainly in east-west oriented movement corridors which were 
continuously used throughout the whole of the first millennium AD (Figure 8.10). Therefore, despite the 
fact that settlement locations in this area were highly variable throughout the first millennium (Chapter 
7), movement corridors in general remained in use. This is best explained by the limited number of 
movement corridors available in this low-lying delta region.

C. What were the mechanisms behind route-network development in this region, and more specifically, 
what was the relative impact of natural and cultural processes?
The extent to which route networks were influenced by the conditions of the physical landscape 
is determined in chapters 2-4 and 8. The network-friction method developed in these chapters 
uses combinations of high-resolution archaeological and geoscientific data, in order to enable the 
reconstruction of local accessibility and translocation conditions and the modelling of potential 
movement corridors. A comparison of the reconstructed route zones to the (independent) distribution of 
known infrastructural and isolated archaeological finds in the Netherlands shows that the vast majority 
of these finds originate from within the modelled route zones (Chapter 3). This proofs that especially 
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natural setting during the first millennium had a strong influence on the location of these zones. Results 
of a more detailed regional analysis of the Rhine-Meuse delta underline this finding (Chapter 8). In this 
area, land routes were largely restricted to active and inactive east-west oriented alluvial ridges. Incidental 
natural forcings such as floods only exerted a limited influence on the location of these routes. The 
implication is that persistent movement corridors in this area during the first millennium functioned as a 
‘pull factor’ for re-establishing route networks. The calculations of the location and scale of natural-setting 
changes and of their influence on route-network development shows that landscape prerequisites played 
a decisive role in the development of first-millennium route networks (Chapter 2: Figures 2.8 and 2.9; 
Chapter 8: Figure 8.7). Especially in the coastal and fluvial zones of the present-day Netherlands, first-
millennium habitation must have adapted to increasingly changing environments.

The next step was to determine the degrees in which human activity and natural forcing caused 
drift-sand activity in the Netherlands (Chapter 11). Since route networks can be regarded as corridors 
of high human activity (cf. Chapters 3, 4 and 8; Section 12.3), they also reflect areas of increased human 
pressure on the landscape. The results show a generally strong relationship between the layout of route 
networks and the spatial distribution of drift-sand (Figures 11.6; 11.7; 11.8; 11.9). This indicates that 
the reconstructed route networks reflect zones of increased human pressure on the landscape, in the 
Veluwe region and Drenthe even resulting in sand drifting (Lascaris, 1999; Spek, 2004), Furthermore, this 
strong link stresses the added value of route-network studies when it comes to understanding large-scale 
cultural-landscape changes in the past.

Since route networks are clearly affected by both cultural and natural influences, a major remaining 
challenge is to determine the relative contribution of both on network development. Chapter 4 presents a 
first attempt to quantify this interaction. Focussing on route-network stability between AD 100 and 1600, 
the results of this study further underpin the previously established influence of natural setting on route-
network development during the first millennium. However, by applying the network-friction approach 
it was determined that between the end of the first millennium and AD 1600 this relationship changed, 
as is evidenced by marked route-network differences between AD 800 and 1600 (47%; Figure 4.7). This 
phenomenon is best explained by an increasing impact of cultural dynamics. Although just a first attempt, 
this approach shows great promise for distinguishing and quantifying the influence of natural and 
cultural variables on past route-network development.

D. What is the potential of an integrated, evidence-based modelling approach for reconstructing largely 
hidden or vanished supraregional first-millennium route networks?
The results show that through a transdisciplinary, large-scale and evidence-based approach it is possible 
to model spatial cultural developments that are impossible to reconstruct using more traditional, site-
based, bottom-up archaeological research methods. Route networks were reconstructed using a newly 
developed, evidence-based modelling approach termed ‘network friction’ (Chapters 3-5 and 8). The 
reason to develop this method is that the available archaeological data do not allow for a more traditional 
bottom-up approach (Chapter 3), mainly because of: (1) unequal distribution and insufficient quantities 
of excavated infrastructural remains; (2) insufficient (meta)data quality; and (3) the fact that Roman and 
early-medieval routes mostly were unpaved. The manner in which archaeological infrastructural remains 
such as hollow ways and tracks are recorded archaeologically, strongly depends on excavation strategies. 
Moreover, such infrastructural remains rarely have been the explicit focus of archaeological research in 
the Netherlands. In addition, often such remains are uncovered in settlement contexts, as a part of larger 
excavated features, and subsequently are recorded as settlement structures only. A final challenge in first-
millennium route-network studies is related to archaeological visibility and preservation. As already 
stated above, Roman and early-medieval routes in the study area consisted of unpaved (bundles of) car 
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tracks and paths. As such, these routes fundamentally differ from paved and spatially-stable routes (roads) 
in among others southern Europe (e.g. Van der Heijden, 2016). The new top-down network-friction 
approach (Chapters 2 and 3) integrates cultural and geoscientific data and uses the dynamics responsible 
for many of the challenges presented above to model partly vanished and hidden Roman and early-
medieval routes. Based on geoscientific data, movement corridors were calculated representing accessible 
areas in the first millennium (Chapter 2). Route networks were calculated by integrating the resulting 
spatial and chronological natural-landscape frameworks with detailed archaeological data representing 
settlements, burial sites and shipwrecks from the first millennium AD, and validated using independent 
archaeological data derived from infrastructural and isolated finds (Chapter 3).

12.1.2 Long-distance transport routes

E. How did long-distance transport of common goods change during the first millennium AD?
Commonly used first-millennium long-distance transport routes were reconstructed by focussing on 
the quantification of the movement of oak towards and within the present-day Netherlands (Chapter 
5). The resulting dendrochronology-based reconstructions show a strong agreement with calculated 
spatiotemporal patterns of imported pottery and other household goods. This approach led to the 
identification of significant spatial shifts of transport routes during the first millennium. Long-distance 
transport during the early and middle Roman periods (12 BC-AD 270; Table 1.1) connected the 
present-day Netherlands to the German Rhineland (Rhine-based transport), the Ardennes (Meuse-
based transport), and the Scheldt region (Figure 5.8). There is no wood-based evidence of long distance-
connections during the late-Roman period and early-medieval period A (AD 270-525). Between AD 
525 and 900, exogenous ships and barrels excavated in the present-day Netherlands without exception 
were constructed from oaks that grew in the German Rhineland. This network, extending to the UK and 
Denmark, collapsed around AD 850. During the final phase of the Early Middle Ages (AD 900-1050), 
exogenous ships and timbers without exception originated in the Ardennes and reached the Netherlands 
following the Meuse (Figure 5.9).

F. How do these changes in long-distance transport relate to natural and cultural developments?
The observed changes of long-distance connections during the first millennium AD could be linked 
to combinations of cultural and natural dynamics (Chapter 5). On the one hand, they reflect altering 
organisational circumstances such as the subsequent disintegration of the Roman and Frankish 
organisational structures, social unrest, changing production methods and/or the reshaping of 
distribution networks. On the other hand, they also clearly reflect the impact of natural-landscape changes 
in the research area. There is ample evidence that especially in dynamic lowland areas, geomorphological 
changes during the first millennium strongly influenced transport conditions (Chapters 5 and 8). During 
this time interval the main distribution of discharge in the Rhine-Meuse delta completely changed by 
the formation of the rivers Hollandse IJssel and Lek in ca. AD 1-300 (Pierik et al., in press), the river 
Waal between AD 220-450 (Weerts & Berendsen, 1995), and the river Gelderse IJssel after AD 700 
(Makaske et al., 2008; Cohen et al., 2009; Cohen et al., 2016). Additionally, the gradual abandonment 
of the river branch Oude Rijn throughout the first millennium AD, which reached a maximum around 
AD 800, irreversibly changed the transport potential of the river Rhine (Van Dinter et al., 2017). These 
developments resulted in the termination of long-distance transport routes (most notably the Oude 
Rijn), but also opened-up new transport corridors and economic opportunities, as is evidenced by the 
development of trade centres along the Gelderse IJssel from the night century onwards (e.g. Deventer, 
Zutphen and Zwolle; Groothedde, 2013).
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12.1.3 Settlement patterns

G. To what degree were settlement patterns in geomorphologically highly-dynamic regions such as the 
Rhine-Meuse delta influenced by natural settings and forcings?
Roman and early-medieval settlement patterns were studied for each defined ABR-subperiod (Chapter 7; 
Table 1.1), focussing on the reconstruction of settlement-location shifts towards other geomorphological 
units and elevation levels (natural setting), and on the spatial and chronological relationship of these 
shifts with floods (natural forcing). Results show that settlements in the delta predominantly were located 
on the alluvial ridges and increasingly shifted towards the central, higher parts of these ridges during the 
course of the first millennium. This trend is best explained by changing hydrological conditions during 
this time interval. Using newly-developed high-resolution palaeogeographical data, settlement-location 
shifts could be linked to increased flooding and rising groundwater levels. In areas where new river 
branches such as the river Waal developed, settlements shifted towards higher grounds and in some cases 
disappeared altogether (Figures 7.3 and 7.4). This process was linked to increased flooding frequency and 
the occurrence of more severe floods in these areas (AD 250-750). In addition, the results show that this 
process in general did not lead to long-term abandonment. The delta kept attracting inhabitants, even 
in the lower parts, as is evident from the low level of persistent settlements and the high level of newly-
founded settlements in these parts. Together these phenomena imply that during the first millennium 
settlement dynamics in deltas such as the Rhine-Meuse delta were strongly influenced by natural setting 
and forcing.

H. To what extent did Roman settlement patterns persist towards the Early Middle Ages?
Settlement persistence in the Rhine-Meuse delta was reconstructed by spatially comparing known 
settlement locations (Chapter 7). Settlements dating to successive ABR-periods (Table 1.1) and located 
within 100m of one another were classified as persistent (Pierik & Van Lanen, 2017). In this respect, 
persistence was solely calculated based on spatial settlement succession on specific locations, not on 
cultural characteristics of these settlements. The results show that especially during the late-Roman 
period (AD 270-450) the number of settlements drastically decreased, reducing settlement persistence to 
33%. During the successive early-medieval period A (AD 450-525) the number of persistent settlements 
remained low (Figure 7.5). In line with a general increase of the number of settlements during the early-
medieval periods B and C (AD 525-900), persistence values for these periods rise to 50% and 60% 
respectively. Persistent settlements during these periods were located on the highest locations in the delta 
landscape, and newly-established settlements mostly were located on lower grounds. This height-related 
difference between the persistence and stability of settlements in the Rhine-Meuse delta can only be 
explained by a strong influence of avulsions and floods in the lower segments of this area.

12.1.4 Palaeodemography and land use

I. What where the rural, military and urban population numbers in the Rhine-Meuse delta during the first 
millennium AD?
Rural population numbers were calculated based on the number of excavated settlements in the 
Rhine-Meuse delta and on estimations of the percentage of yet undiscovered settlement sites. Based on 
excavation data from this area the average number of houses per settlement and the general household 
size per ABR-subperiod were reconstructed (Tables 1.1; 9.3; Chapter 9). Results show that two periods 
of major population growth occurred during the first millennium: the middle-Roman period (AD 
70-270), when population numbers reached an absolute maximum compared to the remainder of the first 
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millennium, and the early-medieval period C (AD 725-950). Major demographic decline started during 
the late-Roman period and continued during early-medieval period A, lasting from AD 270 to 525, 
resulting in a depopulation of ca. 78%-85% compared to the middle-Roman period (AD 70-270; Figure 
9.8).

Based on historical sources and excavation data, military and urban population sizes were calculated 
per individual site. Military influence on the local population in the Rhine-Meuse delta during the first 
millennium was limited to the Roman period. During the early- and middle-Roman periods, 15 military 
fortresses and associated towns (i.e. vici and canabae legionis) were located in the (vicinity of) the study 
area (12 BC-AD 270; Figure 9.6). Military numbers were highest during the transition from the early to 
the middle-Roman period (n = 23,800), due to the presence of the 10th legion at the castra in Nijmegen 
after the Batavian revolt of AD 69-70. This legion during its short stay comprised around 5.9% of the total 
population in the study area. During the middle-Roman period (AD 70-270), military numbers decreased 
with almost 50% to 11,800. This decline was largely caused by the departure of the 10th legion. After the 
collapse of the Roman frontier (limes) around AD 270, military presence diminished even further. Due to 
declining Roman control in the area and changes in defence policy, the late-Roman military population in 
the study area was reduced to a mere 5,000.

Large settlements (> 5 ha) were present in the cultural landscape of the Rhine-Meuse delta during the 
middle-Roman period and early-medieval periods B, C and D (AD 70-270 and AD 525-1050 respectively; 
Table 1.1; Chapter 9). During the middle-Roman period, towns characterized by low-level urbanisation 
(i.e. people agglomerating into larger settlements) developed at Cuijk, Elst, Rossum and Wijchen (Figure 
9.5; Table 9.5). The most highly-urbanised settlement was located at the present-day town of Nijmegen 
(Ulpia Noviomagus Batavorum27). The late-Roman period and early-medieval period A (AD 270-525) 
are characterized by a complete absence of large settlements, which is in line with the reconstructed 
depopulation during these periods in the Rhine-Meuse delta. After centuries, during early-medieval 
period B (AD 525-725) two large settlements developed near the current Waal-bordering towns of Lent 
and Nijmegen. Early-medieval towns in the delta in general were smaller than their Roman predecessors. 
A notable exception is the trade settlement (emporium) of Dorestad (ca. 10,000 inhabitants), which 
developed during early-medieval period C (AD 725-900).

J. What impact had palaeodemographic fluctuations on land use in the Rhine-Meuse delta?
In order to determine the impact of palaeodemographic fluctuations on land use in the Rhine-Meuse 
delta, land-use simulation modelling was applied (Chapter 9). Using newly-developed palaeogeographical 
reconstructions (Pierik et al., in press) and established links between vegetation types and landscape 
units, land-use suitability for arable farming, meadows, and pasture was calculated for AD 100, 500 and 
900. Geomorphological, lithological, and palaeo-surface elevation data were used to spatially allocate 
different types of land use. Palaeodemographic impact on land use was determined by testing three 
hypotheses that have traditionally dominated the archaeological debate and often are regarded as fait 
accompli. The hypotheses cover: (1) the first millennium as a whole; (2) the Roman period; and (3) the 
Early Middle Ages (Table 9.1). Results show that the impact of the demographic rise during the early- 
and middle-Roman periods and early-medieval period C on the cultural landscape generally was low. 
Throughout the whole of the first millennium, the natural landscape provided sufficient arable-farming 
options, meadows and pastures to support the residents of the Rhine-Meuse delta. This first effort to use 
large-scale simulation-modelling techniques in combination with high-resolution archaeological and 

27 Besides Ulpia Noviomagus Batavorum (Nijmegen), a second Roman city was located in the present-day Netherlands: 

Forum Hadriani (Voorburg). This city however is not discussed here since it was located outside of the research area.
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geoscientific data proves to be a highly-promising method to test the feasibility of commonly-accepted 
archaeological hypotheses.

K. To what degree was general infrastructural connectivity of influence on palaeodemographics?
The relationship between infrastructural connectivity and palaeodemographical development was studied 
on a more local scale by combining previous results (Chapter 4) with data derived from existing literature, 
including historical sources, and new isotopic and DNA data from burials excavated in the Dutch city of 
Oldenzaal (AD 800-1600; Chapter 10). Oldenzaal, which was a member of the extensive Hanseatic League 
(High Middle Ages to Early Modern Period), was infrastructurally well-connected throughout the Early 
and High Middle Ages, leading to the hypothesis that numerous interactions with other trade centres 
should be reflected in the diet (isotopes) and DNA of its inhabitants. However, strontium (87Sr/86Sr) and 
oxygen (δ18O) isotope data derived from 198 (post)medieval individuals indicate a human population 
characterized by a low variability in terms of their origin. This finding shows that the former degree of 
infrastructural connectivity of a settlement cannot be used to ‘predict’ past human-population variability 
within this settlement.

12.2 Reflections on connectivity, habitation and persistence during the first 
millennium AD

In this section central concepts derived from the previous chapters will briefly be reflected upon. Section 
12.4 positions the study within overarching theoretical debates and perspectives. Results show that 
throughout the first millennium AD, cultural and natural dynamics in the present-day Netherlands were 
highly variable in terms of their location and timing. In the Rhine-Meuse delta, processes of change and 
persistence occurred simultaneously (Chapters 7 and 8). Habitation patterns were dynamic and related to 
increased flooding in this area. Contrasting patterns of persistence were established for route networks 
and for movement corridors facilitating connectivity in the area, which were mainly limited by natural 
setting. In all likelihood, the observed and synchronously-occurring processes of change and persistence 
are characteristic for inhabited lowlands worldwide. Despite the fact that natural-landscape changes in 
such areas have resulted in the destruction of a substantial part of the archaeological record, the observed 
dynamics are invaluable for archaeological reconstructions, since they enable the reconstruction of 
boundary conditions for human land use and connectivity. These boundary conditions in turn facilitate 
the development of detailed, landscape- and evidence-based spatiotemporal frameworks for archaeology. 
These frameworks not only contribute to the study of cultural manifestations such as settlement patterns, 
route networks and land use, but also allow the prediction of locations (formerly) containing hidden 
archaeological remains. The predictive strength of the framework developed in this thesis already was 
established during the presented settlement and route-network research (Chapters 2-4, 7 and 8; Section 
12.1). The only reason that it was possible to differentiate between Roman, early-medieval and pre-
modern route zones based on natural-landscape dynamics in the study region, is that this region in the 
past was geomorphologically highly dynamic.

In this thesis, persistence is construed in line with Schlangers’ (1992) work on persistent places, 
and defined as the long-term (re-)use of a specific location or area for specific purposes. In this context 
persistence is largely defined as a spatial concept. The results of this study show that persistence for 
various reasons is a highly-usable concept for archaeological research. In the first place, it is extremely 
difficult to define patterns of continuity in cultural-landscape development using traditional excavation 
data from a single archaeological site. This is mainly because high-resolution (preferably year-to-year) 
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dating is impossible to obtain through the majority of archaeological finds (e.g. pottery, glass, metal pins). 
Persistence, the frequent (re-)use of certain locations for specific purposes through time, however can 
be determined using spatial data and the full spectrum of the archaeological record, i.e. by integrating 
multiple proxies. In the second place, persistently used areas are important as foci of human activity 
and persistence analysis allows us to identify, locate, and predict these areas. In this manner, persistence 
analysis contributes to the identification of places eminently suitable for comparing processes of change 
and (potential) continuity in cultural-landscape development and, perhaps even more fundamentally, 
to archaeological-predictive modelling in general. This conclusion is supported by the results presented 
in chapter 4, which show that long-term persistent routes were not randomly distributed in the present-
day Netherlands, but were located in specific regions enveloping many of the oldest medieval cities (e.g. 
Alkmaar, Arnhem, Deventer, Haarlem, Leiden, Nijmegen and Zwolle). This shows that the concept and 
methods of long-term persistence are highly valuable for localising multi-period archaeological sites 
containing key information about past processes of environmental and cultural change.

In geography, the term ‘connectivity’ refers to the level in which nodes are interconnected in specific 
networks, i.e. to the tangible and intangible means of communication and/or connection between sites 
(e.g. Malczewski, 1999). In the present study, however, with regard to this concept a distinction was made 
between ‘infrastructural connectivity’, which is the level of connectivity derived from a reconstructed 
number of route-zone connections (Chapters 3-5 and 8), and the more theoretical concept of ‘connectivity 
patterns’ (Chapter 8). Connectivity patterns are defined as: “[…] the dynamic spatial and social 
interrelations of, and interactions between, the following landscape-influencing factors: settlement patterns, 
land use, demography, route networks, long-distance transport routes and physical landscape-formation 
processes” (Chapter 8). The research presented in this thesis shows that during the studied period the 
level of infrastructural connectivity influenced, and was influenced by, developments in the other factors 
mentioned in this definition. For example, an increase in the number of settlements equally leads to an 
increase in routes, and growing population numbers equally lead to an increase in specific types of land 
use and an intensified use of route networks. This implies that connectivity patterns encompass more 
than infrastructural connectivity alone, in addition also reflecting the complex interrelationships with 
and between changing settlement patterns, land use, palaeodemographics, and long-distance transport 
connections (Figure 12.1). The scale of interrelationships and the number of interactions within the 
reconstructed system are countless and highly variable, and during the studied time interval in general 
took place within path-dependent frameworks, i.e. in situations in which past developments influence 
future progress. Consequently, the long-term development of a single connectivity-pattern factor in this 
system cannot be understood without addressing the system as a whole. This came to light in chapters 7, 
8 and 10, focussed on the relationship between settlement patterns, route networks and natural-landscape 
dynamics, and on the link between palaeodemographic variation and infrastructural connectivity. 
The reconstruction of past human-landscape interactions therefore requires an integrated, large-scale, 
transdisciplinary research approach which facilitates the identification of interrelations, interactions, and 
multi-scale variability within the underlying dimensions of this system.

12.3 Methodological implications

The presented research opens up a new approach in archaeological research in the Netherlands, 
integrating and applying newly-developed digital repositories, techniques and methods in order to 
generate quantitative, supraregional overviews of cultural patterns during the Roman period and Early 
Middle Ages. This approach allows for a large-scale, evidence-based reconstruction of predefined cultural 
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manifestations on multiple chronological and spatial scales. Below the methodological implications of 
this approach for archaeological research in general are discussed.

12.3.1 The application of multi-proxy and transdisciplinary approaches in archaeology
When studying aspects of past human-landscape interactions from a long-term perspective, a 
transdisciplinary multi-proxy approach is required, since these interactions occurred on different 
chronological and spatial scales and cannot be understood without studying the connectivity-pattern 
system as a whole (this chapter, section 12.2; Chapters 2, 3, 7 and 8). Although the reconstructions 
presented in this thesis mostly are restricted to the present-day Netherlands, with an emphasis on the 
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Rhine-Meuse delta, and mostly are focussed on the first millennium AD, this approach given its evidence-
based nature in principle is also suitable for developing reconstructions of past human-landscape 
interactions in other periods and (delta) regions.

By using a multi-proxy and transdisciplinary approach in addition it is possible to compensate for 
inequality and bias in archaeological and geoscientifical (meta)data recording and distribution (Chapters 
2, 3 and 8). Many datasets used in this study consist of partially inaccurate and incomplete data. There 
are many reasons for the observed data inconsistencies, such as varying quality of data entry and lacking, 
or differences between, standardization and digitization protocols. Although such inconsistencies hamper 
data-driven, site-level research, the present study shows that it is possible to compensate for fragmented, 
lacunary data by integrating multiple datasets and proxies from different research domains. This among 
others is demonstrated in chapter 3, where the applied research scale and database size compensate for 
slight inaccuracies in location-coordinate recording. Therefore, a multi-proxy, transdisciplinary approach 
using extensive datasets not only is suitable for supraregional archaeological studies which per definition 
require large-scale methods, but also sometimes provides data advantages over more local and regional 
research approaches.

A third advantage of using a multi-proxy and transdisciplinary approach is that such an approach 
contributes to the identification of optimal research strategies. This aspect among others comes to light in 
chapter 6, where different route-network modelling techniques are compared for one specific region and 
where this approach is highly useful for determining the optimal route-network modelling technique for 
the reconstruction of local or supraregional connections.

A fourth reason for the archaeological use of multiple proxies from different research domains 
is the complexity associated with human connectivity patterns (cf. Section 12.2), which cannot be 
understood without a wide variety of data enabling both the study of the connectivity-pattern system as 
a whole as well as a thorough validation of results. Especially within landscape archaeology, defined by 
Kluiving & Guttmann-Bond (2012) as the interdisciplinary investigation of the long-term relationship 
between people and their environment, it is vital that cultural, geoscientific, and (palaeo)ecological data 
are combined on local to supraregional scales in order to increase our understanding of past human-
landscape interactions.

12.3.2 Multi-scale variability of cultural-landscape development
The results of this study show that it is not only possible to integrate archaeological and geoscientific 
data in archaeological research, but also that this is a requirement when studying large-scale cultural 
manifestations such as route networks and settlement patterns. The findings imply that processes 
of change and persistence in the present-day Netherlands during the first millennium occurred 
simultaneously and on multiple scales. The study of their interrelationships and interactions requires 
similarly varying research scales, as is evident from the multi-scale variability that during the first 
millennium characterized natural-landscape evolution (Pierik, thesis) and cultural-landscape 
development (Chapters 2-5 and 7-9) in the present-day Netherlands. More traditional archaeological 
research focussed on the creation of local and regional overviews cannot lead to the identification 
of these larger processes, which results in an underestimation or incorrect assessment of the impact 
of the landscape and human-landscape interactions on intraregional as well as international cultural 
developments. It is therefore crucial to increase the ratio of large-scale, evidence-based research 
approaches in archaeology. Digital repositories of archaeological data, such as the Archaeological 
Information System of the Netherlands (ARCHIS) and the Electronic Archiving System (EASY), are 
crucial for such analyses. Although the quality and completeness of the data stored in these substantial 
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repositories rightfully has been criticized (e.g. Verhagen et al., 2016), they are of the utmost importance 
for this new research direction when combined with international counterparts.

A downside of this new approach is the impossibility of verifying and improving individual records 
of archaeological finds. Nonetheless, the results presented in this thesis show that these records through 
their sheer number do allow for the reliable reconstruction of trends. In other words, the data quality that 
is required in this type of approach strongly depends on the research questions, which also determine 
the selected research scales and methods. For example, inaccuracies of find-location coordinates can 
be quite problematic when performing local or regional studies. However, when applying a grid model 
of 500x500m in a supraregional study such inaccuracies mostly are irrelevant (Chapters 2 and 3). It is 
therefore high time for an archaeological focus on creating methods to fully utilize the existing, rapidly 
expanding, datasets. The application of multi-proxy, transdisciplinary approaches and Big-Data analyses 
will be crucial for future developments in the overlapping realms of archaeology and the geosciences, and 
in bordering domains such as the historical sciences and cultural heritage research.

12.3.3 Transcending the supraregional scale
The finding that connectivity patterns express multi-scale variability of cultural-landscape development 
implies that cultural-landscape formation processes can also occur on scales that transcend the 
supraregional level. During the Roman period and Early Middle Ages, the present-day Netherlands 
successively were part of much larger Roman and Frankish organizational structures (Chapter 1). The 
study of route-networks and settlement patterns dating to these periods has shown that cultural-
landscape formation processes during these periods occurred on local, regional and supraregional 
scales. Larger scales, in size for example equalling the North-European plain, could also be involved 
in the reconstructed processes (Figure 12.2). Therefore the next required step in the analyses of past 
connectivity patterns in Northwestern Europe is to broaden the scope from regional and supraregional 
levels, the focus of this thesis, to even larger areas. Larger-scale spatial analyses undoubtedly will reveal 
new interrelationships and in this manner will further increase our understanding of past cultural-
landscape formation processes. Such research requires large amounts of digital data, transparent research 
methods that also focus on identifying limitations of new reconstructions, and intense collaboration 
between specialists from numerous scientific disciplines in the realms of, among others, archaeology, the 
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historical sciences, the geosciences and the computer sciences. It should be noted that practical challenges 
such as varying data quality, data gaps, and absence of data standardisation should not be underestimated. 
However, the development of well-defined research questions and methods can overcome many of these 
challenges, as is evident from this thesis.

12.3.4 Digital techniques in archaeology
Digital techniques increasingly have become popular in archaeological research. This is mainly due to 
the increase of computational possibilities and the growing number of available data. A technique that 
has played an increasingly large role in digital-archaeological research since the 1990s is Geographical 
Information Systems (GIS; e.g. Wescott & Brandon, 1999; Wheatly & Gillings, 2002; Chapman, 2006; 
Connoly & Lake, 2007; Verhagen, 2007). In this thesis, GIS is used to analyse and integrate datasets, and to 
create spatial overviews, data-based illustrations, and chronological frameworks.

The archaeological potential of GIS and GIS-based modelling is substantial. However, its application 
in this field also in part is problematic, because many of the methods in the GIS toolkit originally have 
been developed for non-archaeological, and often even non-research, purposes. For example, least-cost 
path (LCP) calculations are one of the most commonly applied GIS tools in historical route-network 
modelling (Chapter 6). However, these tools originally were developed for logistical and navigational 
purposes, and not for historical reconstructions. Consequently, to be applicable in archaeological research 
these tools need to be adapted in order to allow the reconstruction of historical route-network formation 
mechanisms. Since the required adaptations differ per region and period, this often is a challenging task.

In addition, archaeological data often are interpretative and therefore not unequivocally comparable 
to data from other scientific domains. Archaeological data in part reflect past human behaviour and 
the effects of interpretative frameworks applied by archaeologists. In addition, they are the result 
of the interaction between depositional and post-depositional processes, i.e. processes influencing 
the degradation and retrievability of archaeological materials (e.g. Schiffer, 1976; 1987; Figure 12.3). 
Therefore, archaeological data a priori can be considered as biased and incomplete. Archaeologists 
developing and applying GIS models should be aware of this deviating nature, since it directly influences 
best research practices and thus the choice of research strategies. Recently, Brouwer-Burg et al. (2016) 
rightfully advocated the importance of calculating statistical significance and specifically of including 
sensitivity analyses in archaeological modelling. However, when dealing with biased or incomplete data 
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Figure 12.3 | Schematic overview of the formation of the archaeological record. Past human behaviour is (in part) physically 

expressed through archaeological remains. Composition of the archaeological record is influenced by both depositional (e.g. 

ritual, artisanal) and post-depositional (e.g. erosion, degradation) processes. Adapted from: Schiffer, 1987.
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this refinement poses a risk, since statistical significance calculations based on such data may wrongly 
provide positive results and thus may suggest an erroneously high level of accuracy. Since fact checking of 
such results in general is difficult, researchers should be reserved in the statistical manner in which they 
present GIS-modelling outcomes when dealing with archaeological data.

The deviating nature of archaeological data requires a careful selection of best-suited GIS-modelling 
techniques, explicitly based on the specific research questions of the study and on the nature of the 
analysed datasets. Equal care should be given to the selection of validation methods and sensitivity 
analyses. One way to increase transparency is to introduce a standardised, cascading research approach 
in archaeological GIS modelling (Figure 12.4). By applying a module-based research strategy, a multitude 
of methods can be applied during the modelling process and each modelling step can be validated 
individually. This approach ensures a maximum incorporation of archaeological and historical data in 
the modelling process, because it allows the continuous validation of each modelling step against external 
data which previously were not included in the model (Chapters 3 and 8). The increased modelling 
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flexibility gained by the implementation of modules provides separate results for each modelling step, 
increasing the general reconstructive potential of GIS modelling in archaeology.

12.3.5 From areas to corridors
The models developed in this thesis are mainly focused on the reconstruction of route networks. However, 
the applicability of the new network-friction approach is much wider. In chapters 3 and 8 the differences 
between roads, routes and movement corridors were defined and a clear relationship between route zones, 
movement corridors and past-human activity was established. Through the presented methodology, it was 
possible to reconstruct past networks of human activity in the Netherlands during the first millennium 
AD. However, the reconstructed networks are more than Roman and early-medieval route zones only, 
in fact representing ‘cultural-activity corridors’. These can be defined as concentrated landscape zones 
characterised by favourable natural-landscape conditions and consequently by a relatively high level of 
past human activity.

This link between route zones and past human activity is not limited to the cultural landscape in the 
study area but also is visible in other parts of the world, such as the ‘Aboriginal’ cultural landscapes in the 
Canada’s Northwest Territories (Gwich’in region; Andrews et al., 2016) and the Canadian Arctic (Aporta, 
2009). Pinpointing such corridors therefore has a high potential for archaeological heritage management. 
Fuelled by Malta-driven excavation strategies, archaeological research in the Netherlands mostly is 
focused on site level. The probable location of still undiscovered archaeological remains is predicted 
by the nation-wide Indicative Map of Archaeological Values (IKAW; Deeben et al., 1997; Deeben et al., 
2002; Deeben & Groenewoudt, 2005; Deeben, 2008) and by more detailed regional-heritage policy maps. 
The IKAW predicts the presence of archaeological sites based on the correlation between known sites 
and specific geomorphological zones. The methodology presented in this thesis is compiled in a similar 
manner, using past geomorphology to determine probably habitable and/or accessible areas. Compared to 
the IKAW, the new method however models zones of past activity in more detail, by calculating ‘cultural-
activity corridors’.

The feasibility of this approach was proven by the route-network study of the Rhine-Meuse delta 
presented in chapter 8. Here gain values (cf. Kvamme, 1988) were calculated to test the performance of 
the new route-network model. This allowed the comparison of: (1) the proportion of infrastructural and 
isolated finds located within each route zone; and (2) the proportion of the surface area of each route 
zone compared to the whole of the study area. When comparing the outcomes with gain values calculated 
by Verhagen (2007) for the Rhine-Meuse delta using the IKAW, the corridor approach produces much 
higher values, implying that its archaeological-modelling predictions are much more accurate (Chapter 
8: Table 8.6). It should be noted that contrary to the IKAW, the corridor approach differentiates between 
chronological periods and in this thesis only was used to calculate gain values for the Roman and early-
medieval periods. Nonetheless, the presented methodology proves very promising for reconstructing 
networks of past-human activity during specific cultural periods and may significantly improve 
the quality of archaeological prediction models such as the IKAW, in this manner benefitting both 
archaeology and archaeological heritage management.

12.4 Theoretical reflections

The presented research is essentially focused on developing spatiotemporal frameworks using 
archaeological and geoscientific data and science-based methods. This might imply a rather traditional 
processual-archaeological framing. Therefore, in the current section the presented research is broadly 
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positioned within a more general theoretical framework. It is explicitly not the intention to discuss 
archaeological theory exhaustively, but merely to place this research within a more general theoretical 
framework and to generally sketch possible theoretical consequences.

Archaeology as a field first developed in the 1850-60s, parallel to more science-based fields such 
as zoology and geology, and a more theoretical ethno-historical response headed by Gustav Kossinna 
followed around 1900. The development of radiocarbon dating in the 1950-60s gave rise to new science-
based archaeological approaches, resulting in the second science-driven phase of archaeology, which 
respectively was termed ‘New Archaeology’ and ‘processual archaeology’. This paradigm next was 
challenged by post-processual archaeology, a cultural-historical criticism that emerged during the 1980s 
(e.g. Johnson, 2010). Kristiansen (2014) has identified periods between these transitions foreshadowing 
each ‘revolution’, during which pioneering interdisciplinary research approaches were rampant. Recently 
various authors have suggested that fundamental changes are again taking place in archaeological 
theoretical thinking (e.g. Bintliff & Pearce, 2012; Kristiansen et al., 2014; Olsen, 2012; Liden & Eriksson, 
2013). Kristiansen (2014, p. 12) has pointed at an “ongoing data revolution” in archaeology and has 
stated that progress in science-based techniques, archaeological-data infrastructures and computational 
possibilities requires the development of new archaeological methods and theories, terming this process a 
possible third science revolution within archaeology.

Although the concept of a ‘third revolution’ in archaeology is criticized (e.g. Chilton, 2014), recent 
developments in science-based and digital techniques do indeed for the first time allow empirical 
approaches towards reconstructing past long-term developments. The enormous potential of digital 
techniques such as agent-based modelling, network analyses, simulation modelling, archaeological and 
geoscientific data integration, and Big-Data approaches already has, and certainly will continue to have, 
a major influence on archaeological research. It is only logical that these new and mainly science-based 
techniques will have an impact on archaeological methods and theory.

One of the main findings of this thesis is the added value and necessity of large-scale integrated 
approaches in archaeological research (Sections 12.1 and 12.3). Such approaches allow the development 
of detailed spatiotemporal frameworks on much larger scales then previously possible. Moreover, they 
provide us with high-resolution boundary conditions, which are crucial for future research. However, 
these results might raise the question whether post-processual criticism of physical, ecological or 
environmental ‘determinism’ (i.e. the notion that the physical environment predisposes societies towards 
specific development trajectories) is applicable. It should therefore be pointed out that the main aim of 
this study is to provide spatial and chronological frameworks based on empirical data, spatially framing 
these processes without attempting to explain the nature of the reconstructed relationships. In addition, 
the results all point towards a relatively large influence of the natural landscape on spatial-cultural 
patterns in the study area, as is evident from reconstructed settlement patterns and route networks 
(Chapters 2-5, 7-9 and 11). The implication is that in dynamic low-lying areas such as the Netherlands, 
natural-landscape setting and forcing to a large degree influenced the development of past cultural 
landscapes. Although cultural agency as a factor certainly should not be underestimated, this means 
that when dealing with such areas archaeologically, an essentially processual approach is crucial as a 
first step in order to create spatiotemporal frameworks for the purpose of determining high-resolution 
boundary conditions. Therefore, in landscape archaeology, especially when studying dynamic lowlands a 
balanced stand between processual and post-processual approaches is required, embracing parts of both 
perspectives. Landscape does matter.
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12.5 Outlook: directions for future research

Based on the above, some directions for future research emerge:

•  The spatiotemporal frameworks presented in this study show the added value of integrated, 
interdisciplinary research, using transdisciplinary and multi-proxy methods for reconstructing 
past cultural-landscape changes. The vast and ever increasing amount of data enables further 
collaboration between, but not limited to, the fields of archaeology, the geosciences (e.g. physical 
geography, isotopes, DNA, dendrochronology etc.), historical geography and the historical sciences. 
Within the broader field of archaeology, landscape archaeology is best suited to stimulate this 
development, since landscape is the common denominator of these disciplines.

•  The reconstructed connectivity patterns point to a high degree of multi-scale variability and 
complexity of cultural-landscape development, as expressed by the following cultural manifestations: 
route networks, long-distance transport, settlement patterns, palaeodemography and land-use 
systems. Further research into connectivity patterns is needed to unravel the full content and 
complexity of this system, possibly allowing the identification of additional influential factors and 
the clarification of path-dependent interrelationships within this system.

•  The produced reconstruction of connectivity, habitation and land use patterns would greatly benefit 
from more large-scale palaeo-ecological modelling. In low-lying areas such as the Netherlands, 
vegetation must have had a major impact on cultural development and vice versa. Therefore, more 
detailed multi-period vegetation reconstructions are needed to clarify the influence of (changing) 
vegetation on settlements, land-use and route-networks.

•  Route zones during the first millennium AD in the Netherlands contained combinations of 
(multiple) roads, paths, tracks, trails and waterways. In addition, routes were changeable and may 
have differed regionally. Modelling past route networks will benefit from targeted archaeological and 
historical-geographical research of (elements of) past infrastructure, focussing on further identifying 
the nature of different routes and on standardization of research approaches and documentation.

•  The application of computer modelling in archaeology strongly has increased over the last decade. 
Although archaeological modelling in many cases has proven to be useful, it is not without risk 
since it may provide convincing but inaccurate reconstructions (Section 12.3). Increased modelling 
transparency will solve this challenge to a significant degree. It is recommended to use a cascading 
approach when creating spatiotemporal frameworks and calculating boundary conditions. These 
frameworks and boundary conditions will be highly useful as a context in which to apply other 
modelling methods (better representing cultural agency), such as agent-based modelling and 
network analyses.

•  The established multi-scale variability of connectivity patterns in the Netherlands during the first 
millennium AD calls for a large-scale, pan-European follow-up in order to link the established 
processes to simultaneous processes in a wider area.
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Summary
Drastic socio-economic and demographic changes marked the transition between the Roman period 
and Early Middle Ages in many parts of northwestern Europe. Furthermore, recent geoscientific studies 
increasingly indicate synchronous climatic and landscape changes, amongst others through river 
avulsions and floods. The degree to which these natural and cultural dynamics are entangled is generally 
unknown, especially on larger spatial scales. Lowland regions, such as the present-day Netherlands, 
are optimally suited for studying these entanglements, since boundary conditions in such areas are 
most sensitive to changes. This thesis presents reconstructed boundary conditions and spatiotemporal 
frameworks for cultural-landscape changes in the Netherlands during the first millennium AD. Its 
primary ambition primarily is methodological. Applying evidence-based, multi-proxy, transdisciplinary 
research approaches, large-scale cultural and geoscientific data are integrated in order to study five 
spatial-social cultural manifestations reflecting the cultural landscape: route networks, long-distance 
transport, settlement patterns, palaeodemography and land use. For each of these manifestations, 
patterns of change and persistence are reconstructed and the interaction with synchronously-changing 
environmental settings and forcings are analysed. In the current section, the results are summarized per 
cultural manifestation.

Route networks
Route networks are studied in chapters 2-4, 6, 8, 10 and 11. The main challenge when studying first-
millennium routes in the Netherlands is that little is known about these networks. Landscape dynamics 
in combination with the unpaved nature of these routes have caused them to have remained largely 
uncharted. In order to study such routes, this thesis presents a new method for modelling route 
networks. This so-called network-friction approach integrates archaeological and geoscientific data in 
order to reconstruct local accessibility and to locate hypothetical movement corridors. First, landscape 
prerequisites for Roman and early-medieval routes are reconstructed on a supraregional level (Chapter 2). 
By applying spatial modelling on modern and palaeogeographical landscape data such as geomorphology, 
soil, groundwater levels and elevation, local accessibility and movement corridors are reconstructed. 
These movement corridors represent areas where the physical landscape provided people with abundant 
connectivity options. Therefore, they predict the general orientation of routes consisting of roads, tracks 
and paths. The results demonstrate that because of boundary conditions in dynamic lowlands, natural-
landscape setting (i.e. the presence of alluvial ridges and coastal dunes), in such lowlands had a high 
impact on route-network development. In general, the Pleistocene sandy soils in the Netherlands appear 
to have been well accessible. Many of the lower Holocene parts, however, were almost inaccessible by 
land, suggesting that the inhabitants of these parts mainly were dependent on rivers and streams for local 
transportation. These Holocene regions also reflect the areas where the natural landscape changed most 
drastically between AD 100 and 800.

The reconstructed movement corridors are combined with high-resolution archaeological data 
regarding settlements, burial sites and shipwrecks from this time interval in order to model land and 
water routes (Chapter 3). Routes are calculated based on the shortest distance between settlements 
following the most accessible areas (i.e. the movement corridors). In order to test the reliability of the 
results, the reconstructed route zones are validated using two independent archaeological find categories 
which both directly reflect human activity in specific areas: infrastructural finds (e.g. roads, harbours and 
revetments) and isolated finds (e.g. pottery, jewellery). Results show that during the whole of the first 
millennium a strong relationship existed between natural-landscape setting and human activity: although 
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the reconstructed route zones only cover just over 10% of the surface area of the Netherlands, 72%-89% 
of all registered Roman and early-medieval infrastructural and isolated finds have been derived from 
within these zones.

As a next step, the level of changes of and persistence between, these route networks is assessed 
(Chapter 4). By combing the methods and results from chapters 2 and 3 with historical data on 
17th-century routes in the Netherlands, route-network persistence is determined for the period AD 100-
1600. The findings show that the majority of the reconstructed Roman routes persisted into the Early 
Middle Ages (68%). Towards the 17th century, persistence dropped and only a quarter of the network was 
persistent with regards to their early-medieval counterparts (25%). Through the applied network-friction 
method, this downfall largely could be ascribed to cultural changes between these periods. Remarkably, 
almost 90% of the persistent early-modern routes were long-term persistent, i.e. in use during all analysed 
periods.

More detailed regional route-network studies are presented in chapters 6, 8, 10 and 11. First, the 
applicability of the network-friction method on a regional scale and a more recent period is determined 
(ca. AD 1500; Chapter 6). In this methodological chapter, a network-friction model and a more 
commonly-applied least-cost path model are developed in order to reconstruct early-modern routes in 
the Veluwe region. The usefulness of both approaches is determined by comparing modelling outcomes 
with the few existing spatial overviews of historical-route networks in this region and data on hollow 
ways extracted from Airborne Laser Scan (ALS) data. The findings demonstrate that the network-friction 
method is well suited to model more recent route networks and that its results compared to least-cost 
path modelling corresponds better with the comparison data, especially when reconstructing larger, 
interregional connections.

The regional applicability of network friction is further tested in the Rhine-Meuse delta, which 
represents a more dynamic Holocene region (Chapter 8). This delta was one of the most densely-
populated areas during the first millennium AD in the Netherlands and underwent significant 
simultaneous cultural and environmental changes (e.g. the collapse of the Roman frontier, changing 
settlement patterns and several major floods and avulsions). Land and water routes are modelled for three 
time slices: AD 100, 500 and 900. The reconstructed route zones again are validated using independent 
infrastructural and isolated finds, after which route-network persistence is calculated. Despite periodic 
differences, the results underline the strong relationship between natural setting and the orientation of 
first-millennium route networks. Moreover, despite the dynamic nature of the delta, route-network 
persistence is rather high: 80% between AD 100-500 and 81% between AD 500-900.

Next, the research is focussed on the complex interplay between infrastructural connectivity reflected 
by route networks and human-population variability (Chapter 10). Isotopic and DNA data from the 
medieval city of Oldenzaal are compared to early-medieval and early-modern route-network data (AD 
800-1600; Chapters 3 and 4). Despite being infrastructurally well-connected, strontium (87Sr/86Sr) and 
oxygen (δ18O) isotope data from 198 (post)medieval excavated individuals show a low level of human-
population variability in terms of origin. Four explanatory models are suggested, explaining these 
differentiating trends. The findings underline the complexity surrounding connectivity and point at the 
necessity of transdisciplinary and integrated research approaches when interpreting bioarchaeological 
data.

As a final step the significance of route networks, which depict areas of intense human activity, for 
studying human-landscape interactions is addressed (Chapter 11). In four characteristic Pleistocene-sand 
regions, the forcings behind drift-sand occurrences are studied. In the relatively stable Pleistocene areas, 
changing sand-drift activity in the past constituted one of the most notable geomorphological alterations. 
In this chapter, new overviews of chronological dates related to sand-drift activity per region (14C, OSL, 
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archaeology and written sources) are compared to climate, vegetation and route-network reconstructions. 
Results show a constant low drift-sand activity between 1000 BC and AD 1000, with a notable decrease 
during BC/AD transition. The majority of the sand drifting occurred during the 16th-19th centuries. 
Additionally, the findings prove that human pressure on the landscape was the main factor influencing 
drift-sand initiation. The frequent occurrence of sand drifts close to route zones underlines the added 
value of route-network analyses for the study of past human-landscape interactions and connectivity 
patterns.

Long-distance transport routes
Long-distance transport routes towards the present-day Netherlands is the second cultural manifestation 
addressed in this thesis (Chapter 5). Using a dendroarchaeological approach, first-millennium long-
distance transport routes and frequent-travel zones are reconstructed on a supraregional scale. By 
combining wood provenance and Roman and early-medieval route networks (Chapter 3), changes 
in transport routes, prevalent exchange networks and frequent-travel zones are reconstructed for each 
Roman and early-medieval subperiod. The reconstructed trends are compared to trends in (changing) 
provenances of other commodities for daily-life use, namely pottery and stone household goods. The 
results show that a quantitative, large-scale approach for reconstructing long-distance transport routes is 
extremely useful and provides reliable, high-resolution spatiotemporal frameworks for past long-distance 
transport.

Settlement patterns
The influence of natural setting and forcing on settlement dynamics in the first millennium was 
studied focusing on the Rhine-Meuse delta (Chapter 7). Based on newly-developed, high-resolution 
archaeological data, geomorphological reconstructions and palaeo-elevation models, the interplay 
between natural changes and settlement dynamics is reconstructed. The results show that settlements 
in the delta were strongly influenced by natural settings and forcings. Settlements were mainly located 
on the dry alluvial ridges, and were especially influenced by environmental forcings such as floods. The 
reconstructed trends show that settlements progressively shifted towards higher areas between AD 250-
750. These shifts correspond with an increase in flooding frequency in the area. Although results point to 
an especially strong influence of floods on settlement distribution, these impacts do not seem to have led 
to long-term abandonment of major parts of the delta.

Palaeodemography and land use
The final two cultural manifestations investigated in this thesis are palaeodemography and land use 
(Chapter 9). By integrating high-resolution archaeological and geoscientific data, first-millennium 
population numbers and corresponding impact on land use are calculated for the Rhine-Meuse delta. 
Results show two periods of major population growth: the 1st-3rd centuries (AD 70-270) and 8th-10th 
centuries (AD 725-950). The largest demographic decline transpired during the 3rd-6th centuries (AD 270-
525). Through simulation modelling, the impact of these demographic fluctuations on arable farming, 
meadows and pastures is determined for three time slices: AD 100, 500 and 900. The findings show that 
the impact of demographic rise on the cultural landscape in general was low. During the whole of the 
first millennium AD, the natural landscape provided abundant options for arable farming, meadow and 
pasture to support the delta inhabitants. This study illustrates the added value of simulation modelling for 
testing the feasibility of traditional commonly-accepted archaeological hypotheses.
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The results presented in this thesis prove the feasibility of more large-scale, integrated, evidence-
based approaches in archaeological research. Through transdisciplinary and multi-proxy approaches, 
detailed multi-scale spatiotemporal frameworks can be developed and validated, which greatly 
benefit reconstructions of the past. Furthermore, these findings show that in lowland areas such as the 
Netherlands a more balanced stand between processual and post-processual theoretical approaches, 
embracing both perspectives, is needed. In the past landscape did matter.
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Samenvatting
De overgang van de Romeinse tijd naar de vroege middeleeuwen wordt in grote delen van Noordwest-
Europa gemarkeerd door drastische sociaaleconomische en demografische veranderingen. Bovendien 
wijzen recente geowetenschappelijke studies steeds meer op gelijktijdige veranderingen in klimaat en 
landschap, onder meer in de vorm van avulsies en overstromingen. Het is over het algemeen onbekend 
in welke mate deze culturele en natuurlijke dynamiek verweven was. Zeker op grotere ruimtelijke 
schaal niveaus. Laaglandgebieden, zoals het hedendaagse Nederland, zijn uitermate geschikt voor 
het bestuderen van deze verwevenheden, aangezien dergelijke gebieden het meest gevoelig zijn voor 
verandering. Dit proefschrift reconstrueert de grensvoorwaarden voor, en ruimtelijke en chronologische 
kaders van, veranderingen in het culturele landschap in Nederland gedurende het 1ste millennium na 
Chr. De primaire focus van deze thesis is methodisch. Grootschalige culturele en geowetenschappelijke 
datasets zijn geïntegreerd dankzij de toepassing van een op data gebaseerde (evidence based), multi-
proxy en transdiciplinaire onderzoeksbenadering. Hierdoor was het mogelijk om vijf sociaal-culturele 
ruimtelijke manifestaties te bestuderen, die allen het culturele landschap in het verleden weerspiegelen. 
Namelijk routenetwerken, langeafstandstransport, nederzettingspatronen, demografische ontwikkeling en 
landgebruik. Voor elk van deze manifestaties zijn patronen van veranderingen, persistentie en eventuele 
interactie met gelijktijdige landschappelijke veranderingen onderzocht en in kaart gebracht. In deze sectie 
van het proefschrift worden de centrale resultaten kort samengevat per culturele manifestatie.

Routenetwerken

In hoofdstukken 2-4, 6, 8, 10 en 11 worden routenetwerken bestudeerd. De grootste uitdaging bij 
het onderzoeken van routenetwerken uit het 1ste millennium na Chr. in Nederland, is dat er maar heel 
weinig bekend is over deze oude netwerken. De combinatie van landschappelijke dynamiek en de 
onverharde aard van deze routes heeft ervoor gezorgd dat veel van deze netwerken verdwenen zijn en 
nooit in kaart gebracht. Om deze oude routes toch te kunnen bestuderen, wordt er in dit proefschrift 
een nieuwe methode gepresenteerd voor het modelleren van deze (route)netwerken. Deze zogenaamde 
netwerkfrictiebenadering integreert archeologische, historische en geowetenschappelijke data om 
de lokale mate van toegankelijkheid in het verleden te berekenen en zodoende waarschijnlijke 
bewegingscorridors te lokaliseren. 

Allereerst zijn in hoofdstuk 2 op basis van deze methode de landschappelijke voorwaarden voor 
Romeinse en vroegmiddeleeuwse routes op een bovenregionale schaal gereconstrueerd. Door het 
integreren van moderne en paleogeografische landschapsdata, zoals geomorfologie, bodemtypes, 
grondwaterstanden en hoogtemodellen, zijn lokale toegankelijkheid en mogelijke bewegingscorridors 
gedurende het 1ste millennium gereconstrueerd. Deze corridors representeren gebieden waar het 
natuurlijke landschap mensen meer dan voldoende voorzag in connectiviteitopties. In deze context 
voorspellen zij de algemene oriëntatie van gelijktijdige routes, zoals wegen, paden en sporen. Uit de 
gepresenteerde resultaten valt af te leiden dat de grensvoorwaarden in dynamische laaglandgebieden van 
grote invloed waren op de ontwikkeling van routenetwerken. Over het algemeen lijken de Pleistocene 
zandgronden in Nederland goed toegankelijk te zijn geweest. Veel van de Holocene delen echter waren 
gedurende het hele 1ste millennium grotendeels ontoegankelijk over land, hetgeen suggereert dat bewoners 
in deze delen sterk afhankelijk waren van rivieren en beekjes voor lokaal transport. Deze Holocene delen 
zijn eveneens de gebieden waar de meest drastische landschappelijke veranderingen tussen 100 en 800 na 
Chr. plaatsvonden.
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Vervolgens zijn deze gereconstrueerde bewegingscorridors in combinatie met gedetailleerde 
archeologische data omtrent nederzettingen, begraafplaatsen en scheepswrakken, gebruikt om Romeinse 
en vroegmiddeleeuwse land- en waterroutes te modelleren (hoofdstuk 3). De routes zijn daarbij berekend 
op basis van een combinatie van de meest toegankelijke gebieden (d.w.z. de bewegingscorridors) en 
de kortst mogelijke afstand tussen nederzettingen. Om de betrouwbaarheid van de resultaten te testen 
zijn deze gevalideerd aan de hand van twee onafhankelijke archeologische vondstcategorieën die 
beide menselijke activiteit op specifieke locaties weerspiegelen: infrastructuur (bijv. wegen, havens en 
beschoeiingen) en losse vondsten (bijv. aardewerk en sieraden). Uit deze validatie komt naar voren dat 
er gedurende het hele 1ste millennium na Chr. een sterke relatie bestaat tussen het natuurlijke landschap 
en menselijke activiteit. Hoewel de gereconstrueerde netwerken slechts ca. 10% van de totale oppervlakte 
van Nederland beslaan, bevindt 72-89% van alle opgegraven Romeinse en vroegmiddeleeuwse 
infrastructurele en losse vondsten, zich binnen deze zones.

Als volgende stap is de mate van dynamiek of juist persistentie tussen de Romeinse en vroeg-
middeleeuwse routenetwerken gekwantificeerd en onderzocht (hoofdstuk 4). Door de methoden en 
resultaten van hoofdstuk 2 en 3 te combineren met historische data over 17de-eeuwse wegen in Nederland 
kon de routepersistentie voor de periode 100-1600 na Chr. berekend worden. De resultaten laten zien 
dat de meerderheid van de gereconstrueerde Romeinse landroutes ook in gebruik was gedurende 
de vroege middeleeuwen (68%). Dit percentage daalt sterk richting de 17de eeuw, waarin slechts een 
kwart van het netwerk overeenkomt met vroegmiddeleeuwse tegenhangers (25%). Door de toegepaste 
netwerkfrictiebenadering kan deze daling grotendeels worden toegeschreven aan culturele veranderingen 
tussen deze perioden. Opmerkelijk genoeg is bijna 90% van de persistente 17de-eeuwse routes langdurige 
persistent, dat wil zeggen: ze waren gedurende alle drie de onderzochte perioden (100, 800 en 1600 na 
Chr.) in gebruik.

In hoofdstukken 6, 8, 10 en 11 wordt op een meer gedetailleerde, regionale schaal naar route-
netwerken en de netwerkfrictiebenadering gekeken. Allereerst is in hoofdstuk 6 de toepasbaarheid van de 
methode op een kleinere (regionale) schaal en een meer recente periode getest (ca. 1500 na Chr.). In dit 
hoofdzakelijk methodische hoofdstuk is een netwerkfrictiemodel en een traditioneel veelvuldig gebruikt 
least-cost path (LCP) model ontwikkeld om verdwenen vroegmoderne routes op de Veluwe (hoofdzakelijk 
Pleistoceen zandgebied) te reconstrueren. De toepasbaarheid van beide benaderingen werd bepaald door 
de modelleringsresultaten te vergelijken met de spaarzame ruimtelijke overzichten van historische routes 
op de Veluwe en holle wegen geëxtraheerd uit Airborne Laser Scanner (ALS) data. Uit de bevindingen 
blijkt dat de netwerkfrictiebenadering ook op een meer regionale schaal geschikt is voor het modelleren 
van recentere routenetwerken, en dat de resultaten in vergelijking van het meer traditionele LCP model 
beter overeenkomen met de beschikbare ruimtelijke overzichten. En dan met name bij het reconstrueren 
van de grotere interregionale verbindingen.

In hoofdstuk 8 is de regionale toepasbaarheid van netwerkfrictie nader getest in een meer 
dynamische Holocene regio, de Rijn-Maas delta. Naast het feit dat dit gebied gedurende het 1ste 
millennium na Chr. één van de meest dichtbevolkte gebieden van ons land was, onderging het ook grote 
culturele en landschappelijke veranderingen (bijv. de ineenstorting van de Romeins grenszone (limes), 
veranderende nederzettingspatronen en diverse grote overstromingen en avulsies). Land- en waterroutes 
zijn dit keer gemodelleerd voor drie perioden: 100, 500 en 900 na Chr. Evenals in hoofdstuk 3 werden 
de resultaten ook dit keer gevalideerd met behulp van infrastructurele en losse vondsten. De persistentie 
van de routenetwerken werd berekend op basis van de methoden gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 4. Ondanks 
periodieke verschillen onderstrepen de resultaten ook hier de sterke samenhang tussen het natuurlijke 
landschap en de oriëntatie van 1ste millennium routenetwerken. De bevindingen laten verder zien dat 
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ondanks het dynamische karakter van de delta, de persistentie van routenetwerken opvallend hoog is: 
80% tussen 100-500 na Chr. en 81% tussen 500-900 na Chr.

In hoofdstuk 10 richt het onderzoek zich op de complexe interactie tussen infrastructurele 
connectiviteit (die onder andere tot uiting komt door routenetwerken) en de mogelijke variatie 
in herkomst van een bevolkingsgroep. In dit hoofdstuk worden isotoop en DNA gegevens uit 
de middeleeuwse stad van Oldenzaal vergeleken met vroegmiddeleeuwse en vroegmoderne 
routenetwerkdata (800-1600 na Chr.; hoofdstukken 3 en 4). De bevindingen laten zien dat ondanks de 
goede infrastructurele verbindingen, de strontium (87Sr/86Sr) en zuurstof (δ18O) data afkomstig uit 198 
middeleeuwse opgegraven individuen weinig variatie in termen van herkomst laten zien. Om deze 
afwijkende trend tussen infrastructurele connectiviteit en populatiediversiteit te duiden worden in dit 
hoofdstuk vier verklarende modellen gepresenteerd. De bevindingen onderstrepen de complexiteit 
rond connectiviteitprincipes en wijzen op de noodzaak van transdisciplinaire en geïntegreerde 
onderzoeksbenaderingen bij het interpreteren van bioarcheologische data.

Ten slotte werd het belang van routenetwerken, als representatie van gebieden met een hoge mate 
aan menselijke activiteit, onderzocht voor het bestuderen van mens-landschap interacties. In dit geval 
het vormen van stuifzand (hoofdstuk 11). In vier karakteristieke Pleistocene zandgebieden werden op 
regionale schaal de oorzaken achter stuifzandvorming bestudeerd. In de relatief stabiele Pleistocene 
gebieden was de vorming van stuifzand in het verleden één van de grootste geomorfologische 
veranderingen. In dit hoofdstuk worden nieuwe chronologische overzichten (op basis van 14C, OSL, 
archeologische data en historische bronnen) met betrekking tot stuifzandactiviteit vergeleken met 
recente klimaat-, vegetatie- en routenetwerkreconstructies. De resultaten tonen een relatief aanhoudende 
lage stuifzandactiviteit tussen 1000 voor Chr. en 1000 na Chr., met vooral een sterke afname tijdens het 
begin van de jaartelling. Het grootste deel van de zandverstuivingen vindt plaatst tussen de 16de-19de 
eeuw. Bovendien blijkt uit de bevindingen dat de menselijke druk op het landschap de belangrijkste 
oorzaak was voor stuifzandvorming. De sterke ruimtelijke samenhang tussen stuifzandgebieden en 
routezones benadrukt de toegevoegde waarde van routenetwerkanalyses voor het bestuderen van 
connectiviteitspatronen en mens-landschap interactie in het verleden.

Langeafstandstransportroutes

De tweede culturele manifestatie die behandeld wordt in dit proefschrift zijn de langeafstands-
transportroutes (hoofdstuk 5). Aan de hand van een dendroarcheologische benadering zijn lange-
afstandstransportroutes en ‘veelgebruikte reiszones’ (frequent-travel zones) gedurende het 1ste millennium 
na Chr. op bovenregionale schaal gereconstrueerd. Door het combineren van de herkomst en verspreiding 
van Romeinse en vroegmiddeleeuwse houtvondsten met routenetwerkdata uit hoofdstuk 3, zijn 
veranderingen in langeafstandstransport, grootschalige uitwisselingsnetwerken en veelgebruikte reiszones 
binnen routenetwerken gereconstrueerd. Vervolgens zijn de gereconstrueerde patronen vergeleken met 
trends in (veranderde) herkomst van andere dagelijkse gebruiksgoederen zoals aardewerk en (stenen) 
huishoudelijke goederen. Uit de resultaten komt naar voren dat een kwantitatieve grootschalige op data 
gebaseerde aanpak extreem nuttig is voor de reconstructie van langeafstandstransportroutes en dat het 
betrouwbare ruimtelijke en chronologische kaders oplevert.

Nederzettingspatronen

In hoofdstuk 7 wordt de invloed van landschappelijke dynamiek op nederzettingspatronen in de 
Rijn-Maas delta gedurende het 1ste millennium bestudeerd. Op basis van nieuw bij elkaar gebrachte 
gedetailleerde archeologische data, nieuwe geomorfologische reconstructies en paleohoogtemodellen is 
de complexe wisselwerking tussen veranderingen in het natuurlijke landschap en nederzettingspatronen 
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gereconstrueerd. De resultaten laten zien dat de nederzettingen in de delta sterk beïnvloed werden door 
landschappelijke condities. Gedurende het gehele 1ste millennium zijn nederzettingen hoofdzakelijk 
gelegen op hoge droge oeverwallen en ondervonden de meeste last van (soms grote) overstromingen. De 
gereconstrueerde trends wijzen erop dat nederzettingen, tussen 250-750 na Chr., geleidelijk naar hogere 
gebieden trokken. Deze ruimtelijke verschuivingen komen overeen met een duidelijke toename van 
overstromingen in het gebied. Hoewel de resultaten wijzen op een grote invloed van overstromingen op 
nederzettingspatronen in het gebied, lijkt de delta nooit langdurig verlaten te zijn geweest.

Paleodemografie en landgebruik

In hoofdstuk 9 worden de twee laatste culturele manifestaties onderzocht: paleodemografie en 
landgebruik. Door de integratie van archeologische en geowetenschappelijke data van hoge resolutie, zijn 
bevolkingsaantallen gereconstrueerd voor het 1ste millennium na Chr. en is de bijbehorende impact op het 
potentiele landgebruik voor de Rijn-Maas delta berekend. De bevindingen laten zien dat er gedurende het 
1ste millennium twee perioden zijn die zich kenmerken door een sterke bevolkingsgroei: de 1ste-3de eeuw 
(70-270 na Chr.) en de 8ste-10de eeuw (725-950 na Chr.). De grootste daling in bevolkingsaantallen vond 
plaats gedurende de 3de-6de eeuw (270-525 na Chr.). De impact van deze demografische schommelingen 
op potentieel landgebruik, in de vorm van landbouw, weidegronden en grasland, is vervolgens berekend 
met behulp van simulatiemodellering. Dit is gedaan voor drie perioden: 100, 500 en 900 na Chr. De 
resultaten laten zien dat de twee perioden met sterke demografische groei relatief weinig impact hebben 
gehad op het culturele landschap. Gedurende het hele 1ste millennium voorzag het landschap in voldoende 
opties voor landbouw, weidegronden en grasland. Naast een potentiele reconstructiewaarde illustreert 
deze studie de toegevoegde waarde van simulatiemodellering om de haalbaarheid en waarschijnlijkheid 
van algemeen ge  accepteer  de archeologische hypothesen te toetsen.

De in dit proefschrift gepresenteerde resultaten tonen de haalbaarheid en noodzaak van meer 
grootschalige, geïntegreerde en op data gebaseerde benaderingen in archeologisch onderzoek. Door 
middel van transdisciplinaire en multi-proxy benaderingen is het niet alleen mogelijk om gedetailleerde, 
meerschalige, ruimtelijke en chronologische kaders te ontwikkelen, maar deze ook te valideren met 
externe data. Dit komt de betrouwbaarheid van historische reconstructies weer ten goede. Bovendien 
laten de gepresenteerde bevindingen zien dat in laaglandgebieden zoals Nederland een meer 
gebalanceerde stellingname nodig is tussen processuele en post-processuele theoretische benaderingen, 
waarbij specifieke elementen uit beide perspectieven omarmt kunnen worden. In het de ontwikkeling van 
het verleden is het natuurlijke landschap van groot belang.
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Appendix 2.A 

Import Sequence Environmental Datasets

R.J. van Lanen

In this section, the import sequences of landscape units are described in more detail. Each table 
corresponds to a specific environmental dataset. The first row of each table was imported before the 
second, and so on. Additionally, each table contains a column with the accessibility value (Acc_LA) 
for each specific landscape unit. The tables contain the original Dutch terms registered in the original 
datasets and, if available an English translation in italic. Many of these environmental datasets are not 
available in other languages and accurate corresponding terms often do not exist. If possible, we added 
a translation for the palaeogeographical and geomorphological datasets. The lack of translation is not 
problematic because the method explained in this paper can be applied to a wide variety of datasets.

Palaeogeographical legend units (Vos & De Vries, 2013)
Overview of palaeogeography import sequences of AD 100 and 800. For the Pleistocene parts of the 
Netherlands data from the 9000 BC datasets are included. English translations are given in italics. 

AD 100 Acc_LA AD 800 Acc_LA 9000 BC Acc_LA

Waterlopen (waterways) 1 Waterlopen (waterways) 1 Rivierduinen (river dunes) 5

Binnenwater (fresh water 
lakes and rivers)

1 Binnenwater (fresh water lakes 
and rivers)

1 Beekdal en rivierengebied
(fluvial area)

3

Riviervlakten en kwelders 
(floodplains and salt marsh)

3 Rivierduinen (river dunes) 5 Gestuw gebied (ice-pushed 
ridge)

5

Rivierduinen (river dunes) 5 Duin en strandwallen (dunes 
and beach ridges)

5

Duin en strandwallen (dunes 
and beach ridges)

5 Laag Duin (low dune) 5

Laag Duin (low dune) 5 Riviervlakten en kwelders 
(floodplains and salt marsh)

3

Kwelder-
Wallen (salt marsh ridges)

3 Kwelder-
Wallen (salt marsh ridges)

5

Wadden en slikken (mudflats 
and tidal flats)

1 Wadden en slikken (mudflats 
and tidal flats)

1

Pleistoceen zandgebied 
(Pleistocene coversand area)

5 Pleistoceen zandgebied 
(Pleistocene coversand area)

5

Veen (peat) 1 Veen (Peat) 1

Buitenwater (salt water) 1 Buitenwater (salt water) 1

Buitenland (neighbouring 
countries)

0 Buitenland (neighbouring 
countries)

0

Zoet-zoutgrens (not added into 
the model) (fresh and salt water 
boundary)

0
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Geomorphological legend units (Ten Cate & Maarleveld, 1977; Koomen & Exaltus, 2003; Koomen & Maas, 
2004)
Overview of the geomorphological import sequence. English translations are given in italics. A question 
mark was added for those terms where no direct corresponding English term could be found. 

Form 
group

Form group description Relief 
code

Terrain code Import 
sequence

Acc_LA

T Terp (dwelling mound) - - 1 5

W Water (water) - - 2 1

Hw Holle weg (sunken lane) - - 3 3

A Wanden (sides?) 10 1-3 4 5

A Wanden (sides?) 11 1-3 4 3

A Wanden (sides?) 12-13 1-3 4 1

A Wanden (sides?) 14 1-3 4 2

A Wanden (sides?) 15-18 1-3 4 1

B Geïsoleerde hoge heuvels, heuvelruggen en hoge 
dijkvormen (isolated mounts, ice pushed ridges and high 
dikes)

10 1-10, 12 5 5

B Geïsoleerde hoge heuvels, heuvelruggen en hoge 
dijkvormen (isolated mounts, ice pushed ridges and high 
dikes)

11 1-10, 12 5 3

B Geïsoleerde hoge heuvels, heuvelruggen en hoge 
dijkvormen (isolated mounts, ice pushed ridges and high 
dikes)

12-13 1-10, 12 5 1

B Geïsoleerde hoge heuvels, heuvelruggen en hoge 
dijkvormen (isolated mounts, ice pushed ridges and high 
dikes)

14 1-10, 12 5 2

B Geïsoleerde hoge heuvels, heuvelruggen en hoge 
dijkvormen (isolated mounts, ice pushed ridges and high 
dikes)

15-17 1-10, 12 5 1

B Geïsoleerde hoge heuvels, heuvelruggen en hoge 
dijkvormen (isolated mounts, ice pushed ridges and high 
dikes)

NULL 11, 13 NULL NULL

C Hoge heuvels en heuvelruggen met bijbehorende vlakten 
en laagten (high hills, ice pushed ridges and tills)

12-13 1-3 6 1

C Hoge heuvels en heuvelruggen met bijbehorende vlakten 
en laagten (high hills, ice pushed ridges and tills)

16 1-3 6 1

C Hoge heuvels en heuvelruggen met bijbehorende vlakten 
en laagten (high hills, ice pushed ridges and tills)

NULL 4 NULL NULL

D Plateaus (plateau) 7-9 1-3 7 5

E Terrasvormen (terraces) 3-9 1-11 8 5

F Plateau-achtige vormen (plateau like structures) 3-6 1-10 9 5

F Plateau-achtige vormen (plateau like structures) NULL 11, 12 NULL NULL
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G Waaiervormige glooiingen (fan shape undulation) 3-6 1-5 10 5

G Waaiervormige glooiingen (fan shape undulation) NULL 7 NULL NULL

H Niet-waaiervormige glooiingen (undulating landscape) 3-6 1-11, 14 11 5

H Niet-waaiervormige glooiingen (undulating landscape) NULL 12, 13 NULL NULL

K Geïsoleerde lage heuvels, ruggen, welvingen en lage 
dijkvormen (isolated low hills, ridge, undulating landscapes 
and low dikes)

3-4 1-20, 22, 23, 
25 - 34

12 5

K Geïsoleerde lage heuvels, ruggen, welvingen en lage 
dijkvormen (isolated low hills, ridge, undulating landscapes 
and low dikes)

NULL 21, 24, 35, 36 NULL NULL

L Lage heuvels, ruggen en welvingen met bijbehorende 
vlakten en laagten (low hills, ridges and undulating 
landscapes)

3-4 1-14, 17-20 13 5

L Lage heuvels, ruggen en welvingen met bijbehorende 
vlakten en laagten (low hills, ridges and undulating 
landscapes)

NULL 15, 16, 21, 22 NULL NULL

N Niet-dalvormige laagten (non valley plains) 3-4 1-5, 9 14 5

N Niet-dalvormige laagten (non valley plains) NULL 6, 7, 8, 10 NULL NULL

R Ondiepe dalen (<5 m diep) (shallow valleys) 1-3, 
10-17

1-14 15 3

S Matig diepe dalen (5-30 m diep) (deep valleys) 2-3, 
10-17

1-7 16 1

T Zeer diepe dalen (>30 m diep) (very deep valleys) 2-3, 
11-15

1-5 17 1

M Vlakten (plains) 1-2 1-15, 17-25, 28, 
31-43

18 1

M Vlakten (plains) NULL 16, 26, 27, 29, 
30, 44, 45, 46, 

47, 48

NULL NULL

NULL = post early-medieval (anthropogenic) deposit not included in the network-friction model.

Soil map legend units (Steur & Heijink, 1991; De Vries et al., 2003)
Overview of the soil map import sequence. For an English translation and explanation of the used terms 
see: Steur & Heijink (1991).

Main group Descriptive unit Soil type Acc_LA

A Zandige beekdalgronden Dry 5

A Lossige beekdalgronden Dry 5

A Kleiige beekdalgronden Wet                      3 

A Venige beekdalgronden Peat 1

WMO Water Wet                     1 

Z Akkereerdgronden Dry 5
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B Bergbrikgronden; siltige leem Dry 5

B Daalbrikgronden Dry 5

A Duin- en kweldergronden Dry 5

Z Duinvaaggronden Dry 5

EZ Enkeerdgronden Dry 5

FG Fluviatiele afzettingen Dry 5

A Glauconiethellinggronden Dry 5

MO Gorsvaaggronden Dry 5

Y Haarpodzolgronden Dry 5

Y Holtpodzolgronden Dry 5

ZA Kalkhoudende duinvaaggronden Dry 5

R Kalkhoudende ooivaaggronden Dry 5

ZA Kalkhoudende vorstvaaggronden Dry 5

R Kalkloze ooivaaggronden Dry 5

A Kalksteenhellinggronden Dry 5

Y Kamppodzolgronden Dry 5

A Kreekbeddingen Dry 5

Y Laarpodzolgronden Dry 5

L Leek-/woudeerdgronden; zandige leem; colluvium in dal Dry 5

Y Loopodzolgronden Dry 5

A Loss- en terrashellinggronden Dry 5

MA Mariene afzettingen ouder dan pleistoceen; fijn zand Dry 5

A Mengelgronden Dry 5

KR Ooivaaggronden Dry 5

OBP Oude bewoningsplaatsen Dry 5

B Radebrikgronden Dry 5

A Roodoornige zandige Vechtdalgronden Dry 5

A Roodoornige kleiige Vechtdalgronden Dry 5

B Rooibrikgronden Dry 5

A Strandwalgronden Dry 5

A Stuifzandgronden Dry 5

A Terrashellinggronden Dry 5

Z Vorstvaaggronden Dry 5

A Warmoezerijgronden Dry 5

KT Overige kleigronden Dry 5

KX Zeer ondiepe keileem, potklei, enz Dry 5

A Gronden in oude maasmeanders Wet 1

M Kalkarme drechtvaaggronden Wet 1

M Kalkarme leek-/woudeerdgronden Wet 1

M kalkarme nesvaaggronden Wet 1

R Kalkhoudende drechtvaaggronden Wet 1

R Kalkhoudende nesvaaggronden Wet 1

SA Kalkhoudende vlakvaaggronden Wet 1

R Kalkloze drechtvaaggronden Wet 1

R Kalkloze nesvaaggronden Wet 1

M Kalkrijke drechtvaaggronden Wet 1

B Kuilbrikgronden Wet 1

KR Leek-/woudeerdgronden Wet 1

MA Mariene afzettingen ouder dan pleistoceen klei Wet 1

Y Veldpodzolgronden Wet 1
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Z Vlakvaaggronden Wet 1

M Tochteerdgronden Wet /Peat 1

MO Slikvaaggronden Wet 1

M Liedeerdgronden Wet /Peat 1

V Aarveengronden Peat 1

Z Beekeerdgronden Peat 1

Z Gooreerdgronden Peat 1

ZA Kalkhoudende beekeerdgronden Peat 1

Z Kanteerdgronden Peat 1

V Koopveengronden Peat 1

V Madeveengronden Peat 1

V Meerveengronden Peat 1

WMO Moeras Peat 1

W Moerige eerdgronden Peat 1

W Moerige podzolgronden Peat 1

V Veengronden Peat 1

V Vlierveengronden Peat 1

V Waardveengronden Peat 1

V Weideveengronden Peat 1
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Appendix 3.A

Settlements outside High Density Settlement Clusters 

(HDSC)

R.J. van Lanen

Overview of settlements outside the calculated High Density Settlement Clusters (HDSC) which, based 
on archaeological or historical sources, can be regarded as central places:

Roman period 
Overview of Roman central settlements based on archaeological and historical sources. Only those 
settlements were included with a clear central function (e.g. economy, political).  

Early-medieval period
Overview of early-medieval central settlements based on archaeological and historical sources. Only 
those settlements were included with a clear central function (e.g. economy, political).  

Site Type Source

Deventer Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

Domburg Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

WijkbijDuurstede/Dorestad Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

Medemblik Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

Nijmegen Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

Tiel Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

Utrecht Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

Witla (precise location unkown) Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014
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Early-medieval period
Overview of early-medieval central settlements based on archaeological and historical sources. Only 
those settlements were included with a clear central function (e.g. economy, political).  

Site Type Source

Deventer Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

Domburg Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

WijkbijDuurstede/Dorestad Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

Medemblik Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

Nijmegen Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

Tiel Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

Utrecht Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014

Witla (precise location unkown) Rural centre Bosatlas, 2011; Willemsen, 2014
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Appendix 3.B

Infrastructure in ARCHIS

R.J. van Lanen

Overview of infrastructural subcategories in ARCHIS. Abbreviations used in ARCHIS are derived from 
the Archeologisch Basis Register (ABR) (cf. Wiemer, 2002). ARCHIS code “IGEM” was not included into 
the model because this type of infrastructure postdates the Early Middle Ages.

Website: http://www.cultureelerfgoed.nl/sites/default/files/downloads/dossiers/abr_website2.pdf

ARCHIS (ABR) code Description Included in model

IBRU Bridge Yes

IDAM Dam Yes

IDIJ Dike Yes

IDUI Culvert Yes

IGEM Pumping station No 

IHAV Harbour Yes

IKAN Canal Yes

IPER Parcel Yes

ISLU Sluice Yes

ISTE Jetty Yes

IVW Peat bridge Yes

IWAT Waterway (natural) Yes

IWEG (Unpaved) Road Yes

IX Undefined infrastructural find Yes
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Appendix 5.C

Import patterns of first-millennium pottery and stone 

household goods

R.J. van Lanen

Overview of import patterns (based on literature) of: pottery and stone household goods in the present-
day Netherlands. Patterns are described for each individual ABR period.

Period Pottery Stone household goods

Early-Roman 
period

(12 BC-AD 70)

River area

Rural settlements: very little imported (wheel thrown) pottery < 1% (e.g. 
Willems, 1986; Bosman, 1997).

Military (Roman) sites: Percentage much higher and more divers 
(provenance: France, Northern Africa, Italy, Greece and Spain) (e.g. 

Willems, 1986; Bosman, 1997).

IJssel area

Rural settlements: Almost no imported pottery (Hermsen, 2007).

On both rural and military sites: 
Quernstones and tufa imported from the 
Rhineland (Eifel) and wetstones of local or 

regional origin (Vos, 2000; Sier & Koot, 2001; 
Van Renswoude & Van Kerckhove, 2009; 

Gazenbeek, 2015).

Middle-Roman
period

(AD 70-270)

River area

Rural settlements: Increase of imported pottery from 1st half 2nd 
century. These numbers increase dramatically from the 2nd half of 

the 2nd century (provenance: Gaul, Meuse, Mosel and Scheldt valleys 
and Rhineland; e.g. Vos, 2000; Sier & Koot 2001; Heeren 2009; Van 

Renswoude & Van Kerckhove 2009) 

Local, handmade pottery percentages in this period are less than 15% 
(Van Renswoude & Van Kerckhove 2009). Regional exchange increases, 

with products “imported” from the Dutch coastal and production 
centres in the river area.

IJssel area

Rural settlements: imported pottery < 1% (e.g. site Colmschate near the 
IJssel) (Hermsen, 2007). More inland, percentages are similar (Schotten 

& Groenewoudt, 1997; Van der Velde, 2007).

Late-Roman
period

(AD 270-450)

River area

Between 4th – 5th centuries fair amount (around 50%) of imported 
pottery from kilns in the Rhineland, specifically the Eifel area (Bakker, 
1997; Schurmans & Verhelst, 2007; Heeren, 2009; Aarts et al., in prep.).

Also small amounts of imports from France are present. Imports from 
Meuse and Scheldt valleys are absent in this period.

IJssel area
4th century: ca. 5% imported pottery (Hermsen, 2007). 
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Period Pottery Stone household goods

Early-medieval 
period A
(AD 450-525)

River area

Continuation of i pottery import from the Eifel region, still around 50% (Aarts et 
al., in prep.). 

IJssel area

Very little imported pottery (< 1%) (Hermsen, 2007; Vermeulen et al., 2009). Didam 
site near the confluence of Rhine and IJssel: 5% import (Bouwmeester, 2000)

During the entire Early Middle 
Ages, a lot of reclaimed material 

from Roman ruins.

In the 6th-7th centuries only 
imported quernstones and 

wetstones are visisble (Eifel). 
From the 8th century broadening 

of types of imports: limestone 
mortars (Meuse valley), 

grindstones from the Solling area 
near the Weser and wetstones 

from South Norway (Kars, 1980; 
Kars, 1981; Kars, 1983a; Kars, 

1983b; Kars, 2000; Kars, 2001; Van 
Renswoude & Schurmans, 2015).

Early-medieval 
period B
(AD 525-725)

River area

Merovingian period (AD 481 - 751) 85%-95% imported pottery (Van Grinsven 
& Dijkstra, 2005; Hemminga & Hamburg, 2005; Hemminga, 2009; Nokkert et al., 
2009; Van der Velde, 2011a. Just north of the Frankish frontier (+/- 40 km) this 

ratio drops to ca. 50%.  The Kootwijk (70-80%) and Hoog-Buurlo (ca. 90%) sites 
are exceptions (Groenewoudt, 1987), which could indicate local strong Frankish 

influence (Heidinga, 1987).

Imports from the 6th-9th centuries originate from the Rhineland and areas around 
Bonn (e.g. Van Es & Verwers 1980; Dijkstra & Van Benthem, 2004; Van Es & Verwers, 
2009; den Hartog, 2009; Nokkert et al., 2009; Dijkstra, 2012; Van Es & Verwers, 2015.

IJssel area

Imports in Zutphen around 15% (Groothedde, 1996), a little up north in Deventer 
(Colmschate site) 7.6% (Groenewoudt, 1987). Further north percentages drop to 

< 1%.

Early-medieval 
period C
(AD 725-900)

River area

Percentage of imported pottery drops considerably during the Carolingian period 
(AD 751 – 987), in some settlements to 50%. (e.g. Jezeer & Jongma, 2000; Nokkert 

et al., 2009). 

The only exception is Dorestad, where 85% of the pottery is still imported (Van Es 
& Verwer, 1980, table 3; Van Doesburg & Verwers, 2004; Dijkstra 2012, fig. 4.102). 
From this site, large quantities of pottery were distributed in the northwestern 

part of the Carolingian Empire, England, and Scandinavia (Van Es, 1990).  

Imported pottery originates from the Rhineland and areas around Bonn. 

IJssel area

In Zutphen the percentage of imported pottery increases to 15%, and 25% in 
9th-10th century. In Deventer during the 2nd half of the 10th century import 

percentages rise from 15% to 60-65% (Groothedde, 2013). 

This material also originates from the Rhineland.

Early-medieval 
period D
(AD 900-1050)

River area

In the 10th century, a major change occurs in the pottery spectrum. Pottery 
from the Meuse Valley emerges, Initially in small numbers, from the 11th century 
onwards in larger amounts. Production sites: Brunssum-Schinveld, Andenne and 
Elmpt (e.g. Verhoeven, 1990; Van der Velde, 2001; Dijkstra & Van Benthem, 2004; 

Van der Kamp, 2011; Van Renswoude, 2011; Dijkstra 2012; Van Renswoude & 
Schurmans, 2015). 

In the 11th-12th century of the imported wares up to 20% comes from the Meuse 
Valley. The percentage of pottery from the German Rhineland varies from 50% to 

80% .

IJssel area

Import percentages unchanged. Pottery from the Ardennes appears. 
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Appendix 5.D 

Excavated sites dating to the 4th-5th centuries in the 

Netherlands

R.J. van Lanen

Overview of selected references to 4th-5th century sites excavated in the present-day Netherlands divided 
in five regions. 

Part of the Country References

South Heidinga & Offenberg, 1992

West Hagens & Sier, 1999;  Bosman & De Koning, 2005; Dijkstra, 2011; Van der Velde, 2011a

Central Heeren, 2009; Taayke et al., 2012; Aarts et al., in prep.

East Van der Velde et al., 2007; Van Beek, 2009; Spek et al., 2010; Van der Velde, 2011b

North Nicolay et al., 2008
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Appendix 5.E

Dendrochronological background

E. Jansma & R.J. van Lanen

In 2006, the National Research Agenda for Archaeology (NOaA 1.0) was published in the Netherlands, 
containing a chapter on dendrochronology which formalized some key points for future research in 
this area: (a) national and international data organisation; (2) data exchangeability; and (3) research 
syntheses focussing on inter-site and interregional dendrochronological comparisons (Jansma, 2006). 
This eventually led to the development of a digital infrastructure for dendrochronology, the DCCD 
(http://dendro.dans.knaw.nl), funded by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO, 
project nrs. 380-60-004, 380-60-006, and 236-60-001), the Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands 
(RCE), and participating laboratories including the Netherlands Centre for Dendrochronology/RING 
Foundation (Jansma et al., 2012). 

In NOaA 1.0 the transition from the Roman period to the Early Middle Ages was classified as a high-
priority period for future research (Groenewoudt, et al., 2006; Van Doesburg et al., 2006). Against this 
background, already in 2012 we started analysing Roman and early-medieval time series archived in the 
DCCD, for the first time having access to standardized digital dendrochronological datasets for large-
scale analyses such as the reconstruction of long-distance transport (e.g. Jansma & Van Lanen, 2015). 
The statistical threshold values for identifying timber groups with a similar provenance were 
defined by Jansma et al., (2014). Timber provenance in the current study in part was derived from 
dendrochronological results based on the use of German data as a spatiotemporal reference (Roman 
period: Domínguez-Delmás et al., 2014, Fig. 7; Jansma et al., 2014, section 5.3 (partially based on the 
interpretations of Domínguez-Delmás et al., 2014); Early Middle Ages: Jansma & Van Lanen, 2015: Figures 
5 and 6, Tables 6 and 8). Assessments of the provenance of oak as having been brought to the Netherlands 
from the German Rhineland in these cases were based on comparisons to dendrochronological site 
chronologies developed by Hollstein (1980). 

Regarding the Roman period the spatial distribution of dendrochronological matches presented by 
Domínguez-Delmás et al. (2014; Fig. 7) clearly indicates that site chronologies for the Roman Period 
developed by Holstein (1980) in part represent oak brought to the Lower German Rhineland from the 
Ardennes using the Mosel as a transport route. Since the growth patterns of oaks from the Ardennes 
regardless of their transportation route (Rhine or Meuse) have a strong common signal, leading to strong 
statistical similarities, chronologies developed by Hollstein (1980) from oak brought to the German 
Rhineland from the Ardennes not always are suitable to establish the exact transportation route of 
Ardennes oak used in the Netherlands. 

The provenance of exogenous timber groups dating to the Early Middle Age in the present study was 
deduced based on the spatial distribution of these timbers in the Netherlands and on comparisons with 
chronologies by Hollstein (1980) and Hoffsummer (1989). An exceptional strong statistical and visual 
match was established between a ca. 1000 yr.-long (as yet unpublished) Ardennes/Meuse chronology 
from timber applied in the current Netherlands, including the early-medieval Meuse/Ardennes material 
described in the main text, and a Ardennes chronology published by Hoffsummer (1989; Figure 5.E.1). 
The overlap between these chronologies is 963 years (n) and the statistics describing this match are: r = 
0.53; tH = 21.3; %PV = 74.6%. This exceptional correspondence points towards a similar geographical/
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ecological provenance for both chronologies. Hoffsummers’ study area, the town of Liege (BE) and its 
wider surroundings, is located near the wooded region of the Ardennes to the east and southeast of this 
town. Given the later development of medieval wood markets in the Meuse-bordering towns of Liege, 
Maastricht, and Venlo it is unlikely that the materials presented by Hoffsummer (1989) initially were 
derived from the German Rhineland and subsequently were shipped south through the Netherlands 
along the Meuse. Additionally, a provenance in a wooded region with closed canopies is quite likely given 
the relatively narrow rings of the long-lived oaks included in this early-medieval timber group. Wavelet 
analysis by Jansma (unpublished data) furthermore points at the absence of a NAO and/or AMO-related 
precipitation signal in the tree-ring patterns in this timber group, which in the study area only occurred 
in trees that grew protected from floods at somewhat higher altitudes in sloped surroundings (Jansma 
& Doeve, in prep.). In addition, the 963-year Meuse/Ardennes chronology based on Dutch (imported) 
timbers shows a much lower correspondence to chronologies developed from wood originated from 
sites in the German Rhineland developed by Hollstein (1980). This leaves the Ardennes as the most 
likely region of origin for this timber group, and the Meuse as the only possible waterway along which 
this material could have reached the current Netherlands. The dendrochronological identification of the 
Meuse as a Roman and early-medieval transport route was unexpected, since until recently this river was 
hardly considered when reconstructing past long-distance timber transport to the Netherlands. 

In order to further, clarify the data underlying the dendroarchaeological analyses we added a 
supplementary material section, Supplementary Material 5.A, which lists the entire referenced Roman 
and early-medieval dataset from the Low Countries derived from the DCCD repository (https://dendro.
dans.knaw.nl; 441 projects, containing a total of 4,260 measurement series). Supplementary Material 5.B 
contains details of all individual archaeological elements used to create the presented timber groups. 
Measurement data discussed in the papers by Jansma et al. (2014) and Jansma & Van Lanen (2015) 
already are freely accessible through the DCCD, under project identifiers: ‘P:2014501’ and ‘P:2015503’. 
In the DCCD furthermore we have created a new project under identifier ‘P:2016503’, containing the 
measurement series of the provenance-related datasets listed in Supplementary Material 5.B. Dese data 
are accessible for, and can be downloaded by, all DCCD-members.

Figure 5.E.1 | Visual match between the detrended Meuse/Ardennes chronology calculated from wood used in the Netherlands 

(Jansma, unpublished data; blue) and the detrended Ardennes chronology developed by Hoffsummer (1989; red; available 

through the International Tree-Ring Data Bank (ITRDB) at: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/paleoclimatology-data/

datasets/tree-ring, under identifier ‘BELG003’). Grey: intervals of synchronous ring-width variations. The lower part shows the 

number of trees in the Dutch Meuse/Ardennes chronology through time.
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Appendix 6.B

Least-cost path (LCP) calculations

W.F. Vletter & R.J. van Lanen

In this section, we present a more detailed background of the LCP model we have applied in this paper. 
The flow charter below shows the model as it has been applied for the four selected historical routes 
(Figure 6.B.1; Section 4.3.).

Figure 6.B.1 | Flowchart of the LCP model
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As mentioned in the main text (Section 4.3.) and can be seen in Figure 6.B.1, there are three factors 
influencing the outcome of the model; terrain, slope and groundwater levels. In order to combine these 
factors they had to be converted in classes with a value. It is obvious that the allocations of the values to 
these classes have a crucial impact on the outcome of the model.
The slope classes were based on the slope calculations based on the digital-terrain model (DTM) of the 
study area. Subsequently, the slopes percentages were grouped together based on the ‘Natural breaks’ 
classification, which was developed to establish the optimal arrangement of values into different classes 
(Jenks, 1967). Is hard to determine which statistical method, offered by ArcGIS, is the best. Nevertheless, 
this classification seemed suitable. Classes representing a group of higher slope percentages were allocated 
with a higher value (cost) than the one representing lower percentages. Slope percentages higher than 
10% were excluded from calculation, as they are considered not viable for wagons and carts (Herzog and 
Posluschny, 2012).

The terrain classes needed elaboration before they were incorporated in the model. The terrain factor 
is a combination of depressions in the area and lower areas, which both could represent wetter areas. 
The depressions were calculated with the fil and cut fil tools in ArcGIS. Using the fil tool, depressions 
based on the DTM were filled to provide a smoother surface. Subsequently we could obtain these fillings 
(depressions) by subtracting the original DTM from the filled DTM. The threshold determining the 
wetter areas (and at the same time the dryer areas) is based on a combination of the soil map, historical 
1850 map and the DTM. Indeed, the threshold was chosen by overlaying these sources and determining 
where the border was between sand and clay areas and at which height. Especially, the transition zone 
from the push moraine to the coastal zone was taken in to account. The mentioned height served an 
input in the raster calculator tool which divided the DTM in areas below and above this threshold. This 
information was combined with the depressions map and resulted in terrain map with a distinction 
between lower and higher areas. The values of these two classes is based on the terrain coefficients from 
Soule and Goldman (1972). In other words 1.2 for the higher sandy heath land and 1.8 for lower wetlands.

The groundwater level classes were based on the groundwater-level table of the soil map and needed 
a small elaboration in ArcGIS. In another words, when a class with a deep groundwater level was allocated 
with a lower value (cost). For this purpose the reclassify tool was used.

The weighted values define the final costs and a least cost path was calculated with the standard LCP 
tools in ArcGIS between and origin and destination. Also tests were carried out to check the directionality. 
The differences after alternating destination and origin were negligible. Naturally, the division of weighted 
values has an enormous influence on the outcome. The optimal for each route was achieved by a simple 
‘trial and error’ exercise. This is the most laborious and time consuming part of the model. Nevertheless, 
this flexibility and the overall flexibility of the model to change values are an asset. Indeed, it is quite easy 
to investigate a certain factor or make an comparison between factors for a chosen route. Although, one 
should take into account that not only the parameters set the define the outcome but also the software 
package used (Gietl et al., 2008). The model can be run on a simple desk computer, which is advantage 
over other models which need more processing power (Verhagen, 2012; White and Barber, 2012).

In order to make a good evaluation of the LCP model, four historical roads were reconstructed: the 
Hesseweg between Hattem and Voorthuizen, which connected Amsterdam over land to Germany, the 
road (Harderwijkerweg) between Harderwijk en Arhnhem and a two route across the Veluwe  from 
Doesburg to Barneveld, and from Apeldoorn to Voorhuizen. These roads have been chosen, as they have 
known historical depth and cross the Veluwe push moraine in different directions and in different ways: 
form Northeast to Southwest over broad the northwestern edge, from North to South along the western 
border and from East to West across the central part. For each of these routes different parameters sets 
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were tested. Next to 100m route-zone width as presented in the main text, we applied a 200m and 1000m 
route zones to investigate the four routes further and to make a broader comparison.

Table 6.B.1 | Correlation per LCP-calculated routes (varying route-zone widths), the ALS-extracted hollow ways, the AD 1600 

route network and the TMK 1850.

The table above (Table 6.B.1) provides an overview of correlation percentages per LCP-calculated route. 
Although the general correlation is highest with the TMK 1850 dataset, the individual LCP routes show 
varying results per different route-zone width (buffer). This is not surprisingly because this map show a 
much higher number of (alternative) roads and paths and the LCP routes we selected were also known to 
present in the landscape during that time. In order to explain these patterns, we will discuss each of these 
LCP routes individually below. 

Route: Harderwijk to Arnhem
The reconstruction of the Harderwijkerweg. Looking at LCP itself, it is clear that in the beginning it 
follows the old Harderwijkerweg better than the more recent new one on the TMK 1850 map. These 
old and new road come together and the modelled route stays reasonable close to it. At a certain point 
there is a divergence, which can be explained by the lower areas class of the terrain factor, which the 
reconstructed path avoids and the real road runs over it. Regarding the weighted values in the LCP model, 
the best results are achieved by division of the weighted value in the following way: 20% influence of 
slope, 40% of lower areas and 40% groundwater level influence. In comparison with the other routes, it 
best performed regarding the  TMK 1850 when a 100m  and a 200m meter was used and the best route 
for 1600 map when a 1000 meter zone used

Route: Harderwijk to Arnhem

100m zone 200m zone 1000m zone

ALS-extracted hollow ways 7 % nitv 26%

AD 1600 route network 9% 20% 67%

TMK 1850 routes 58% 72% 88%

Route: Hattem to Voorthuizen

100m zone 200m zone 1000m zone

ALS-extracted hollow ways 13% 14% 28%

AD 1600 route network 10% 25% 46%

TMK 1850 routes 30% 50% 89%

Route: Apeldoorn to Voorthuizen

100m zone 200m zone 1000m zone

ALS-extracted hollow ways 9% nitv 39%

AD 1600 route network 21% 30% 50%

TMK 1850 routes 32% 46% 79%

Route: Dieren to Barneveld

100m zone 200m zone 1000m zone

ALS-extracted hollow ways 1% nitv 0%

AD 1600 route network 3% 7% 47%

TMK 1850 routes 11% 21% 70%
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Route: Hattem to Voorthuizen
The LCP itself runs in the beginning between the old and new Hessenweg on the TMK map and then it 
keeps a certain distance to and in the final part there is quite a distance between the original route and the 
path. This may has to do with the fact that the reconstructed path is quite straight and the original makes 
a little detour to the village of village of Garderen. Which advocates the influence of cultural factors. The 
division of the weighted values, which gave the best results, is as follows: 5% influence of slope, 90% of 
terrain and 5% of groundwater level influence. The reconstruction of the Hessenweg between Hattem and 
Voorthuizen, was the best performing LCP model in comparison with the ALS extraction network when 
a buffer of 100 meters wide was used. In the case of a 1000 meter zone it performs best regarding the 
TMK 1850, slightly better than the Arnhem Harderwijk reconstruction.  

Route: Apeldoorn to Voorthuizen
The last reconstructed road was the one from Apeldoorn to Voorthuizen showed already itself a lot 
of variation in comparison with the comparison data sets. Regarding the 1600 map the beginning  of 
the LCP did not come close to a road. In the central part is going quite parallel and in the final part 
it loses track again. The comparison with the 1850 showed a different picture. There was in general 
more overlap. Therefore, the reconstruction for this map was quite good, although not so good as the 
one of the Harderwijkerweg. The optimal division of the weighted value was like in Hattem Voorhuizen 
reconstruction, in the following way: 5% influence of slope, 90% of lower areas and 5% groundwater level 
influence. The modeled path has the best overlap with the ALS extraction when a zone of 1000 meter was 
used.

Route: Dieren to Barneveld
The reconstruction of the Dieren Barneveld is the less succesful of all least cost paths. Especially, in the 
beginning the modelled route wants to go around the Caloumen berg?? in a northern route, but the map 
of 1600 shows a southern turn and also a comparison with the 1850 showed little overlap with a road, 
that could be depicted as regional. In the final part its performance improves and it follows quite well 
the corridor between the sand blown areas on the 1850 map. The overlap with hollow ways is almost not 
existent, which could indicate that is in area they were less present or that a lot of them have vanished. 
The division of the weighted values in the following way: 33 % influence of slope, 34% of lower areas and 
33% ground water level influence. The modeled LCP paths had the worst results in comparison with the 
other routes and in none of the cases best performed.
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Appendix 9.A

Roman and early-medieval population estimates in the 

Rhine-Meuse delta (the Netherlands)

R.J. Van Lanen

The presented demographic reconstructions are based on a multitude of archaeological and historical 
data and are the result of a close collaboration with Roman and early-medieval period experts. The 
Roman reconstructions were compiled with help from Drs. T. de Groot (Cultural Heritage Agency 
of the Netherlands (RCE)), Dr. H. van Enckevort (municipality of Nijmegen) and Dr. S. Heeren (Vrije 
Universiteit). The early-medieval palaeodemographics would have been impossible to reconstruct without 
the help of Drs. C. van Rooijen (RCE) and Drs. J. van Doesburg (RCE). Overall demographic data were 
collected and analysed by R.J. van Lanen, M.A. (Utrecht University and RCE) and Dr. B.J. Groenewoudt 
(RCE). 

For each archaeological (sub)period as defined in the Dutch Archaeological Basic Register (ABR 
http://cultureelerfgoed.nl/sites/default/files/downloads/dossiers/abr_website2.pdf)  (Table 9.2 in the main 
text), the population estimates presented below are based on a variety of arguments and references. Only 
settlement sites that with certainty can be assigned to individual ABR subperiods were included in the 
analyses. Cited literature is referenced in the main text of this paper.

Method
Previously two different methods were used to estimate past population numbers in the study area: (1) 
the recruitment model (e.g. Bloemers, 1978 and Willems, 1986); and (2) the settlement-density model (e.g. 
Willems, 1986; Vossen, 2003; Vos, 2009; Vossen & De Groot, 2009). The recruitment model reconstructs 
past-population numbers based on Roman-army recruitment requirements that are mentioned in 
historical sources. The settlement-density model (SDM) bases demographic calculations on settlement 
numbers, number of houses per settlement, and average household size. In the present study we have 
decided to use the SDM because: (1) good-quality settlement data are available in the study area, allowing 
an evidence-based approach when reconstructing population dynamics; and (2) it is impossible to verify 
whether Roman army recruitment numbers are reliable, and these numbers merely may reflect target 
numbers.

We assume that both during the Roman period as well as during the Early Middle Ages the majority 
of the population lived in small rural settlements. Larger settlements were exceptional in the study area. 
We therefore separately estimated rural-population levels and population numbers of larger settlements. 

Rural population
The rural population was calculated using the following equation:

          (1)
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Rp rural population
Sv number of verified settlements
Su number of (probable) undiscovered settlements
δ average number of houses per settlement (constant)
α average number of individuals per house (constant)

In this approach rural demography (Rp), i.e. the number of people living in rural settlements, is calculated 
by adding the total number of verified settlements (Sv) to the probable number of undiscovered 
settlements (Su) and by multiplying the outcome with the average number of houses per settlement (δ) 
and with household size (α) for each ABR period. Based on research by Bult (1983) and Deeben et al. 
(2006) we have assumed that around 50% of the settlements are still undiscovered. The average number of 
houses per settlement and household size were determined based on published archaeological-excavation 
data (see below and Table 9.3 in the main text).

Household size
The number of individuals per household has been the subject of discussion among archaeologists for 
years (e.g. Willems, 1986; Vossen, 2003; Heeren, 2009; Dijkstra, 2011). However, it is generally accepted 
that the average household size in the study area was ca. 6.5 individuals throughout the first millennium 
AD. This number is based on biological data concerning average family sizes and is considered to have 
remained constant during the preindustrial periods.

Number of houses per settlement
The ERP was characterized by small agrarian settlements. Bloemers (1978) reconstructed settlements 
commonly consisting out of a single farmstead only. The predominance of isolated farmsteads, 
so-called Einzelhöfe, during the ERP has been recorded for the western as well as for the eastern parts 
of the Netherlands (Van Beek, 2009; Dijkstra, 2011; Van Der Velde, 2011). In the study area, however, 
archaeological research at Tiel-Passewaaij and Wijk bij Duurstede-De Horden points towards settlements 
on average consisting of 1 to 2 houses per settlement (e.g. Heeren, 2009; Vos, 2009). For this reason we 
defined the average number of houses per settlement for the ERP as 1.5 (Table 9.3 in the main text). 
During the subsequent MRP, settlement size drastically increased. Bloemers (1978) and Dijkstra (2011) 
have reconstructed an average of 3 houses per settlements. The settlements at Tiel-Passewaaij and Wijk 
bij Duurstede-De Horden expanded to ca. 4 farmsteads during this period (e.g. Heeren, 2009; Vos, 2009). 
We conservatively defined the average number of houses per settlement during the MRP as 3 (see main 
text, Table 9.3). During the LRP settlement size (and numbers) decreases again. Based on excavations at 
Breda-West, Goirle-Huzarenwei and Tiel- Passewaaij the average number of contemporaneous houses 
per settlement varied between 1 and 2 and was equal to the ERP. Therefore we defined the average size 
of settlements during this period as 1.5 (see main text, Table 9.3). Research by Dijkstra (2011, p. 98) has 
shown that the number of houses per settlement during the Early Middle Ages (EMPA – EMPD) ranged 
from 3 to 5. Again, we conservatively defined the number of houses during the EMPA, EMPB and EMPC 
as 3. Research by Hamerow (2002, p.87), Van Beek et al. (2015) and Van Doesburg (in prep.) has shown 
that during the EMPD habitation clustered and larger rural settlements developed. To compensate for this 
phenomenon we defined the number of houses per settlement during this period as 5 (see the main text, 
Table 9.3).
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Large settlements and military presence
Population numbers for the larger settlements in the study area were based on settlement size, building 
density, and average household size. Quantitative data from well-studied larger settlements, specifically 
from Roman Nijmegen and early-medieval Dorestad, served as a frame of reference for estimating 
population numbers of less-known contemporary larger settlements. We defined large settlements as 
habitation sites which are outliers in terms of their size, covering > 5 ha. 
For the Roman period we also separately estimated military presence (number of troops). These estimates 
are partly based on historical sources. Each Roman castellum (fortress) was characterized by an associated 
civilian settlement (vicus). It has been suggested that the number of people living in a vicus may have been 
twice that of the number of soldiers (e.g. Sommer, 1984; 1991). Judging by the size and house-density of 
vici in the study area (e.g. Hazenberg, 2000; Ploegaert, 2006; Blom & Vos, 2007; Vos et al., 2012; Waasdorp 
& Van Zoolingen, 2015), this estimate is too high. Van Dinter et al. (2014, p. 29) for the western part of the 
Dutch limes concluded that the “.. assumption of 350 soldiers per fort and an equal number of people living 
in the surrounding vicus is rather a maximum estimate than an under-estimate”. Our calculations are based 
on this assumption. Excavation results from Köngen and Ladenburg (Germany) hint at a similar ratio 
between the number of Roman soldiers and vici-inhabitants (Hanel (2007, p. 413). 

Total population numbers were derived by adding the estimates for rural population, larger settlements, 
and military presence. 

Population estimates for each ABR subperiod
Based on these numbers we reconstructed and quantified palaeodemographic trends for each individual 
ABR-subperiod. To ensure maximum readability, integrated overviews of all reconstructed population 
numbers are provided in tables 4-7 in the main text.

Early-Roman period: 12 BC-AD 70 (ERP)
The ERP was characterized by the start of Roman occupation and the influx of Roman troops in the area. 
Nonetheless settlements remained predominantly rural during this period and consisted of isolated farms 
and small agglomerations of farms. Based on the work by Bloemers (1978) on the civitas Cananefates, Vos 
(2009) on the Kromme-Rijn area, Heeren (2009) on the civitas Batavorum, and Dijkstra (2011) on the 
estuaries of the Rhine and Meuse, we determined an average number of 1.5 houses per ERP settlement, 
and a household size of 6.5 (Table 9.A.2).

Military presence
Roman-military presence during the ERP greatly fluctuated. In our calculations we have included the 
maximum number of soldiers during this period. Although from a historical perspective the ERP ends 
in AD 70 (after the army successfully quelled the Batavian revolt of AD 69-70), we included the Roman 
military presence between AD 70 – 104 into our demographic calculations of the ERP. The reason for 
this approach is that military presence during these 34 years was a direct consequence of preceding ERP 
events and hence not characteristic for the largest part of the MRP. Around AD 70 circa 4,000 Roman 
soldiers (8 cohorts = 8 x 400 soldiers) of the 10th legion (Legio X Gemina) occupied the castra at Nijmegen 
(Driessen, 2007). In their tracks around 10,000 people settled in the nearby canabae legionis, which 
covered almost 100 ha (Willems et al., 2004). We calculated 10,000 people for the canabae legionis based 
on the fact that this settlement covered twice the surface area of the later Roman town at Nijmegen, (50 
ha), and was characterized by a similar house-density level, therefore probably containing twice as many 
people.
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Besides the large castra at Nijmegen the study area contained 14 smaller Roman fortresses, the castella 
(Table 9.A.1). Although the chronological framework of each individual castellum differs, they all were in 
use after AD 70 and should therefore be included in the demographic calculations of both the ERP and 
MRP. In order to reconstruct the number of soldiers and vici-inhabitants represented by these castella 
we applied the 1-to-1 ratio as is explained above. Based on Van Dinter et al. (2014) we set the population 
numbers for each castellum at 350 soldiers and for each associated vicus at 350 civilians (Tables 9.A.1 and 
9.A.3).    

Table 9.A.1 | Overview of castella and castra included in the demographic modelling for the ERP and MRP.

Large settlements
With the exception of the Canabae Legionis located at Nijmegen no large settlements are known dating to 
the ERP. 

Middle-Roman period: AD 70-270 (MRP)
The MRP reflects the heydays of Roman occupation. For this period we have calculated an 
average of 3 houses per settlement, as was already suggested by Bloemers (1978). Although 
the number of houses per settlement in other studies have been suggested to have ranged 
between 4 and 5 during this period, recent research by Dijkstra (2011) for the Rhine and 
Meuse estuaries has shown that during this period numerous smaller isolated farmsteads were 
also present in (the western part of) the river area. Dijkstra (2011) therefore concluded that an 
average of 2.5 houses per settlement is more likely. However, research of the settlements at Tiel-
Passewaaij and Wijk bij Duurstede-De Horden, both located in the study area, has shown that 
in these parts during the 2nd century 4 to 5 houses per settlement was not uncommon. In order 
to compensate for these discrepancies we conservatively applied an average of 3 houses per 
settlement during the MRP (see main text, Table 9.3).

Name Type

Arnhem Meinerswijk Castellum 

Nijmegen Castra

Woerden Castellum

Utrecht De Meern Castellum

Utrecht Domplein Castellum

Vechten Castellum

Rijswijk Roodvoet Castellum

Maurik Eckse Waarden Castellum

Kesteren Lede en Oude Waard Castellum

Duiven Loowaard Castellum

Herwen De Bijland Castellum

Randwijk Castellum

Driel Baarskamp Castellum

Huissen Hazebergh Castellum

Rossum Kloosterwaard Castellum
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Military presence
Military presence in the study area during the MRP was dynamic. For the population calculations we 
applied the maximum number of military occupation during this period. Military presence in the castella 
during the MRP was comparable to the final part of the preceding ERP, with a total of 14 smaller Roman 
fortresses being located in the study area (see main text, Figure 9.7). Each castellum was inhabited by a 
maximum of 350 soldiers and each accompanying vicus by an equal amount of civilians. Roman military 
presence at Nijmegen during the MRP was significantly lower than during the preceding ERP, consisting 
of no more than 1,000 soldiers LRP (Oral communication Dr. S. Heeren, 2016; Brulet, 2017). After the 10th 
legion left the region in AD 103-104, little is known about the occupation of the castra. It is however clear 
that in the wake of the 10th legion the Canabae Legionis was completely abandoned. Around AD 121 the 
Legio IX Hispana (9th legion), or at least a part of it, briefly appears to have stayed at Nijmegen, but for the 
period after AD 125 little additional information is available regarding military occupation of the castra 
(Bechert & Willems, 1995).

Large settlements
During the MRP large settlements developed (or were founded) as rural centres or civitas capitals in the 
study area. Based on archaeological research 5 large settlements could be identified (see main text, Table 
9.5 and Figure 9.6). For each of these large settlements, population numbers were individually calculated 
based on published demographic reconstructions and on settlement size. The latter approach, which was 
applied in cases that the surface area of a settlement is known but no publications are available containing 
population estimates (e.g. Rossum and Wijchen), consisted of applying population density per hectare 
calculated using data from large settlements of which population estimates do exist.

Late-Roman period: AD 270-450 (LRP)
The study area during the LRP underwent a major demographic decline. During this last phase of the 
Roman occupation in this area not only the number of settlements appears to have been much lower, but 
in addition settlement size was significantly reduced to an average of 1.5 houses per settlement (see main 
text, Table 9.3). 

Military presence
Little is known of LRP military presence in the Rhine-Meuse delta. Because of socio-economic and 
political instability in the Roman Empire numerous changes in defence policies occurred during this 
period. Additionally, after the fall of the Roman limes around AD 270 Roman occupation of the study 
area was not continuous. In order not to underestimate pressure on the landscape, we incorporated the 
maximum number of soldiers into the demographic reconstructions of the LRP. After the collapse of the 
limes most castella were abandoned and other military sites developed. Only a few of these late-Roman 
military sites are known. Therefore an estimate is only possible using available data on amongst other late-
Roman burgi like Heumensoord, Goch, Wijchen (average 20-50 soldiers), Nijmegen (ca. 1,000 soldiers), 
Cuijk, Wijk bij Duurstede, and Vechten (with the latter three containing ca. 250 soldiers).28 Using this 
approach we estimated the total Roman military presence during the LRP at 2,500 soldiers. 

28 An overview of LRP military sites and the corresponding numbers of soldiers were provided by dr. S. Heeren, to whom 

we are extremely grateful.  
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Large settlements
In the study area no large settlements are known dating to the late-Roman period. The large settlements 
dating to the preceding MRP all have yielded archaeological evidence of severe depopulation or complete 
abandonment.

Early-medieval period A: AD 450-525 (EMPA)
During the EMPA the rural population declined even further. After the Roman occupation definitively 
ended, the number of settlements in the study area decreased. Research by Dijkstra (2011) for the Rhine 
and Meuse estuaries has shown that settlement size during the EMPA increased slightly to 3-5 houses per 
settlement. For our reconstructions we have conservatively set the number of houses at an average of 3. 

Military presence
There is no evidence of centralised military presence during the EMPA. 

Large settlements
No large settlements are known dating to the EMPA. 

Early-medieval period B: AD 525-725 (EMPB)
During the EMPB the first signs of revival and demographic rise occurred in the study area, which is 
mainly reflected by an increasing number of settlements dating to this period. According to Dijkstra 
(2011) settlement size during this period was similar to the preceding period, consisting of 3-5 houses. 
Therefore, in the demographic calculations we have set the settlement and household sizes to the same 
levels as were used for the EMPA period.

Military presence
There is no evidence of centralised military presence during the EMPB. 

Large settlements
In the Netherlands large settlements dating to the EMPB are rare. In the study area only two sites, at 
Nijmegen and Lent, appear to have been significantly larger than the majority of rural settlements (see 
main text, Table 9.5). Both are located in the eastern part of the Rhine-Meuse delta near the current 
border with Germany. Based on research by Harmsen et al. (2012), Den Braven (2014), and Hendriks et al. 
(2014), we could determine that both settlements probably were inhabited by ca. 500 individuals.  

Early-medieval period C: AD 725-950 (EMPC)
The EMPC was characterized by a continuation and intensification of the demographic rise that had 
started during the EMPB. The number of settlements in the study area significantly  increased under 
Carolingian rule. Settlement size in the estuary of the Rhine and Meuse in this period appears to have 
been equal to settlement sizes during the preceding early-medieval periods (Dijkstra, 2011). Therefore we 
set the settlement and household sizes in the study area to the same levels as the preceding early-medieval 
periods, at 3 houses per settlement.

Military presence
There is no evidence of centralised military presence during the EMPC.
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Large settlements
During the EMPC large settlements at Dorestad, Nijmegen and Utrecht developed into pre-urban towns 
(see main text, Table 9.5). The population centre at Nijmegen was located slightly to the southeast of the 
preceding EMPB settlement phase and has yielded archaeological evidence of continuous habitation 
(Kuys & Bots, 2005; Den Braven, 2014; Hendriks et al., 2014). During the EMPC the settlement appears 
to have doubled in size to 10 ha. At the same time in Utrecht a larger settlement developed consisting of 
several smaller inhabited zones clustered around the old Roman castellum (e.g. Renes, 2000; Van Rooijen, 
2010). The largest settlement dating to this period, Dorestad, developed south-east of Utrecht and west 
of Nijmegen. This remarkable settlement clearly surpassed all other EPMC settlements both in terms of 
surface area and its number of inhabitants (see main text, Table 9.5). According to recent calculations 
based on building density by Van Es & Verwers (2015, p. 197-200) Dorestad in its heydays probably 
housed 10,000 people. Van Rooijen (oral communication) states that the building density in Utrecht 
will have been considerably lower at the start of the EMPC than in at the end of this period and during 
the following EMPD. An estimate of 500 inhabitants for the 9th-10th centuries is most likely. Since the 
site of Dorestad is well excavated, we have used the ratio of inhabitants per hectare of this settlement to 
extrapolate the population of Nijmegen during the EMPC. This is justified because the Pfalz constructed 
during this period (cf. Den Braven, 2014) must have drawn people towards this area, which must have 
resulted in a relatively high building density.

Early-medieval period D: AD 950-1050 (EMPD)
The EMPD was characterized by a slight drop in the number of settlements, which can be attributed to 
several non-exclusive causes: (1) The EPMD only covered a relatively short time span; (2) as was already 
suggested by Hamerow (2002) and Van Doesburg (in prep.), during the EMPD most likely the number 
of houses per settlement increased; (3) civil unrest caused by Viking raids (Henderikx 1986); and (4) 
difficulties to archaeologically date settlements to the EMPD, leading to an underrepresentation in the 
archaeological dataset (Bartels et al. 1997). In the demographic calculations we have compensated for the 
increased habitation clustering during this period by increasing the number of houses per settlement to 5. 

Military presence
There is no evidence of centralised military presence during the EMPD. 

Large settlements
In the study area three large settlements date to the EMPD. These were located at Nijmegen, Tiel, and 
Utrecht (see main text, Table 9.5). The settlements at Nijmegen and Utrecht represent continuations of the 
settlements located here during the EMPC. The population number at the settlement in Nijmegen (which 
included a Pfalz) appears to have remained comparable to population numbers during the preceding 
EMPC (Kuys & Bots, 2005; Den Braven, 2014). In Utrecht population numbers increased rapidly, and 
had almost doubled towards the beginning of the EMPD. This rapid increase is best explained by the 
arrival of the bishop to the former castellum, which led to the development of a major ecclesiastical centre 
in Utrecht (Van Rooijen, 2010). Striking is the decline and eventual abandonment of the largest EMPC 
settlement in the study area, Dorestad, and the subsequent rise of the settlement at Tiel to the south. 
Most likely due to majorly changing landscape conditions and river-transport routes, Tiel developed as a 
trade settlement of approximately 12 ha (Oudhof et al., 2013). In the demographic calculations, based on 
the ratio between inhabitants per hectare at Dorestad, we estimated the population at Tiel to have been 
around 600.
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Quantification of Roman and early-medieval population
Based on the presented trends per ABR-subperiod we have quantified the rural population, potential 
military presence, and demographics per large settlement (Table 9.A.2 and 9.A.3; also see the main text, 
Tables 9.5-9.7).

Table 9.A.2 | Reconstructed rural population per ABR-subperiod. Calculations are based on the archaeological publications 

specified in Table 3 of the main text.

Rural settlements

Period
N settlements Estimated discovery 

rate 50%
AvG houses N houses AvG individual 

 per house
N people

ERP 1234 2468 1.5 3702 6.5 24063

MRP 1619 3238 3 9714 6.5 63141

LRP 664 1328 1.5 1992 6.5 12948

EMPA 306 612 3 1836 6.5 11934

EMPB 428 856 3 2568 6.5 16692

EMPC 818 1636 3 4908 6.5 31902

EMPD 711 1422 5 7110 6.5 46215

Name castellum or 
castra 
 (in study area)

N people 
castellum 
AD 70-104

N people  
vicus  

AD 70-104

Total  
population 
AD 70-104

N people 
castellum AD 

104-270

N people  
vicus  

AD 104-270

Total 
 population  
AD 104-270

Arnhem Meinerswijk 350 350 700 350 350 700

Nijmegen 4000 10000 14000 1000 1000 2000

Woerden 350 350 700 350 350 700

Utrecht De Meern 350 350 700 350 350 700

Utrecht Domplein 350 350 700 350 350 700

Vechten 350 350 700 350 350 700

Rijswijk Roodvoet 350 350 700 350 350 700

Maurik Eckse 
Waarden

350 350 700 350 350 700

Kesteren Lede en 
Oude Waard

350 350 700 350 350 700

Duiven Loowaard 350 350 700 350 350 700

Herwen De Bijland 350 350 700 350 350 700

Randwijk 350 350 700 350 350 700

Driel Baarskamp 350 350 700 350 350 700

Huissen Hazebergh 350 350 700 350 350 700

Rossum Klooster-
waard

350 350 700 350 350 700

Total 8900 14900 23800 5900 5900 11800

Table 9.A.3 | Reconstructed military presence in the study area during the ERP and MRP.
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Appendix 9.B

Determining land-use suitability

R.J. Van Lanen & H.J. Pierik

This appendix contains an overview of land-use suitability in the study area for arable farming, pasture 
and meadow, based on the relationship between geomorphological setting, palaeo-surface elevation, 
lithological characteristics, and distance relations. Geomorphological setting, palaeo-surface elevation, 
and lithological characteristics were compiled by H.J. Pierik, MSc (Utrecht University). Land-use 
suitability per lithological unit was based on expert judgement by M.T.I.J. Gouw-Bouman, MSc (Utrecht 
University). Distance relations were determined by R.J. Van Lanen, M.A. (Utrecht University; Cultural 
Heritage Agency of the Netherlands) and H.J. Pierik, MSc.

Determining surface and shallow subsurface lithology
Ascertaining soil and shallow-subsurface lithology is a very important factor for determining (past) 
land-use suitability, since it indicates nutrient availability, permeability, and tillage potential. The depth 
to which roots penetrate the soil can vary substantially, i.e. from ca. 1 cm to several dms, or in the case 
of trees even meters. In the land-use suitability reconstructions, we have assumed that the relevant soil 
and shallow-subsurface depth never exceeded 120 cm in accordance with generally accepted soil-survey 
methods (De Bakker & Schelling, 1989).

The geomorphological reconstructions were based on lithological borehole descriptions, which 
means that lithological units directly could be derived from these data. In the fluvial part of the study 
area, each mapped geomorphological unit in the reconstruction was assigned a specific surface and 
subsurface lithology (Table 9.B.1). The lithology of levees of inactive channels belts was further refined 
since older levees (mainly active before 3000 BP) were sometimes covered by clayey-overbank sediments 
from younger river branches. To evaluate the clay-cover thickness for the AD 100 landscape (DAD100), we 
subtracted a grid showing the top of the levee material (directly interpolated from borehole data (ZLev)) 
from the AD100 palaeoDEM(ZAD100)

       (1)

The resulting map shows an approximation of clay cover. For areas that yielded > 40 cm clay on top of 
inherited levees in the Roman period, we assigned the units: ‘Clay on sandy clay on sand’ or ‘Clay on sandy 
clay’. For the Pleistocene sand area that flanks the study region, we defined the surface lithology using the 
national soil map of the Netherlands (1:50,000; De Vries et al., 2003). We distinguished three classes: (1) 
fine sands (mean grain size 50-210µm); (2) coarse sands (median grain size 210-2000 µm); and (3) loamy 
sands (10-50% silt (>50 µm; De Bakker & Schelling, 1989).

Palaeo-surface elevation and land-use suitability
Palaeo-surface elevation was used to further refine the lithology for specific geomorphological units, 
i.e. levees and crevasse splays respectively. Using the PalaeoDEM developed by Pierik et al. (in press) we 
further divided these specific geomorphological units based on their elevation using the classes ‘low’, 
‘medium’, and ‘high’ (Table 9.B.2).
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Determining land-use suitability
We assigned vegetation assemblages to these combined geomorphological and lithological units using 
the following land-use types distinguished in the model: arable farming, pasture, meadow, and woodland 
(Table 9.B.3). For each geomorphological-lithological unit, land-use suitability was determined using a 
value ranging from 0 to 5, with a value of 0 reflecting no potential and 5 reflecting a high potential for 
a specific kind of land use. Nutrient availability, groundwater level (moisture content), permeability, and 
flooding frequency depending on geomorphology and lithology were important factors for determining 
the suitability for the different vegetation units. We used the ecological preference of vegetation as 
described in Westhoff et al. (1970a, 1970b; 1970c); Weeda et al. (1985; 1987; 1988; 1991; 1994; 2000; 

Geomorphological unit Clay cover
(cm)

Mean grain size, silt 
percentage

Lithological 
profile 

Lithological
profile code

Pleistocene area - Cyfer = 21
(50-210 µm)

Sand or fine sand 1

Pleistocene area - Cyfer = 23 
10-50% silt (>50 µm)

Loamy sand 2

Pleistocene area - Cyfer = 30
(210-2000 µm)

Coarse sand 3

Pleistocene area / Aeolian dunes - - Sand, not 
specified

1

Active channel belt (with levee) - - Sand / sandy clay 
on sand

141

Levee on inactive channel belt - - Sandy clay on 
sand

41

Levee on inactive channel belt (levee 
with > 40 clay)

>40 - Clay on sandy 
clay on sand

541

Crevasse splay - - Sandy clay 4

Levee (outcropping) - -

Levee (levee with > 40 clay) >40 - Clay on sandy 
clay

54

Res channel inactive - - Clay 5

Floodbasin clay - -

Floodbasin peat - - Peat 6

Res channel active - - Water 7

Table 9.B.1 | Overview of geomorphological units in the study area based on Pierik et al. (in press) with corresponding lithology 

based on palaeo-surface elevation and soil data. 

Tabel 9.B.2 | Boundaries conditions for low, medium and high elevated levees and crevasse splays inferred from the 

PalaeoDEM. Land-use suitability (i.e. 0-5, referring respectively to unsuitable to very well suited), which is determined based 

on geomorphology and lithology, is further refined based on palaeo-surface elevation, since lower parts were more prone to 

general wet conditions and floods.

PalaeoDEM elevation Classification Land-use suitability 

< -0.5 m Low -2

-0.5 - 0 m Medium -1

> 0 m High 0
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2003; 2005). The different vegetation assemblages distinguished in this study have different ecological 
preferences, which are listed below.
Arable land often consists of nutrient-rich soils with a low flooding potential and a good permeability. 
Therefore, the low and wet flood basins in the study area have a low potential for arable functions and 
sandy Pleistocene soils poor in loam are also less suitable since they lack abundant nutrients for the crops. 
Low levees and crevasse splays have a moderate potential, and the higher alluvial ridges have a high 
potential for arable land use. 

Pasture and meadow land tolerate most conditions except permanently saturated situations and water 
(i.e. active channels and open residual channels). They were mostly situated in areas that were too wet for 
arable land use, such as lower alluvial ridges. Land-use suitability  of areas for pasture and meadow was 

Table 9.B.3 | Geomorphological units and associated lithology in the study area. For each unique combination between 

geomorphological and lithological setting, the suitability for specific land-use types is given.

Landscape Suitability 

Geomorphology Lithology Lithology
Code

Elevation Arable  
farming

pasture meadow

Active channel belt Sand or sandy clay on sand 141 n/a  3 4 4

Crevasse splay Sandy clay 4 high  4 5 5

Crevasse splay Sandy clay 4 medium  3 5 5

Crevasse splay Sandy clay 4 low  2 5 5

Flood-basin clay Clay 5 n/a  0 5 5

Flood-basin peat Peat 6 n/a  0 5 5

Levee Sandy clay 4 high  5 5 5

Levee Sandy clay 4 medium  4 5 5

Levee Sandy clay 4 low  3 5 5

Levee Clay on sandy clay 54 high  5 5 5

Levee Clay on sandy clay 54 medium  3 5 5

Levee Clay on sandy clay 54 low  3 5 5

Levee on inactive 
channel belt Sandy clay on sand

41 high  5 5 5

Levee on inactive 
channel belt Sandy clay on sand

41 medium  5 5 5

Levee on inactive 
channel belt Sandy clay on sand

41 low  3 5 5

Levee on inactive 
channel belt

Clay on sandy clay on sand 541 high  5 5 5

Levee on inactive 
channel belt

Clay on sandy clay on sand 541 medium  5 5 5

Levee on inactive 
channel belt

Clay on sandy clay on sand 541 low  3 5 5

Residual channel 
(abandoned) Clay

5 n/a  0 5 5

Residual channel 
(open) Water

7 n/a  0 0 0

River Water 7 n/a  0 0 0

Top pleistoceen Sand or fine sand 1 n/a  2 4 4

Top pleistoceen Coarse sand 3 n/a 2 4 4

Top pleistoceen Loamy sand 2 n/a 5 5 5
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assumed to be equal, since difference between these types of land use mainly are determined by socio-
cultural variables such as the distance to a settlement (Appendix 9.C).

Due to lacking data availability, ‘woodland’ as a land-use type (i.e. yielding fuel and timber) was not 
included in the calculations. The presented PLUS assumes woodland was a constant and therefore had no 
effect on other land-use types (see main text, Section 9.6.1).

Distance relations
Distance relations used to determine land-use competition (i.e. the amount of time it takes to walk from 
a settlement to arable fields, meadows, and pastures), were derived from De Kleijn et al. (submitted). 
Following definitions and spatial rules defined in this study, we determined the time it takes to cross each 
lithological unit using a resolution of 100m (Table 9.B.4).

Table 9.B.4 | Overview of distance relations (time to travel 100 metres) per reconstructed lithological unit.

Geomorphological
unit

Lithology Elevation
class

Time (s) to travel 100 
metres (in seconds)

Active channel belt Sand or sandy clay on 
sand

high 75

medium 75

low 75

Crevasse splay Sandy clay high 75

medium 75

low 75

Floodbasin clay Clay high 88

medium 88

low 88

Floodbasin peat Peat high 96

medium 96

low 96

Levee Sandy clay high 75

medium 75

low 88

Clay on sandy clay high 100

medium 100

low 100

Levee on inactive channel 
belt

Coarse sand medium 75

Sandy clay on sand high 75

medium 75

low 88

Clay on sandy clay on 
sand

high 100

medium 100

low 88

residual channel 
(abandoned)

Clay high 88

medium 88

low 88

Residual channel (open) Water high 320
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Appendix 9.C

Land-use demand

R.J. van Lanen & M.T.M. De Kleijn

The demand for specific types of land use was simulated based on quantitative palaeodemographic data 
(see Appendix A) and spatial ‘rules’ defined by De Kleijn et al. (submitted).

Demands for food producing land

Table 9.C.1 | Overview of the assumptions used to calculate the land-use demands of rural settlements in AD 40, AD 70, 

and AD 140 based on Van Dinter et al. (2014). Since the new PLUS covers the complete first millennium, settlement sizes (i.e. 

population numbers) were derived using the approach outlined in Appendix A and adapted per ABR subperiod. We assume that 

kCal requirements and production remained stable during the investigated periods. See De Kleijn et al, (submitted) for a more 

detailed description of the manner in which these data were converted in the Past Land-Use Scanner (PLUS) 

Demand for food (general)

 • Settlement sizes (see: palaeodemographic reconstructions; Appendix A)

 • An adult person would on average need 2,200 kCal per day 

 • 67.5% of the food is acquired from arable farming (i.e. cereals)

 • 22.5% of the food is acquired from animal meat

 
• 10% of the food is derived from other plant-based or animal products, which are on such a small scale that they don’t 

need extra land. These have therefore been left out of the calculations.

  

Arable farming (cereals)

 • One kg of cereals produces 3,100  kCal 

 
• One ha produces 1,000  kg per year of which 800 kg can be consumed. The other 200 kg are needed for the next 

sowing season.

 • Half of the required kCal per year will be produced as surplus to survive bad years

 • After a year of arable farming, the land will be fallow

Calculation for the demand of arable farming per person in rural settlement or large settlement

 

(67.5 % (percentage of diet) x 2,200 kCal (daily need per person) x 365 (number of days per year)) / (800 kg (yearly weight of 
cereals) x 3,100 kCal (amount of kCal per kilo cereals)) x 1.5 (surplus production) x 2 (to take fallow lands into account) = 0.66 
ha of arable farming needed per person

  

Pasture and Meadow (for meat)

• Every settlement had a herd of approximately 50 animals (cows) which could produce 3,800,000 kCal of meat per year 
(which they did not have to use)

• Every heard needs 16 ha as pasture lands and 10.1 ha meadows.

• In periods that lands for arable farming are fallow, these are used as pasture
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Calculation for the demand of pasture per rural settlement

• (22.5 % (percentage of diet) x 2,200 kCal (daily need per person) x 9.75 (number of persons per settlement) x 365 
(number of days per year)) = 1,761,581  kCal

•  1,761,581 kCal (required production from a herd) / 3,800,000 kCal (maximum production meat of a herd of 50 animals) 
= 46% of the meat had been used

• 16 (ha needed for pasture for a herd of 50 cows) /9.75 - arable farming = approximately 0.97 pasture per person in 
rural setttlement

• 10.1 ha meadow needed per settlement / 9.75 = 1.04 ha meadow per person in rural settlement

Table 9.C.2 | Overview of the assumptions used to calculate land-use demands by military and related settlements in AD 40, AD 

70 and AD 140 based on Van Dinter et al. (2014).

Demand for land

• Roman fortress size were derived from the palaeodemographic reconstructions (Appendix 9.A)

• An average soldier needs 3,000 kCal per day, a vicus inhabitant 2,200

• A soldier´s diet had the same ratio as a normal person: i.e. 67.5%  cereals, 22.5% meat and 10% other resources that do not 
need significant land

• For vici size see palaeodemographic reconstructions (Appendix A)

• 50% of the cereal was obtained locally, the rest was imported

• After AD 70 resources for the Roman army were obtained only south of the border 

Calculation for arable farming for a soldier

(67.5 % (percentage of diet) x 2,700 kCal (daily need per person) x 365 (number of days per year)) / (800 kg (yearly weight of 
cereals) x 3,100 kCal (amount of kCal per kilo cereals)) x 1.5 (surplus production) x 2 (to take fallow lands into account) = 0.89 
ha of arable farming needed per soldier

Table 9.C.3 | Overview of the assumptions used to calculate land-use demands of rural-settlement inhabitants, soldiers, and 

large-settlement inhabitant, based on Van Dinter et al. (2014).

Land-use type Needed ha 
per person

Comments

Rural settlements

Arable farming 0.70  

Pasture 0.97  

Meadow 1.04  

Soldier

Arable farming 0.89  

Pasture 0.74 For soldiers we assume that the meat production was more efficient: 22.7 herd (=258.8 
ha) was needed per 350 persons. Whereas farms have one heard per farm, produced 
extra surplus

Meadow 0.65 For soldiers we assume that the meat production was more efficient: 22.7 herd (=229.2 
ha ) was needed per 350 persons. Whereas farms have one heard per farm, produced 
extra surplus.

Large settlements

Arable farming 0.70  

Pasture 0.56 These figures assume that herds for large settlements are as efficient as for military

Meadow 0.49 These figures assume that herds for large settlements are as efficient as for military
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Appendix 9.D 

Land-use scenarios

R.J. van Lanen

In order to test the feasibility of three general archaeological hypothesis regarding first-
millennium land use in the Rhine-Meuse delta, the presented PLUS calculates 20 land-use 
scenarios in six scenario groups:

Table 9.D.1 | Overview of simulated scenarios applied in the study.

Hypotheses Scenario group Chronological time 
frame

Land-use 
scenario 
number(s)

Description

Hypothesis 1

Scenario 
group 1

First millennium
(ERP-EMPD)

1-7 Minimum number of settlements provided 
locally produced food to military sites and large 
settlements

Scenario 
group 2

First millennium
(ERP-EMPD)

8-14 Maximum number of settlements provided 
locally produced food to military sites and large 
settlements

Hypothesis 2

Scenario 
group 3

ERP-MRP 15-16 Maximum number of settlements provided food for 
military sites and large settlements 

Scenario 
group 4

ERP-MRP 17-18 Minimum number of settlements provided locally 
produced food to military sites and food supply of 
large settlements was 100% imported

Hypothesis 3

Scenario 
group 5

EMPC 19 Maximum number of settlements provided 
50% locally produced food to Dorestad and the 
remaining 50% required by Dorestad was imported

Scenario 
group 6

EMPC 20 Maximum number of settlements were self-
sufficient in terms of locally produced food and 
100% of the food required by Dorestad was 
imported.

Minimum number of settlements = the present number of excavated settlements in the 
study area (see main text: Section 9.4.1.). Maximum number of settlements = the number of 
excavated settlements plus the number of probably undiscovered settlements (50%; see main 
text: Section 9.4.1).

Each individual simulation was linked to a suitability map based on one of three 
palaeogeographical reconstructions: AD 100, 500 or 900. Table D.2 shows an overview of each 
simulated scenario.
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Land–use 
scenario #

Period Description Palaeogeographical 
reconstruction

1 ERP Minimum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 100

2 MRP Minimum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 100

3 LRP Minimum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 500

4 EMPA Minimum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 500

5 EMPB Minimum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 500

6 EMPC Minimum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 900

7 EMPD Minimum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 900

8 ERP Maximum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 100

9 MRP Maximum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 100

10 LRP Maximum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 500

11 EMPA Maximum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 500

12 EMPB Maximum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 500

13 EMPC Maximum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 900

14 EMPD Maximum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and large settlements

AD 900

15 ERP Maximum number of settlements provided food for military sites and large 
settlements

AD 100

16 MRP Maximum number of settlements provided food for military sites and large 
settlements

AD 100

17 ERP Minimum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and food supply of large settlements was 100% imported

AD 100

18 MRP Minimum number of settlements provided locally produced food to military 
sites and food supply of large settlements was 100% imported

AD 100

19 EMPC Maximum number of settlements were self-sufficient in terms of locally 
produced food and 100% of the food required by Dorestad was imported.

AD 900

20 EMPC Maximum number of settlements were self-sufficient in terms of locally 
produced food and 100% of the food required by Dorestad was imported.

AD 900

Table 9.D.2 | Periodic, palaeographical, and settlement-patterns pecification of each individual simulated scenario.
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Appendix 10.A

Individuals Oldenzaal

L.M. Kootker

Table 10.A.1 | Archaeological data, biological sex, age at death, 87Sr/86Sr and δ18O data from 198 individuals from Oldenzaal, 

the Netherlands.

ID Feature Zone Period Biological 
sex

Age at death 
in years (min – 

max)

Dental 
element

87Sr/86Sr 2SE δ18OPDB δ18OSMOW δ18OP δ18ODW

V0218 136 A 2 Male 41.75 46.75 16 0.709847 0.000008 -5.5 25.3 16.4 -8.5
V0256 139 A 2 Male 34 43 43 0.710511 0.000012 -5 25.8 16.9 -7.7
V0449 230 A 1 Female 34 40 14 0.710584 0.00001 -4.6 26.1 17.3 -7.1
V0470 237 C 2 Female 20 50 36 0.709073 0.000008 -5.3 25.5 16.6 -8.1
V0489 239 C 2 Male 50 65 34 0.709573 0.00001 -6.3 24.4 15.5 -9.8
V0490 240 C 2 Male 42.33 48.33 26 0.70974 0.00001 -5.5 25.3 16.4 -8.5
V0561 254 C 0 Female 32 50 25 0.710386 0.000012 -4.6 26.1 17.3 -7.1
V0573 264 C 0 Male 35 45 46 0.710964 0.000008 -4.5 26.3 17.4 -6.9
V0600 253 C 1 Male 22 80 46 0.710977 0.000009 -4.8 26 17.1 -7.4
V0602 258 C 1 Female 40 70 36 0.709338 0.000009 -4.9 25.9 17 -7.5
V0603 256 C 2 Male 39 45 43 0.709224 0.00001 -5 25.8 16.9 -7.7
V0631 252 C 2 Male 24 33.5 36 0.711341 0.000009 -5.7 25 16.2 -8.8
V0700 369 A 2 Male 22 45 45 0.708795 0.00001 -5.4 25.4 16.5 -8.3
V0710 255 C 2 Male 20 26 45 0.708963 0.000011 -5.4 25.4 16.5 -8.3
V0781 415 A 1 Male 20 34 44 0.710569 0.000008 -5 25.7 16.8 -7.8
V0863 424 A 2 Female 30 60 47 0.710211 0.00001 -5.5 25.2 16.4 -8.5
V0865 10 A 2 Male 52 61 36 0.710181 0.000009 -5.2 25.6 16.7 -8
V0870 422 A 2 Male 53.3 59.3 46 0.709121 0.000008 -5.5 25.2 16.4 -8.5
V0899 469 A 2 Male 43 55 46 0.710445 0.000008 -5.6 25.1 16.3 -8.7
V0902 433 C 2 Female 32.67 38.67 33 0.710027 0.000009 -5.3 25.4 16.6 -8.2
V0922 505 A 1 Male 52 61 23? 0.709704 0.000008 -5.7 25.1 16.2 -8.8
V1100 15 A 2 Female 36 42 13 0.710817 0.00001 -4.4 26.3 17.5 -6.7
V1101 26 A 2 Female 30 36 46 0.710168 0.000016 -5.7 25 16.2 -8.8
V1104 28 A 2 Male 31.5 36.5 34 0.711301 0.000009 -5.2 25.6 16.7 -8
V1105 544 A 0 Male 40 46 46 0.71136 0.000008 -5.7 25.1 16.2 -8.8
V1123 29 A 2 Female 42.3 48.3 16 0.710658 0.00001 -5.1 25.7 16.8 -7.8
V1147 552 A 2 Female 40 46 46 0.70982 0.000009 -4.9 25.9 17 -7.5
V1155 553 C 0 NTD 18 80 36 0.711576 0.000011 -5 25.8 16.9 -7.7
V1166 562 A 1 NTD 9.5 14.5 36 0.710289 0.00001 -4.6 26.2 17.3 -7
V1174 536 C 0 Male 14 18 46 0.710038 0.00001 -4.8 26 17.1 -7.3
V1193 37 E 2 Male 20 30 36 0.710137 0.00001 -5 25.7 16.9 -7.7
V1201 568 A 1 Male 35 52 33 0.709147 0.00001 -5.1 25.7 16.8 -7.8
V1214 629 A 1 Female 11 15 27 0.710151 0.000011 -6.2 24.5 15.6 -9.7
V1215 572 A 1 Male 1.4 2.6 63 0.710062 0.000007 - - - -
V1229 569 A 1 Female 34 40 46 0.710623 0.00001 -5 25.7 16.9 -7.7
V1233 570 A 1 Male 15 20 16 0.709116 0.000014 -5 25.8 16.9 -7.7
V1237 573 A 0 Male 24 0.710944 0.000008 -4.3 26.5 17.6 -6.6
V1245 40 E 2 Male 20 25 36 0.714209 0.000008 -5.4 25.3 16.5 -8.4
V1274 575 A 1 Female 3 5 84 0.709804 0.000008 - - - -
V1278 50 A 2 Male 24 30 16 0.708969 0.000009 -4.9 25.9 17.1 -7.5
V1282 577 A 1 Female 20 25 16 0.70992 0.00001 -6.2 24.5 15.6 -9.7
V1286 574 A 1 Female 4 8 54 0.710964 0.000008 - - - -
V1293 579 A 1 Male 34 43 36 0.709396 0.000008 -4.6 26.2 17.4 -7
V1297 51 A 2 Female 40 46 36 0.710005 0.000009 -5.3 25.4 16.5 -8.3
V1307 641 A 1 Female 6 9 26 0.710689 0.00001 -5 25.8 16.9 -7.7
V1320 642 A 1 Male 20 25 46 0.710625 0.000008 -5.3 25.5 16.6 -8.1
V1350 61 A 1 Male 8 10 26 0.710299 0.000008 -4.6 26.2 17.3 -7
V1376 654 A 2 Male 6 10 36 0.709677 0.000009 -5.3 25.4 16.6 -8.2
V1388 669 A 1 Male 31.33 37.33 36 0.710257 0.000008 -4.6 26.2 17.3 -7
V1400 655 A 1 Female 30 60 34 0.709158 0.000009 -5.6 25.1 16.3 -8.7
V1408 660 A 1 Female 25 34 26 0.710763 0.000009 -4.9 25.9 17 -7.5
V1416 663 A 1 Female 15 18 35 0.710488 0.000008 -5.7 25 16.2 -8.8
V1420 656 A 1 Male 15 18 16 0.710206 0.000009 -5.2 25.5 16.7 -8
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V1435 653 A 1 Female 36 42 16 0.710272 0.000009 -4.6 26.2 17.3 -7
V1436 673 A 1 Male 20 25 16 0.708629 0.000008 -5.4 25.4 16.5 -8.3
V1443 69 A 2 Male 18 25 37 0.711955 0.000008 -5 25.7 16.9 -7.7
V1454 680 A 1 Female 51 56 26 0.709967 0.00001 -4.9 25.8 17 -7.6
V1476 89 A 2 Female 36 54 46 0.710783 0.000009 -5.4 25.3 16.4 -8.4
V1484 119 A 1 Female 20 30 36 0.710509 0.000009 -4.8 26 17.1 -7.3
V1488 96 A 2 Female 35 44 16 0.710385 0.000008 -4.6 26.1 17.3 -7.1
V1509 98 A 2 Male 7 9 46 0.710211 0.000006 -5.2 25.5 16.7 -8
V1513 699 A 1 Female 20 25 36 0.710288 0.000009 -6.1 24.7 15.8 -9.4
V1517 697 A 1 Female 18 29 26 0.711128 0.000011 -4.3 26.5 17.6 -6.5
V1521 691 A 0 Male 14 18 34 0.710384 0.000012 -4.7 26 17.2 -7.3
V1550 106 A 1 Female 31 36 26 0.712533 0.000009 -4.9 25.9 17 -7.5
V1584 115 A 1 Female 30 36 36 0.710467 0.000008 -4.6 26.1 17.3 -7.1
V1585 116 A 1 Female 30 36 44 0.710459 0.00001 -5.4 25.4 16.5 -8.3
V1618 708 C 1 Female 15 25 46 0.71059 0.000006 -4.8 26 17.1 -7.4
V1673 748 A 1 Female 15 23 36 0.709347 0.000008 -5 25.8 16.9 -7.7
V1675 754 C 0 Female 15 20 12 0.710239 0.000008 -5.7 25.1 16.2 -8.8
V1682 751 A 1 Male 20 80 36 0.711053 0.00001 -6.1 24.6 15.7 -9.5
V1694 4 E 2 Male 52 61 32 0.710707 0.000011 -7.3 23.4 14.5 -11.4
V1749 12 E 2 Female 20 29 25 0.710323 0.000011 -5.5 25.2 16.3 -8.6
V1812 801 A 1 Male 15 20 36 0.709688 0.000008 -5 25.7 16.9 -7.8
V1855 34 E 2 Female 44 52 14 0.710341 0.000009 -4.9 25.9 17 -7.5
V1863 804 A 1 Female 19 28 46 0.710766 0.000008 -4.9 25.9 17 -7.5
V1879 32 E 2 Female 3 5 16 0.710222 0.000008 -6 24.7 15.8 -9.3
V1887 51 E 2 Female 61 66 34 0.710232 0.00001 -5.3 25.5 16.6 -8.1
V1901 828 A 1 Male 28.5 33.5 37 0.710441 0.000009 -5.4 25.4 16.5 -8.3
V1928 67 E 1 Male 41.3 46.3 47 0.710481 0.000008 -5.6 25.2 16.3 -8.6
V1983 74 E 2 Male 40 44 46 0.710255 0.000008 -4.6 26.2 17.4 -7
V1990 164 A 1 Female 28 35 44 0.710291 0.000009 -4.7 26 17.2 -7.2
V2003 851 A 1 Male 6 10 36 0.711075 0.000008 -5.3 25.4 16.6 -8.2
V2017 16 A 2 Female 17 21 46 0.710333 0.00001 -5.3 25.4 16.6 -8.2
V2057 76 E 2 Female 15 20 46 0.710077 0.000007 -4.4 26.4 17.6 -6.6
V2061 165 A 1 Male 49.3 54.3 46 0.709822 0.000009 -4.8 25.9 17.1 -7.4
V2064 19 A 1 Female 40 46 46 0.710338 0.000008 -5.3 25.5 16.6 -8.2
V2076 852 A 1 Female 30 36 46 0.710242 0.000007 -5.1 25.7 16.8 -7.8
V2102 80 E 1 Male 34 40 14 0.710976 0.000008 - - - -
V2119 22 A 1 Female 28.5 33.5 36 0.709976 0.000008 -3.8 27 18.2 -5.7
V2127 24 A 2 Male 30 60 34 0.71 0.00001 -4.9 25.9 17 -7.5
V2181 91 E 1 Female 12 15 46 0.710275 0.000009 -4.9 25.9 17 -7.5
V2196 29 A 2 Female 20 25 46 0.710992 0.000009 - - - -
V2205 34 A 2 Female 40 46 16 0.71105 0.000008 -5.8 24.9 16 -9
V2223 96 E 1 NTD 3 6 45 0.710388 0.000011 -5 25.7 16.9 -7.7
V2238 98 E 1 Male 46 52 46 0.709095 0.000008 -4 26.7 17.9 -6.1
V2268 47 A 1 Male 12 18 35 0.711001 0.000007 -4.9 25.8 17 -7.6
V2293 54 A 0 Male 60 70 26 0.711216 0.000008 -4.5 26.3 17.4 -6.9
V2318 61 A 1 NTD 9.5 13.5 46 0.710228 0.000009 -5.4 25.4 16.5 -8.3
V2362 70 A 1 Female 43 60 36 0.710267 0.000009 -5.4 25.3 16.4 -8.4
V2367 68 A 2 Female 60 70 35 0.71035 0.000008 -5.3 25.4 16.5 -8.2
V2379 109 E 1 Female 35 55 35 0.711076 0.000009 -5.2 25.5 16.7 -8.1
V2399 75 A 1 Female 30 36 35 0.709395 0.000008 -4.5 26.3 17.4 -6.9
V2470 89 A 2 Female 34 43 36 0.708436 0.000008 -4.7 26 17.2 -7.2
V2503 105 A 0 Female 7 11 43 0.711492 0.000011 -4.3 26.5 17.7 -6.5
V2554 123 A 0 Female 35 55 36 0.710364 0.000011 -5.8 24.9 16 -9
V2558 124 A 1 Male 7 11 16 0.709867 0.000008 -4.7 26.1 17.2 -7.1
V2643 147 A 1 Female 50 59 46 0.710246 0.00001 -4.3 26.4 17.6 -6.6
V2686 158 A 1 Male 2 3 62 0.709743 0.000012 - - - -
V2729 167 A 1 Female 10 15 45 0.711521 0.000009 -4.3 26.5 17.7 -6.5
V2737 169 A 1 Female 18 25 46 0.71029 0.000011 -4.6 26.1 17.3 -7.1
V2748 176 A 1 Female 34 40 46 0.709364 0.000009 -5.2 25.6 16.7 -8
V2761 876 A 1 Male 25 34 42 0.71177 0.000009 -4.9 25.9 17 -7.5
V2811 2 E 2 Male 40 49 44 0.709336 0.000009 -5.1 25.7 16.8 -7.8
V2812 1 E 2 Female 25 34 16? 0.71065 0.000007 -4.4 26.3 17.5 -6.8
V2873 890 A 1 Male 9 11 16 0.710534 0.000009 -4.5 26.3 17.4 -6.9
V2878 3 E 2 Male 25 34 34 0.710584 0.000011 -4.7 26.1 17.3 -7.1
V2893 898 A 1 Female 20 80 47 0.711261 0.000009 -4.9 25.8 17 -7.5
V2900 6 E 2 Female 30 36 35 0.709499 0.000009 -5.6 25.2 16.3 -8.6
V2904 901 A 1 Female 15 45 34 0.71042 0.000008 -4.9 25.8 17 -7.6
V2910 9 E 2 Male 10 13 36 0.710287 0.000009 -5.6 25.2 16.3 -8.6
V2916 12 E 2 Male 8 12 46 0.710339 0.000007 -5 25.8 16.9 -7.6
V2944 17 E 1 Male 34 43 46 0.710481 0.000008 -5.1 25.7 16.8 -7.8
V2948 18 E 2 Male 52 61 24? 0.710617 0.00001 -5.5 25.2 16.4 -8.5
V2973 19 E 1 Female 40 46 36 0.708989 0.000007 -5 25.7 16.9 -7.7
V3038 180 A 1 Female 35 80 14 0.710016 0.00001 -5.2 25.5 16.7 -8
V3043 28 E 1 Female 40 60 35 0.710101 0.000008 -4.9 25.8 17 -7.6
V3087 1 B 2 Male 20 25 46 0.709898 0.000007 -5 25.7 16.9 -7.8
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V3103 4 B 2 Female 20 34 37 0.709499 0.00001 -5.6 25.1 16.2 -8.7
V3104 5 B 2 Female 35 55 47 0.710455 0.00001 -5.2 25.5 16.7 -8
V3169 9 B 2 Male 20 40 16? 0.71023 0.000006 -4.9 25.9 17 -7.5
V3201 16 B 2 Male 34 43 36 0.709905 0.000008 -5.8 25 16.1 -8.9
V3208 15 B 2 Male 18 34 46 0.710063 0.00001 -5.7 25 16.2 -8.8
V3221 22 B 2 Male 20 26 26 0.710228 0.00001 -5.2 25.6 16.7 -7.9
V3233 31 B 2 Female 22 40 26 0.710343 0.000009 -4.8 26 17.1 -7.4
V3234 30 B 2 Male 40 49 35 0.710149 0.000012 -4.2 26.6 17.7 -6.4
V3257 130 D 2 Female 20 34 35 0.711725 0.00001 -5.8 25 16.1 -8.9
V3278 3 D 2 Female 40 46 32? 0.710561 0.00001 -5 25.8 16.9 -7.7
V3300 67 B 1 Male 31 80 26? 0.710168 0.000007 -4.6 26.2 17.3 -7
V3306 69 B 0 NTD 15 80 16? 0.711147 0.000009 -4.6 26.2 17.3 -7
V3327 81 B 0 Male 20 80 46 0.710451 0.000009 -5.5 25.2 16.3 -8.6
V3355 35 B 0 NTD 20 80 14? 0.710323 0.000009 -4.4 26.4 17.5 -6.7
V3363 36 B 0 NTD 4 6 36 0.710134 0.000008 -4.5 26.3 17.4 -6.9
V3385 50 B 2 Male 38 61 43 0.710386 0.000011 -5 25.8 16.9 -7.7
V3386 57 B 1 Female 20 80 16 0.71032 0.000008 -4.6 26.2 17.4 -7
V3390 48 B 0 Male 23 33 26 0.709809 0.00001 -5 25.8 16.9 -7.7
V3398 55 B 0 NTD 20 80 16? 0.710891 0.00001 -5.7 25 16.2 -8.8
V3426 92 D 2 Male 46 51 42 0.710046 0.000008 -4.3 26.5 17.6 -6.6
V3455 100 D 2 Female 25 34 35 0.710599 0.000009 -4.9 25.9 17.1 -7.4
V3483 106 D 2 Male 30 36 36 0.710622 0.000008 -6.1 24.7 15.8 -9.4
V3503 12 D 2 Male 20 30 46 0.710229 0.000008 -5.1 25.7 16.8 -7.8
V3511 16 D 2 Female 35 55 16? 0.710638 0.000011 -5.7 25 16.1 -8.9
V3515 17 D 2 Male 12 16 36 0.70964 0.00001 -4.4 26.3 17.5 -6.8
V3524 19 D 2 Male 30 60 36 0.711797 0.000008 -6.1 24.6 15.7 -9.5
V3537 23 D 2 Female 30 36 46 0.711187 0.00001 -5.6 25.2 16.3 -8.6
V3538 24 D 2 Female 25 34 12? 0.710511 0.00001 -5.6 25.2 16.3 -8.6
V3567 34 D 2 Female 34 43 34 0.710659 0.000011 -4.2 26.6 17.8 -6.3
V3607 99 B 0 NTD 20 30 75 0.709698 0.000009 - - - -
V3620 56 D 2 Male 25 34 34 0.71004 0.000007 -4.6 26.1 17.3 -7.1
V3644 70 D 2 Female 40 49 15 0.710277 0.000012 -5.2 25.5 16.7 -8
V3696 60 B 1 Female 25 35 34 0.710193 0.000008 -4 26.8 18 -6
V3701 122 D 2 Male 16 80 43 0.710527 0.000007 -5.3 25.4 16.6 -8.2
V3702 123 D 2 Male 34 43 35 0.710495 0.000011 -4.5 26.3 17.4 -6.9
V3735 132 D 2 Female 35 55 44 0.710921 0.000008 -5.7 25 16.1 -8.8
V3797 2 C 2 Female 21 80 37 0.710053 0.000011 -5 25.8 16.9 -7.7
V3852 3 C 2 Female 32 50 43 0.709905 0.000008 -5.5 25.2 16.3 -8.5
V3857 191 D 2 Male 40 80 46 0.709845 0.000008 -5.6 25.1 16.3 -8.7
V3858 192 D 0 Male 20 80 26 0.710635 0.000008 -4.6 26.2 17.3 -7
V3866 196 D 2 Male 34 40 44 0.709705 0.000011 -4.4 26.3 17.5 -6.8
V3869 198 D 2 Female 34 40 35 0.710502 0.00001 -4.9 25.9 17.1 -7.4
V3941 165 D 0 Male 10 13 14 0.709894 0.000007 - - - -
V3974 177 D 2 Female 37 43 46 0.709973 0.000007 -5.1 25.7 16.8 -7.8
V3975 174 D 2 Male 19 28 24 0.71107 0.000008 -5.7 25.1 16.2 -8.8
V3988 185 D 2 Male 40 80 44 0.710965 0.000009 -5.6 25.2 16.3 -8.6
V4033 234 D 2 Male 40 46 14 0.709992 0.000008 -6.2 24.5 15.6 -9.7
V4037 235 D 0 Female 41 47 46 0.708727 0.000008 -4.7 26.1 17.3 -7.1
V4050 237 D 0 Male 37 46 35 0.710861 0.000009 -4.8 26 17.1 -7.3
V4073 248 D 0 Male 12 15 36 0.711334 0.000011 -4.8 26 17.1 -7.3
V4092 279 D 1 Female 7 11 16 0.709692 0.00001 -5.2 25.6 16.7 -8
V4093 280 D 1 Female 6 10 36 0.709715 0.000009 -4.8 26 17.1 -7.4
V4094 281 D 1 Female 33 46 36 0.710695 0.000007 -5.3 25.4 16.5 -8.2
V4095 282 D 1 Male 6 10 46 0.709921 0.000007 -5 25.7 16.9 -7.7
V4096 283 D 1 Female 3.5 6.5 83 0.709972 0.00001 - - - -
V4149 258 D 1 Female 34 43 36 0.710015 0.00001 -6 24.7 15.8 -9.3
V4167 272 D 1 Female 30 36 27 0.710674 0.000009 -4.9 25.8 17 -7.6
V4233 3 D 2 Female 6 10 16? 0.710754 0.000005 -5.8 25 16.1 -8.9
V4301 327 D 0 Male 15 18 36 0.71029 0.000008 - - - -
V4322 330 D 0 Female 46 52 34 0.710992 0.000008 -4.7 26.1 17.2 -7.2
V4323 331 D 0 Female 43.3 49.3 33 0.710195 0.000007 -4.9 25.9 17 -7.5
V4361 349 D 0 Female 20 26 36 0.710413 0.000011 -5.4 25.4 16.5 -8.3
V4608 376 D 2 Male 40 46 34 0.711171 0.000011 -4.4 26.3 17.5 -6.8
V4801 509 D 1 Female 16 19 46 0.710147 0.000008 -5.3 25.4 16.6 -8.2
V4808 518 D 2 Female 19 28 46 0.7104 0.000008 -4.6 26.2 17.3 -7
V4831 521 D 1 Female 6 10 36 0.710394 0.000008 -4.9 25.8 17 -7.6
V4857 538 D 0 Male 28 37 36 0.710139 0.000007 -5.4 25.3 16.5 -8.4
V4928 541 D 0 Male 30 40 46 0.710147 0.000009 -4.9 25.9 17 -7.5
V4940 550 D 0 Female 13 19 36 0.710324 0.00001 -5.4 25.4 16.5 -8.3
V5053 5 E 1 Male 5 7 46 0.710428 0.000011 -5.4 25.3 16.5 -8.3

Key: period: 0 - no period assigned; 1 - AD ~600-1500 ; 2 - AD 1500-1829. Biological sex: NTD - not determined. Dental element: notation conforms to 

Fédération Dentaire Internationale (FDI: syntax: <quadrant code><tooth code>)
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Appendix 10.B

Dendrochronological data and Y chromosome 

determination

L.M. Kootker & R.J. Van Lanen

10.B.1 Dendrochronological data Oldenzaal

10.B.2 Sample preparation and DNA isolation
To remove remaining dirt, the samples were cleaned with sterile alcohol wipes (Microtek). Next, 
to minimize possible contaminating DNA on the samples, they were twice placed under UV-C for 
45 minutes in two different positions. For optimal DNA extraction the samples were ground into 
a fine powder using the Mixer Mill 400 (Retsch) in containers with a lining of zirconium oxide and a 
zirconium oxide bullet. Before the samples were ground the containers with sample were placed in liquid 
nitrogen for 20 minutes. Depending on the size and state of preservation the samples were ground in 
several rounds of up to 10 seconds at an intensity of 30 Hz. If more than three rounds were necessary, 
a 20-minute break in liquid nitrogen was introduced. For DNA isolation 0.4 gr powder was used per 
sample, to which 1.0 ml of 0.5M EDTA pH 8.0 with 5% sarcosyl and 90 µl Proteinase K was added. This 
was mixed overnight in a thermo mixer at 1000 rpm and 56°C. The samples were then centrifuged at 

Table 10.B.1 | Overview of dendrochronological research of wooden structures in Oldenzaal. Data derived from the DCCD 

repository at http://dendro.dans.knaw.nl (accessed: 25-01-2017). 

ID Domain Site Toponym Type of object

05.235 BAAC.nl Oldenzaal Ganzenmarkt Settlement

05.235 BAAC.nl Oldenzaal Ganzenmarkt Cesspit

05.235 BAAC.nl Oldenzaal Ganzenmarkt Channel/ditch

5414B pressler.com.de Oldenzaal Schoolstraat House

5415B pressler.com.de Oldenzaal Schoolstraat House

5416B pressler.com.de Oldenzaal Schoolstraat House

94.014 BAAC.nl Oldenzaal Plechelmus kerk Church

P:1997052 stichtingring.nl Oldenzaal Agnesklooster Casket 

P:1997053 stichtingring.nl Oldenzaal Beerput Cesspit

P:1998059 stichtingring.nl Oldenzaal Agnesklooster Post

P:1998060 stichtingring.nl Oldenzaal Boterstraat 5 House

P:1998061 stichtingring.nl Oldenzaal Boterstraat 19 House

P:1999001 stichtingring.nl Oldenzaal Agnesklooster Cesspit

P:2004106 stichtingring.nl Oldenzaal Graven es 3 Water well

P:2006006 stichtingring.nl Oldenzaal Immuniteitsgebied Channel/ditch

P:2008082 stichtingring.nl Oldenzaal Ganzenmarkt Staves

P:2011007 stichtingring.nl Oldenzaal Beschoeiing Campshedding
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13000 rpm for 3 minutes. The supernatant was purified with the QIAquick PCR Purification kit® (Qiagen), 
following the manufacturer’s centrifuge protocol. The purified DNA was finally eluted in 80 µl of sterile 
and pyrogen free water. During this process extraction blanks were also created using only the reagents 
and eluted in 40 µl of water.

The concentration of Y-chromosomal DNA was measured with the Quantifiler® Duo kit, using a 
7500 real-time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). This quantification test gave an indication of the 
amount of human autosomal DNA (based on the RPPH1: Ribonuclease P RNA Component H1) and 
Y-chromosomal DNA (based on the Y chromosome-specific SRY gene). The PCRs were performed 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions with 2µl DNA extract. Based on the results the input 
volume was determined for further PCRs. The amelogenin gene was typed with both the PowerPlex® 
ESX 16 and PowerPlex® ESI 16 systems (Promega), which include a marker for the amelogenin gene, 
next to 15 autosomal Short Tandem Repeat (STR) markers. The PCRs were performed according to the 
manufacturer’s directions, but with half the volumes for reagents and 2 to 5 µl DNA extract, depending 
on the quantification results. At each PCR one positive control and at least one negative control were 
included. The PCRs were carried out on a GeneAmp® PCR System 9700 (Applied Biosystems). The PCR 
products were analyzed on an ABI PRISM® 3100 or 3500 XL Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) 
and with GeneMarker® software, version 1.75 or 2.4.0 (SoftGenetics LLC®). PowerPlex® ESX 16 and/or 
PowerPlex® ESI 16 systems were applied for a second time if alleles could not be typed for all markers.
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Appendix 11.A 

Reconstruction population density

H.J. Pierik, B.J. Groenewoudt & R.J. van Lanen

Estimates of population density (PD in p/km2) are shown in Table 11.A.1 and Figures 11.3-11.6 of 
the main text. These were based on (1) published population numbers and densities inferred from 
archaeological settlement data. Benchmark for pre- AD 1000 periods were the Roman period (AD 200) 
population reconstructions based on detailed micro-regional studies (Van Beek & Groenewoudt, 2011). 
(2) Published population numbers and densities based on written sources (only after AD 1500). 

For the less-known periods: 1000 BC, 100 BC, AD 500 and AD 800, population density estimates 
(PD) were based on the number of known archaeological settlements (Zoetbrood et al., 2006), relative 
to the number of Roman-period settlements. We corrected for differences in the duration of the different 
archaeological periods and took the period-specific differences in discovery potential of settlements 
(Groenewoudt, 1994; Deeben et al., 2005) into account.

Estimated numbers were validated and (if necessary) adjusted by comparing them to long-term 
demographic trends published by Roymans & Gerritsen (2002), Louwe Kooijmans et al. (2011) and Van 
Munster (2012), and for the Late and post-Medieval periods Faber (1965); McEvedy & Jones (1978); 
Paping (2009). In the case of (published) settlement density ranges, we choose the mean value, unless 
long-term demographic trends (Louwe Kooijmans et al., 2011; Van Munster, 2012) make higher or 
lower numbers more likely. This reconstruction gives a relative trend of PD trough time, more detailed 
micro-regional studies that estimate the number of people from the archaeological record would further 
improve these reconstructions. Below the estimates are further outlined per period:

Early Iron Age (ca. 800 BC) 
Population density for the Early Iron Age was estimated to be 50% of the Late Iron Age population on a 
national level based on (Louwe Kooijmans et al., 2011). 

Late Iron Age (ca. 200 BC)
The number of Iron Age settlements is 37% less relative to the number of roman settlements (341 Iron 
Age and 452 in the Roman age on a national scale) (Zoetbrood et al., 2006), because Iron Age sites are less 
well recognisable, which negatively influences the discovery rate (Groenewoudt, 1994; Deeben et al., 2005; 
Verhagen & Borsboom, 2009) we estimate PD to be 50% relative to the Roman Age. 

Roman Period (ca. AD 200)
During this period population density (PD) was relatively high, especially in the river area. In the sandy 
area, population numbers were lower but also increased. For these areas Van Beek & Groenewoudt (2011) 
reconstructed a mean PD of 4.9 p/km2 

Early Post-Roman period (ca. AD 500)
After the Roman period a strong depopulation occurred, however some major differences can be seen 
between the study regions (Van Munster, 2012). Based on the number of settlements from the Early Post-
Roman period relative to the number of settlements known from Roman period (Zoetbrood et al., 2006; 
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Van Munster, 2012) we reconstructed a population decline of around 90% in the southern and middle 
sand areas and of 50 % in northern and eastern sand areas.

Early Middle Ages: Carolingian period (ca. AD 800)
After the population decline around AD 500, population numbers increased towards AD 800, but did not 
reach the level of the Roman period. The strongest increase is found in the southern and middle sand 
areas. Based on the number of settlements (Zoetbrood et al., 2006) (corrected for differential settlement 
discovery rate) it was estimated that – on a national scale - 80% of the Roman-period population is 
present around AD 800. Assuming an equal distribution over the different sand areas, we projected this 
percentage on the population in the sand area as well. 

Early Middle Ages: Ottonian period (ca. AD 1000)
Numbers based on interpolation between numbers AD 500 and 1500, taking into account the long-term 
demographic trend (Louwe Kooijmans et al., 2011; Van Munster, 2012).

Late Middle Ages AD (AD 1500)
Numbers AD 1600, minus 10% (see below). Strong population growth from AD 1500 to 1600 of ca. 50 
% has been reported for mainly for the large towns in the Netherlands (Faber, 1965; McEvedy & Jones, 
1978). These towns are however not situated in sandy areas, therefore the AD 1500 to 1600 population 
growth much lower here, estimated at 10%. The sharp rise in population numbers in the southern 
sand area can be explained by the rise of nearby Flemish towns (Theuws, 1989; Spek, 2004: 981-983; 
Vangheluwe & Spek, 2008; Van Bavel, 1999).

Late Middle Ages AD (AD 1600)
Population densities mentioned by Spek (2004: p966) derived from historical sources (Slicher van Bath, 
1957; Bielemans, 1987; Arts, 1993; 1999; Kossmann, 1986). Ranges from these sources and their best 
guesses are indicated. 

Table 11.A.1 | Reconstructed population density in people per km2. For explanation, see text.

Region 800 BC 125 BC AD 200 AD 500 AD 800 AD 1000 AD 1500 AD 1600

Northern sand area 1.2 2.4 4.9 2.4 3.9 4.6 6.3 6.0-8.0 (7.0)

Eastern sand area 1.2 2.5 4.9 2.5 3.9 5.9 10.8 12.0

Middle sand area 1.2 2.4 4.9 0.5 3.9 7.6 17.0 15-25 (17.0)

Southern sand area 1.2 2.5 4.9 0.5 3.9 12.3 33.3 25-50 (37.0)

All sand areas 1.2 2.5 4.9 1.3 3.9 7.2 15.3 19.6
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